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SECTION I

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM•iENDATIONS OF THE

DTS ENGINEERING \NALYSIS

1.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 1. TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES

1.1 Conclusions. The narrowband technique, using a Frequency Division
Multiplex (FDM) system, was shown to bip clcrrly superior to wideband wheu all
criteria are properly weighted and avwvai~cd. In the area of Elrtronic
Countermeasures (ECM) the wideband " ýcnique is preferred except against
broadband jammers. However, it wa,; scognized that no transmission tech-
nique is completely and forever immune to a dedicated enemy Jamming threat.
Therefore, the advantages of a wideband technique in this area did not
outweigh its disadvantages in other areas considered.

The results of the evaluation were subjected to a sensitivity analysis
to determine the effects of possible incorrect weighting factors or
inconclusive ratings against the criteria. The Narrowband FDM Transmission
Technique remained the better choice.

1.2 Recommendation. A channelized narrowband transmission technique
(FDM) is recommended. The DTS design should be such that a conversion from
the FDM to a narrowband frequency hopping system can be made in the future
if the development of this technique materializes to a cost-effective
capability. Converting the FDM to narrowband frequency hopping would
provide a measure of protection against Jamming not available with FDM.

2.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 2. REPEATER TYPES

2.1 Conclusion. An all digital repeater design was found as ranking
slightly above a combined digital/analog design. If che requirement for
analog data transmission is eliminated, the decision as to the repeater
type will have Leen made regardless cf the analysis.

2.2 Recommendation. It is recommended that digital only repeater
types be designed, with the decision that the digital/analog combined
design be based on the requirement to transmit analog data.

3.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 3. REPEATER CONFIGURATION

3.1 Conclusion. Of the alternatives considered, the one which uses
a single configuration with common electronics received the highest
ranking by a reasonable margin. All weighting techniques used in the
analysis showed similar results. Likewise, a sensitivity analysis with
variable weights did not change the ranking of this alternative versus
the other alternatives. However, in reviewing the weights which were
assigned to the various criteria and subcriteria, the team believer' that
a disproportionate weight was given to some criteria which tended to
favor this alternative over the others. In particular, human factors are
believed to be of much greater importance than versatility. Similarly,
reliability is given a significantly greater wel8ht in this engineering
analysis than others. In view of this, the team does not believe the
analysis is conclusive.

'IF"
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3.2 Recommendation. Based on the above statements, the team recommends
that a separate configuration with common electronics be used for designing
repeaters for air deliveýred and hand emplaced use (Alternmitive B).

4.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIa 4. EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION METHIOD8

4.1 Conclusion. A common functional modular design ranks signifi-
cantly higher than a unique design of each har.ware eliment (repeaters,
sensors, etc.). ',,- alternative which incorporates common LSI chips as
sub-functional uni.ts along with common functional modules ranked a very
close second. Although the results of the sensitivity analysis did not
change the relative ranking of alternatives, it was concluded by the
team that the difference in ranking of alternatives A and B was not signifi-
cant.

4.2 Recommendation. In view of the close ranking between alterna-
tives A and B, the team recommends that a common functional modular design
be utilized for the hardware elements of the D'S and in addition, consider
using sub-tunctioni,1 units which may have been developed by the Government
at the time of contijt-ting for the DTS hardware design. Typical sub-func-
tional units which are being funded in development are the digital synthesizer
and reference oscillator (TCVCXO).

5.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 5. SENSOR CONTROL MODULE

5.1 Conclusions. The relative ranking of the two alternatives,
based or, the weighted and sensitivity analyses, was not conclusive. This
could be due to several factors: a) the alternatives are equally capable
of providing the operational requirements; b) the weighting factors
applied to the criteria are questionable; or c) the set of evaluation
criteria is not sufficient or complete.

5.2 Recommendation. Based on the inconclusive results of the
evaluation, no recommendation is made. If the possible use of an SCM with
mini-sensors is still considered a viable alte-native, additional evaluation
with other criteria should he considered.

2



6.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 6. NUMBER OF CHANNELS FOR REPEATER

6.1 Conclusions. Of the three alternatives considered, single
channel repeaters received the highest ranking in all four weighting
techniques used in the analysis. The alternative of providing both
single and dual channel repeaters for RF1BASS use ranked second in all
weighting techniques, with the combined sir lepdual channel repeater

k design always last.

Again, in reviewing the relative weights which were assigned to
the various criteria, it was the conclusion of the team members that

some of the weight assignments of the subcriteria were not realistic.

For example, the subcriteria of cost which were improperly weighted
were: a) acquisition costs; and b) life cycle support costs. Since the
sensitivity analysis only considered the results of a perturbation of
the major criteria (e.g., cost), these anomalies would not show up in

the analysis. Restructuring the subcriteria weights would not necessarily
reverse the difference between the first and second ranked alternatives.
Whether the approximate 10% differential is significant for choosing
an alternative has not been determined.

6.2 Recommendation. It is recommended that single channel
repeaters be developed for REMBASS. In view of the factors discussed
above, it is possible that dual channel repeaters may be cost effective
in some applications. Therefore, it is also recommended that develop-
menL of dual channel repeaters as well as single channel repeaters be
considered.

7.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 7. MODULATION TECHNIQUES

7.1 Conclusions. The analysis indicates that Phase Shift Keying
(PSK) is the best method of digital data modulation of all the methods
considered. In order for PSK to perform better than other methods, a
coherent or matched filter receiver must be used. Under certain conditions
a coherent system may be approximated, given sufficient time for phase
and frequency synchronization at the receiver. Likewise, a matched fil-
ter processor may be accomplished for burst type digital signals using a
Surface Wave Device (SWD). Unfortunately, SWD's are only applicable to
wideband type signals. Since the analysis was made, independent of the
type of transmi.ssion techniques (wideband or narrowband), and since a

n~rrowband technique was recommended as a result of Engineering Analysis 1,
the results of this engineering analysis must be evaluated in light of
the narrowband transmission technique. Consequently, PSK tends to lose its
ranking with a narrowband system such as REMBASS will use. Similar conclusions
are applicable to other methods which require a coherent processor or matched
filter receiver. These are a) Differential PSK; and b) Chirp.

On-off Keying (OOK) is ranked rather high, if one is able to insure
a specified minimum (S/N)min at the receiver, which is determined by the
required message bit error rate. If this (S/N)min cannot be insured, the
performance of the system degrades drastically.
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Since the REMBASS DTS cannot be insured of a given receiver (S/N), using
OOK modulation is not considered to be advisabl.e. Adaptive threshold
techniques may be incorporated in the receiver in some cases but this
would impact on message structure and message duration. It is believed

that sufficient wtight was not given to error performance in the analysis
and too much weight was given to spectrum utilization. Changing these
weights would easily reverse the ranking of OOK vice BFM or BFSK.

Recommendation. Binary FM and Binary FSK differ in the receiver
more than in the transmitter. In fact, a BFM receiver can receive a
BFSK modulated signal. A BFM receiver is used if both analog and digi-
tal data are transmitted. If only digital data is transmitted a BFSK
dual filter receiver will degrade more gracefully with decreasing (S/N)
than BFM; therefore, since it appears that RfliBASS will not transmit
analog data, a BFSK modulation of digital data is recommended.

"i.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 8. MESSAGE TYPES

8.1 Conclusion. The analysis indicates that if both digital and
analog data are to be transmitted in REMBASS, analog data should not
be digitized before transmission but should be used directly as a

modulating signal.

8.2 Recoumex.'ation. If both analog and digital data Are to be

transmitted, analog data should be used directly to modulate the carrier;
whereas, the digital data would use dual frequency modulation for
the two binary states of the digital data.

9.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 9. FREQUENCY CHANGING METHODS

9.1 Conclusion. The analysis indicated that three methods of

frequency changing should be used in the REMBASS DTS equipment as
applicable: a) digital frequency synthesizer; b) single frequency

oscillator module; and c) crystal substitution. The furmer is the
more expensive and would be used only in those equipments in which

the versatility of frequency selection was an overriding considera-
Lion. The second method would be used in equipments when the need for

wide eavironmental capability (temperature) was required; but, frequency
changing was seldom required except at a depot level of maintenance.
Crystal substitution would be used only if the accuracy and stability
requirements of the equipment was not severe. If + 5 ppm frequency

stability was required, even at limited temperature ranges, it is not

expected that this method would be usable.

9.2 Recommendation. The methods indicated ir, the analysis, and

discussed above, are recommended.
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10.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 10. MESSAGE CODINGt.

10.1 Conclusions. The analysis indicates that a single bit parity
check error detection coding for REMBASS digital data messages is pre-
ferred over single error correction coding, or no coding. It is empha-ii sized that this assumes that the DTS data messages contain no classified
information. That is, reliability of data communication is the primary
concern.

The DTS team does not agree with the relative weights applied to
the cost subcriteria; however, this would not change the results since
the rating of the two top alternatives are equAl for these subcriteria.

10.2 Recommendation. It is recommended that a single bit parity
check be incorporated with all digital data for error detection only.

11.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 11. REPEATER OPERATIONAL TESTING

11.1 Conclusion. Command testing of operational repeaters ranked
first in all four weighting techniques used in the analysis. The evalua-
tion was predicated upon a command link being required for some sensors
and therefore, did not consider a command link being included for the
sole purpose of testing repeaters. If a command link is not available,
the results of the analysis would have to be reviewed for the possibility
of a differenct conclusion.

11.2 Recommendation. It is recommended that repeaters include the
capability for some degree of operational testing via the sensor command
link.

5
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TABLE I - I

SYMBOL DEFINITIONS

SYMBOL DEFINITION

S(r) Net sensor-to-receiver losses

(A) (r) Channel Attenuation (excluding fading) characteristics

8 (r) Net jammer-to-receiver losses

B System bandwidth

B Channel bandwidth
c

BD Data bit-rate bandwidth

BF FFH bandwidth per channel

BI Information bandwidth

Bj Bandwidth of jammer noise

Bn Receiver noise bandwidth

BN Sensor data bandwidth

Bp Pseudo-noise transmission bandwidth

BR Bit rate bandwidth

BRN Maximum narrowband bit-rate bandwidth

BRW Wideband bit-rate bandwidth

C Number of channels (narrowband)

c(t) Carrier

(Eb/ri) Energy per bit/one-sided noise power density

A.f Frequency uncertainty due to oscillator instabilities,etc,

F Receiver noise factor (also figure)
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j I
SYMBOL DEFINITIONS

FAB Data bit false alarm

FAD expected false alarm per day

fm }Highest analog frequency

GAR Receiving antenna gain

GAT Transmitting antenna gain

Gp Processing gain

J (t) Jamming (jammer i),put) signr.

k Boltzmann's constant

Average rate/sensor

L Preselector filter losses, etc.

Lp Propagation loss

m(t) Message

m'(t) Demodulated replica of m(t)

N (PN code bits)

Ni Effective receiver noise power (total)

n Number of sensors

F Noise power density equals 10 log (k Te)

n(t) Noise

P Probability of message overlap

PC Probability of false alarm during chip time

PDB Probability of data bit detection

PDCB Probability of detection per code bits

PDM Probability of message detection

P Error probability
e

P FAB Probability of data bit false alarm

7



SYMBOL DEFINITIONS

PFAM Probability of message false alarm

PFFH Probability that a net is in one of the FFH bands

"Pj Total jammer power (noise-like signal)

PPNSS Probability that a single net is within REMBASS band

Ps Sensor power

PSFH/FD Joint probability net within band and on REMBASS channel

Psw Wideband transmitter (sensor power output)

't(t:) Transmitter output power

R Chip rate

RD Data rate

ri Maximum range between sensor/relay, relay/relay or
relay/receivers

.rj Minimum range between jammeL± and any receiver

S/J Signal-to-jammer power ratio

S(S/N)IF Required signal-to-noise ratio into the demodulator

(S/N)q Signal-to-quantization ratio

St(t) Radiated signal

SR(t) Signal at receiver input terminals

TA Antenna noise tempeaature

TB Bit duration

Effective receiver noise temperature or equivalent
noise temperature

Message d1,r.Lion (length)
m

Ts Specified time interval

TSB Sub-bit duration

(Chip duration

8



SECTION II

ENGINELRING ANALYSIS i - TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES

"1.K0 SUMMARY

This analysis addresses the transmission technique that
will be used in the REMBASS Data Transmission Subsystem. The alternatives
were evaluated against a specific sat of criteria: cost; performance;
versatility; schedule; techaictl risk; and logistics. The analysis con-
cluded that channelized narrowband transmission (FDM) should be utilized.
This technique should be implemented in such a way so as to facilitate
conversion to a frequency 'iopping technique at a later date.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The REMBASS system is composed of several major subsystems.
Several different alternative subsystem designs may be found which
meet the system operational and functional requirements of REMBASS
within certain constraints. In o~uýr to determine which subsystem
alternative provides the hest choice, alternatives are evaluated and
analyzed against common criteria and one or more possible alternatives
are selected as candidates for final system components. This report
is concerned with the selection of a transmission technique for the
Data Transmission Subsystem (DTS).

3.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Data from REMBASS mw.u- be comunicated to remote readout itations
via radio frequency (RF) links, especially designed for this purpose. In
some cases the link will include one or more radio repeaters due to the
distance between sensor and readout. This RF communication link must
perform relially in an environment which consists of other RF emitters,
extraneous noiia sources, and possible enemy jamming. Within given
constraints, a communication technique must be selected which provideA
the required operation capability and is the optimum alternative measuzed
against the given criteria.

4.0 ALTERNATIVES

Two alternative transmission techniques will be evaluated and
analyzed to determine which technique most nearly satisfies the REMBASS
requirements. These are a) narrowband; and b) wideband.

4.1 Narrowband. A narrowband tranumission system is characterized
by the ratio of information bandwidth to bareband data bandwidth being a
factor of about 10. Therefore, the system banuwidth may be divided into
many narrowband channels. Each charinel may be shared by many transmitter/
receivers, all operating on the same carrier frEqueucy. Two c-pes of
narrowband systems will be evaluated. Theue are a) Slow Frequency Hop
(SFH); and b) Channelized Frequency Division (FD).

9



4.1.1 SFH System. The SFH system is similar to the channelized
FD in that many narrowband channels are created from the available system
bandwidth. In operation, a transmitter and receiver will systematically
switch from one channel to another in some pseudo-synchronous pre-
determined manner, only remaining on a given channel for a short period
of time before switching to the next channel. it is not mandatory that
a transmission occur before switching to a different channel. The
switching neriod should be long compared to a message duration; however,
it should 3t be so long that many sensor messages are transmitted during
each perio. Otherwitse, the message loss may be inordinately large.
Optimizing -he switching period versus the number of sensors on a channeland relative clock stabilities will be a major concern with this technique.

4.1.2 Channelized FD System. The Channelized FD System is very
simple and straightforward. The system bandwidth is divided into many
narrowband channels and a given number of sensors are assigned to a tixed
channel. The channel width is determined by message rate, modulation
methods, co-channel isolation requirements, etc. The South East Asia
Operational Sensor System (SEAOPSS) is representative of this technique.

4.2 Wideband. A wideband transmission system is characterized by
a large ratio of information bandwidth to data rate bandwidth. The
objective of these type systems is usually that of trading bandwidth
for processing gain, or signal-to-noise ratio. Two types of wideband
systems will be evaluated: a) Pseudo-noise Spread Spectrum (PNSS);
and b) Fast Frequency Hop (FFH). Both of these types have attributes
which are desirable for certain applications.

4.2.1 PNSS. This is a wideband system in which the energy in the
data signals is spread over a wide frequency band by a coding operation
prior to modulation and transmisEion. To provide a continuous transmission
spectrum, as well as provide some degree of countermeasure, the transmittal
data is made to look like noise by coding with a PN code. If a coherent
system can be designed, significant processing gain may be obtained;
however, this is usually at the expense of high peak power.

4.2.2 FFH. This is a wideband system technique which is also a
spread spectrum subsystem in which some of the bandwidth spreading is
,brained by progressively shifting the center frequency of transmission
around within the system band. The bandwidth of a given transmission is
inversely proportional to the number of hopping frequencies used.
Synchronization of the hopping rate of receiver and transmitter is a must
for proper operation of a FFH system and this feature tends to limit
the usefulness of the FFH wideband technique.

5.0 CRITERIA

The criteria which will be used in the comparative evaluation of
alternatives axxociated with this engineering analysis are defined be-
low. In 6.0, each alternative is evaluated against this crite- is. All
alternatives will be ranked against other alternatives for each criterion.
Then, each subcriterion will have a suamoary evaluation sheet from which
the relative ranking of the altern; :i',2s can be determined for that par-
ticular criterion. Finally, a relatiie ranking will be compiled for
each major criterion.

10
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This data will be used in 7.0 to make a comparative analysis of the
alternatives to determine which most nearly meets the RILMBASS r-ýquire-
ments. In cases where the relative weight of an alternative within a
given criterion is not considered exact, a sensitivity analysis (see 8.0),
will be performed to determine the effects of errors in ratings.

5.1 Performance Parameters

5.1.1 ProcessinR Gain. This is a measure of efficiency of signal
processing in the receiver. It is usually measuired in terms of the signal-
to-noise ratio at the output of the processor and the carrier-to-n-ise
ratio at the receiver IF (or limiter) output.

5.1.2 ReSuiired Signal-to-Noise Ratio (S/N). This is the -ratio
required to meet the operational requirements of cta error rates or
analog signal quality.

5.1.3 ,rror Probabilities. This is a statistical parameter which
relates the expected errors in a given quantity of digital data as a
function of Fome other parameter such as (S/N).

5.1.4 Transmitter Power. This parazaeter is used to specify the
power required from a transmitter to meet such operati.nal requirements
as error rates, transmission range, etc., for different types of trans-
mission and modulation techniques.

5.1.5 ECM/RF . Electronic countermeasures (ECM) and radio frequency
interference (RFI) are two forms of electronic RF signals which a communi-
cation system must be protected against to the maximum extent practicable.

5.1.6 Spectrum Utilization. This is a measure of the efficiency
with which a given transmission and modulation technique are able to
utilize a given assigned RF spectrum. For REMBASS it is measured in terms
of the number of separate communication channels, or the number of
sensors, which may be accommodated within the band.

5.2 Versatility. Versatility implies the ability to accommodate
to different situations. In the case of the DTS, it means the ability
of the transmission system to communicate analog as well as digital data.
It also is used to indicate the modifications or compromises in design
necessary to provide this capability for a given transmission technique.

5.3 Reliability. This is another statistical term which is used
to indicate quality of performance. It is generally defined as the pro-
bability that the device will perform its function without failure for the
period of time intendcd under the specified environmental conditions.

5.4 Schedule

5.4.1 Development Time. This is the time required to perform any
necessary engineering development on a system design before preproduction
models are available.

'1 . ' nx. ... . * .... ......... . . ...... s-.* ...
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5.5 Risk

5.5.1 Development Risk. This criterion is a qualitative means of
I V J.estimating the probability that a chosen technique, design, approach,

etc., will result in a successful conclusion. It is a non-deterministic
parameter in that it depends on the judgement of the evaluator as well as

the capability of undetermined contractors,

5.6 Loistics

5.6.1 Test Equipment Re4Ziired. This is the special test equipment
required to support a given alternative at any echelon of maaintenance
and repair.

5.6.2 Maneac kil eurd These are special skills which
are required due to the unique characteristics of the alternative.

5.6.3 Equipment Adjustments Required. This criterion is. the measure
of time and expense of putting the equipment in good operating condition;
also, the number and frequency of adjustments necessary to keep it in
operation.

5.7 Costs

5.7.1 R&D Costs. These costs are associated with, and are directly

related to, the development time criterion.

5.7.2 Acquisition Costs. This Cost item includes recurring and non-
recurring Investment costs to provide the initial equipment, components,
software, etc., for the complement of Army users of the system. R&D costs
are sometimes included in acquisition costs but are broken out separately
here.

5.7.3 Life Cycle Support Costs. These are "operating costs" as
defined in AR37-18. Included are a) personnel (crew and maintenance);
b) consumption (equipments); c) Integrated Logistic Support (ILS);
d) transportation; and c) depot maintenance.

6.*0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

6.1 General. The REMBASS DTS is required to provide a reliable
method of getting data from remote sensors to a receiver at a Sensor
Readout Unit (SRU) and also to provide a command link from the SRU to
certain commandable sensors. This must be accomplished within an environ-
ment of other locally radiated signals (RFI), possible intentional Jamming
by unfriendly sources, and other indigenous noise signals. A single

V thread link is shown in Figure 2-1 where three repeaters are cascaded
between the sensor field and the SRU. This is the maximum number of
repeaters which is expected to be used on a channel,. Typically one, or
possible two repeaters will satisfy most requirements.

12
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Where possible, results of other engineering analyses on similar
systems have been evaluated for possible incorporation in this report. l/

6.2 FCM Threat (Classified). See Addendum A to this engineering
analysis.

6.3 RFI Environment (Classified). See Addendum A to this engiriering
anialysis.

6.4 Requirements and System Parameters. For the purpose of this
evaluation, the following system performance requirements and parameters
will be used:

a) Probability of Message Error (Total) 4 x 10 -3

b) False Alarm Rate 1/day max.

c) Missed Message Probability 2% max

d) Maximum Active Sensors (See TOA MPE)

e) Maximum Number of Repeaters in Tandem 3

f) Data Requirements (type) Digital and Analog

g) Avg. Digital Msg Rate (Assumed) .005/sec./sensor

h) Digital Message (Assumed) 40 data bits (including
preamble)

i) Analog Message 10 sec./2kHz Bandwidth

J) Range: See Classified Addendum

1) Sensor (SCM) to RR or UCR (LOS)

2) RR to UCR (LOS)

k) System Bandwidth

1) Sensor Tx Oscillator Instability + 10 ppm

m) Relay Rx Oscillator Instrbility + 10 ppm

n) Relay Tx Oscillator Instability + 10 ppm

o) UCR Oscillator Instability + 2 ppm

1/ See response to ECOM REQ DAAB07-72-Q-0181
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6.5 DTS Model. A sigrnl model of a typical data transm.•saion channel
is shown in Figure 2-3 which is representative of any of the transmission
techniques to be considered in this analysis. A sensor is assumed to be
transmitting to a receiver in the presence of noise, RFI, and jamming.
A carrier, c(t), is modulated by a (coded) message signal, m(t), amplified
and couoled to the communication channel by the antenna. The radiated
signal, St(t). suffers free space attenuation, possible fading, and corrup-
tion by noise, n(t), and intentional jamming, J(t), before arriving at the
receiver terminals. The signal is fUrther corrupted by thermal noise in the
receiver. After amplification and filtering, the signal is demodulated and
detected to recover a replica, m'(t), of the message inpul: at the sensor
modulator. The data link is designed, within specified constraints, to
insure that the message output, m' (t), matches the message input m(t),
to a specified precision. That is, the probability that the two are different
must be some specified maximum value. For: digital data messages, this
is given as a probability of message error per message sent. The trans-
mission techniques listed as altLrnatives in 4.0 will be investigated to
determine how they compare in meeting the REMEBASS requirements, when
measured against the criteria listed in 5.0.

The message structure shown in Figure 2-2 will be assumed for
comparison purposes.

X-Bit Preamble 1 -iJDZ-Bit~s (Information /colirtl3

40 Bits Total

Tm = Message Duration (Digital Only)

FIGURE 2-2

ASSUMED REMBASS DIGITAL MESSAGE
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6.6 Data Link Performance Parameters. In the analysis of a
data transmission system it is assumed that effects of the separate
inputs may be added or superposed. Considering the power balanced
for the data signal first, one finds:

1) 10 log PS (dBm) > 10 log (S/N)IF (dB) + 10 log a(r) (dB)

+ 10 log Ni(dBM)
where

Pi M Sensor transmitter power (m watts)

(SIN)IF - Required signal-to-noise ratio

a(r) - net link losses (antenna gains, path losses, etc.)

N = kTe Bn - Effective receiver noise power (total)

] [K - Boltzmann'c const.

] [Te TA + (LF-I) 290*K - Effective receiver noise tempera-

ture in degrees Kelvin

[TA - Receiver Antenna noise temperature

[L Preselector filter losses, etc.

] [F - Receiver noise factor

] [Bn Receiver noise bandwidth

For purposes of comparing wideband and narrowband transmission
techniques, it will be assumed initially that the receiver processor
is matched to the incoming signal using either a correlation processor
with coherent detection or matched filter with sampling. If digital
data is being transmitted and processed, the output of the processor
is related to the (S/N)IF as follows:

where

E( b/ average energyper bit ( Required (S/N)o for
one-sided noise power density 'given bit error rate)

BR Bit rate bandwidth

BI = Information bandwidth of the system/'_
10 log(- Processing gain in dB.

With the above assumption 1 becomes
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3) 10 log Ps > 10 log b/n)dB + 10 log dB + 10 log a(r) dB
d Bm

+ 10 log (KTe) -•--+ 10 log (Bn) dB

Given the system requirements on range, error rate, data rate,

detection and false alarm probabilities, etc., equation 3 determines
the sensor transmitter power required where the only source of inter-
ference is Gaussian type noise with uniform power spectral density, n
watts-sec.

If a noise Jammer is also operating in the sensor band this noise
may be much more significant to contend with than the extraneous thermal-
type noise; therefore, the sensor signal-to-jammer power ratio is of
primary importance. This is given by

4) 10 log (S/J) - 10 lo ,ii) ýB Cr)

F - Sensor power dutput

iP - Total jammer power (noise-like signal)

Bi - Bandwidth of jammer noise

() - Net Jammer-to-receiver losses

a(r) - Net sensor-to-receiver losses

B - Receiver noise bandwidth
n

Since a(r)/8(r) is independent of the transmission. technique it will

I be assumed unity for comparison Purposes and therefore 4 becomes

5) 10 log () i0 log ( ) (_ ; Bj 1 Bn

A measure of comparison between transmission techniques is the power
required by the sensor transmitter to provide a given measure of per-
formance. For the ideal systems described above, it is clear from 3

and 5 that PS is a function of the processing gain and noise bandwidth
for each technique, other things being equal. The wideband and narrow-
band technique will be compared on this basis. They will also be com-
pared by considering the limitations of each in obtaining the ideal per-
fcrmance indic:.ted above.

6.6.1 Wideband Transmission Systems. Wideband transmission systems
are generally characterized as having a large transmission bandwidth com-
"pared to the baseband data oandwidth. It is also true that the frequency
instability of the transmitter carrier (as well as the receiver local
oscillator) is generally small compared to the transmission bandwidth.

18
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Therefore, the noise bandwidth, B , of the receiver may be considered
essentially equal to the transmishjon bandwidth, BI. Equation 3 may

S-" then be put in the following form:

6) P (d Bm) > iQd ~ + (jý (dB) + BR (dBHz) + a~r) (B

PS - Wideband sensor power in dBm - 10 log Paw (mWatt)

q - 10 log (kTe)

This result would indicate that the lowest bit rate BR possible, consistent
with the maximum source message rate requirements, should be used.
Two factors preclude the arbitrary selection of BR: a) multiple users
of the band require short message lengths to reduce the self interference
probability; and b) analog matched filters cannot, as yet, be fabricated
for large bit periods.

6.6.1.1 Message Length. For lack of a better model the sensor
transmissions are assumed to be Poisson distributed with an average rate
of .005/sec./sensor. If the message duration is Tm, the interval between
messages must be greater than 3Tm to allow the massages to be relayed
without interference, assuming store-and-forward repeaters on the same
channel. The probability of two or more sensors giving a response in an
interval 3Tm is approximately (see Addendum B)

7) P z 3X Tm (n-l) (If XTm << 1)

S- avg. rate/sensor - .005 msg/sec/sensor

n - Number of sensors

Tm Message Length

P Probability of message overlap

The probability of message overlap is determined from the missed
message rate requirement. The 2% missed message rate specified must be
divided between message overlap loss and probability of non- detection
due to noise degradation of the signal. The larger the percentage
assigned to overlap, the larger will be the probability of message detec-
tion requirement, and therefore the larger the signal-to-noise ratio
required for a given false alarm rate. A value of 1% will be assumed
for overlap loss. From equation 7, either the maximum message length
may be determined, given the number of sensors to be accommodated, or, if
Tm is determined from other constraints, the maximum number of sensors
which the system may accomodate may be determined.
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6.6.1.2 Matched Filter Limitations. For short burst type trans-
mission, which is typical of IRFBASS digital data messages, only analog
matched filters appear feasible for detectio-n and processing of wideband
signals in the receiver. The present state-of-the-art techniques for
fabricating analog matched filters permit time-bandwidth products of the
o!der of 150 or less, and therefore a maximum processing gain of about
22 dB. The achievable processing gain for a given type of system will
be considered later.

6.6.2 Narrowband Transmission Systems. Narrowband. transmission
systems are characterized by low bit rate and information bandwidth,
compared to wideband systems. The system bandwidth B, is divided into
channels each of bandwidth B/C, where C is the number of channels. The
maximum muAtched filter processing gain for narrowband transmission
is also BI/BR, where BI is the information bandwidth and under ideal
conditions (perfect filters, no fr~queicy instabilities, etc.) is equal
to B/C. Also, if the number of sensors per channel is reasonably large
(i.e., N >> 1) the maximum narrowband bit-rate bandwidth, BeN is equal
to the wideband bit-rate bandwidth, BW divided by the number of channels,
C. Therefore, the maximum narrowband processing gain within each narrow-
band channel is the same as for a wideband system.

6.6.2.1 Message Length. To determine the maximum message length
for the narrowband system, it will be assumed that each narrowband
channel must accommodate up to 32 sensors. Usirg the same assumptions
and parameters as for the wideband system the message length is found
to be

8) Tm .01 - 21.5 msec
• ~3X. 005(32-1)

Letting Tm equal 20 msec., the bit period for the same 40-bit message
becomes 0.5 msec/ bit giving a narrowband bit rate, BR of 2000 bits
"per second and a BR of

9) BRN . BR (Hz) - 200O Hz

The information bandwidth, to obtain the same maximum processing gain
as the wideband system, is found from

10 log (BI/BR) - 26.5 dB - 450 ratio

or

10) BI -450 x 2000 900 kHz
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It is doubtful that one would consider this a narroiband system. There-
fore, the obvious solution is to provide more available channels, and
consequently obtain a greater sensor capacity or rucover some anti-
jamming margin against broadband jammers, by reducing the noise band-
width of the receiver and therefore improving the (S/N) for a given input
signal level and jammer power.

6.6.2.2. Matched Filter Limitations. Just as the wideband system
is not able to take advantage of all the potential processing gain due
to state-of-the-art capabilities in fabricating matched filters, neither
is a narrowband system able to take advantage of all its potential gain
because of' a) the frequency instabilities of the transmitter and receiver
oscillatecs, which caused increased noise bandiuidth, as well as non-coherent
processing; and b) imperfect filters, which require guardbands between
channels, etc. The magnitude of the degradation from a matched filter
operation by non-coherent processing is a function of the ratio of frequency
uncertainties to bit-rate-bandwidth. Glenn 2/ has performed an analysis
on a narrowband digital data system in which the predetection bandwidth
of the mark and space channel was a function of the source carrier
frequency uncertainty. The ratio of this bandwidth to the bit-rate
bandwidth (BI/BR) is assumed to be much greater than one, due to frequency
uncertainties. The receiver consisted of a predetection filter (for
Mark or Space) followed by an envelope detector and a filter matched to
the bit rate, B R. The data in Table II-I and Table II-Il show a comparison
of this non-coherent performance with a similar coherent system with an
equivalent processing gain when BI/BR is equal to 10 and 100. As indicated
from the tables, the performance of the non-coherent system improves
relative to the coherent system as the input S/N increases for eitber
Br/BR. At a bit error rate of 10-5 the deficit is about 3 dB, and as
E/bnY becomes much greater than BI/BR the performance approaches the
optimum FSK System.

6.6.2.3. Narrowband Bandwidth with Frequency Uncertainty.
The minimum channel bandwidth (Bc) required for a narrowband system
with bit rate bandwidth BRN and frequency uncertainty /AF/ is

11) BI > 2(BRN + /AF/)

assume /AF/ lxlO6 x153xlO6 " 1530 Hz

and from 9

12) BRN -2000 Hz

2/ "Analysis of Non-coherent FSK Systems with Large Ratios of Frequency
Uncertainties to Information Rates", A.B.Glenn,RCA DEPIMoorestown,N.J.
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TANTZ II-I

Cagjmson of Men-C.4e~,ent Parformanca with a Simti~r Cohwe.ng
SYstat - Equivmalan Processing Gain -l

"B - 10; MAXIMU' PROCESSING GAIN 10 dB

___. ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BIT 1"11OR ENER\GY-TO- MiTCI11D ACTUAL• ~PROB. NOISE DEN. FILTFr\ INPUT .h .
p ,I:b/)(I (S(SINa (SIN) i- (SIN)a

e _ _ _ _ _ " _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,, _ _

1.5x10 0 dB -10 dB -2 dB -8 dB
3.x1-2 5 dB -5 dB 1 dB -6 dB

5x10-4 10 dB 0 dD 4 dB -4 dB

IxlO-4 11.2 dB 1.2 dB 4.9 dB -3.7 dB

3x10- 12.0 dB 2.0 dB 5.2 dB -3.2 OB

ixl)-5 12.5 dB 2.5 dB 5.5 dB -3.0 dB

TABLU l-II

Quourigm of Men-Ceherest ?ezfonce with a Sioilar Coheret
System - Equivalent ftPrming Gain - 106

(B 1 / ) 100; MAXIMUM PROCESSING GAIN - 20 dB
'SR

BIT ERROR ENERGY-TO- MATCHED ACTUAL DEFICIT
PROB. NOISE DEN. FILTER INPUT INPUT _

Pe (Eb/n) (S/N)i (S/N)a [(S/N) i-(S/N)a]

1.5x10-I 0 dB -20 dB -7.5 dB -12.5 dB

3x]O-2 5 dB -15 dB -4.5 dB -10.5 dB

5XlO-4 10 dB -10 dB ..2.2 di1 -7.8 dB

lx10-4 11.2 db -8.8 db -2.0 dB -6.8 dB

3XO"' 12.0 dB -8.0 dB -1.8 dB -6.2 dB

'ixlO-5 12.5 dB -7.5 dB -1.? dB -5.8 dB
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F'
Therefore

K B 1 Ž_> 2(2000 + 1530)

B, 7060 Hz

assume

BI -10 kHz

then

It is therefore a reasonable assumption that the loss in processing gain
for this narrowband system will be less than 3 dB, although the approxi-
mation made in the Glenn analysis requires a larger BI/B ratio for the
results to be valid.

The above bandwidth requirement assumes that the modulation iv either
AM or narrowband FM (or PM). If FSK modulation is used for the digital
modulation, a minimum ý of the order of 1 would be required to minimize
Gaussian noise errors and spike errors at reasonable (S/N) ratios 3'/
therefore1 channel bandwidth Bc would be a minimum of about 2B or approxi-
mately 20 kHz under the above assumptions.

6.7 System Types. In order to make a more definitive comparison
between wideband and narrowband transmission techniques, two types of
system implementation will be selected for each technique and pertinent
parameters will be determined for each of these types from which additional
comparisons can be made.

6.7.1 Wideband System Types. The types of wideband systems to be
evaluated are: PNSS and FFH.

a) PNSS - This is a wideband type in which the instantaneous 'band-
width is generally equal to the total system bandwidth. That is, the
energy of each transmitted code bit is opread over the band, although not
of uniform spectral density. Each information bit is coded with a PN code
whose bit rate is sufficient to provide the desired degree of band-spreading.
Ideally, the length of the PN code would be sufficient to resemble a noise
burst with periodicity. However, in practice the length of the code is
not usually an independent parameter if matched filter processing is desired.

"b) FFH - This type may also be considered a spread spectrum technique.
"However, it differs from the PN technique in that only a portion of the
system bandwidth is utilized in each code bit transmission, but the carrier
frequency is switched after each code bit transmission so that the total
system bandwidth is utilized (usually) during a given message transmission.

"3/ "Error Rates for Digital Signals Demodulated by an FM Discriminator",
Donald L. Schilling, et al. IEEE Trans. on Comm. Tech., Aug. 1967.
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The desired information bandwidth is obtained by coding in a similar
manner to PNSS. A tradeoff must be made between the obtainable pro-
ceasing gain per information bit and the number of separate frequencies
available for hopping.

6.7.2 Narrowband System Types. The types of narrowband systems
to be evaluated are SFH and FD, sometimes referred to as the Freque cy
Division Multiplex (FDM) System.

a) SFH - This is a narrowband type in which the system bandwidth
is divided into several narrower bands. Each transmitter switches from
one channel to the next in a predetermined order until all assigned channels
have been utilized. The number of assigned channels may be all available
channels or it may be a particular set of the total number. The rate at
which channels are selected (hop rate) may be approximately equal to, or
somewhat less than the average message rate. It may have all the other
characteristics of the FDM narrowband system.

b) FD - In this type of system, the system bandwidth is also
divided into many channels whose bandwidth is sufficient to accommodate
the required data rate and modulation method. Each device transmitter
is assigned to a channel and remains on the channel for all its trans-
mission life. This is the major difference in FDM and S'1H.

6.8 Evaluation of Candidate Systems. Each of the system types
will be analyzed in terms of common performance parameters.

6.8.1 Processing Gain. Processing gain is defined as the improve-
ment in (S/N) of the desired signal as it is processed and detected in the
receiver. Processing gain may be used to a) reduce the required receiver
(S/N) for a specified error performance; b) increase the transmission
range for a given transmitter power; or c) provide a margin of
anticipated noise sources. Against a noise jammer, it provides a so
called AJ margin. Regardless of the system type, the maximum available
processing gain is equal to the product of the message duration and the
system bandwidth. For practical reasons, the maximum processing gain
is seldom achieved.

a) PNSS - The limitations of analog matched filter processors
for burst type messages has already been discussed. To provide the maxi-
mum number of sensor for a given self-interference probability, each
message bit will be coded to provide the maximum processing gain per bit
and transmitted once, therefore, no additional processing gain is available
from post-detection processing. Assuming the maximum TBBP = 150 for a
PNSS system gives a processing gain of

13) Gp -10 log TBBP -10 log 150 c-21.8 dB
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where

BP - Pseudo-noise transmission bandwidth

TB - Message bit duration

and since

B - 15 MHz - System Bandwidth

TB < 10 usec per bit

and

14) Tm - 40xl~usec - 400 usec

- message duration

if

N - chips per message bit

then

T * chip duration - TB/N

The closest PN code to the assumed TBB product is

N= 151

Therefore

15)r- 10X10- 6 sec - .066 usec/chip
151

and the chip rate, Rc is

16) Rc - _..A 1 -6 15.1 MHz
T .066 x 1i

The data bit rate, RD, is

17) RD-_T -100Kb/s.- TB

"* giving a bit-rate bandwidth requirement of
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I

BR RD (Hz) -100 kHz

t or

i0 log Be w 50 dBHz

b) FFH - The FFH system divides the available system bandwidth
into a set of equally spaced frequencies and the spacing gives the maxi-
mum information bandwidth per transmission. The potential processing
gain is then a tradeoff between the number of separate bands used and the
allowable time for each transmission. If a separate frequency band is
selected for each message bit, the bandwidth per bit becomes 375 kHz.
With the practical limitation on analog matched filters of about 20 usec/bit
the processing gain per bit then is only about 8.7 dB. This would give
a message time of 800 usec. To achieve a higher processing gain it will
be assumed that the system bandwidth is divided into three, 5 MHz,
segments. All three frequencies (fl, f 2 , f3), properly modulated, will
be sent each data bit time with one sequence of frequencies representing
a binary digit '1' and an alternate sequence representing the binary
digit 101.

18) S - 3 - Sub-bits per message bit

BF - 15 MHz - 5 MHz - FFH transmission bandwidth
3

TSB 2Ox10 6 sec - Sub-bit duration

Therefore, the FFH processing gain is

19) Gp 10 log TSB BF - 10 log 100 - 20 dB

and the 40 bit message duration is

20) T - 3x40x20xlO- 6 _ 2400 usecm

The closest PN code to the assumed TSB BF product is

N - 103

Therefore

21) T - 20x10- 6 - .194 usec/chip
103

The chip rate is therefore

22) Rc -A - 5.15 MHz Mbhp/sec

The data bit rate is
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23) RD l - 06 -16.6 Kb/sec
3TsB 60

from which the data bit-rate bandwidth is

BD - R (Hz) - 16.6 kHz

or 10 log BD - 42.2 dBHz

and the code bit-rate bandwidth is

B 1 - 50 kHz

TSB

or 10 log Be - 47 dBHz

With the redundant transmission of three sub-bits per message data bit,
matched filter processing, followed by digital processing of the threeIsub-bits, can reduce the required (S/N) per sub-bit, although a net energy
loss will result when compared to matched filter processing of the full
data bit.

c) SFH/ - The SFH and FD narrowband system types are similar
in most respects, since similar modulation and demodulation characteristics
would be applicable to each. Although modulation methods will be evaluated
and compared as a separate exercise, it will be assumed for this evaluation
that FSK would be used for the SFH and PD systems. Therefore, the
processing gain to be expected in the receiver depends on the channel band-
width for a given bit rate and frequency uncertainty. From previous
consideration it is estimated that a minimum processing gain per channel
of 8 dB may be obtained, providing the input (S/N) is reasonably high7( 10 dB)

6.8.2 Required Otitput Signal-to-Noise Ratio (S/N). The signal-to-

noise ratio required at the decision device (to reconstruct the modulating
signal, m(t)) depends upon various allowable error probabilities which
may in turn depend upon the structure of the message. In addition any
redundancy in the message due to coding is also significant.

If the receiver could decide when the signal-to-noise ratio was
sufficient to permit the decoding to take place within the allowable
error rate, it could squelch the signal into the decoder until the (S/N)
was adequate for the decoding reliability required, then process the
incoming signal. Alternatively, the message can be coded with a preamble
from which the subsequent decoding of the message would depend on receipt
of the correct message preamble. For purposes of comparison, the latter
case will be assumed. An eight bit preamble will be assumed for message
detection and false alarm probability evaluation, from which the required
(S/N) can be determined. Subsequent probability of bit error will then be
evaluated, given tii.t a message is present.
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a) PNSS - The reference PNSS system utilizes a 151 chip PN code
per message data bit. To evaluate false alarm and detection probability
let

POM - Prob. of message detection (Preamble Detection) given
that a message was sent

PDB - Prob. of data bit detection

S~then

(1D (8-i) (6 out of 8 correct24) P - ( D (6-PDB) bits in the Preamble)DM 1- 6

- 56 P 6 (1 - 1.86 P + .875 P 2)
DB DB DB

but

PDH - i-(Prob. of message dismissal due to noise only)

"- 1 - .01 .99 (specification)

therefore, from 24)

25) PDB .924
DJB

To determine false alarm probability let

FAD - expected false alarm per day

PFAM - prob. of message false alarm

PFAB - prob. of data bit false alarm

P - prob. of false alarm during chip timec

The probability of message false alarm, P , is based on the assumption
that if six data bit false alarms occur wY•in a time interval equal to

* eight data bits, given that one false alarm has occurred, then a message
will be declared and therefore a message false alarm till have occurred.

26) PFAB - 151 Pc

and a message false alarm will occur with a probability of

27) P (8-'vFA6 (six false alarm bits out\%, = 4PF4'of 8 bit times)

since

PFAB 1<1.
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Also

28) FAD - (PFAM) x (message opportunities per day)

"-Pm x 8.64 x 10 4  - 1

80 x 0b

but

FAD < I (specification

therefore, from 26, 27 and 28:

29) P - 10-
C

Using the detection and false alarm parameter values from 25 and 29,
the required (SIN) is found to be

30) (S/N)PNSS - 12 dB (Receiver sensitivity - -103 dBm)

The digital processing gain resulting from the preamble is found to be
approximately 3.3 dB. Therefore, if matched filter processing could
have been performed directly on the eight bit preamble, the required
preamble E./n) would have been 15.3 dB. Since the (S/N) given bv 30 may be
equated to the energy per bit to noise density (Eb/?I) the power required
is greater when a matched filter per bit is followed by digital processing,
and, therefore, the processing loss is

31) Loss < 115.3 dB - 12 dB -10 log (8) dBI - 9.3 dB

Once a message has been detected (with a given confidence) thu prior
knowledge about the message (bit rate, length, etc.) permits the sub-
sequent evaluation of the bits (as being either a '1' or '0') to be
made with greater confidence, or with a smaller probability of error.
With matched filter processing of the data bibs ohe bit error probability,
with the E/n given by 30, is less than 10- , and therefore the total
message error probability of 4x10- 3 for a sLring of three repeaters plus
a UCR is easily met.

b) FFH - The reference FFH system utilizes three PN code bits
per message bit with each code bit containing 103 chips. Using the same
preamble and processing criteria as before, the required probability
of detection per data bit is still .924. However, since there are now
three code bits per data bit, and the probability of detecting a code
bit is the criterion which will determine the E.0k per code bit,

"* digital processing of the code bits is possible. The optimum choice
is two out of three code bit detections for a data bit detection: 4/
With these constraints, the required probability of detection per code
bits is

32) PDCB - .831

4/ Schwartz, M. "A Coincidencc Procedure for Signal Detection," Trans.
* . IRE, Vol. IT-2, No. 4, Dec 1956.
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and the allowable false alarm probability per chip is about
7 x 10- 4 btwill be assumed to be l0-4, as with PNSS. The required
(S/N) is then determined to be

33) (S/N)FFH : 11.2 dB (per PN code bit) (Receiver sensitivity
-107.1 dBm)

Whereas the enery per code bit has been raduced by 0.8 dB vs. PNSS,
the energy per data bit has been increased by about 4.8 dB. Much
of this difference results from the fact that che processing time cannot be
increased to compensate for the reduced bandwidth of the FFH code bits,
due to practical design limitations.

c) SFH/FD - These system types are again considered equal for the

purpose of the (S/N) requirement. There will be one bit per data bit and
it is assumed that message preamble and preamble processing is the same
as for the PNSS and FFH. Therefore, the probability of detection per
data bit will be identical with the PNSS. That is

34) PDM - .99 (specification)

35) PDB - .924 (see 24))

The bit false alarm requirements will be different due to the bit-rate
bandwidth, BR, differences. For the • given by 12, the probability of
false alarm per bit is about 1.5 x 10- . For purposes of this relative
comparison it will be assumed that the bit false alarm probability can be
no greater than 10-2 giving a required S/N of

36) (S/N)NB > 9.8 dB

Although .ae probability of false alarm per opportunity given above
meets the message false alarm probability requirement of 1 false alarm
per day (FAD), in practice, the decision threshold would be set to
provide a PFAB of about 10-4. With the same missed message requirement,
the requires SIN or Ebn would be increased to about 12 dB. The actual
value may be determined by the bit error probability requirement (see
next section).

6.8.3 Error Probabilities. Once the message has been detected,
with the desired confidence, by declaring that the preamble has been
received, the prior knowledge about the message (bit rate, length, etc.)
may be used to aid in decoding the message. In order to estimate the
subsequent error probability during decoding at the given ¾b'i
additional information must be available, namely, what modulation method
is used.

For the PNSS and FFH system, a SWD will be assumed for coding and
modulating the data bits producing a PSK output at the reqpective chip
rate. Since a complementary device will be used in the receiver, the
resultant system is approximately equivalent to a coherent PSK system from
which the relation between the error probability and bit energy-to-noise
density in the receiver is given by
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I
37) Pe I 1 [-erf qln

2

For the SFR/FD systems, an FSK non-coherent, "matched" filter
env •lope detector/processor will be assumed for comparison purposes.
Performance of practical filters need be no worse tha.-i about 1 dB
less than matched filters, so the above assumption is not too farfetched.
For this case, the probability of error becomes

38) Pe l exp
. , 2

a) PNSS - Using the relation 37 and the value of (S/N) given by
29, the error probability after message detection becomes

39) Pe M' 1 1er -759
PNSS 2

- 8.5 x 0-9

b) FFH - Using the relation 37 and the value of
32, the er-ror probability after message detection becomes

Pe - 1 .- rf 132]
FF11 L213

. 1.4 x l0-7

c) SFHFD- Using the relation 38 and the value of (S/N) given by
36, the error probability after message detection becomes

Pe = 1 exp29 5 ]

- 4.2 x 10-3

This error probability is not sufficient to meet the link requirements
listed previously. To obtain a Pe of 3 x 10 or less, as required, the
(S/N) must by increased to about

(S/N) 13 dB (SFII/FD)

(Receiver sensitivity - -119.3 dBm)

When the decision threshold is set foz the same message detection proba-
bility with this (S/N), a false alarm would almoat never occur. Two alt-
natives are possible: 1) the message detection probability may be

%- increaued, thereby increasing the bit false alarm probability but still
maintaining the expecteH false alarm of one per day. or 2) the preamble
may be reduced from eight bits to three bits which would still maintain
the required detection and false alarm probabilities.
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With a three-bit preamble and a two-out-of-three digital processor-
I for message detection, the required bit detection probability becomes

41) P u941

With the threshold set for the P DBat a (SIN) of 13 dB, the bit false
.1 ~alarm becomes D

-5
42 FABl O

-. which is sufficient to meet the message false alarm per day requirements.

This (SIN) of 13 dB will be used instead of 36 for the narrowband systems.
I ~Error performance for all alternatives is given in Table Il-Ml.
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6.8.4 Transmitter Power Requirements. A fundamental measure
for comparing the various transmission techniques is the transmitter
power required to meet the same performance requirements in a given
environment. There is a limit to the amount of power which the battery
is capable of providing, or given that the battery can provide the
power, the expected life of the sensor, relay, etc., is a function of
the transmitter power requirement. For the sensor, the power will be
determined based on an estimated loss for a 15 km line-of-sight d:stance
to the repeater. For the repeater, a 60 km range will be assumed.
Path loss for these ranges assumes a European-type terrain with the
device antenna characteristics as shown in Table II-IV.

TABLE II-IV

Device Antenna Characteristics

t DEVICE ANTENNA HT ANTENNA GAIN Lp,MEAN

"PATH LOSS

UCR 13 meters 2 dBi

Repeater 13 meters 2 dBi 158 dB/60 km

Sensor 1 meter 0 dBi 145.6 dB/15 km

Other parameter values which will be used, for determining power
requirements are:

TA - Antenna Noise Temperature - 1300'K (ambient)

L - Filter and Cable Losses - 1.5 dB = 1.42 ratio

F - Receiver Noise Figure - 4.5 dB - 2.82 ratio

Te - Equivalent Noise Temperature - TA + (LF-l) 290' K

rldBm - Receiver Noise Density - 10 log kTe - 165.3 dBm/Hz

Hz
a (r) - Net Loss from Transmitter Output to Receiver Terminals

- (Path Loss) - E (Antenna Gains) - Lp - GAT -GAR

Sensor-to-Repeater or UCR:

43) a (r) - -0 + 145.6 dB - 2 + 143.6 dB

Repeater-to-Repeater or UCR:

44) a (r) -2 + 158 dB - 2 154 dB
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6.8.4.1 Ambient Noise Enviirnment. The peak transmitter power
requirement for the sensor and repeater transmitter will be determined
for an assumed noise environment only. Pertinent parameter values are
given in Table A-I 5/ with the resultant power values.

a) Wideband Systems - The PNSS and FFH power requirements are
determined from equation 6 on the assumption that a surface wave device
(SWD) is used for coding and decoding the messages.

b) Narrowband Systems - Power requirements for the SFH and FD
systems are determined from equation 1i assuming a non-coherent FSK
modulation with frequency uncertainty. Therefore, the (S/N)IF required
to obtain the Eb/n of 13 dB would be about 5 dB. This accounts for the
approximate 2 dB loss in the detector against the potential 10 dB of
processing gain due to bandwidth reduction.

6.8.4.2 Noise Jammer. A/J Margin.(Classified) 5./

6.8.6 Spectrum Utilization. The ability to operate REMBASS sensors
in the presence of other co-band users has been briefly addressed under
the condition of RFI susceptibility for each of the transmission techniques.
In view of the short duration burst nature of sensor signals it is not
likely that these would cause significant interference with other users of
the same RF spectrum as RE.IASS, regardless of the transmission technique.
This has proven to be the case with Phase III sensor signals. Therefore,
spectrum utilization will be considered from the standpoint of REMBASS
alone.

6.8.6.1 Number of Available Channels

a) PNSS/FFH - Both wideband transmission types utilize the full
system bandwidth during each transmission, therefore only one channel is
available for all sensors.

b) SFH/FD - On the basis of previous assumptions concerning modu-
lation method, bit rate, etc., the required bandwidth per channel is
20 kHz. With a 15 MHz system bandwidth, this would provide 750 channels
for the narrowband transmission technique. To minimize co-channel inter-
ference and simplify hardware design, it will be assumed that only
alternate channels are used which would provide 375 usable channels.

6.8.6.2 Total Number of Sensors

a) PNSS - The total number of sensors accommodated by the wideband
PNSS system may be determined from 7. The message duration (40 bits)
is given by 14.

5/ Sections 6.8.4.2 tk.zu 6.8.5.5 including Tables A-I, A-II & A-I1
are in Classified Addendum A.
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n P (n>>; ATm<<l)
3XTm

P - .01

- .005

Tm - 400 10-6

n cc .01
3 x .005 x 400 x 10

n - 1670 sensors

b) FFH - The message duration for the FFH system is 2400 usec,
therefore

n - '/78 sensors

c) SFH -. To determine the number of sensors which the SFH system

can accommodate, one must select the number of channels in the hopping

sequences. This set of channels then becomes a "hopping channel". The

number of "hopping channels" is found by dividing the number of channels

in the sequence into the total number of channels. Since there can be

no more than 32 sensors (on the basis of previous calculation) per

"hopping channel," the number of sensors accommodated by the SFH is

inversely proportional to the number of channels in the hopping sequence.

Assume that each "hopping channel" consists of a specified set of

7 channels arbitrarily distributed over the system bandwidth. There will

then be

375 1 50 "hopping channels"
5

With 32 sensors per "hopping channel," the SFH can accomodate

50 x 32 - 1600 sensors total.

If a set of 5 channels is selected per "hopping channel," the number of

"hopping channels" becomes 75 and the total number of sensors is increased

to 2400 total. For comparison purposes, it will be assumed that a set of

5 channels is used for a "hopping channel".

d) FD - The message duration for the channelized system was based

on 32 sensors per channel. If all 375 channels are usable (which is

unlikely), the total number of sensors which may be accomodated by the

narrowband FDM technique is

n - 375 channels x 32 sensors

channel

- 12,000 sensors
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* "Although there will never be a requirement to deploy 12,000 sensors
at a given time, having this capability permits a greater flexibility
for assigning sensor ID in addition to reducing self-interference
between sensor transmissions in areas of higher-than-normal activity.
(See Table I1-V and II-VI).

TABLE II-V

SPECTRUM UTILIZATION

AVAILABLE CHANNELS & TOTAL SENSORS

SYSTEM TYPE AVAILABLE CHANNELS TOTAL SENSORS

WIDEBAND 2

(1) PNSS 1 1670

(?) FFH 1 278 1

NARROWBAND 4

(1) SFH 75 "Hopping Channels" 2,400
(see Note)

(2) FD 375 12,000 10

Note: A "hopping Channel" is a set of 5 channels used in a hopping
sequence by a given set of 32 sensors or less.
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6.8.7 Versatility (See table II-VII). The versatility of the
transmission techniques will be compared on the basis of the ability
"to transmit analog data messages in addition to digital data messages.
The measure of comparison will be the relative increase in equipment
requirements necessary to transmit the analog data in the most expeditious
manner. A logical assumption applicable to all systems in that analog
data transmission will only be required from a limited number of sensors
"and then only on command.

SITwo possibilities exist for digital transmission of analog data
over the wideband systems: a) pluse code modulation (PO4); or b)
delta modulation (DM). Quantization noise (S/N)q is inversely propor-
tional to the number of levels of the PCM code and to the bit rate for
DM. For bit rates up to about 40 Kb/s, DM provides a better signal-to-
quantization noise ratio than PCM but for higher bit rates, PCM out-
performs DM from the standpoint of (S/N)q* An additional advantage with
DM is that a single bit error can cause only minor distortion in the
output, whereas a bit error in PCK may cause an equivalent noise spike
of from the least incremental level to full amplitude, depending on
which bit is in error. Therefore, DM will be the mode of transmitting
analog data using the PNSS wideband technique, and may be applicable to
FFH also.

For the narrowband systems, direct transmission of the analog data
will be considered using linear FM.

a) PNSS - By using the same word length, message rate, etc. as
used for digital data, only the sensor would be modified for transmission

"* of analog data using DM. Assuming that 21 bits of the message may be used
for transmitting the DM data, an average bit rate of 21 x 833 - 17.5 Kb/sec
may be obtained. With this data rate, the signal-to-quantizing noise
ratio (S/N)q will range from about 10 dB at the upper analog frequency
to about 25 dB at the lower frequencies. Observations on co-mmercial
telephone circuits have indicated a (S/N)q of at least 26 dB is required
for acceptable performance. The additional circuitry required in the
sensor is relatively minor, consisting of a pulse generator, digital

*. modulator, comparator and integrating network. In order to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio, the average bit rate would have to be signi-
ficantly increased. This would require modification of all equipments
to accommodate combined analog and digital data transmission interchange-
ably.

"b) FFH - The performance and equipment modifications would be
essentially the same for the FFH system as for PNSS. An alternate
technique for analog data is shown in Figure 2-6 in which analog data

• - is transmitted by linear FM over a selected narrowband channel similar
to the narrowband technique.

c) SF1H - Adding an analog capability to the .3FH system would require
some equipment additions and modifications. Linear analog transmission
from the sensor would mean that the sensor must switch to a separate
channel and operate in the same way as the channelized FD for the duration
of the transmission. A separate and distinct analog relay would be
required in addition to a separate UCR.
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Therefore, the added cost and system complexity would be significant.
Whereas the (S/N) of a quantized digital system is more or less constant
and independent of the number of repeaters between the sensor and the UCR,
linear analog modulation would suffer a degradation of (S/N), as well as
dynamic range through each repeater. It is doubtful that the (S/N) of
the SFH system would be any better than the digitized systems which use
the same word length and message rate in their digital message design.

d) FD - Adding an analog capability to the channelized FD system
would be less expensive than for the SFH system. Only a linear modula-
tor would be added to the sensor (not counting the command receivers,
etc., which would be required of all systems since the same channel
frequency and transmitter would be used on both digital and analog). In
the repeaters, a discriminator and linear modulator would be required if
a baseband repeater is used. Otherwise, a mixer would be required if an
IF repeater is used,'to translate from the IF up to the output frequency.
A separate output frequency would be required if a combined digital/analog
repeater was used. The analog repeater could serve to relay both analog
and digital data, if desired. A similar degradation of the signal would
occur through each repeater as with SFH and therefore may be as bad
or worse than a wideband unmodified digital system.

Due to the dual use capability of sensor components and repeaters,
the added cost of the FD system would be less than SFH.

The (S/N) performance of the narrowband systems may be approximated,
using the same channel characteristics as for digital data transmission.

The IF bandwidth is given as 20 kHz. This full bandwidth may be
used for the analog signals. Using Carson's Rule for the bandwidth
required for linear modulation

20 kHz - 2 fiu (I +)) + 2/f/

fm - highest analog frequency

- 2000Hz

/bf/ frequency uncertainty - 1530 Hz

Therefore,

p =-3.25

If the repeater and UCR use an FM discriminator for demodulation of the
analog signals, a (S/N) improvement may be obtained provided the input S/N
is above the threshold (about 10 dB). This is approximately
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J2

(S/N) Improvement 2 30 BIF

2f

-3 (3.25) 2x 20 kHz
2x2 kHz

[" a 158 - 22 dB

"From previous computations, it is clear that the required input (S/N)
" * .cannot be maintained without sacrificing some A/J margin. However, with

no Jamming and under the previous assumption of receiver noise and
* :transmitter power, the improvement factor above may be realized. Where

three repeaters are cascaded, dynamic compression and increased noise
level may reduce the (S/N) at the UCR by 6 dB or more. Therefore, the
(S/N) performance of the narrowband systems may range from 26 dB to 40 dB,
with a more likely value of 32 dB. On performance alone, the narrowband

* . systems are somewhat superior to the digitized wideband systems which
have been optimized for digital data instead of analog data.
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6.8.8 Reliability (see Table II-VIII). Since reliability is
usually related to hardware performance, it is not really meaningful
to speak of reliability in connection with transmission techniques.
However, the influence of a particular type of transmission system
on the subsequent complexity of the communication hardware could be
related to reliability indirectly. Neverthele&s, reliability could
only be considered in a relative manner, rather than a mean-time-to-
failure (MTTF) or some other standard measure of reliability. Similar
types of components would be used in all systems except, perhaps, the
analog surface wave devices for the wideband systems. Since the wide-
band techniques require more transmitter peak power than the narrow-
band techniques, it is possible that this could result in a potentially
less reliable sensor and repeater for the wideband systems. The FFH
system requires three times the amount of coding and decoding equipment
as compared to the PNSS system and, therefore, would possibly be
ranked below PNSS for the wideband systems.

Of the narrowband systems, the SFH requires synchronization between
the individual transmitters and receivers. In view of the frequency
stability problems of reference oscillators, even if synchronization
could be obtained in some way initially, it is doubtful that it could
be maintained for reasonable length of time. Therefore, a means of
synchronization would have to be included in the system. The logical
means would be a command link to each repeater and sensor. This
necessitates additional equipment, and, consequently, a less-reliable
system. In view of this, it is expected that the SFH may bu less reliable
than either of the wideband systems. It is, of course, axiomatic
that the long term synchronization problem is reduced in direct pro-
portion to the increase in hopping period. However, the initial
synchronization problem would still remain.
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6.8.9 Schedule (See Table IT-lX).

6.8.9.1 Development Time

a) PNSS - Based on the use of Surface Wave Devices (SWD) as com-
plementary matched filters, the performance indicated in this evaluation
can be achieved with little additional development effort. However, in
view of the excessive peak power requirements to provide the A/J margin
indicated, it is imperative that additional processing gain must be
obtained to reduce the power requiremaents. To get a significant increase
in processing gain with SWD's would probably require a significant in-
crease in processing gain with SWD's would probably require a significant
development effort of two years or more. A corresponding development
effort would be necessary to develop, or improve, batteries to provide
the highpeak current requirements which are inherent in wideband systems.

b) FF1H- The high peak power requirements of PNSS are also a
characteristic of FFH since it is also a type of spread spectrum system.
Therefore, the development requirements of the two would be essentially
the same.

c) SF1H - As noted previously, synchronization of the system
transmitters and receivers is the major operational problem with this
technique. To preclude the use of a command link to all devices, it
would be necessary to develop very able clocks. This is not so much
of a problem for equipments which have sufficient power available so
that temperature control of i-ystal oscillators is possible. Since
power is not a',ailable for this purpose in sensors and repeaters, some
other means must be developed to accomplish this. It has been estimated
that an update, or resynchronization, of all clocks would be required
about once every 26 days with + 5 ppm clocks. Clocks of this stability
are not commercially available in quantities at a reasonable price.
Therefore, a development effort is necessary to satisfy this require-
ment. More stable clocks will be required to meet REMBASS requirements
if a link to all devices is not available.

d) FD - The technology to meet the requirements of REMBASS (with
the exeption of certain types of ECM) is currently available. Added
performance could be obtained if more stable frequency sources were
developed; however, this is not necessary. It does not seem to be
cost effective to try to develop a system to meet all the postulated
ECM threat when one considers that the threat is not well defined, and
in addition, if the system was designed to overcome the expected threat,
the duration of this superiority would probablv be shortlived. It is
concluded hat the FDM technique would require the minimom development
of all the techniques considered.
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4. 6.8.10 Risk (See Table II-X). The risk associated with either of

the transmission techniques is almost exclusively in the engineering, or
S- - advanced, development area.

6.8.10.1 Development Risk

a) PNSS - If this system is specified to provide either the pro-
cessing gain to reduce the transmitter power requirements, or to provide
the battery necessary to provide the power necessary with the currently
available processing gain capability, the development risk would have
to be considered high in either case.

b) FF1H1- The development risk associated with this system would
be comparable to PNSS due to the similarity of the two techniques.

c) SF1H1- The primary risk associated with SFH is in development
Sof a high stability clock. Since there is a cost performance trade-off

here, the risk would only be considered moderate. In other words, if
the desired stability could not be obtained, a uh.rter 3xpected sensor
(repeater) life could be accepted as an alternative.

d) FD - On a comparative basis, the risk associated with this
. Isystem type is considered to be least since no unique developments are

expected. Most of the development efforts would likely be those which
are common to all techniques.
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6.8.11 Logistics (See Table II-XI).

6.8.11.1 Test Equipment Requirements. Only unique test equipment
requirements will be considered.

a) PNSS- The test equipment required for servicing equipment of
this system would only be moderately extensive. Special test generators
and receivers could be made from standard equipment components, such
as SWD's and transmitter and receiver modules.

b> FF1H - The test equipment for servicing this system would be
slightly more complex than for the PNSS, but standard equipment com-
ponents could be used for building the test equipment.

c) SF1H1- The test equipment requirements for the SFH would pro-
bably be more complex than either of the other systems due to the
necessity for providing and maintaining synchronization of the hopping
frequency.

d) FD- No unique test equipment would be required for this
system. A general automatic test equipment made up of standard commercial
components should provide the necessary servicing capability. Therefore,
the test equipment requirement for ID is considered to be minimal.

6.8.11.2 Maintenance Skills Required. In general, it might be
expected that technical expertise required by maintenance personnel would
be of equal level. This is considered to be true for the PNSS and FD system
types in particular. Due to the nature of the frequency hopping systems,
they are assumed to be somewhat more complex from the standpoint of equip-
ment calibrations and fault isolation. However, the FFH and SFH should
be considered only slightly more demanding in maintenance skills required.

6.8.11.3 Equipment Adjustments Required. The PNSS, FFH, and FD
systems require no special adjustments of equipments prior to, or during,
operation. The SFH would require an initial synchronization of frequency
and hopping rate, as well as possible readjustments during its operating
life, either automatically or manually.
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6.8.12 Costs. The subject of this analysis is techniques and
methods of data transmission and as such does not involve equipment
or hardware items, except in an implicit way. Therefore, it is not too
meaningful to speak of costs except in a relative manner. The major
cost items of a given hardware element would be the same regardless
"of the transmission techniques selected. For example, in the sensors
major cost items will be the detection and processing functions, sensor
case, packaging, etc., which are independent of the transmission
technique. This is also true in the case of repeaters, although perhaps

* not to the same extent.

6.8.12.1 R&D Costs. Of the alternatives considered, the
* channelized FD system would undoubtedly entail the least R&D cost

necessary to bring it to a production position. This is because
of its similarity to the SEAOPSS (DSPG Phase I11) sensor communication
technique. The SFH system would rank second with regard to R&D
costs even though it would be desirable to develop an improved low

•. . frequency clock source to obtain the frequency stability required
for reasonably fast switching rates (1/10 sec.). Both wideband
system types con3idered would require additional processing gain
to overcome their susceptibility to background noise. SWD's with
a processing gain of 30 dB or more have been built, but they are

* expensive and have never been built in production quantities.

The relative rating, with respect to R&D costs, of the system
types is summarized in Table II-XII.
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TABLE II - XII

COSTS, R&D

Alternative ,,_R&D
(Note I) 6Mr

A. Narrowband

1) SFH 1) Some additional R&D required to
improve clock sources.

2) FD 2) Probably lowest R&D costs of either
system type

8/10

4/6

B. Wideband

1) PNSS R&D costs required to field these

system types will likely be higher,
2) FFH assuming additional processing gain

will be obtained to reduce peak power
requirements.

Note i. Relative rank of alternatives.
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6~.8.12.2 Acquisition Costs. This is the cost required to
procure and supply an initial system hardware item to the user. There

- are two major cost categories: a) i.on-recurring; and b) recurring.
As stated previously, there are certain costs which are independent
of the transmission technique selected for the DTS; therefore, rather
than estimate a total acquisition cost for the DTS, a relative cost
comparison will be made between the transmission techniques for each
of the major equipment elements in the DTS.

In order to make a meaningful comparison of the cost impact on
the DTS of each transmission technique, functional block diagrams of

"" the transmission and receiving elements are given in Figures 2-4 and
2-7. The modulation and transmission functions of each of the trans-
mission types considered in this report are shown in Figures 2-4, 2-5,
and 2-6.
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In a similar manner, the detailed receiving functions are shown in
Figures 2-8, 2-9, and 2-10. Appropriate parts of these functional
units could be combined into a repeater but, since there are several
options (e.g., an I.F. Repeater or Baseband Repeater) which one could
implement, the impact of a transmission technique on repeater cost
can only be inferred from the relative cost differences of trans-
mission and receiving functions.

a) SFH

1) Transmission Function: The SF1 transmission technique
only requires very little additional functional capability over the FD
technique. The additional cost of the Hop Rate Clock deppnds upon the
stability requirements, but is considered to be nominal as compared
to the cost of the synthesizer.

2) Receiving Function: As indicated in Figure 2-8, a similar
conclusion can be deduced regarding the receiving function of the SFH as
compared to the FD.

b) FD

1) Transmission Function: A relative comparison of the FDM
technique with both FFH and PNSS requires a distinction between analog
and/or digital data transmission requirements. For both analog and digital
data transmission, the FD is about one-half as complex as FFH and
approximately equivalent to PNSS where analog data is digitized and
transmitted in a similar manner as digital data. For digital data
transmission only, FD is about equivalent to FFH but slightly more
expensive than PNSS.

2) Receiving Function: Similarly, the complexity of the
receiving function depends on the type of data being transmitted. This
distinction would not have to be made for the UCR since it must be
capable of receiving both; however, it is assumed that there will be
all-digital repeaters as well as analog/digital repeaters. For digital
data reception, the FD technique is more complex than PNSS and about
equivalent to FF11. For analog and digital data reception, the FD is
about equal to PNSS and about seventy-five percent as expensive as FF11,
assuming a synthesizer is used for selecting the channel for analog as
is done in the transmitter.

3) PNSS/FFH: (See the discussion of FD for a relative com-
parison of these techniques). Acquisition cost comparisons are given in
Table II-XIII.
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6.8.12.3 Life Cycle Support Costs (see Table II-XIV). These costs
*i~ • are separated into:a) crew and maintenance personnel; b) replacement;

c) inte5.•ted logistics support (ILS); d) transportation; and e) depot
maintenance.

In a similar manner to the other cost items, these costs will only
be considered in a relative way rather than quantitatively.

TABLE II- XIV

COSTS, LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT

Life Cycle Support

Personnel (E&M)30 Replacement +* 70
(Note 1)

A. NARROWBAND

1. SFH 7/9 6/8

2. FD 10 10

F' B. WIDEBAND

1. PNSS 10 10

2. FFH 10 4/6

Note 1. Relative rank of alternatives.

+ Replacement includes spare parts
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7.0 COMPARISON OF ALTERNAT"ES (C).

See Addendum A to this engineering analysis.

8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS (C).

See Addendum A to this engineering analysis.

9.0 CONCLUSIONS

Using a FDM system, the narrowband technique was shown to be
clearly superior to wideband when all criteria are properly weighted and
averaged. In the area of ECM the wideband technique is preferred, except
against broadband jammers. However, it was recognized that no transmission
technique is completely and forever immune to a dedicated enemy jamming
threat. Therefore, the advantages of a wideband technique in this area
did not outweigh its disadvantages in other areas considered.

The results of the evaluation were subjected to a sensitivity
analysis to determine the effects of possible incorcrect weighting fac-
tors or inconclusive ratings against the criteria. The Narrowband EDM
Transmission Technique remained the better choice.

10.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

A channelized FDM is recommended. The DTS design should be
such that a conversion from the FDM to a narrowband frequency hopping
system can be made in the future if the development of this technique
materializes to a cost-effective capability. Converting the FDM to
narrowband frequency, hopping would provide a measure of protection
against jamming not available with FDM.
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* ADD:IDUM A

(CLASSIFIED)

NOT INCLUDED WITH THIS PACKAGE.
CAN BE OBTAINED BY CONTACTING

OFFICE OF THE PM REMBASS.
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SENSOR SELF--INTERFERENCE PROBABILITY
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S~ADDENDUM B

F .SENSOR SELF-INTERFERENCE PROBABILITY

Assume the sensor responses due to target activations follow a
Poisson distribution when operating in real time. The probability of
getting k responses from a particular sensor in time T, whose average
rate of response is X. is given by

P (AT)k exp)- (XT)
k1

The probability of simultaneous sensor responses in a field of
N sensors may be described by a binomial probability law, where "simul-
taneous" is defined as responses within a specified time interval. If
all N sensors are on the same channel, the piobability of simultaneous
respouses will determine the self-interference probability on the channel.

The probability of exactly t simultaneous responses from N sensors,
each with a probability P of responding in the specified interval,
(Poisson probability), is given by

I 2) Q {t; N,P} N pt (l-p)N-t

The probability of t or more simultaneous responses is given by

NS~3) Q(>t;N ]- (i-p) N-iQ,! i >t;NP
i

The probability of self-interference is now determined as follows:
a) given that one of the N sensors has responded to an activation,
the probability of a second sensor responding within the specified time
interval, Ts, is given by

4) Q {i >_ 1; (N-1), P} E N- i(-P N1i

"1 -Q 0; (N-l),P1

From 1)

5) P P (k> 1) 1 -P (k- 0)

1 - exp -(xTs)

when

Ts "Simultaneous" time interval

Substituting 5 in 4 gives

6) Q fi > 1; (N-i), PI 1 - exp - [(N-i) XTs]

If ATs -< 1 6 may be approximated by

7) Q fi > 1; (N-i), P) (% (N-i) XTs
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The smallest value of Ts for no self-interference would be twice the
message duration. However, other constraints may require Ts to be
larger than 2 Tn. In particular, for a relay channel where store-and-
forward repeaters are used for digital messages Ts must be equal to
or greater than 3 Tm in order to insure no ring around problems with
repeaters. Therefore, 7 may be

8) Q {i > 1; (N-1), P) = 3 XT (N-i)

which determines either the message length or maximum number of sensors on
a channel given a specified probability of self-interference.

"This is equation 7 of Sec. 6.6.1.1.
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SECTION III

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 2 - REPEATER TYPES

1.0 SUMMARY

This analysis audresses the type of repeaters that will be
used in the REMBASS Data Transmission Subsystem (DTS). The alternatives were
evaluated against a specific set of criteria; deployment methods, per-
formance, versatility, development/schedule risk, logistics, physical
characteristics, and cost. The analysis concluded that the digital only
repeater be designed. Judgement on the digital/analog repeater should
be based on operational requirements.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The REMBASS system is composed of several major subsystems.
Several different alternative subsystem designs may be found which pro-
vide the system operational and functional requirements of REMBASS
within certain constraints. In order to determine which subsystem
alternative provides the best choice, alternatives are evaluated and
analyzed against common criteria and one or more possible alternatives
are selected as candidates for final system components. This report is
concerned with the selection of the type of radio repeaters that will be
used in the DTS.

3.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

When the tactical situation or terrain features prohibit
direct line-of-sight transmission from sensors to the readout device,
radio repeaters will be required to extend the transmission path.
This engineering analysis will consider those criteria which impact
on the comparison of three alternative repeater types capable uf re-
transmitting either digital data, analog data, or both. The use of
In-Band and Out-of-Band techniques to be used for repeaters retransmitting
analog data will also be considered. In order to accomplish the REM4BASS
Material Need (MN) Document requirements, both digital and analog re-
transmission capability must be included. This capability can be ob-
tained by a DTS using digital or analog repeaters and combined repeaters
or a DTS using combined repeaters only.

4.0 ALTERNATIVES

Three alternative types of radio repeaters will be evaluated
and analyzed to determine which type best satisfied the REMBASS require-
ments. These alternatives are: 1) the digital only repeaters; 2) Lhe
analog only repeater; and 3) the digital and analog combined repeater.
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4.1 Digital Only Repeater. This analysis assumes that the digital
only repeater is a narrowbasid FM/FSK repeater. It is emplaced either by
hand or dropped from a fixed wing aircraft or helicopter. It may also
be operated from an aerial platform. The digital repeater is capable of
relaying both digital sensor data and digital comands. For this analysis
only the in-band store and forward (S&F) type repeater is considered for
the digital data because it represents the least expensive, and operation-
ally simplest implementation. The digital repeater is a one way reversible,
half duplex repeater with one receiver and one transmitter. The term
"store and forward" refers to the repeaters operating principle in that
the messagL is received by the repeater, stored in its encoder and then
forwarded (retransmitted) by the repeater. Since they aLternate, the
receive and retransmit functions do not interfere with each other and the
receive and retransmit frequencies may be in the same sensor frequency
band; in fact they may be identical. Figure 3-1 is a diagram of a S&F
digital repeater. The generalized digital repeater described above could
employ either narrowband FM/FSK, Slow Frequency Hop (SFH), Fast Frequency
Hop (FFH), or pseudonoise spread spectrum transmission techniques.y

SWITCH

I RECEIVER TRAHSM4ITTER

LOGIC

DECODER STORAGE ENCODER
& CONTROL

FIGURE 3-1

STORE AND FORWARD DIGITAL ONLY REPEATER
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4.2 Analog Only Repeater. This analysis assumes that the analog
only repeater is a narrowband FM/FSK repeater. It may be emplaced or
operated in the same manner as the digital repeaters. Although not
specifically optimized for digital messages, the analog only repeater
is capable of relaying analog and digital sensor information and digital
commands by treating them as analog &ignals. The term analog also
implies simultaneous real-time retransmission because of the large
storage otherwise required. Therefore, the analog only alternative
will consider analog only repeaters to have the capability of retrans-
mitting digital sensor information and digital commands but not the
capability of decoding the digital data. The most straightforwardimplementation of a two-way, real-time repeater system is shown in Figure

3-2. It should be noted that the analog only repeater capable of relaying
data and command messages, is essentially a dual channel analog repeater.

REPEATER ENCLOSURE

SENSOR FIINPUT > Rl OUTPUT FT
MESSAGE FR1  >FT

F T2 OUTPUT INPUTS...... -COMMAND
FR2  MESSAGE

FIGURE 3-2

FULL DUPLEX, REAL TIME ANALOG REPEATER
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As shown, the repeater is capable of simultaneous, two-way reception
and transmission of two independent signals on different frequencies.
One signal would input on frequency FRI and output on FTl while the

second signal would input on FR 2 and output on FT 2 . The concept is full
duplex, requiring two receivers and two transmitters.

IS 4.2.1I FrequecyTr~anslation Techni~ques. Two frequency translation

techniques, in-band and out-of-band, are available to the analog repeater
to provide FI-F 2 retransmission. Figure 3-3 shows out-of-band channel
sLparations.

S1.0.5M~z0.5 Mfl

IN-BAND 1 2 M 1 2 M

15 MHz

15 MHz 15 MHz

4OUT-OF-BAND 1 2 N 1 2 N

, ' L

BAND A ABAND
FREQUENCY

FIGURE 3-3

IN-BAND AND O2T-OF-BAND CHANNEL REPRESENTkTION
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4.2.1.1 Out-of-Baud Technique. Out-of-band frequency translation

is a technique in which the reception and retransmission of the sensor

message occur on two frequencies which are not in the same contiguous

band of frequencies. As a rule of thumb, at least 2:1 separation is

desired between F1 and F 2 , (e.g. F 1  1 100 N';z, F 2 - 200 t1liz) to keep

filter design simple and size small. An out-ot-band repeater has need

of two frequency bands, and if these bands are separated by more than

15% (15% of the center operating frequency of the lower band) two different

receiver and transmitter designs will be required. This is due to the

fact that low cost, low power designs of the receiver and transmitter

will not permit extremely broad band operacion. Some savings may be

possible through the use of two different receiver front ends (RF ampli-

fier and local oscillator), one for each frequency band, and utilization

of a common function for the remainder of the receiver/decoder. The

deployment of the two way simplex multihop out-of-band system is shown

r in Figure 3-4.

I"'.

BlC1  B2C1 BlC2  BC

SENSOR 1 SENSOR 2 SENSOR 3 4 COMM5AND

I.jjj 1SITTES

"" 1
FIGURE 3-4 FIVE 110P OUT~-OF-BAND

REPEATER SYSTEMI
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Following a data path. Sensor t1ALlmits in Band I on Channel 1 (written
as B1 CI). RR1 must necessarily receive on BIC,. RR2 must then receive
on B2 CI, and to prevent spatial ring-around back to kRI receiver, trans-
mit on BI, but now a new channel C2, must be chosen. This pro .is con-
tinues through as many hops as are necessary to complete the link. Sensors
are assigned transmit frequencies compatible with the appropriate repeater.
Following a comand path from the cowmand transmitter to RR 5 , it is noted
that the command transmitter must transmit on BIC 4 to be compatible with
the RR5 receiver frequency set by the data path, that RR 5 must transmit
on B2 C 3 to be compatible with RR4 receiver and so on. Note also that
Sensor 3 receive frequency must be the same as RR 2 , that of Sensor 2
the same as RR1 and that the receive frequer.cy of Sensor 1 must be assigned
a frequency compatible with the comand transmit frequency of RR1 .
Note that the comamnd transmission band is always the same as the data
transmission hand, and that only the channel is different; therefore,
only a means for separately selecting the command transmission channel
must be provided in the repeater. When a comand message is transmitted
from the command transmLtter, it must carry information which tells the
kR to transmit on the command channel instead of the data channel. This
requires decoding in each repeater rather than straight frequency conver-
sion, a function probably best handled by pruviding all appropriate preamble
to the data and cu-'nd messages. Upon decoding the information in This
preamble, the RR will then enable either the cou nd or data channel. A
functional block liagraxo of a generalized out-of-band repeater Lapable of
multihop and twa-way simplex usage is shown in Figure 3-5. Assume a signal
is received in Band 1. It is passed through appropriate preamplification
and mixed with the Band 1 local oscillator (LO) to form an IF. This
signal is decode.', looking for preamble instructions to switch the Band 2
LO to the preset command freqauency for retransmission. If no such in-
struction is received, the Band 2 LO remains at the data frequency and
suma with the IF to form a Band 2 signal which is then filtered and amp-
lified to the fill transmitter power. If the preamble had indicated a
command transmission would follow, the control circuitry would have switched
the Band 2 LO to its preset command frequency.

A manual band select switch provides two band operation; if a signal
is received in Band 2, operation of the repeater ts unchanged from above

except that the Band 1 and Band 2 LO actions are reversed.
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4.2.1.2. In-Band Technique. In-band frequency translation is a
technique in which the reception and retransmission of the message
occurs on two frequencies which are located within a contiguous band
of sensor frequencies. Simultaneous reception and retransmission occur
on receive and transmit frequencies which are !%eparated anywhere from
100 kHz to 12 MHz within the sensor frequency band. An in-band repeater
presenvt' a difficult design problem to achieve the isolation (filtering)
requored t- avoid interference between the simultaneous receive and
retransmit operations within a 12 M1iz frequency band. The isolation
can be achieved through the use of ehysically large and relatively ex-

1 'ensive RF filters, or through th use of sophistic Lced adaptive can-
cellation techniques. A functional block diagram ut such a repeater
using filters is shown in Figure 3-6. Assuming a signal is received in
Band 1, it passes through the input filter which functions as a pre-
selector reducing the occurrence of spurious/image responses and inter-
modulation products in the preamplifier due to transmitter energy. The
B1 LO (either fixed or tunable) mixes with the incoming signal to provide
the IF which, upon preamble decoding, tells the repeater whether or not
to switch to the preset comand channel fur transmission. If no channel
switch is indicated, the B2 LO remains at the data frequency and mixes
with the IF to produce the desired Band 2 transmit signal. The signal
is then filtered to eliminate out-of-band mixer outputs and amptified
as necessary to provide the desired output level. This amplified signal
is then passed through the output filter which acts to reduce transmitter
output energy in the receive band more than 80db. This rejection plus
the signal-to-noise ratio at the trantsmitter output provides the necessary
iq-oation. If the rLceived signal were at Ft instead of F , repeater
operation would be identical except that the LO's and the Input and
output filters would reverse functions.

I
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4._ Digital and Analog Combined Repeater. A digical and analog
combined repeater is a single RF channel narrowband unit that receives
or one frequency and transmits on a different frequency. It is deployed
either 1,y hand emplacement, air dropped, or operated from an aerial
platform. The combined repeater is capable of relaying analog and
digital sensor information and digital co-mands. The combined repeater
contains a digital decoder which permits it to decode and recognize
the digital senor and command messages and also the digital header
portion of the analog sensor message. It must be capaible of retrans-
mitting the message in the correct direction (i.e. on the correct frequency)
if a frequency translation Is involved. Only one receiver would be
required for the repeater. Transmission of the message could be accomplished
by using two transmitters or one transmitter with a digital frequency
synthesizer capable of switching between the two required transait
frequencies. The concept 1f using one receiver to relay coumard and
sensor messages can be considered a simplex operation. Simplex
operation also permits design of hardware within the life and size re-
strictions of ground use. Specifically, time sharing a single receiver
and transmitter: a) doubles battery life projections tih:.ugh the elimina-
tion of one receiver; h) reduces the overall size through the elimina-
tion of one receiver and one transmitter; and c) improves reliability
through reduction of parts. In a real-time relay system, thr receive and
transmit functions are simultaneous and isolation is achieved with filter-
ing made possible by appropriate separation rf the receive and transmit
frequencies, FR and FT. A typical real time simplex enalog system with
five hops is depicted in Figure 3-7.

_______ F 4

F 2  F3 4  F5

i i2 2 '3 F//F

0 0 0
SENSOR 1 SENSOR 2 SENSOR 3 COMMAND

jTRANSMITTEq

FIGURE 3-7

REAL TIME HMLTIHOP RELAY SYSTEM (RLMURS)
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Following a data path from Sensor , transmitting on FI, RR, musL
necessarily receive on Fi. To achleve isolation. KR1 transmits on
F2. RR2 must receive on F2, and to prevent spatial ring-around back
to RRI receiver, transmit on F3 . This process continues through as
many hops as are necessary to complete thl link. Sensors are assigned
transmit frequencies compatible with the appropriate repeater. Fol-
lowing a command path from the command transmitter to RR 5 , it is
noted that the command transmitter must transmit on F 5 to be compatible

with RR5 receiver frequeucy set by the daLa path, that KRr5 must transmit
on F 4 to be compatibJe with RR 4 receiver and so on. Note also that

Sensor 3 receive frequency must be the same as RR 2 , that of Sensor 2

the same as RKR1 and that the receive frequency of Sensor 1 must be

assigned a frequency compatible with the command trai.smit trequency of

RRI.

5.0 CRITERIA

The criteria which will be used in the comparative evaluation

of the alternatives associated with this engineering analysis are de-
fined in tuis section. in Section 6.0 each alternative is evaluated

against these criteria. Then each alternative is ranked against other

alternatives for each criterion and a relative ranking is presented for

cach major criterion. The data will be used in Section 7.0 to make a
comparative analysis of the alternatives to determine which most nearly

meets the REMBASS requirements.

5.1 Deployment Methods. The REMBASS MN requires that repeaters be

emplaced by various means aad that they also be capable of being in-

stalled and operated from an airborne platform. How these requirements
impact the design, construction, etc. nf the various alternatives will

be considered.

5.1.1 Hand Emplacement. This is a method of deployment which

requires foot troops to carry the repeater to the desired installation
locaLion. Size, shape, and especially weight are critical factors for

this ctiterion.

5.1.2 Air Drop Emplacement. This method implies that the repeater

may be emplaced from a fixed wing or rotary wing aircraft. The repeater

may be dispensed by hand, from a SUU-42 type dispenser or from special

bomb racks such as the PMBR.

5.1.3 Airborne Platform. In this method of deployment the re-

peater may be securely fastened inside the aircraft with its antenna

attazhed in some convenient position outside the aircraft. The major

factors influencing the repeater selected for this method of operation
are shock and vibration resistance, and RF interference.
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5.2 Performance. Each of the alternatives will be evaluated
against specified performance parameters.

5.2.1 RF Isolation. A repeater operating in real-time requires
that the transmitter output be isolated from the receiver input to
prevent feedback causing signal distortion. In a wultihop relay chain,
feedback may also occur from consecutive repeaters if special precautions
are not taken to prevent it, such as frequency offset between repeaters.

5.2.2 Message Delay. This relates to the fact that a repeater
operating in a non-real-time mode will cause a time delay between
message receipt and retransmission. This is characteristic of S&F
repeaters.

5.2.3 Message Loss. This criteria evaluates the probability of
losing a message through the repeater because of self-interference,
errors, etc.

5.2.4 (SIN) Degradation. The quality of an analog signal will
be degraded by a reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio as it is re-
ceived and transmitted through an analog repeater. Digitized analog 4
data may be transmitted through digital repeaters with only minor loss

of quality due to the reconstitution of the digital signal at each re-
peater.

5.2.5 EOM VulnerabilLty. This is a measure of the vulnerability
of a particular type of repeater to a jamring or coantermessure environ-
mronL.

5.2.6 Antenna Rejuirements. The repeater alternatives to be
considered may require dual antennas that operate in widely differing
frequency ranges, especially if out-of-band repeaters are considered.

5.2.7 Spectrum Utilization. This criteria relates to the effec-
tiveness wIth which a particular alternative uses the assigned frequency ii
'land. it is related to the number of relay links which are availaule,'
and how frequencies muw,t be assigned to repeaters.

5.2.8 Energy Requirements. Since the repeaters will generally

be required to operate from batteries, the amount of power and energy
required is a significant criterion for evaluating alternatives.
Standby power and energy per message are measures of comparison.

5.3 Versatility. This is the ability of a repeater to relay both
digitil and analog messages.
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S.4 Development __chedule/Risk. Schedule and risk are related
criteria and determine the extent of development required and the pro-
babiliLy of succes.fully acquiring a particular repeater alternative.

5.5 Logistl-a. The logistics aspect of each alternative i,"
evaluated in term.n; of the maintunance skills, repair partsai•d sps-,ial
tcbt equipment rcquired.

5.5.1 Test Equi)ment. The special equipment needed to properly
sup~port a given repeater in the field.

5.5.2 Repair Parts. The number of uni.que components necessary to
support a repeater in the field in case of failure or malfunction.

5.5.3 Mailntenance Skills. The special technical skills required
of support personnel in the field.

5.5.4 E quilpment Adjustments. The number of adjustments required
duriti ', eration.

5.6 l'hdsical Characteristics.

5.6.1 Volume. Along with size, the volume of the repeater may
deLermine its ability to be used in certain air dispensers.

5.7 Costs. Costs for each alternative are estimated to include
all costs from engineering development, initial purchase and supply of
,ach jký-my element with the required system components, to the continued
resupply of equipments with supporting costs for the expected life
cycle of the •ysteui.

5.7.1 R&D Costs. This is the cost required to develop and test
the device to tb'e point where initial production may begin. Extending
the state-of-the-art of a required capability may be required in some

5.7.2 Acquisition Costs. This is the cost required to procure
and stock the required Army elements (division, battalion, etc.) with
the equipment, spare parts, software, etc., for an initial operational
cýpability. Subsequent costs are co, ered under life cycle support costs.

5.7.3 Life Cycle Support Costs. These costs are required for re-
placement items, support personnel, management, transportation and depot
ma intenance.

N
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6.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

6.1 General. The MN specifies that repeaters will be required
to extend the transmission path when the tactical situation or terrain
features prohibit direct path sensor to read-out. device (UCR/T or SRU)
transmission. It a!so requires that the DTS býi capable of sending
both analog and digital data. This technical evalua' '.on will consider
those criteria which impact on the three alternatives of building
digital only, analog only, or combined relays and the techniques to be
used for analog repeaters. A substantial portion of this analysis has
been previously presented in Feb. 1973 to the ODDR&E Sensor Frequency
Coordination Committee in a CSTA Laboratory report entitled "The
Sensor Radio Relay."

6.2 Criteria Evaluation.

6.2.1 Deployment Methods. The REMBASS MN states that the
repeater must be capable of being 1--d-emplaced, air-dropped, or
operated from an airborne platform The evaluation of the separate
repeater types against these criterion will be mostly concerned with
the physical criteria which is addressed in a separate section of this
report.

6.2.1.1 Hand Emplacement. The problems inherent in the design
and fabrication of a repeater capable of withstanding normal storage
and hand emplacement by troops appears to present no major problem. f
Volume will be the most significant criteria in evaluating the prac-
ticality of a hand emplaced repeater.

6.2.1.2 Air Drop Emplacement. For air emplacement, volume, con-
figuration, electronic and structural de~ignand fabrication considera-
tions become paramount. Several air dropped sensors have been developed
and results of live tests of these sensors indicate fair survivability
performance with failures due primarily to connectors and crystals.
The hardware experience obtained through these developments are directly
applicable to air-dropped repeaters; however, emplacement accuracy and
antenna height requirements for repeaters are considerably more demanding
than for sensors.

b.2.1.3 Airborne Platform Operation. The REMBASS radio repeater
may be required to operate in an L•erial platform, such as a rotary or
fixed wing aircraft. With proper design it is anticipated that a standard
hand emplaced repeater will fulfill the airborne requirement. ThereforeA
in designing and fabricating the hand emplaced repeater consideration
will be given to the additional shielding required for the aircraft
system EMI compatibility, and aircraft vibration and shock characteristics.
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Because of the broad geographical area of coverage afforded by an
airborne repeater, the potential for interference from ground based
repeaters or sensors on common or adjacent channels is significantly
higher than between ground bated repeaters. Consideration must there-
fore be given to selecting transmission and frequency translation tech-
niques which afford a sufficient channel capacity to enable assignment
of the required number of sensor and repeater channels, and which pro-
vide a low interference potential.

6.2.2. Performance.

6.2.2.1 RF Isolation. The basic problem in the design and fabrica-
tion in any repeater system is RF isolation between its output and input.
Sufficient isolation between the receiver and transmitter must be main-
tained in order to prevent the repeater transmitter from activating or
desensitizing its receiver via either internal or external feedback
paths, a situation known as "Ring-Around" (Figure 3-8). A variation of
ring-around is experieiced in multihop usage in that a repeater trans-
mitter must not activate its own receiver or any previous rapeater

receiver in tie hop chain. This latter situation is known as spatial
ring-around and is sho'in in Figure 3-9.

6.2.2.1.1 Digital Only Repeater. As stated in 6.2.1, the digital
repeater employs S&F technique. The S&F technique eliwinatea single
repeater ring-around (Figure 3-8) regardless of whether Fl - Fl or
Fl - F2 frequency translation is employed. However, spatial ring-around
could still occur in multihop operation in an Fl - F2 system or if any
of the Fl - F2 frequencies are reused (as a result of limited number of
frequencies or poor frequency management) within the range of RF propa-
gation. Transmissions from other repeaters, sensors, SCM's, and command
transmitters operating on the same or adjacent RF channels, if close
enough to be repeaters in question, will be received by the repeater.
Thus, reception of messages nct intended to be retransmitted by a par-

ticular repeater is possible. However, by adding a repeater address to
the message or by 9torinb the message ID, the repeater in question can
determine if it has previously transmitted the same message or is attempt-
ing to relay a message from another sensor field (i.e. it can identify
invalid messages). In summary, the decoding logic in the digital repeater
must be designed to eliminate retransmissions of previously transmitted
messages to eliminate spatial ring around.
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6.2.2.1.2 Analog Only Repeater. The analog only repeater
operates in the Fl - F2 frequency translation mode (either in-band or
out-of-band) and the receive and retransmit functions occur simultaneously.
No decoding logic will be incorporated in the analog only repeater to
discriminate between valid messages and invalid messages from adjacent
sensor systems operating on the sanie RF channel. The analog only re-
peater will require strict frequency management to prevent retransmission
of invalid messages.

6.2.2.1.3 Digital and Analog Combined Repeater. The digital and

analog combined repeater can only operate in Fl - F2 frequency transla-
tion mode but contains decoding logic which will allow it to recognize
and retransmit only valid messages and commands. It has the bame invalid
message rejection capability as the digital only Fl - F2 repeater.

In summary, the combined repeater is capable of rejecting invalid
messages; however, strict RF frequency management is required to avoid
message loss due to interference from messages transmitted on reused RF
channels. Table III-I indicates the relative ring-around performnnce
of three repeater alternatives.

TABLE III-I

RF ISOLATION RATINGS

ALTERNATIVE COMMENT RATING

ANALOG Requires strict frequency management and 5
more channels.

DIGITAL Minimum frequency problems.
Requires Repeater ID, 10

COMBINED Requires some frequency management.
Requires Repeater ID. 8
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6.2.2.2 Repeater Messaae Delay and Loss. Sensor and command
messages may experience delays in being retransmitted in either single
or multihop systems depending on the type of repeater employed. In
addition, the type of repeater will also effect the loss of messages
or portions of the information being retransmitted through the system.

6.2.2.2.1 Store and Forward Digital Only Repeater. The S&F
digital repeater approach in a multihop system with n repeaters results
in message delays equal to n times the basic message length. This is
due to the fact that the message is completely received and stored prior
to retransmission. The S&F digital repeater greatly increases the
statistical probability of message loss due to message overlap in compari-
son to real time repeater operation. *This is due to the fact that the
receiver in the repeater is turned off while the message is being re-
transmitted and a finite probability exists that other sensors might trans-

mit a message while the receiver is turned off.

6.2.2.2.2. Analog Repeater. tAnalog only repeaters retransmit
messages in real-time and the propagation delay accounts for the majority
of delay time in relaying the message to UCR/T. Although little or no
time loss is experienced in relaying the message, analog repeaters itill
have a basic statistical loss due to message overlap. The protability of
message loss due to overlap increases greatly for analog messages be-
cause the analog messages are hundreds of times longer than the digital
message. However, calculation of the actual loss of messages, particu-
larly where analog and digital messages are intermixed, requires very
judicious choice of parameters and interpretation of the probability of
message loss equation to obtain meaningful results.

6.2.2.2.3 Combined Repeater. The digital and analog combined

repeater retransmits a message after the digital header portion of the
message (Preamble, Message '1,'e, ID's etc) has been decoded, checked,
and reinserted for modulation of the transmitter. A small portion of the
analog information (i header length or .50msec) following the digital header
is cut off at each radio repeater to allow for reinsertion of the new header.

,I Up to 1/4 sec will be removed from the analog portion of a message in pass-
ing through a 5 hop repeater chain. 'The digital portion of the message
is actually being processed in a S&F mode while the analog is real time.
See Figure 3-10.Fi *Sensor transmissions may occur in a near simultaneous time frame and com-
pete with each other in attempting to be relayed back to the UCR/T. A

statistical model using the Poisson distribution is a method of predicting
the probability of a message being lost due to competing sensor transmis~iions
(Alternatively it also represents the percentage of message lost). i'rob

of message loss - 1 exp [-K(N-I)XT]
where K factor of values 1 to 3, determined by system

N " number of sensors in field
S- average sensor activation rate
T -message duration
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PICTORAL REPRESENTATION OF ANALOG LOSS DUE
TO HEADER DELAY IN COMBINED REPEATER

While a portion of the analog message is lost at each hop, the amount is
negligible and of littl.e consequence in sensor applications. Example.
For an assumed header of 5C millisecond duration and 20 seconds of analog
data the loss for a single repeater represents 1/4 of one percent of orig-
inal analog information. For a five hop system the loss would be 1-1/4%
of the original analog information. The probability of message loss for
the combined repeater is equal to that of the S&F digital repeater when
retransmitting digital messages and equal to the analog only repeater when
retransmitting analog messages. Table III-II indicates tht message delay
and message loss performance of the three types of repeaters.

6.2.2.3 Signal to Noise DegradatLon - Digital vs Analog. Analog and
also combined repeaters retransmitting analog data can be considered as
band limited amplifiers which amplify both input signal and in band noise,
while adding a little noise of its own. Consequently the signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratio progressively decreases with each repeater so that after a
system consisting o2 M links, the final (S/N)is:

(MM x (N)lst relay
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For example, assume that a sensor transmission is to be retransmitted by
5 repeaters of equal characteristics (e.g., output power, sensitivity,
link distance, etc.) to a UCR/T - assume also that the (S/N) in the IF of
the first repeater ranges over 10-12-17dB. Using the above relation it
is determined that available (S/N) at the UCR/T is reduced to the respective
range of 3-5-10dB. Another way of expressing the degradation in (S/N) in
passing through a M hop link is (SIN) (dB) - 10 log M. where (SIN) is the

signal-to-noise ratio in the IF ampliiic•-s of the first repeater. For
M - 5 the loss is 7dB. Therefore, in a system of repeaters retransmitting
analog data, (S/N) at the UCR/T is consid.rably reduced. For fixed trans-
mitter power, the reduction in (S/N) caused by the analog repeaters implies
that the repeaters must be deployed closer together in orde': to maintain
a reliable c-munications link (i.e., the more repeaters in the system, the
shorter the operating range of each repeater). A digital S&F repeater
however iu a regenerative repeater in that the data is converted to base-
band, decoded, stripped of most of its noise and then retransmitted. The
overall error rate of the multihop link will obviously increase as the
number of links increases. For example, assuming a 5 hop system with a
required bit error rate of Pe - l10- 4 , a 7dB advantage is achieved by using
a digital S&F repeater system inatead of an analog repeater system. This
improvement may be translated into a 7dB transmitter power reduction (for
fixed distances), or extended jperating rangeL equivalent to 7dB between
all repeaters.

TABLE III-II"

MESSAGE DELAY AND MESSAGE LOSS RATINGS

Message Loss Message
Alternative Due to Overlap RaLing Dulay Rating

S&F Digital Lowest i0 Longest 8

Analog Highest 8 Shortest 10

inalog High Analog - Shortest 10Combined 8iia o Digital -Longest 8
(Same as S&F)
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In sumnary, a multihop syst-m using digital repeaters has a
definite (S/N) advantage over a system using analog repeaters. The (S/N)
advantage can mean either reduced power requirements or extended ranges.
Table Ill-III indicates, qualitatively, the signal to noise degradation
effects of the various repeaters.

TABLE 111-III

DIGITAL VS ANALOG REPEATER
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATINGS

ALTERNATIVE COMMENTS RATING

Digital Least Loss 10

Analog Most Loss

Combined Analog - Most Loss 5

J Digital - Least Loss 10

6.2.2.4 ECM Performance. Since the repeater will Lionitor the
transmissions of many sensors, it has been rather firmly concluded that
it would be a prime target of sensor-related ECM activities and attention
should therefore be given to optimizing ECM protection. Inasmuch as the
out-of-band technique encompasses two 15 Wtiz frequency oands, as opposed
to two 0.5-3 Mz frequency bands for an in-band technique, it is inherently
less vulnerable to broadband electronic countermeasures. The in-band
repeater offers a potenti;il enemy less bandwidth over which to search for I
sensor activity and also allows a broadband jammer to concentrate his
energy in a narrower band thereby increasing his effectiveness. In fact,
this anti-jam property of an out-of-band technique may exceed that of an
in-band technique by 17-25dB depending on the specific in-band filter
characteristics (considering the A/J protection as a function of bandwidth).
Of the in-bar.d repeaters, the digital only repeater provides the maximum
ECM protectlon because it retransmits a very short duration message and alou
because the repeater channels would not necessarily be contained in two
portions of an in-band system and therefore would be more difficult for
the enemy to locate. If the digital repeater operates out-of-band it
would enjoy additionally the same bandwidth ratio A/J protection as des- I
cribed above for the analog out-of-band and provide maximum protection.
Since they do not differentiate between received signals, all analog re-
peaters function as repeat jammers and this is a serious disadvakitage.
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TABLE III-IV

ECM RATINGS OF TU1 TIHREE ALTERNATIVE REPEATERS

Alternative Remarks Rating

Digital 1. Shortest Message - most difficult for
the enemy to locate, spot jam and spoof.

F1 - F Mode - Message is retrans-
rnitted on the samne frequency at each re-
lay - but total transmission time is still 10
much less than analog.

3. F, - Fz Mode - Message is retrans-
mittea on different frequencies and there-
for less subject to enemy intercept.

Analog 4. Longest Message - Easy for enemy
to locate and spot jam.

5. Lack of Dccoder - Implies that th'!
relay would be more vulnerable because
the relay retransmits any incoming
carrier on the operating frequency

2

6. In-Band Mode - Most vulnerable to
spot jamming because relay operation is
restricted to two rather narrow bands.

7. Out-of-Band Mode - Provides the
most A/3 protectinn because of the large
bandwidth ratio.

Combined 8. Digital retransmissions 1, 3, and Digital
either 6 or 7 apply. 10

9. Analcg retransmissions 4 and 6 or Analog
7 also a Decoder eliminates the vulner- 7
ability cited in 5.
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The combined repeater has the same vulnerability to long duration analog
mess.iges as the analog only repeater; however, it has a decoder which
eliminates automatic retransmission of unintended signals occuring on its
frequency. When retransmitting digital data, the combined repeater has
"the same ECH advantages as the digital only repeater. Table Ill-IV indi-
cates some of the U14 considerations for each type repeater and provides
a relative ranking at the repeaters.

6.2.2.5 In-Band vs Out-of-Band Antenna Requirements. An out-of-band
repeater system will require an Gntenna system capable of respornding to
each band of frequencies. Normally, this is accomplished by using two
antennas, one for ea,'h band. This approach, when considering The con-
figuration and durability requirements of air-drop relays, rresents a
significant problem in antenna design. Colinear antenna arrays could
be built, but not without a special developrAent effort. A more desirable
solution would use a single antenna operating as both a center fed half-
wave dipole in the high frequency band and a quarter-,Jave mG:iopola in the
low frequency ba.:'. Sutch an antenna would simplify s~iution Lu the packa-
ging and shock requirements of an out-of-band re'eater, but it also requires
that the assigned frequency bands be separated by approximately an octave.
An in-band repeater has an advantage over out-of-band techniques in
that the common band RF circuitry permits use of a single broadband
antenna for both receive and transmit functions. This in '.urn im-
proves the likelihood of achieving .n antenna denign whil a will satisfy
the conflguiation and shock tequi-u,.ments of air J<.)upped repeaters.
Table 111-V Indicates the relative ranking of tha in-band and out-of
band antenna req--l 1.iriernts.

TABLE III-V

IN-BAND VS OPT-OF-BAND ANTENNA RATINGS

ALTERNATIVE RMARKS RKATING

IN-BAND: Digital; Eai.-r to de: •gn 10
Analog; and fabricate

Combined

OUT-OF-BAND: Analog; More difficult to

Combined design and fabricate

___ -_
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6.2.2.6 S Utilization-Number of Ch'anels.

6.2.2.6.1 Required. A S&F digital only repeater operating in the
F Fmode uses the absolute minimum i.umber of frequencies and nro-

vides the greatest flexibility in frequency management. When operated
in the Fi - F 2 mode, a relay system with five repeaters requires selec-
tion of seven frequencies. Note: The maximum number of frequencies
required in digital or combined repeater operating in the simple Fl -
F 2 mode is n + 2, where n is the number of repeaters. An analog only
repeater operating in full dapiex F1 - F 2 requires the greatest number
of frequencies i.e. 2n + 2 frequencies where n is the number of repeaters.

6.2.2.6.2 Available. An in-band analog or ,ombined repeater
necessarily restricts the number of usable channels to the ratio of the
isolation filter bandwidth to the sensor system channel bandwidth.
Assuming a realizable filter bandwidth of 500 kHz to 3 MHz an? a usable
channel bandwidth of 50 kHz (including guardhand), an in-band repeater
would restrict all repealer operations to 10-60 channels, half in e&chband.
An out-of-band analog or combined repeater requires assignment of
two bands, it also provides the maximum number of 50 kHz channels
(approximately 300) to choose from, and in this sense has an advantage

over in-band (which has up to 60 channels) for reducing interference
potential. Thus a distinct advantage is held by an out-of-band
technique in that the number of channels available for assignment
exceeds that of an in-band technique by 5:1 minimum. Table III-VI
inuicates the number of RF channels (frequencies) required when
operating each rype of repeater in series multihop.

I9
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6.2.2.7 Energy Requirements. Due to the very long analog
messages (20 seconds) that must be retransmitted by the analog and
combined repeaters, energy consumption is greatest in these repeaters.
In addition, the analog only repeater has two receivers which are
"on" constantly and therefore requires approximately twice the battery
capacity as does a combined repeater. The S&F digital repeater con-
sumes the least amount of energy. Table Iil-VII indicates the re.1ative
battery energy requirements for the three types of repeaters.

TABLE IIl-VII

ENERGY REQUIREMENT RATINGS OF THE
ALTERNATIVE REPEATERS

ALTERNATIVE REMARKS RATINGS

Digital Least Energy 10

A.,alog Most Energy 2

Combined Moderate Energy 6

6.2.3 Versatility. A versatilo. repeater is one which Is capable
of retranamitting both analog and digital data. The digital only repeater
is not capable of relaying analog messages. The analog only is capable
of relaying analog and digital but not decoding any digital header.
Therefore, it is primarily for analog retranamission. The combined repeater
is truly a versatile repeater in that it is capable of recognizing and
relaying both analog and digital messages. Note: A fourth alternative
may be considered by inserting a digital "Add-On" module (containing a
decoder, etc.) to an analog only repeater. Use of the "Add-On" module on
an analog repeater could provide the same versatility as a combined re-
peater. Table Ill-VIll indicatea the message type versatility of the
three repeater alternatives and the "Add-On" alternative.

IiI
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TABLE III-VIII

MESSAGE TYPE VERSATILITY OF THE
"ALTERNATIVE REPEATERS

ALTERNATIVE REMARKS RATING

S&F Digital Not Versatile i

Analog only Moderate Versatility 7

Analog with
"Add-on Module" Versatile 9

Combined Most Versatile 10

6.2.4 Dtvelopment Schedule/Risk. The development time schedule
and development risk are related items and are therefore considered to-
gether. Development of an air delivered repeater involves the most
risk in that proauction of high shock resistant crystals, and rugged
antennas for the deployment environment represent areas requiring con-
siderable investigation. Also an area of risk and possible scheduling
delay effecting all repeater types is the requirement for low power
digital frequency synthesizers. Considerable development may be re-
quired to produce a synthesizer requiring less than 100 milliwatts of
power. In addition, the in-band technique requires extreme RF isolation
which results in some risk in filter design and producibility. Out-of-
band techniques, hand emplaced configurations and S&F techniques all
pose little or no risk or scheduling problems. Table IIl-lX indicates
the relative risk and scheduling delays which might be experienced
with the three repeater alternatives.
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TABLE IIi-IX

SCHEDULING DELAYS AND RISK RATINGS FOR
THE THREE REPEATER ALTERNATTVES

ALT ERNAT V E REMARKS RATINGS

S&F Djgi dal Least risk and schedule 10

delays for Hand and Air
Deployed

Analog -Most Risk and schedule 2
In-Band delay for Air Delivered

-Moderate for Hand 6
Emplaced

bI

Out-of-Band -Modezate Risk and 6

schedule delay for Air
or Hand Emplaced

Combined -Consideiable Risk & 4
In-Band schedule delay for Air

Delivered
-Moderate Risk for 6

Hand Emplaced

Out-of-Band -Moderate Risk & 6

schedule delay for Air
delivered

-Low Risk for Hand 8
Emplaced
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6.2.5 Logistics.

6.2.5.1 Test Equipment Required. It appears that the test equip-
ment requirements for the three types of repeaters would not differ
significantly. The minor impact is due primarily to the fact that most-
test equipment will be of the "Go-No-Go" type.

6.2.5.2 Repair Parts Required. The analog repeater contains

the most components and therefore would probably require the most spare
parts. The digital only and combined repeaters would require slightly

Sless spare cts.

6.2.5.3 Maintenance Skills Required. At each category of main-
tenance, it appears only minor differences in maintenance skill levels
will be required for the three alternative repeaters.

6.2.5.4 Equipr'ent Adjustments Required. A frequency or RF
channel adjustment must be included on all reneaters. In addition
the digital and combined repeaters will have switches for setting
repeater ID codas. Therefore, the digital and combined repeater
may be slightly more complicated, requiring a few more adjustments.
Table III-X indicates the relative logistic ratings for the alternative
repeaters.

6.2.6 Physical Characteristics. Weight and shape characteristics
for hand and air delivered repeaters appear to be of equal ranking for
the three alternatives. However, the electronic and battery volume
required for the three alternatives (including the in-band or out-of-
band alternative) does place a restriction on the minimum sized air
delivered repeater that can be built. Table IIT-XI indicates a general
ranking of the volume requirements in a qualitative way. Engineering
Analysis 3 will give a more definitive consideration to this criterion.

TABLE III-XI

VOLUME REQUIRIE4ENT RATINGS OF THE

THREE ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIVES REMARKS RATINGS

Digital Least Volume 10

Out-of-Band Mode, Moderate Volume 6
Analog ....

In-Band Mode, Largest Volume 3

Out-of-Band Mode, Moderate Volume 6
Combined ..

In--Band Mode, Largest Volume
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6.2.7 Costs.

6.2.7.1 Research & Development Costs. Research and develop-
ment costs will be greatest for the in-band air dropped analog and
combined repeaters. This is due to the required high shock, high
stability, crystal., antennas, and isolation filter developments.

In addition, hybrid and LSI technology must be developed for the
miniaturization of the electronics for the air delivered repeaters.
Lowest R&D Losts are assigned to hand emplaced repeaters because
of minimum size and weight restrictions. Table III-XII indicates
relative R&D cost for the repeater alternatives,

6.2.7.2 Acquisition Costs. Acquisition cost is the cost
required to procure and issue the initial number of required relays

to the user. The acquisition cost includes the non-recurring engineer-
iiig and administrative costs and recurring end item atid contract manage-
ment costs. A few repeater components can be identified as high cost
items such as the isolation filters for in-band rep'iaters and the high
shock, high stability crystals for air delivered repeaters. Other
costs cat! be attributed to the number of modules or components in the
alternative repeater (e.g. analog only repeater will have two receivers

and the combined repeater has a decoder). The choice of transmission
technique may have an impact on the repeater cost; however, for this
analysis only the relative repeater alternative costs are considered,
and not transmission technique&. Table Ili-XIII indicates the relative
acquisition co3t of the alternative repeaters.

6.2.7.3 Life Cycle Support Costs. Life cycle support costs
consist of the costs for crew and maintenance personnel, replacement,
ILS (management), transportation, and depot maintenance.
It has been decided that the majority of air delivered repeaters
used in combat would not be recovered and reused. Therefore, air de-
livered repeaters will have higher, relative to hand emplaced repeaters,
transportatizrn and replacement costs. Also, little or no depot main-
tenancc would be performed on air deiivered .epeaters and therefore
they would have lower depot maintenance costs. Table III-XIV indicates I
the relative costs of the factors comprising life cycle support costs.
The evalliation data are summarized in Table III-XV.

9I
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TABLE III-XII

"RELATIVE R&D COST RATINGS FOR ALTFRNATIVE
REPEATERS

ALTERNATIVE RELATIVE R&D COST RATING
Air - Medium 6

Digital

{Hancd - Lowest 10

Analog: In-Band Air - Highest 2
hand - Medium 6

Out-of-Band Air - High 4
Hand - Low 8

Combined: In-Band Air - Highest 2
H3Land - Meiu 6

Out-of-Band Air - High 4

and_ - Low 8

i 'TABLE III-XIII

RELATIVE ACQUISITION COST RATINGSFOR ALTERNATIVE REPEATERS i

ALTERNATIVE RELATIVE ACQUISITION COSTS RATING

Air - Medium 6
Digital
• ,,_________ Hand - Lowest 10
Analog: In-Band Air - High 4

Hand - Medium 6

"Out-of-Band Air - High 4

Hand - Medium 8

Combined: In-Band Air - Highest 2

Hand - Medium 6

Out-of-Band Air -High 4 I
Hand -Low 8
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TABLE ill - XV

SUMMARY MATRIX OF EVALUATION DAfA

[7 K

js 0 r

0..

PERFORMANCE

RF Isolation 8.0 5.0 10.0

Message Delay 9.0 10.0 8.0
Message Loss 9.0 g.0 10.0

S/N Degradation 7.5 5.0 10.0
ECM 8.5 2.0 10.0
Antenna Requiremer ýs 7.51 7 10.0
Spectrum Utilization 5.7 4.7 6.7
Energy Requirements 6.0 2.r; -.0

VERSATILITY 9.tj 7.0 1.0

SCHEDULE

Developmunt Time/Risk 6.0 5.0 10.0

LOGISTICS

Test Equipment 9.0 9.5 10.0
Repair Parts 9.0 8.5 10.0

Maintenance Skills 9.0 9.5 10.0

Equipment Adjustments 9.0 10.0 9.0

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Volume 4.5 4.5 10.0

COSTS

R&D 5.0 5.0 8.0

Acquisition 5.0 5.5 8.0

Life Cycle Support 8.0 7.9 9.1
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7.0 RANKING OF ALTERNATIVES USING SEVERAL WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

The previous sections of this engineering analysis have described the
problem area in which a decision must be made. The viable alternatives to
solve the problem have been identified, and in Section 6.0, each of these
alternatives were scored against a set of evaluation criteria by the evalua-
tion committee.

The purpose of this section is to utilize the evaluation scores, pre-
sented in Section 6.0, together with a set of weighting factors to obtain
a ranking of the alternatives. The weighting factors are used to adjust
the impact vf the evaluation scores on the evaluation criteria. The
weighting factors were obtained from the RhIBASS Project Manager and mem-
bers of his staff, and from AMC and TRADOC personnel.

The results of this section can reflect only what is indicated by the
data supplied as inputs to the ranking process. Therefore, the result to
be expected from this section will be one of the following:

1) One of the alternatives is indicated as the preferred alternative
by a large margin;

2) Two or more alternatives are relatively close, but one is indicated

clearly as preferred by a small margin; and

3) The ranking of the alternatives is so close that no alternative

can be selected as the prdferred alternative.

To develop confidence that the alternative selected as the preferred
alternative is indeed the preferred alternative with a very small margin
of error, two techniques for perturbing the results are used to determine
the stability of the ranking of alternatives obtained. These techniques
are:

1) After the basic ranking of alternatives has been achieved by theadditive weighting technique three other techniques for ranking the alter-

natives are used. These additional techniques have the properties of em-
phasizing or de-emphasizing high or low scores. If the same alternative
is indicated as the preferred alternative by all of these techniques there
can be little doubt that this is the preferred alternative. When the pre-
ferred alternative changes as high or low scores are emphasized, information
on the stability of the ranking is provided.

2) In Section 8.0 the sensitivity of the ranking of alternatives to
the weighting factors for the major evaluation criteria is determined by
sequentially varying the major weighting factors between minimum and maxi-
mum values. Thus the stability of the ranking to variations in major
weighting factors is determined.

1.02
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Thus the results of Sections 7.0 and 8.0 are the ranking of alter-
natives and a selection of a preferred alternative if the data permits.
Information is provided on how stable this ranking is as some of the input
data is perturbed.

7.1 Basic Ranking Technique. The table of evaluation scores pre-
sented in Section 6.0 indicates how well each of the alternatives was
rated in each of the evaluation criteria. In order that the evaluation
scores contribute to the evaluation rating in accordance with the rela-
tive importance of the evaluation criteria, weighting factors were used.
"The evaluation scores of Section 6.0 and weightti g factors for each
evaluation criterion are processed by additive and other weighting tech-
niques to provide evaluation ratings. REMBASS, AMC, and TRADOC personnel
were requested to assign weight values to each of the majo." e% .ation
criteria by distributing 100 points among the major evaluatio, ritetia.
The more important evaluation criteria should receive a large. number
of weighting points. In addition to assigning a nominal weight to each
major evaluation criteria, the participants also provided the range of
variation from nominal which they expected for each weighting factor.
The same nrocedure was used to assign weighting factors to sub-criteria.
The nominal, maximum, and minimum values of the weighting factors usoed

are given iii Table IV-XVI.
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TABLE III XVI

WEIGHTING FACTORS

NOMINAL WEIGHT

WEIGHT RANGE
M.AJOR SUB MIN- MAX-
FACTOR FACTOR IMUM IMUM

DEPLOYMENT METHODS .1875 .1250 .2625

1 Hand Emplacemen' .3250

2 Air Drop Emplacement :4650
3 Airborne Platform .2100

II PERFORMANCE .24.50 .1750 .3750

1 RF Isolation .0925

2 Message Delay .0750

3 Message Loss .1400

4 S/N Degradation .1225

5 ECM Vulnerability .1825

6 Antenna Requirements .1150

7 Spectrum Utilization .1250

8 Energy Requirements .1475

III VERSATILITY .1850 .1525 .2700

IV DEVELOPMENT/SCHEDULE RISK .0800 .0475 .1575

V LOGISTICS .0800 .0600 .1325

1 Test Equipment .2750

2 Rep'ir Parts .2000

3 Maintenance Skills .2625

4 Equipment Adjust-nents .2625

VI PHYSICAL (Volume) .0850 .0625 .1550

VIl COST .1375 .0875 .2250

1 R&D .2625

2 Acquisition .4750

3 Life Cycle Support .2625
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The weights provided by the participants were given to two significant
figures. To obtain values for Table III-XVI these weights were divided by
100 to make the sum of the weights of major criteria (mnd subcrl,-Lria
within each major criterion) equal to 1. Then the weights were iveraged

*" and entered in Table III-XVI with four significant figures, three of
which are accurate. An evaluation rating is computed for each alternative
by multiplying the r~lative score for a given criterion by tha weighting
factor assigned to thaL criterion. The result is a number wl,lch represents
a combination of the relative importance of the criterion and the evaluation
score of the alternative for that criterion. The additive weighting terh-

nique used to obtain an evaluation rating ist

ER >7 JK

Where:

ER - Evaluation Rating

dijk - Relative Eval'ation Score for Alternative i

for Subcri.te~ricn k of Major Criterion J1

Sik - Weighting Factor for Subcriterion k of

Major Criterion J

W M Weighting Factor for Major Criterion

n Number of Major Criteria

rj - Number of Subcriteria of Major Criterion j

Table III-XVII lists the evaluation scores for each alternative and

evaluation criterion, together with the weighting factor for each evalua-
tion criterion. The evaluation scores in this table are accurate to two
significant figures. The last line is the evaluation rating or weighted
score for each alternative. To illustrate how each value lisued in the
evaluation rating line was obtained, a sample calculation for one of the
alternatives using additive weighting is presented.

I
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TABLE III - XVII

EVALUATION SCORES

I B C

I DEPLOYMENT METHODS .1875

1 Hand Emplacement .3250 10.0 10.0 10.0

2 Air Drop Emplacement .4650 10.0 !0.0 1.0.0

3. Airborne Platform .2100 10.0 10.0 10.0

II PERORMAN.CE .2450

I RF IsolaLion .0925 10.0 5.0 8.0

2 Message Delay .0750 8.0 10.0 9.0

3 Message Loss .1400 10.0 8.0 9.0

4 S/N Degradation .1225 10.0 5.0 7.5

5 ECM Vulnerability .1825 10.3 2.0 8.5

6 Antenna Requirements .1150 10.0 7.5 7.5

7 Spectrum UtilizatLon .1250 6.7 4.7 5.7

8 Energy Requirements .1475 l(,.O 2.0 6.0

III VERSATILITY .1850 1.0 7.0 9.5

IV DEVELOPMENT/SCHEDULE .0800 10.0 5.0 6.0

RISK

V LOGISTICS .0800

1 Test Equipment .2750 10.0 9.5 9.0

2 Repair Parts .2000 10.0 8.5 9.0

3 Maintenance Skills .2625 10.0 9.5 9.0

4 Equipment Adjustments .2625 9.0 10.0 9.0

VI PHYSICAL (Volume) .0850 10.0 4.5 4.5

VII COST .1375

1 R&D .2625 8.0 5.0 5.0

2 Acquisition .4750 8.0 5.5 5.0

3 Life Cycle Support .2625 9.1 7.9 8.0

EVALUATION RATING 7 .Q4 6.79 7.87

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A - Digital
B - Analog
C - Combined
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Consider Alternative A of Table III-XVII. The weighting factor for Hand
Emplacement (.325) and the relative score for Hand Emplacement (10) were
multiplied. Similar products wr--c fo.med for Air Drop Emplacement and
"Airborne Platform. The result&, 'iouacts were added, and the sum multi-
plied by the Deployment Methods fe•ghting Factor (.1817), Producing the
overall Deploymeiit Methods Weighted Score. Similar calculations were
performed for each of the other major criteria, producing overall weightedscores for Performance, Versatility, Development/Schedule Risk, Logistics,
Physical Characteristics and Cost. Lach of these major criterion overall
weighted scores were added togethei, the sum appearing in the last line
under EVALUATION RATING. This is the total weighted score for the Alter-
native A using the additive weighting technique.

The calculations described above are given below for illustrative
purposes:

7_•.9 [18• € "7 ' :3,5, 1 4650 ' 6, 00
_4 5 01 q__I q q 5 '-'t0s " - 6

)~~~~-5 
t 0- .. " ..-

t' V' ''0-v +-' ... z 0... ..6-t2_ r
0U 1
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The data presented in Table III-XVII is a combination of infor-
mation extracted directly from Section 6.0 plus information that 45

consolidated from Section 6.0.

Data consolidation was necessary in the following areas:

Message Loss Vursatility
Message Delay Development/Schedule Risk
S/N PhysIcal Characteristics

ECM R.D Cost
Antenna Requirements Acquisition Cost
Spectrum Utilization Support Cost

In all cases the data was consolidated by averaging. This technique
was recommended by the Subsystem Team to resolve the problems created by
evaluating the alternatives on the basis of in-band and out-of-band tech-
niques or where two separate entries are supplied for the combined

alternativu. This initial analysis indicates that the digital and com-
bined alternatives are preferred. The rankings are too close to con-
fidently select one above the other. Both are definitely preferred
above the analog alternative.

7.2 Secondary Ranking Techniques. The additive weighting analysis
technique is a valid procedure for evaluating alternatives. The basic
advantage is that it considers all pertinenL criteria in comparing alter-
natives, rather than a limited selection of criteria. The technique
does suffer since the values for weights and relative scores are assigned
based on the judgement of the participating contributors. rhe results are
subject to variation to a degree dependent upon the judgement of the
evaluators.

In order to determine if variations in judgement in assigning
values to scores will have a significant effect upon the final evaluation,
three additional mathematical techniques are utilized in computing evalua-
tion ratings. These additional techniques have the intrinsic effect of
biasing the results up or down and simulate the effect of using input
scores of greater or lesser value. The secondary techniques are listed

below with a brief description of each method and its effect upon the basic 1
date.

7.2.1 RMS Weighting. The resultant evaluation rating is the square
root of the sum of the products of the evaluation score squared times its
appropriate weighting factor. This can be expressed as follows:

ER =

"This method places greater emphasis on high scores.
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7.2.2 Multiplicative Weighting. The resultant evaluation rating
is the product of all evaluation scores raised to the power of their
appropriate weight. This can be expressed as follows:

ER (i ~:~

This uweLhod places greater emphasis on low scores.

7.2.3 Logaritinuic Weighting. Tile resultant evaluation rating is
the logarithm of the sum of the products of 2 raised to the evaluation
score power times Its appropriate weight. This can be expressed as follows:

ER = LO120%~j

This method places extreme emphasis on high scores.

The same basic data used in computing evaluation rating by the additive
technique are used in computing evaluation rating by the three secondary
techniques described above. The method of computation was generally the
same as described except that the appropriaLe equation and mathematical
manipulations were substituted in each case. The resultant evaluation
scores and their ranks, based on nominal values, derived by each of the
four analytical techniques are shown in Table IlI-XV1II.

7.3 Comparison of Results Usin Nominai Values. Referring to
Table III--XVIII, it appears that the digital alternative is most preferred.
Combined is ranked second with tile analog alternative consistently last.
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TABLE III - XVIII

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RATINGS FOR THE FOUR ANALYTICAL 4
TECHNIQUES USING NOM1NAL VALUESj

ALTER- ADDITIVE RMS MULTIPLICATIVE LOGARITHMIC
NATIVE RATING RANK RATING RANK RATING RANK RATING RANK

A 7.94 1 8.64 1 6.25 2 9.42 1
B 6.77 3 7.19 3 6.23 3 8.35 3
C 7.87 2 8.12 2 7.59 1 8.81 2

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A - Digital

B - Analog
C - Combined

A1
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S~I
8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The evaluation ratings used to determine the rankin-4 of the
alternatives are computed from the evaluation scores and the weighting
factors assigned to each of the major and minor evaluation criteria.
The weighting factors are determined by knowledgeable individuals to

* , adjust for the relative importance of each of the evaluation criterion.

'Because thti weighting factors are based on the Judgemrent of individuals,
the sensitivity study is used to determine the effect on the ranking of
alternatives caused by expected variations in Judgement.

The ex.reated variation in each weighting factor is obtained by
asking the indivirkials who supply the nominal weighting factors to supply

* also their estimates of maximum and minimum values. The weighting factors
used for this engineering analysis are given in Table III-XVI.

To determine the sensitivity of the variations in weighting
factors for the major evaluation criteiia, the weighting factors are varied
between maximum and minimum values. This process provides information on
"the stability of ranking of t-he alternatives determined in Sectien 7.0
as the major weighting factors are varied. Because the impact of the
weights for the minor evaluation criteria on the evaluation ratings is
much less than that for the weights of the major evaluation criteria,
a sensitivity SLt'dy considering the weights of minor evaluation criteria
"was not considered r.ecessary. By combining the sensitivity study and
the use of the aifferent weighting techniques described in Section 7.0,
information is obtained on the stability of the ranking of alternativ.s
to variation in weighting factors, as well as to variations in evaluation
scores. Rather than vary the scores of all the criteria individually,
this technique approximates this function• by alternately emn)hasizing
high scores and then lou scores.

8.1 Sensitivity Study Using the Additive Weighting Technique. First
a sensitivity study was completed using the additive weighting technique.
The evaluation ratings computed with nominal weighting factors and the
additive technique served as the base set of values. Then 14 additional
sets of evaluation ratings were calculated using maximum and minimum
weighting factors for each of the 7 major evaluation criteria. When the
weighting factor for one major evaluation criteria was changed to maximum
or minimum, all other major criterion weighting factors were adjusted
proportionately. The results of the additive weighting oensitivity study
are plotted in Figure 3-11. The weighted score or evaluation raLing is
plotted agaiiist the major criteria weight combination used in the calcula-
tion. An examination of Figure 3-11 reveals that the digita± and combined
alternatives are closely grouped. Both are rated signific-ntly above the
analog alternative. The digital and combined alternatives exhibit the
largest separation when the versatility criterion weight is maximized.
This seems to be logical as the combined alt.rnative is the most versatile
of those considered.
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8.2 General SensitiViLy Study. Three additional sets of evalua-
tion ratings were calculated for three additional weighting techniques
in the same way that the additive sensitivity study was conducted. A
total of 60 sensitivity runs, including the additive nominal reference
were made for the analysis. Tables III-XIX through III-XXV shows the
computational results from the processing. These results contain the
final ER and Rank order as the criterion weighting factors were varied,
in four techniques.
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TABLE lII-XIX

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RATING FOR THE FOUR ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES USING

i5- DEPLOYMENT METHODS MINIMUM & MAXIMUM WEIGHTING FACTORS.

xr 4ADUMVE R . MkULT1P ICAT1YL. LO AR 1T 1MTC
NATIVE RATING RANK RATTNG RANK RATING ,RANK " RATING 1ANK

-• .,. •

A 78 29.37

c 7,71 1 7 . a3 1 " 8.67 p

LAG .0,, M *i~ CS j~~g.

MAXI . 2a, PP .'224 VR :b9 ,! . "026
. .. ; .8 .. 77 i .,. - .,

C-g 08~ HB. OIi Combined ,%.8l

#6 2

AA

810. 1 41 27 7
trt7- 0 ombined
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TABLE III-XX

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RATINGS FOR THE FOUR ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES USING

PERFORMANCE MINIMUM & MAXIMUM WEIGHTING FACTORS.

' ~ ~ J JtK lR''• L)J•V = '-M'U MUjT•T"WLIC'A']'VF LFIUARTHMTIC

NATIVE 'RATING RANK. RATiNG RANK RATrING RANW RATIN, RANK

M' N

C 7.90 I A.ib 2 7.60 ' 8.87 2

M b . 3 3Ac ý . ,.

C 7.83 2 2 7.58. 1 8.70 2

WEIGHT' USED IN THESE RUNA

LMG - :0874t PHYS .09291 CMST - .1502y

mix PFR~j . i5,AR 3750,1 VERS * ¶31R8~ :06621
LnrIG .06621 PH-T.UHMUI Q1181 -$13

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- Digital
B- Analog
C- Combined
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TABLE III-XXI

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RATIhS FOR THE FOUR ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES USING

VERSATILITY MiNIMUM & MAXIMUM WEIGHTING FACTORS.

A L T F .! p ' .. . . .. - - A D 'O "I T "L ' 1 , ,, I l . M U L I.T P L I C -A -T I V E .; -- • L M U I I• Z T 'M ' C .,

NATTVE' RATING. RANK RATTNG .RN I RAT"ING RANK ')' RAT!NOG RANK

"A .8 .- :7 2

C" .. :7,8 •.' .81 * " ;.n6... '7,.53 1 8.7?1 I

A~~7 722 25b27n. 47 ,Pf

8.O1 A P 7•77 1, 8.,90 2

WkIGHT8 USED' !NTHESE' RUNA

.08321 PYS3- ,0884t CýrST .1

mix VTJ W'JI.7~PERF .206 :219W, ;"S ~ ~0717,
t'-~-OIf 7 1 2~6i SITi -

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- Digital
B- Analog

C- Combined
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TABLE III-XXII

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RATINGS FOR THE FOUR ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES USING

DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE/RISK MINIMUM & MAXIMUM WEIGHTING FACTORS.

NATIYE 7 RATING- RANX RlTN,' RANI RAT'NG RANK RATZNG *RANK

MA -- 3

Ae 5  . , ... .

"." .,66
,,- , !1 , .. . , _ •

;. Q 1 '.''
SC,. 7'72 .,.. ,,6*, . .. ,:>"e .,o , .

II i i2

WpZGH5TS -)3ED IN .THESE'.RUNA

w.yq 43( VCKS8 -9Y 91 1 Cr'R'. :1A3 R A 7.5
4 8

MAX Ry * Al * 17 17.1 PFP "I*'.2j44, VERS ':169111

jffj i a *..' ' " " . ... , . ie..h. .n 8a F ?I r••I M s u71FI Cn '• . .0 1" d'"

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- Digital
B- Analog

I',L

C- Combined '
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TABLE III-XXIII

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RATINGS FOR THE FOUR ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES USING

Z, LOGISTICS MINIMUM 6 AXIMUM WEIGHTING FACTORS.

NA'TIVE RATING- --RANJK' RAT7NG~, 'ANK RATINr. R AINý( RAT!MG`-RANK

-0 '/ PR

T 1

9~4 .76 .03 2

WP.!GHiS UJ8EDAWTHCE' RLNA

XI. L612'14 , Pr !T' -i .ýgS7 1 PP19T

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- Digital
B- Analog
C- Combined
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TABLE III- XXIV

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RATINGS FOR THE FOUR ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES USING

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS MINIMUM & MAXIMUM WEIGHTING FACTORS.

to' we L013A'R,-C...
RATING' RAN ' 'R --TN"RANK AT!N, RANK"; 'WRATINS RANK

M a , I I I

A' ., ., . . 6-,7 4 . %c . 7.62 2 1 ,. 0

,. '..' • I• " ,. ',I ,A U' .
--- ,,l 6• i• . (, " , 2 ,

Lh .'•a ,,•O ,,,1 M T1. . 4 9

A , , .I P . •, 2 . 61 , 7 " l" ' ,' •A- --8- ¥ , -. . .. ., , .

*A Digital~

C .62 2.i 7 ' :•••. .' •i.30 y ). . :.7 , 1

L t , U -I I. 
..- A n a l o,. - . 0 c , C'•''s ... ', ~ .' .

MA,.w P4Y~I(.. *,'.' :"o173t't .P{R• .,.2:6•,,.. VERS :- . A',t nR!SK "= 07•Q

Lnl- *.U S-.)''.•i'• *1•= C] .i . flr3 .- , .~'. U1• ., ., '. *.'

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- Digital 1
B- Analog

C- Combined
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TABLE III-XXV

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RATINGS FOR THE FOUR ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES USING

COST MINIMUM & MAXIMUM WEIGHTING FACTORS.

AL I r. AH)PITIV ..- RM5 MULTIVLICATIYt- LQAR I•AMMIC.
N4T!VE' RATING RANK RAT;NG RANK RATIN(; RANK.- RATING RANK

tý 8 .•M .-• 3.

c• 8, 0, I A p 3 2 E 7.72 p •, 8. ;

, . I

A a 7T 8 . 6,43 9 9 .
*,,', •

C7666 2 Q 2 7.37 .1, 1 8.69 p

WFIGMTS USED IN THESE PUJNA

LM G -. .084,6 PHYS w.,08•qq CrST - .08751 .

mix - c .tA .'VRS *.6671 RISK_ *-.0_719

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- Digital

B- Analog
C- Combined
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The relationship among the evaluation scores for each alternative, the
nominal weighting factors for the subcriteria and for the major criteria
Is as shown in Table III-XVII. Table III-XVI additionally includes the
maximum and minimum values for the major criteria. The rankings appearing
on Tables III-XIX through III-XXV were summarized and are displayed below:

CUMUIATIVE RANK FREQUENCY ALL METHODS

4ALT MODE 14tAN IST 9NO 3FQ
A ' 1.'433 39 16 5

C . 2 1,65O 21 39 a

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- Digital
B- Analog
C- Combined

This Ta'le shows that digital is slightly preferred over the combined
alternative. Analog is definitely the least preferred. These results
support the conclusion drawn in 7.0. Digital and combined cannot be
distinguished, but are both preferred over analog. Greater insight into
the results can be determined through a more detailed examination of the
scores of Table III-XVII. Deployment methods contribute nothing to the
"decision process since all alternatives are rated equally. In all cate-
gories except versatility, the digital alternative is scored highest
or is grouped with the other alternatives at the high end of the scale.
Because of this, the digital alternative receives a high weighted score
except when the versatility category is weighted heavily (Table III-XXI)
or when low scores are emphasized (multiplicative weighting). Attempts
to distinguish between the digital and combined alternatives should
concentrate on the versatility criteria. With a weight of .185 for this
criteria and a relative score of 1 for the digital alternative, digital is
slightly preferred over combined. If the weighting is increased either
by raising .185 or by emphasizing the low score of 1, combined is preferred.
Any decision should be based on a large extent on versatility.
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9.0 CONCLUSION

An all digital repeater design was found to Lq ranked

slightly above a combined digital/ana8log design. If the requirement

for analog data transmission is eliminated, the decision as to the

repeater type j-ill have been made regardless of the analysis.

10.0 RECOMMEDATION

It is recommended that digital only repeater types be

designed, with the decision on digital/analog combined design be based

on the requirement to transmit analog data.
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SECTION IV

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 3 - REPEATER CONFIGURATION

1. 0 SUMMARY

This analysis addresses the configuration radio of repeaters that will
be used in the REMBASS Data Transmission Subsystem (DTS). The alternatives were
evaluated against a specific set of criteria; physical characteristics,
versatility, human factors, logistics, schedule, reliability, and cost.
The analysis concluded that a single configuration with common electronics
was preferred.

The Data Transmission Team reviewed the results and did not agree
with the analysis. The team recowmended that a separate configuration
with common electronics be used for hand and air delivered repeaters.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The REMEASS system is composed of several major subsystems. Many
different alternative subsystem designs may be found which provide the
system operational and functional r,_,quirementn of REZMBASS within certain
constraints. In order to determine which subsystem alternative provides
the best choice, alternatives are evaluated and analyzed against common
criteria and one or more possible alternatives are selected as candidates
for final system components. This report addresses those criteria which
are pertinent to the selection of an optimum packaging configuration for
the Hand-Emplaced (HERR) and Air-Delivered (ADRR) Radio Repeaters for
the DTS.

3.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Data for REMBASS, both digital and analog, must be transmitted from

distant sensors to a readout terminal. In some cases, line-of-sight
restrictions or extended ranges will be overcome by deployment of radio
repeaters. Radio repeaters will be either HERR or ADRR at the desired
location. ADRR repeaters must be capable of withstanding severe shock
and environmental conditions and must perform in a hostile environment
after deployment.

The problem addressed in this analysis is to determine the optimum
packaging cnnfiguracions for the REMBASS HERR and ADRR repeaters.

4.0 ALTERNATIVES

Four aitnrnative packaging techniques will be analyzed and evaluated
to determine which technique most nearly satisfies the REMBASS requirements.
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These are:

a) one physical configuration and standard electronics for
all repeaters;

b) ueparate configuration and common electronics;

c) separate configuration and unique electronics; and

d) one configuration and unique electronics.

The HERR and ADRR repeaters may be either a digital pnly repeater, an
analog only repeater, or an analog and digital combined repeater. The
analog only repeater and the combined repeater may be eitner in-band or
out-of-band. DTS engineering analysis 2 entitled "Repeater Types"
defines and considers the different data to be relayed and the frequency
translation technique to be employed. Except as noted in this analysis,
the HERR and ADRR radio repeaters are capable of transmitting digital
or in-band/out-of-band analog data. It is further assumed that LSI or
Hybrid technology will be used for the electronics to the maximum extent
practical. Modular units can either contain many functions in one module
(i.e., transmitter, decoder, encoder, synthesizer, etc.) or only one
function per module. The batteries can be either lithium or alkaline and
are designed for OF temperatures and 60-day life. (Ref. DDR&E Ruport,
March 1973).

This engineering analysis is concerned solely with HERR and ADRR
repeaters and their physical and electronic configuration.

4.1 One Physical Configuration and Standard Electronics for All
Repeaters (Lenceforth known as Alternative A; Same Configuration -

Same Electronics). This alternative implies that the same physical
package configuration would be used for both HERR and ADRR with identical
electrical components found in both. Because of the more stringent
size limitations and shock requirements for the ADRR, the configurations
and electronics of both repeaters must be designed toward the worst
case ADRR. The unit will be cylindrical in shape, as dictated by aero-
dynamic requirements imposed by air delivery. The switches and controls
will either be inset into the cylinder face, or be recessed into one
end. One end of the cylinder will contain the batteries and the other
will house the electronics. The electronics can be modular units
similar to the present Phase III Common Modules or an integrated unit
(See engineering analysis DTS 4 entitled, "Equipment Construction
Methods"). The antenna will be self-deployed and self-orienting
to the vertical. The batteries and electronics will be form-fitted
for insertion into a cylindrical delivery vehicle. Directional antennas

will not be used because self-aiming is impractical in the ADR•. The
unit can be emplaced on the ground or designed to hang up in trees.
Hybrid or LSI miniaturization will be required to meet the size and
weight requirements of the REMBASS Material Need (MN).
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i 4.2 Separate Configuration and Common Electronics (henceforth
known as Alternative B; Different Configuration - Same electronics).
This alternative 8pecifies common interchangeable electronics for both
the HERR and ADRR but different packaging configurations. The common
electronics 'or both repeaters must be capable of withstanding severe
shock as dictated by the ADRR requirements.

"4.2.1 ADRR. Same description as applies to Alternative A, 4.1
above.

4.2.2 HERR. The HEPR will use the same electronics as the ADRR
but may be configured differently for emplacement stability. For
example, the packaged configuration could consist of two short cylinders
connected by a flat rectangular strip containing the operating centrals
and switches (a configuration like the existing SEAOPSS ()IRID). A
directional antenna may be used. The cylinders will have end plates
secured by screws with one cylinder u-.ed for electronics and another for1*i batteries. The package does not have to stand the shock associated with
air delivery and the antenna self orientation and erection mechanism may

be omitted. Alternately, the HERR could also be made of two boxes
joined to form a cubic shape (e.g. EMID configuration). The upper
portion would contain the electronic modules while the lower case would
contain the battery. A dust cover would be provided for the electronic
portion of the box. The switches would be located on top of the box
or inside and a dir-ctional antenna could be used.

4.3 Separate Configuration and Unique Electronics (henceforth
known as Alternative C; Different Configuration - Different Electronics).

The electronics and packaging configuration are both unique and
will be optimized depending on the type of deployment. The electronics
will not be interchangeable between HERR and ADRR.

4.3.1 ADRR. Same description applies as to Alternative A, 4.1
above.

4.3 2 HERR. The unit would probably be cubic or a rectangular
box wits the lower case containing the form fitted battery and with
the upper case containing the electronics. The electronics do not have
to meet severe shock requirements nor do they have to be extensively
miniaturized. The electronics may be placed on PC plug-in hoards. A
dust cover will be proiided to protect the boards. All knobs and switches
may be on the top of the package. A directional antena may be provided.
Provisions will be made for test points on the upper case (protected from
the elements) to provide for rapid trouble shooting of the electro-ics.
Major functions, i.e., transmitter, decoder, encoder, etc., can be placed
on separate PC boards. Thus repair of electronic failure would require only
replacement of defective boards.
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4.4 One Configuration and Unique Electronics (henceforth knQwn
as Alternative D; Same Configuration - Different Electronics).
In this alternative, the packaging configuration will be the same
for both air and hand emplaced repeaters; however, the electronics
would be unique. Certain mechanical modules necessary for antenna $
deployment in ADRR will not be found in HERR and the components need
not meet all air delivery shock requirements.

4.4.1 ADRR. Same description as Alternative A, 4.1 above.

4.4.2 HERR. The electronics would be modules which would fit
into a cylindrical tube (delivery vehicle). A directional antenna
may be affixed to the tube housing using a special adapter. Since
a mechanical module would not be needed for antenna deployment, the
available space may be used for either batteries or electronics.

Special care would have to be taken to prevent mix-up and interchanging
of modules between HERR and ADRR since both would fit into the tube
but the HERR electronics will not muet air delivery shock requirements.
This alternative should be eliminated from further consideration because
it provides no advantage technically and is operationally imposr'ble.

5.0 CRITERIA

The criteria which will be used in the comparative evaluation of
the alternatives associated with this engineering analysis are defined
in this section. In Section 6.0 each alternative is evaluated against
these criteria. Then each alternative is ranked against other alter-
natives for each criterion and a relative ranking is presented for
each major criterion. This data will be used in Section 7.0 to make
R comparative analysis of the alternatives to determine which most
nearly meets the REMBASS requirements.

5.1 Deployment Methods. The REMBASS MN requires that repeaters
be emplaced by various means. How these requirement" impact the design,
construction, etc., of the various alternatives will be considered.

5.1.1 Hand-Emplacement. This is a method of deployment which
requires foot troops to carry the repeater to the desired installation
location. Size, shape, and especially weight are critical factors for
this criterion.

5.1.2 Air-Drop Emplacement. This method implies that the repeater
may be emplaced from a fixed wing or rotary wing aircraft. The
repeater may be dispensed by hand, from a SUU-42 type dispenser or
from special bomb racks such as the PMBR.
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5.2. Physical Characteristics.

5.2.1 Size. The physical dimensions of the repeater are critical,
not only for hand carrying ability, but also because of the requirement
to drop repeaters from available aircraft dispensers such as the SUU-42.

5.2.2 Weight. The constraint on weight is a significant criterion
for hand-emplaced sensors and is limited by the MN to 25 lbs.

5.2.3 Shape. Along with size, this parameter is critical for
hand-carrying ability, use of available aircraft dispensers for air drop
emplacementsl and ease of being serviced and repaired by personnel.

5.3 Versatility. This is the extent of commonality of electronics
and/or packaging configurations between HERR and ADRR.

5.4 Human Factors. This is the extent of man/equipment interfacing
which would include ease of changing batteries, electronic modules, ID
codes, manipulating switches, and emplacement of HERR.

5.5 Logistics. The logistics aspect of each alternative is evaluated

in terms of the maintenance skills, repair partsand special test equip-
ment required.

5.5.1 Test Equipment. The special equipment needed to properly
support a given repeater in the field.

5.5.2 Repair Parts. The number of unique components necessary to
support a repeater in the field in case of failure or malfunction.

5.5.3 Maintenance Skills. The special technical skills required
of support personnel in the fi.eld.

5.6 Development Schedule/Risk. Schedule and risk are related
criteria and determine the extent of development required and the pro-
bability of successfully acquiring a particular repeater alternative.

5.7 Spectrum Utilization. This criteria relates to the effective-
ness with which a particular alternative uses the assigned frequency
band. It is related to the number of relay links which are available,
and how frequencies must be assigned to repeaters.

5.8 Energy Requirements. Since the repeaters will generally be
required to operate from batteries, the amount of power and energy re-
quired is a significant criterion for evaluating alternatives. Standby
power and energy per message are measures of comparison.
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5.9 Reliability. Mean-time-between-failure for equipment.

5.10 Costs. Costs for each alternative are estimated to include
all costs from engineering development, initial purchase,and supply of
each army element with the required system components, to the continued
resupply of equipments, with supporting costs, for the expected life
cycle of the system.

5.10.1 R&D Costs. This is the cost required to develop and test
the device to the point where initial production may begin. Extending
the state-of-the-art of a required capability may be required in some
cases. Included in R&D costs are non-recurring investment costs.

5.10.2 Acquisition Costs. This is the cost required to procure
and stock the required Army elements (division, battalion, etc.) with
the equipment, spare parts, software, etc., for an initial operational
capability. Subsequent costs are covered under life cycle support costs.

5.10.3 Life Cycle Support Costs. These costs are required for
replacement items, support personnel, management, transportationjand
depot maintenance.

6.0 TECILNICAL EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

6.1 General.

Field experience with previous sensors indicates that a radio
repeater is often required to overcome extended ranges and terrain-
imposed, line-of-sight restrictions which accompany sensor system
deployment. In this evaluation, attention will be directed to criteria
which impact on the physical and electrical configurations for HERR
and ADRR. This evaluation will not concern itself with ballistically-
emplaced radio repeaters.

6.2 Physical Characteristics. MN for REMBASS specifies that
the weight and size of the radio repeater will not exceed 25 lbs and 1
cubic foot respectively, including battery and antenna. This has been
interpreted to imply worst case characteristifs for hand emplacement
and assumes a single channel radio repeater.

6.2.1 Size. Regardless of the packaging configurat. Žns, all

alternatives meet the maximum volume specified above for ER.R. As for
the ADRR, there is no MN requirement to specify its weight and volume
requirements. Its only restrictions may be the type of dispenser to
be used for deployment.
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6.2.2 Weight. Table IV-I is a summary of required electronic
and battery weight (using LSI technology) estimates taken from a CSTA
Lab report entitled, "Sensor Radio Relay,"-presented to ODDR&E, Mar 73.
A 60-day battery life at OF was assumed. To these figures we must
add 11.6 to 15.1 lbs (depending on housing length) for the wcights of
the housing and self-orientation mechanism (SOM) for antenna deployment
for Alternative A & D. The MN weight requirements for HERR may be
exceeded by 10 lbs or more for Alternative A (same electronics - same
configurations) and Alternative D (same configuration - different elec-
tronics) if alkaline batteries are used. The MN weight requirements
would be met if lithium batteries are used. Alternative B (sa." lec-
tronics - different configuration) and Alternative C (differez ectronics -

different configuration) are expected to meet the MN weight requ,.rements
for HERR regardless of the receiver only if lithium batteries are used.
The MN weight requirements will not be met if alkaline batteries are
used for the Analog Only In-Band Receiver case. For all other alkaline-
receiver combinations, including the Analog Only Out-of-Band Receiver,
the MN requirements will probably be met.

6.2.3 Shape. As defined in 4.1, the ADRR will probably be
cylindrically shaped since present aerial dispensers are designed
for cylindrical units. The HERR could be cubic or dual cylindrically
configured (as per 4.2.2 or 4.2.2.1) so that it can be more easily
emplaced, servicedi and repaired by personnel. A cylindrical package,
mounted on a tripod, need not be ruled out for the HERR. The package
shape will ultimately be determined by line of sight deployment require-
.ments (stability, antenna height, etc). Table IV-II indicates ranking

of physical characteristics for HERR.
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6.3 Versatility. The versatility of the various alternatives will
depend on:

a) the interchangeability of electronics between packaging

"configurations; and

b) the interchangeability of physical package configurations
(i.e., use the same package for both ADRR and HERR). Table IV-III indicates
a relative ranking of the versatility of the configurations.

6.3.1 Alternative A (Same Configuration - Same Electronics). Since
the physical configuration and electronics are the same for HERR and ADRR,
the equipment is very versatile and can be used for any mission.

6.3.2 Alternative B (Same Electronics - Different Configuration).
There will be two different package configurations; one for ADRR and one
for HERR; however, both use the same electronics.

6.3.3 Alternative C (Different Electronics - Different Configuration).

A different package and electronics will be used depending on the emplace-
men~t technique. Thus, the electronics and package are not interchangeable
at all.

6.3.4 Alternative D __(Different Electronics - Same Configuration).
The packaging in this case is the same regardless of emplacement technique.

However, the electronics will be different for the ADRR and HERR. This
design can be used for all types of radio repeaters and batteries.
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6.4 Human Factors. In evaluating the various alternatives for
this criterion, the subcriteria previously defined are used. They are the
case of: a) changing batteries; b) manipulating switches; c) changing
electronic modules; d) changing ID codes; and e) hand carrying and
emplacing HERR. Each alternative will. be discussed and a rating will be
given in the summary. Table IV-IV indicates a relative ranking of con-
figurations in terms of human factors.

6.4.1 Alternative A (Same Configuration - Same Electronics).
Since the radio repeater is designed to be air delivered, and assuming
the housing to be cylindrically shaped, the ON/OFF switch and recovery
code switches will either be covered by the end plate or recessed from
the end to prevent damage. Thus the switches are not easily accessible.
Likewisetremoval of batteries and form fitted electronic modules may
be cumbersome and may require special tools in order to open the housing.
If the electronic modules themselves are covered by a removable metal
or plastic case, the oscillator crystals must be located near the ends
of the modules for easy access. Once the electronic modules are removed
from the delivery package, there is no problem of access to the crystal..
Carrying the 25 lb repeater does not appear to pose a major problem.
A shoulder strap can be used to help carry the unit.

6.4.2 Alternative B (Different Configuration - Same Electronics).
For the ADRR; 6.4.1 applies. For the HERR as per 4.2.2, the package
configuration may consist of two short cylinders (like the DIRID), con-
nected by a flat rectangular strip which will contain all the ON/OFF,
arm and recovery code switches. One cylinder would contain the form
fitted batteries while the other would house the electronic modules.
The batteries and electronic modules would be secured by end plates held
in place by 3 screws. The only problem may be dirt in the screw threads.
The ON/OFF recovery switches would be externally accessible. The unit
would be smaller and lighter than the ADRR as a result of eliminating
the automatic antenna deployment mechanism and therefore be easier to
carry. The ease of changing frequencie2, and crystals will be similar
to that found in 6.4.1.

6.4.3 Alternative C (Different Configuration - Different Electronics).
For the ADRR; 6.4.1 applies. For HERR cunfiguration, the batteries are
easily accessible in the lower case and require no tools for replacement.
The electronics would require the removal of set screws in order to remove
the PC boards. Once the case is opened, crystals can be replaced. All
switches will be external to the unit and easily accessible. The unit
would be mechanically stable for ground installation and optimum for man-
pack. An output plug could be provided as the base of the electronics
case to permit rapid checkout of the entire repeater.

6.4.4 Alternative D (Same Configuration - Different Electronics).
6.4.1 is applicable for this case with the added problem of module nix- o
between ADRR & HERR since both types would fit into the container.
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6.5 Logistics. For the four configurations presented, the
alternative finally chosen will have significant impact upon logistics.
The logistical levels considered will be Operator/Organization, Direct
Support, General Supportland Depot. Table IV-V is a relative rating
for the various parameters concerning logistics.

6.5.1 Test Equipment Required. At the operctor/crew level the
test equipment required would be the same regardless of the configuration
and electronic modules used since only Go/No-Go tests would be conducted.
For higher support levels, the choice of configurations has an impact
on interface equipment required for testing electronics.

6.5.1.1 Alternative A (Common Electronics - Common Configurations).
Test equipment required for this configuration would be minimal. For the
various electronic modules, a stack tester would be provided at both
the Direct Support and General Support levels to determine inoperable
modules. (A stack tester would perform electrical measurements for a
given module and would indicate the general fault of that module). The
depot would have a more detailed procedure for fault isolation using
computer controlled test equipment.

6.5.1.2 Alternative B (Common Electroni..s - Different Configurations).
Test equipment required for this configuration would again be minimal
because of the common electronics. Once again a stack tester would be
provided for Direct Support and General Support levels. At the Depot
level, an additional interface may have to be developed so that computer
controlled test equipment could make detailed measurements on the HERR.
The same program and test equipment would be used for both HERR & ADRR
units.

6.5.1.3 Alternative C (Different Electronics - Different Configu-
rations). Since the electronics are unique and some electrical parameters
may be different (e.!.. crystal stability), it is envisioned that one computer
controlled test set up with two different programs, tolerances, and inter-
face equipment would be required at the Depot level. At the Direct Support
and General Support levels, there may be some modifications of interface

equipment so that the same stack testers may be used for both the HERR &
ADRR.

6.5.1.4 Alternative D (Same Configuration - Different Electronica).
Same test equipment as for Alternative C. Table IV-V is a relative ranking
of test equipment required to maintain units.

6.5.2 Repair Parts Required. The various alternatives require
different amounts of repair parts and replacement parts to be stocked.
The final alternative chosen will have significant impact on the various
types and number of parts stocked.
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6.5.2.1 Alternative A (Same Configuration - Same Electronics).
In this case, the least number of parts will be stocked. Since all the
packages and electronics are the same, no duplicate inventories would
be maintained.

6.5.2.2 Alternative B (Same Electronics - Different Configuration).

For this alternative, the number of electronic parts stocked is the same
as for Alternative A; however, more mechanical components (switches, cases,
etc.) and antennas will have to be stored because of the two different
package configurations.

6.5.2.3 Alternative C (Different Configuration - Different Elev.-
tronics). Since all the parts are different and non-interchangeable, a
dual inventory system would be maintained. This alternative would require
the greatest number of different parts to be stocked in that electronics,
batteries, antennas and various mechanical parts (switches, cases) are

completely different for the HERR and the ADRR.

6.5.2.4 Alternative D (Same Configuration - Difterent Electronics).
This alternative requires that dual electronics and antenna be stocked,
while mechanical devices would be kept to a minimum. This alternative
requires slightly fewer parts than Alternative C, since the mechanical
parts and configurations are the same for the HERR and ADRR. Presented
in Table IV-V is a relative ranking of repair parts required for the
alternatives.

6.5.3 Maintenance Skills Required. The maintenance skills required
$ in the knowledge concerning the electronic and mechanical design required

to maintain and repair the equipment is pr( iented only as a relative
comparison among the alternatives and is not meant as a definition for
the level of skill required to maintain the equipment. The operating and
maintenance skills required at the Operator level would be the same
regardilass of alternatives and thus are not discussed. At the Direct
Support, General Support and Depot levels, the relative skills required
will depend on the alternatives chosen.

6.5.3.1 Alternative A (Same Electronics - Same Configurations).
kelatively speaking, this alternative would require the least amount
of skill since there is only one electronic and mechanical system to
master.

6.5.3.2 Alternative B (Same ERI'ctroitics - Different Configurations).
For this alternative, only a slightly higher amount of skill is required
than Alternative A. Operations oi two different types of packages would
have to be learned;however, the electronics would still be the same for
both configurations.
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6.%. 3.3 Alter,.ative C (Different Electronics - Different Configu-
rations)_. For this alternative, two differenct packages and two slightly
different electronic systems are used. More training would be required
in learning cae differences involved with regard to interface equipment,

r packaging, and electrical parameters than for Alternatives A and B.
Thus In relative terms more skill is required in maintaining equipment of
this alternative.

6.5.3.4 Alternative L (Sae _Configuration - Different Electronics).
This alternative would require about the same level of skill as Alternative
C. A relative rating for tite various skill and training needs to repair

"equipment is presented in Table IV-V.
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6.6 Schedule/Risk. This section analyzes the schedule, packaging,
and electronics risk associated with the deployment method. This analysis
is not concerned with the delivery techniques or the delivery package.

The ADRR inherently has a greater risk factor than the HERR because
the unit must survive a more severe environment and the relative uncertainty
in relay placement. The major areas effecting risk and therefore schedule
for the ADRR would be as follows:

a) ThU implication for some form of large-scale integration
(LSI) technology in order to remain within the size constraints associated
with this deve2 ipment;

b) Antenna ruggedness and deployment;

c) Development and testing of crystals capable of withstanding
shock (while a temperature compensated, voltage controlled, crystal
oscillatoL (TCVCXO) module being developed by the ET&D Lab for the
COMM/ADP RFBASS Synthesizer has not yet been shock-tested. There is
high confidence that with a pioperly oriented crystal (the square plane
is aligned with the shock axis), the crystal will survive a shock of
15,000 G, 6 msec in duration; and

d) The ADRR in general will tend to represent r, more complex
mechanical design than the HERR because of the antenna erection mechanisms

and the need for a stable aerodynamic trajectory. With these considerations
in mind, the worst case applications would be ADRR In-Bank analog only
repeater and the combined repeater in-band operation requires the use of
larger and more complex filters in order to obtain isolation between
transmitter and receiver. However, out-of-band repeaters involve simpler
designs since the receive and transmit frequencies are separated by at

least an ocLave. Besides requiring more space in the delivery vehicle,
the in-band Ailters represent a greater development risk because they
are more ,;ufceptible to failure due to shock.

6.6.1 Alternative A (Same Package - Same Electronics). Since the
el ,:tronics must meet the worst case configuration (air deployed),risk
is considered to be medium to high. Since previoub units have been air
dropped, the packaging is considered to be of low risk. However the
delivery vehicle and antenna erection mechanism, which are not treated
here, are of considerable concern.

6.6.2 Alternative B (Same Electronics - Different Configuration).
Since the electronics must meet the worst-case configuration (air
deployed), risk is medium to high. For the HERR, packaging configuration
is considered to be of little or no risk with a lead time of 6 months.
For the ADRR, package configuration is considered to be of low risk.
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6.6.3 Alternative C (Different Electronics -Different Package
Conf iguratiij. For the HERR,, packaging is considered to be of no risk;
the electronics development risk is also considered to be of no risk.

For the ADRR, packaging is considered to be of low risk. Because
of the shock environment and the volume constraints placed upon the
ADRR the development of the electronics is considered to be of medium
to high risk.

6.6.4 Alternative D (Same Package - Different Electronics). The
package to be used for both ADRR and HERR is considered to be a low

risk since previous work has been done in Phase III. For the HERR,
the electronics development would be considered to be low risk. For
the ADUR, the electronics development would be considered of medium
to high risk. Table IV-VI is a suzmmary matrix with the levels of risk

indicated for each alternative.

* I TABLE IV-VI

* I RISK ASSOCIATED WITH ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATIONS
VS DEPLOYMENT METHOD

ALTERNATIVE RISK LEVEL HERR ADRR RATING

- Packa-'e Low Low 10/10
A

Electronics Medium- Meiilum- 5/5
High Hig~h

BPackage Low Low 10/10

Electronics Medium- Medium- 5/5
________________High Low

Package Low Low 10/10

Electronics Low Medium- 10/5

Package Low Low 10/10

D
Electronics Low Medium- 10/5

* _________________________________High___________
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v 6.7 Spectrum Utilization & Number of Channels. Physical configu-
rations will not effect spectrum utilization or the number of channels
available.

6.8 Energy Requirements. If lithium batteries and COSMOS logic
are used then there appears to be little problem in providing the power
required within the space and weight constraints and of providing the

required battery life. However, because of its weight and size alkaline
batteries may not meet lei requirements (see 6.2.2 Weight) under certain

6.9 Reliability> Reliability of equipment is directly related to the

number of components, quality of components, heat generation, and severity
of the environment in which the repeater is used. Using the past performance
of Phase III common modules as a guide for HERR electronics, high relia-
bility levels can be expected for all alternatives. For ADRR, additional
reliability problems arise; however they will not be considered since
they concern deployment rather than electronic operation. These include
antenna deployment, repeater location, severe shock environments on crystals,
and the fact that larger modules will need greater support from -vibrations.
Listed in Table IV-VII are reliability ranking for electronics. Since
the ADRR will be built toward higher standards, their electronics will
consequently have the highest reliability.

TABLE IV-VIIi

RELATIVE RELIABILITY FOR THE VARIOUS ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIVE RELATIVE RELIABILITY IRATING

Aix - Highest j 10

Hand - Highest 10

Air - High 8

B I -

Hand -High 8

Air - Highest 10

Hand - High 8

Air - High 8
D________________________

Hand - High 8
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6.10 Costs. While the choice of a particular technique will be of

considerable importance to the repeater cost, this analysis will consider
those costs associated with the packaging and electronic configurations.

6.10.1 Research And Development Costs. R&D costs are dependent on
the level of effort required on any individual item and also on the
variations or types of items to be developed. Costs are based on the
information provided in thu REMBASS "Baseline Cost Estimate" (BCE), dated
Feb 73. The quantity breakout for 13 ivision force has been modified
to eliminate ballistically emplaced repeaters,. The quantity reduced has
been apportioned to the other type of repeaters shown.

Number of Required Repeaters:

57 per division
X13 divisions
+20% for training and pipeline

889 total rounded to 900

Of 900 radio repeaters required, 600 would be KERR and 300 would be
ADRR. They are further broken down intthe BCE as follows:

HEDSCRR 325
HEADSCRR 163 HERR
HEMCRR 112
(Hand-
emplaced
Multi-
channel RR)
AEDSCRR 200 ADRR
AEADSCRR 

200

"TOTAL 900

Figures V-3/20, 3/21, 3/22, 3/23 in the BCE break out for R&D Investment/
Non-Recurring and Recurring Investment (both in-house and contract) for
the 13 division force. Since the HEMCRR will be built as a spparate item
(see engineering analysis 6, entitled, "Number of Channels for Repeater")
and since the same number of HEMCRR will be built regardless of the packa-
ging technique used, the cost figures for the HEMCRR have been excluded.
Using the RFMIBASS BCE as a guide, shown in Table IV-VIII is a list of the
quantities of each type of repeater required for 13 d'visions for the
alternative packaging techniques used. As can be seLil, the alternatives
can be combined into two groups; Alternatives A and B can be combined as
can Alternatives C and D. The grouping of Alternatives A and B into a
single category can be made since most of the research and development
costs will go into the electronics rather than for developing the case.
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All cost comparisons in this analysis will be based on the number and
type of repeaters required for each alternative as shown in Table IV-VIII.
The R&D cost comparison for the various alternatives is shown in Table
IV-IX. Note that the R&D costs include non-recurring investment costs.
The R&D cost is much larger for alternatives C and D by about 3.4 million,
than for Alternatives A and B. The larger cost is primarily due to
"the cost of developing additional types of repeaters required in Alterna-

, tive C and D.

TABLE IV - VIII

ELECTRONIC QUANTITY AND TYPE OF REPEATER
REQUIRED FOR EACH ALTERNATIVE

T I I - - .il

Radio Repeater ALTERNATIVES
Type : • -' "•

A B C D

HEDSCRR * * 325 325

HEADSCRR * * 163 163

AEDSCRR 525 525 200 200

AEADSCRR 263 263 100 100

H]MCRR 112 112 112 112

TOTAL 900 900 900 900

*Electronics are the same as for Air Dropped Repeaters,
therefore we will have no HERR from the Electronics
point of view for Alternatives A & B.
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6.10.2 Life Cycle Support Costs - Life Cycle Support Costs
consists of the following: Crew and Maintenance Personnel, Consump-

*1 tion/Replacement, Integrated Logistic Support (ILS), Transportation,
and Depot Maintenance. Table IV-IX is a summary of the various costs
that comprise Life Cycle Support Costs for a 10 year Life Cycle, 13
division power. The source of these data is the REMBASS Work Break
down Structure #1. Baselioe Cost Estimates.

* Initially, the fact that Alternatives C & D are less expensive
than Alternatives A & B appears to be inconsistent with the fact that

* Alternatives C & D require more types of repeaters and hence should have
greater costs. Alternatives A & B have higher life cycle support costs
because Alternatives A & B are comprised primarily of air-delivered
repeaters which have a higher per-item cost. (Although the number of 3.ir
and hand delivered units is the same regardless of alternative, the
electronics for Alternatives A & B will meet the more rigid and costlier
air dropped requirements and therefore can be said to be primarily com-
posed of air delivered repeaters.) The Life Cycle Support Costs for
the Alternatives C & D would cost less by approximately 2.3 million as
compared to Alternatives A & B.

6.10.3 Acquisition Cost - As indicated in Annex B of BCE, the
acquisition costs represent the following: Hardware, Spare and Rupair
Parts, Training, Production Engineering and PMO. Table IV- X is a
summary of acquisition costs for the various alternatives. Alternati-es
C and D are about $600K less than Alternatives A and B. The lower
acquisition cost figure for Alternatives C & D is due primarily to the
lower unit cost for hand emplaced repeaters.

fi Table IV- X is a summary of all the costs along with their relative

and final ratings.
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7.*0 RANKING OF ALTERNATIVES USING SEVERAL WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

The procedures and discussions presented in Section III, paragraph 7.0
apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented in this
section are applicable.

7.1 Basic Ranking Technique. The procedures and discussions presented
in Section III paragraph 7.1 apply equally to this section except that
the basic data presented in this section are applicable. The nominal,
maximum, and minimum values of the weighting factors used are given in
Table IV-XII.

Table IV-XIII lists the evaluation scores for each alternative and
evaluation criterion, together with the weighting factor for each evalua-
tion criterion. The evaluation scores in this table are accurate to two

siniicntfiurs The last line is the evaluation rtn rwihe
score for each alternative. Note that Table IV-XIII is somewhat different

* from Table IV-XII. The criteria are listed in a different order on Table
IV-XII which has no impact on the results. The Spectrum Utilization and
Energy Requirements criteria were eliminated from Table IV-XIII as they
are major criteria that do not have any impact on differentiating between
alternatives. They can be eliminated from the analysis without changing

* . the results. The evaluation scores for the Hand and Air versions of each
alternative were averaged to produce one evaluation score for each alter-
native under each criterion.
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To illustrate how each value listed in the evaluation rating line was
obtained, a sample calculation for one of the alternatives using additive
weighting is presented. Consider Alternative A of Table IV-XIII. The
weighting factor for Physical Characteristics - Size (.3275) and the relative
score for Size (9) were multiplied. Similar products were formed for Weight
and Shape. The resultant products were added and the sum multiplied by the
Physical Characteristics weight (.1380) producing the overall Physical
Characteristics weighted score. Similar calculations were performed for
each of the other major criteria. The major criterion overall weighted
scores were added with the sum appearing in the last column under evaluation
rating. That is the total weighted score for Alternative A using the additive

weighting technique.

The calculations described above are given below for illustrative
purposes:

9.14 - [.13801 [(.3275)(9) + (.3575)(10) + (.3200)(9)]
+ [.1414] [10)+ f.1010] [i.8] ,
+ [.1178] [(.3325)(10) + (.3700)(10 + (.2975)(10)]
+ [.1044] [7.5]
+ [.1987] i0O]
+ [.1987] [(.2625)(10) + (.4375)(8) + (.3000)(8)]

This initial analysis results in the following preference listing of
alternatives.

RANK ALTFRNATIVE EVALUATION RATING

1 ONE CONFIGURATION - STANDARD ELECTRONICS 9.14
2 SEPARATE CONFIGURATION - COMON ELECTRONICS 8.37
3 ONE CONFIGURATION - UNIQUE ELECTRONICS 8.03
4 SEPARATE CONFIGURATION - UNIQUE ELECTRONICS 8.07
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TABLE IV XII

WEIGHTING FACTORS

NOMINAL WETGHT

•MAJOP $SUB 14INo HAy"'

PHYSICAL .1380 *09o9 ,2694I

I size 17
2 Weight

SShape

, VERSATILITY *I ,0875 ,2761

" MT 4JAN FAC1TOft~3 *t2

IV LOGISTICS .1,78: .0539 *20PO

I Test Equipinen,6 *7
2 Repair Parts .1700

3 Maintenance Skills ,e.75

V. SCHEDULE %1044 a.6.808 t2357

v?.I COST .1987 •13S7 ,33b7
SR DO:tZ

2 kcquistion A375
3 support .,3000
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EVALUATION SCORES

CRITERIA ALTERNATIVES

A B C D

SI. pHysICAL CHARACTE'RJSTICS (.1380)i 9 9 10 9

1. Size (.3275)

2. Weight (.5"25) 10 10 10 10

3. Shape (.3200) 9 10 9 9

i),. VERSATILITY (.1414) 10 7.5 5 7.5

III, HUMAN FACTORS (.1010) 7.8 8.8 8.9 7.5

IV. LOGISTICS (.1178)

I. Test Equipment (.3325) 10 9 5 5

2. Repair Parts (.3700) i0 8 4 6

3. Maintenance Skills (.2975) 10 9 5 5

V. SCHEDULE (.1044) 7.5 7.5 8.8 8.8

VI. RELIABILITY (.1987) 10 8 9 8

VII. C-OST (.1987)
1. R&D (.2625) 10 10 7 710

2. Acquisition (.4375) 8 8 10 10

3. Support (.3000) 8 8 10 10

EVALUATION RATING 9.14 8.37 8.03

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. ONE CONFIGURATION - STANDARD ELECTRONICS

B. SEPARATE CONFIGURATION - COMMON ELECTRONICS

C. SEPARATE CONFIGURATION UNIQUE ELECTRONICS

D. ONE CONFIGURATION -UNIQUE ELECTRONICS
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7. 2 Secondary Ranking Techniques. The procedures and dis,:ussioiibpresented in Section III, paragraph 7.2 apply equally to this section except
that Lhe basic data presented in this section are applicable.

The resultant evaluation scores and their ranks, based on nominal
values, derived by each of the four analytical technioues are shown in
Table IV-XIV.

7.3 Comparison of Results - Nominal Values. From Table IV-XIV the
One Configuration - Standard Electronics alternative is clearly ranked
first. The Separate Configuration - Standard Electronics alternative
appears to be second although it does rank third in the Logarithmic case.
The two unique alternatives are least preferred and sometimes change ranks.

Al ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ AL AOIIV V8MLpLcATV rA!TtJ

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RTNSFOR THE FOUR

.48%0 8.,27 3 489

ALTERNAkTTVE KiEY

A.ONE CONFIGURATION - STANDARD ELECTRONICS
B.SEPARATE CONFIGURATION - COMMON ELECTRONICS.
C.SEPARATE CONFIGURATION -UNIQUE ELECTRONICS
D.0NE CONFIGURATION -UNIQUE ELECTRONI1CS
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8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The procedures and discussions prese.nted in Section III, paragraph
8.0 apply equally to this section except that the basic data prespnted
in this section is applicable.

8.1 Sensitivity Study using the Additive Weighting Technique.
First a sensitivity study was compdL~ed using the additive weighting tech-
nique. The evaluation ratings computed with nominal weighting factors

and the additive techni'que served as the base set of values. Then 14
additional sets of evaluation ratings were calculated using maximum and

minimum weighting factors for each of the 7 major evaluation criteria.
Wlhen the weighting factor for one major evaluation criteria was changed
to r~aximum or minimum, all other major criterion weighting factors were
adjusted proportionately.

The results of the additive weighting sensitivity study are plotted
in Figure 4-1. The figure shows that Alternative A is clearly the most
preferred. Alternative B ranks second but is close to Alternative C and
D which are co-ranked last.

8.2 General Sensitivity Study. Three additional sets of evaluation
ratings were calculated for three additional weighting techniques in the
same way that the additive sensitivity study was conducted. A total of
60 sensitivity runs, including the additive nominal reference were made
for the analysis.

Tables IV-XV through IV-XXI show the computational results from the
processing. These results contain the final Evaluation Rating and Rank
order as the criterion weighting faci ors were varied in four techniques.

The relationships among the evaluation scores for each alternative,
the nominal weighting factors for the subcriteria and for the major criteria
are shown in Table IV-XII.- Table IV-XII additionally includes the maximum
and minimum values for the major criteria.

In all runs the One Configuration - Standard Electronics alternative is
ranked first. Its score is substantially above the second ranked alternative.
Other ranks change during the sensitivity study and a summary of the changes
are shown in Table IV-XXII (This includes nominal results).

It is obvious from Table IV-XXII that the One Configuration - Standard
Electronics is the most preferred alternative. The Separate Configuration -

Common Electronics alternative is ranked second. The distinction between
the remaining two alternatives is not quite as clear, but this is not all
that important as they are both less preferred than the Frevious two.
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iz j9.0 CONCLUSION

Of the alternatives considered, the one which uses a single coufi'," -
ration with cowmon electronics received the highest ranking by a reasonable
margin. All weighting techniques used in the analysis showed similar
results. Likewise, a sensitivity analysts with variable weights ditd not
change the ranking of this alternative %fersus the other alternatives.
However, in reviewing the weights which were assigned to the various
criteria and subcriteria, the team believes that Q disproportioiate
weight was given to some criteria which tended to favor this alternative
over the others. In particular, human factors are believed to be of %ich
greater importance than versatility. Similarly, reliability is given

!• a significantly greater weight in this euigineering analysis than others.In view of this, the team does not believe the analysis i-. conclusive.

10.0 RECOMtENDAT ION

Based on the above statements, the team recommends a separate confLgu-
ration with cormon electronics be used for designing re-peaters for air
delivered and hand emplaced use (Alternative B).

11.0 SIZE, WEIGHT, SHAPE, AND OTHER PER;INENT DATA

A new air dropped sensor delivery vehicle is being developed by MERDC,
designated as the Surface Emplaced Sensor (SES). It aj~pears that a f'llow-
on development along these lines may provide an answer for the air-dropped

repeater applications, modifications would have to be made to permlt packaglag
of a repeater as shown in Figure 4-2.

Before preliminary volume calculations pertaining to Lhe SES are
made, the advantages and disadvantages of the SES delivery vehiLle as a
radio repeater will be discussed. Regardless of the deployed location
for the radio rcpeater, two lines of sight must be maintained-, one for
the sensor link and one for the Receiver/Command-Transmitter link. This
requirement implies a canopy hang-up or an antenna deployed 10-20 feet
above the ground for proper transmission.

With regard to a SES type delivery vehicle, the above requirements
may be difficult to meet. Firstly, the SES is designed to be emplaced on
the surface. This may not be ideal for a radio repeater, With the
present SES diameter, it may be difficult to store a 10' ot 20' antenna
into the package. Secondly, the SES is not designed for canopy hang-up.
Thirdly, upon deployment of the antenna the SES will tend to be uistable
and will perhaps roll. A spike could be implanted automatically to attain
stability. The present SES type delivery vehicle does not appear to meet
radio repeater requirements with regard to s. ze, weight and packaging
requirements.
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The SES provides 100 ind volume for the electronics and 30 ind
volume for the batteries. This is a total volume of 130 in 3 . As shown

_n Figure 4-3 the present SES volume is not sufficient for In-band
• ,.epeaters using alkaline batteries.

U The available voiume can, of course, be increased by increasing
r i -the length of the package. The volumes available in 24", 27" and 30"

packages can be found in Figure 4-4. A 30" tube can -neet the volume
Srequirements of hybrid and LSI electronics in all cases. There is not

'I~ •ufficient volume, however, for discrete electronics.

The weight requirements of the MN for the HERR using Alternative A
(same electronics, same configuration) cannot be met if an in-band alka-
line battery, sw tch-tunable receiver is used (Fig. 4-5). The excess, weight, 10 lbs is due primarily to the weight of the alkaline batteries

and the presence of the Self Orien:ing Mechanism (SOM) which is not
I ne-ded for hand emplacement, but is incluaed since the same equipment

is air dropped. In the REKBASS MN, there is no weight restrictions
for ADRR.

Figure 4-6 stumarizes alternate relay design/power sources and

indicates those designs which are potentially aultable for REMBASS ftdmS~a size and weight viewpoint. The size and weigbt estimates for relays.

was taken from a CS&TA Laboratory report entitled, "Sensor Radio Relay,
Presented to ODDR&E ý,arch 73. In some cases maximum use of Hybrid tech-

.niques and LSI technology is required. In sizing the batteries, a 60-
i:, •day life at 0°F was assumed.
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Note: Size

If the tube length is increased to 30", its weight will increase
50 percent. Therefore:

Tube weight 10.5 lbs
SOM 4.6 lbs

Total package weight 15.1 lbs
(without electronics
or battery)

RKBASS overall weight 25.0 ).bs
Limit

Available payload 9.9 Ibs,
(electronics and
battery

The battery and electronics for the in-band, alkaline battery
switch tunable repeater total 13.9 lbs, 10 lbs over the REIBASS MIN
limit.

FIGURE -5 WEIGht COMPUTATIONS FIR A0" SES
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"SECTION V

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 4 - EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION METHODS

110 SUMMAY

This analysis addresses the design approaches for the transmitter,
receiver and logic ftunctions required in the RP24BASS Data Transmission

:1 . Subsystem (DTS). The alternatives were evaluated against a specific set
of criteria; versatility, cost, technical risk, physical characteristics
and human factors. The analysis concludes that the common functional
module alternative is most preferred. The common use circuits with sub-
functional modules alternative was rated a close second, and an attempt
will be made to incorporate this idea, where feasible, with common modules.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The REMBASS system is comprised of several major subsystems. Several
different alternative DTS designs may be found which satisfy the system

* ioperational and functional requirements of REMBASS within certain constraints.
In order to determine which DTS subsystem alternative provides the best

* choice, alternatives are evaluated and analyzed against common criteria and
one or nore possible alternatives are selected as candidates for fiual
sysLer. components.

This report in concerned with design approach alternatives to provide
* the transmitter, receive,. and logic functions required in the DTS. Three

possibl.e alternatives are described and evaluated.

3.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

* Data trinsmission reception and ptocessing functions must be performed
in most REMBASS eqW.pmett components. Some of these are:

1) Non-Commandable Sensors - message formatting and message trans-
* mission.

2) Commandable Sensors - co=mand reception, address recognition and

command decoding; response message formatting and transmission.

3) Sensor Control Modules (SCMv) - command message reception, address
recugnition, message decoding; sensor data storage, message formatting and

transmission.

4) Repe.Aters (digital and/or analog) - command Pud sensor message
reception and rettansmission, recognition of message type (command or sensor
messages). Recognition of command messages addressed.to repeaterk. Refor-
matting of mesasees in digital repeaters. Formatting of messages in respcnse
"to repeater commands.
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5). Universal Cociiand Receiver - tensor message recep~tonf decoding and
display.

6). Universal Command Receiver/Transmitter (UCR/Ts) - command message
formatting and transmission. Sensor and repeater message reception, decoding,
display and output to Computer Processing Units.

Should these functions be performed by: a) uniquely designed equipment
components, customized for each application; b) common functional modules to be

*t used whereve•- the functic'. is required in the REMBASS DTS; or c) by common
circuitry or sub-functional ,wdules that are furnished to dLsigners of unique
functional equipments or to zommon functional module designers and fabricators
for incorporation in end items?

These three alternatives are defined further in Sectiov 4.0,

4.0 ALTERNATIVES

4.1 Unique Design of DTS End Items •Transmitter, Receiver orLogc
Array) for Each Application. In this alternative, producerj of sensors, SCM,
repeaters, UCRs and UCR/Ts are required to design and develop each item to
fulfill the DTS requirements for a specific application. Each item must, of

* course, satisfy the performance, functional, and other requirements for the DTS.
*: Each designer/producer is not responsible for, nor concerned with, other

functionally similar items used in the REMBASS. He must only satisfy the
particular envirnnmental and physical requirements, such as size or the power
budget, given him in a specification for a particular end item. Thus, for
example, DTS components (e.g., transmitter and encoder for use in a hand
emplaced sensor) need not be designed to satisfy the size nor scvere implant
shock or pouer constraints of DTS components in an air dropped or artillezy
dLlivered sensor or an air dropped repeater. This alternative admits use of
previously developed circuits and packages of special electronic components that
accomplish •ubfunctions required in receiver, transmitter, or wessage processing.

4.2 Coammon Functional Modules. In this alternative, the power, size, weight,
shape, and other requirements of DTS components in all REMBASS applications are
tabulated and functional modules that satisfy the worst-case constraints or
requirements are developed. These modules are used in all equipment elements

requiring that particular function. This alternative also recognizes that some
functions are always performed together (e.g., the transmitter and the encoder
functions and the receiver and decoder functions). It admits of the integration
of such coupled use functional modules into "Integrated Transmitted" and "Inte-
grated Receiver" modules. The alternative also admits incorporation og previously
developed circui-ry and/or sub-functional modules (e.g., a synthesizer circuit
or a Temperature Compensated Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator (TCVCXO) module).

4.3 Common Use Circuits and Sub-functional Modules. This alternative provides
developers/producers of DTS end items (both unique and common module) circuitry
some special electronic piece parts or logic chips for use in functional end items.
These GFE furnished pieces or circuits m."7 have been developed at considcrable
R&D costs (e.g., - a synthesizer) or they may represent considerable production
start up investment which would otherwise be duplicated in pursuit of alternatives
4.1 or 4.2.
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5.0 CRITERIA

Criteria used in the comparative evaluation of the alternatives of this
engineering analysis are defined below. In Section 6.0 each alternative is
evaluated against these criteria. In performing the final evaluation each
criterion is weighted in prop rtion to its importance as determin2d from
Material Need (MN) requirements or other pertinent facts. In cases where the
relative weight of a criterion is not considered exact, a sensitivity analysis
will be performed to determine thp effects of errors in the weighting factor.

Performance is not ratable criterion in thX3 engineering analysis since,
by definition, each alternative satisfies the performance requrements of the
application for which it is intended. In satisfying "worst-ease" reqetrfments,
alternative 4.2 provides greater performance then is actually required for many
applications.

5.1 VersatilitV. This is the ability of a DTS end item to perform the
same function in multiple DTS applications, and provide technical benefits and
cost savings in systcm design and operation.

5.2 Costs. Costs for each alternative are estimated on a relative basis
to inzlude engineering development (R&D), initial procurement for a 13 Division
Army requirement (acquisition), and continued supply and support (life cycle
support).

5.2.1 R&D Costs, This is the cost to develop and test a functional equip-
meut item to the point where initial production may begin. Extending the state-
of-thn-art of a required capability may be required.

5.2.2 A__quisitionCosts. This is the cost to procure and stock the required
Army units (Division, Battalion, etc.) with the equipment, spare parts, ioftware,
etc., for an initial operational capability. Subsequent costs are covered under
life cycle support costs.

5.2.3 Life Cycle Support Costs. Theoe are the costs for replenishing
consumed items, test equipment, repair parts, support personnel, logistics support
management, transportation.

5.2.3.1 Consumption. Replacement zost for consumed items.

5.2.3.2 Test Equipment. The special equipment needed io properly support
a given end item in the field.

5.2.3.3 Repair Parts. The number of unique components necessary to support
the DTS end item in the field in case of failure or malfunction.

5.2.3.4 Maintenance Skills. The special technical skills required of support
personnel in the field.

5.2.3.5 Logistics Support Management. This is the administrative and record
keeping effort required to replenish and maintain inventory control over items.
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5.2.3.6 Transportation. This is the relative cost of transporting items to
using sites and to and from repair facilities.

5.3 Physical Characteristics.

5.3.1 Size. The physical dimensions of an end item which impact on its
versatility, or capability of meeting the size requirements of sensors, repeaters,
etc.

5.3.2 Weight. Weight can be a significant constraint on DTS components for
hand emplaced sensors and repeaters, in terms of meeting MN requirements. The
alternatives will be evaluated on the basis of their impact on the final weight
of equipments which use these alternatives.

5.3.3 Volume. The volume of the DTS end items determines their ability

to be used in multiple applications. It is assumed that configuration is a
fli ciole parameter within a given volume constraint.

5.4 Development Schedule/Risk. Schedule and risk are related criteria and
determine the extent oi development required and the probability of successfully
acquiring DTS end items.

5.5 Human Factors. This criterion concerns the facility or ease of correct
assembly and operation of functional end items.

6.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF ALTERN]ATIVES

6.1 Versatility. Comparison of alternatives is given in Table V-I.

6.1.1 Alternative 1i n.que functional items). This alternative has the
least versatility. Each end item is customized for its intended application, and
there is small chance it can be used without adaptation in any other application

where its function is needed.

6.1.2 Alternative 2 (common modular items;. This alternative provides
maximum versatility. Each end item can be used wherever its function is required
in REMBASS. A "universal" transmitter and receiver may be possible. Because of
the DTS overview required to realize this alternative, it permits incorporation
of desirable features such as the shared use of a synthesizer for a transmttter
by a receiver or the elimination of a second receiver for some repeater types.
It: can also provide substantial relief to the pressing power problem of command-
aLle sensor receivers by reducing the "ON" time to say 10% during which "ON"
time a repeatedly transmitted command can be "heard" and responded to.

6.1.3 Alternative 3. Does not effect end item versatility.

6.2 Cost. Comparison of alternativef, is given in Table V-II.

6.2.1 Devclcpment Costs.
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6.2.1.1 Altern~ative 1. Developmental costs are roughly proportional
to the number of unique items that must be developed. Therefore, this
alternative has the highest development cost.

6.2.1.2 Alternative 2. By satisfying all application requirements, the
common functional module direlopment cost is considerably lower than the sum
of development costs of the required unique functional designs of alternative 1.
It is expected that in satisfying most case conditions, development costs of
these common usage modules may be higher than the development cost of one or
more unique modules. But overall, there will be considerable saving over the
development of all unique items that perform the same function.

6.2.1.3 Alternative 3. This alternative will reduce development cost of
both alternatives 1 and 2 through elimination of duplicative efforts.

6.2.? Acquisition Cost.

6.2.2.1 Alternative 1. Due to the relatively small production base for

each unique design, item overall acquisition costs are expected to be high.

6.2.2.2 Alternative_2. The relatively large production base of each
common use functional item will considerably reduce the cost of providing DTS
f~unctions in the R*(BASS system.

6.2.2.3 Alternative 3. Usne of this altern.-itive will signifiicantly reduce
acquisition costs of alternative 1, and may decrease the cost of alternative 2.

6.2.3 Life Cycle Support Costs.

6.2.3.1 Consumption.

6.2.3.2 A.lterpnatlive 1. Items are higher in cost due largely to low

production base and therefore they have a higher replacement cost.

u... Alternative 2. Because of the high production base consumption
replacement costs will be lowest.

6.2.3.4 Alternative 3. Common piece parts separately procured as CFE

for use in alternatives 1 and 2 will reduce the cost of alternatives 1 and 2.

6.2.4 Craw and Personnel.

6.2.4.1 Alternative 1 requires operational and maintenance personnel
to become fava~liar with a much greater number of items requiring considerably
more trainin'j and skill.

6.2.4.2 Alternative 2 will require operational and maintenance personnel
to become faimiliar with only one of eac~h functional end item reducing the training
and skill level required.
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6.2.4.3 Alternative 3 reduces the skill and training level for alternative 1, 1?

but it will still be greater than required for alternative 2.

6.2.5 Test Equipment.

6.2.5.1 Alternative I. If a unique approach to developing test equinment
is selected, there wiil be a need for as many test equipments as functionally
similar items, Development acquisition, replenishmentand training in use of
these equipments will be high.

6.2.5.2 Alternative 2. This alternative minimizes the amount of test
equipment required and reduces R&D, acquisition, repleninhment and training costs.

6.2.5.3 Alternative 3. This alternative requires special test equipment for
the piece parts as well as field test equipment for end items, and therefore
maximizes test equipment costs. A

6.2.6 Repair Parts.

6.;..5.l Alternative 1 may require the greatest number of repair parts.

6.2.6.2 Alternative 2 may require fewer repair parts but they, as throw
away items, are likely to pose a higher repair cost.

6.2.6.3 Altertiative 3 will be comparable to alternative 1.

6.2.7 Intergrated Logistics Management.

u.3.7.1 Alternative 1. Has the greatest number of items and parts to be

managed.

6.2.7.2 Alternative 2. Reduces to a minimum the number of end items to be
managed.

6.2.7.3 Alternative 3. This alternotive increases slightly the rnumber of
special piece parts that must be provided and inventoried fix alterinatives 1 and 2.

6.2.8 Transportation.

6.2.8.1 Alternative 1. Probably will incur greater transportation costs to
support sensors. Each item will require ui minimum L.ventory level and, if maintain-
able, a larger overall float will be required to support all items. Overall weight
of units will be greater than alternative 2.

6.2.8.2 Alternative 2.. he unic transportation cost and the inventory level
and maintenance float can probably be smaller to support the same quantity of
sensors and other applications in the DTS, resulting in smaller transportation
costs for this alternative.
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6.2.8.3 AMternative 3. This alternative does not impact on transportation
costs.

6.3 DeveLopment Risk. Comparison of alternatives is given in Table V-Ill.

6.3.1 Alternative 1. Development risk varies with appllcatio.a. Half
of applications will pose some development risk.

6.3.2 Alternative 2. Since it must satisfy worst case applications,
this alternative has a greater development risk than some functional items of
unique design that do not pose worst case constraints.

6.3.3 Alternative 3. By furnishirng developed items that have resuilted from
considerable development investment, this alternative tends to reduce the risk
involve~d in pursuing alternatives 1 and 2.

6.4. Physical Characturisttcs. Comparison of alternatives is given in
Table V-IV.

6.4.1 Alternative 1. Each unique item will be as large and configured as
required for its intended application.

6.4.2 Alternative 2. The size, shape, and volume will be determined after
the worst case constraints have been defined. Items will be smaller than some
unique designs of alternative 1.

6.4.3 Alternative 3. The size and shape of alternatives 1 and 2 will be
affected to some degree by the special electronic posts furnished under this
alternative. However, by definition, each of these alternatives will satisfy
intended unique or worst case requirements respectively.

6.5 Human Factors. Comparison of alternatives is given in Table V-V.

6.5.1 Alternative 1 presents the greatest opportunities for assembly
and operating errors.

3.5.2 Alternative 2 minimizes the chances of errors in assembly and use
of functional DTS component end items.

6.5.3 Alternative 3 tends to reduce the probability of error in alternative 1.

6.6 The evaluations of the alternatives against the rating criteria is shown
in table V-VI.

!1.4
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TABLE V-I

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS U.3ING WEIGHTS CHANGING VERSAB!LITITY FACTOR

ki Si -v' '04TT~VF RAT!( JG ANX4 IPhTikJG RiNK RAtING DANK R A T I N%% ANK

A55 pl 3 IJ; 17 3 8L.21

C 425 q9.*7 2 Q.07 2 9.65 2

A 5."- 2,74 1

C Q.34 2 Q.LJs 2 9.1g 2 9.71 2

WFIGHTS USErl IN TH-ESE RIJN,__

H-i F '158371 -:

MiAY VFPSt VERBso .31i0fl CMS :2017't RISK 141679 P *:1732

ALTERN4ATIVE KEY

A. UNIQUE DESIGN OF DTS END ITEMS
B. COMMON FUNCTION MODULES
C. COMMON USE CIRCUITS & SUB-FUNCTIONAL MODULES
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TABLE V-Il

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING COST FACTOR

NXTrVE RATING RANK IRATT IG QANK Q&TIN3G qRAN' RATTING RANK

A 4b .70 IS 7 .

c 9L2 Q2 9.3C0 2 9.73

A CT ,2 3385 3 'R.03 *

9. ti7C- r "l

c 9105 2 9..0 ... 83 a .59 2

WrIaMHTS USED IN THESE RUNJR

H F - .16151

rMAX Cnst! VER5 S .20'419 Cr'S1' :3200I, is :!K 13951 PHYS -. 16S6i*,,

H, r

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. UNIQUE DESIGN OF DTS END ITEMS
B. COMMON FUNCTION MODULES

C. COMMON USE CIRCUITS & SUB-FUNCTIONAL MODULES
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TABLE V-I11

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING
DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE/RISK FACTOR

Al IRm 0 AI Ve - IuLTJ~xl .TTvE--- wr-AqTHwrC_.
'JiTTVF P4TING RANK DATYNCG PANJK RAT 4't RANK RATINhG RANJK

•,• MT;--• q T b F
A 5 IS1 3 3; 3.77 3 ft 1 3

C 9.26 2 Q.•5 2 q.1l 2 Q.66 2

Ac 5.0 -,h:1 8.13 3

q ,3 q k92 ibc q ,34~ 2 9.1q 2 0.7

WFInHTS USED IN THESE Ri'N._

-V- 701 PPYf -F9 v1~

H F - 15541

"MAX RISKI VFRS T .2267t " L >017i RISK . 2301, PHY, - :17429

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. UNIQUE DESIGN OF DTS END ITEMS
B. COMMON FUNCTION MODULES
C. COMMON USE CIRCUITS & SUB-FUNCTIONAL MODULES
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TABLE V-IV

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS
CHANGING PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS FACTOR

SIATTVE RATNJG RANK ARATTNG RANK RATING RANK RATING PANIK

A 36.i 3.73 3 7-.9q

C 9.26 91%8 2 9.09 2 9.66 2

A 5,87 3 6,A9 aio*3 3

C 9.33 9 9,10 2 9.17 9.70 2 2

WFIGHTS USED IN THESE RUN.A

---- H . T", e t C.-4T - ,,=c v T5J, - .i A TPl• ¥ Y- . ouv

H F - .155S1

MAX PHYSI VERS ,.26271 CnST ,.'2,6 R:2l:1ISV - , PY. '- :241001

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. UNIQUE DESIGN OF DTS END ITEMS
B. COMMON FUNCTION MODULES
C. COMMON USE CIRCUITS & SUB-FUNCTIONAL MODULES
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"TABLE V-V

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS

CHANGING HMAN FACTORS

"•'•-- uilijV----- M• ,•UL'Im'kI-rIATIVE' 'Lr1IpAR'TMIc_
N AT1VE RAT•NC RANK RATTN RANK Q ATTNL It RANK RATIfin RANK

A 55 .2 3 3. 7t% .¶

c 9.29 2 9.nlt 2. Q13 2 / .69

A 5.70 3 6,b 3 J'~3 8.08

9. P69,7 241 9.64~ 2

SWFIGT$ -USED IN THE!E RUNq.

H F - .12001

MAX H F:o VEd :24002t V S .20659 KSK :148+9 PY ":766,

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. UNIQUE DESIGN OF PTS END ITEMS

B. COM.KON F.UNCTION MODULES
C. :OMMON "SE CIRCUITS & SUB-FUNC'T'XNAL MODULES
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"7.0 KANKING OF ALTERNATIVES USING SEVERAL WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

The procedures and discussions presented in Section III, Paragraph 7.0
apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented in thil
sectior~ are applicable.

7.1 Basic Ranking Technique. The pr.cedures and discussions presented
In Section iI, paragraph 7.1 apply equally to this section except that the•:, basi~c data presented in thils s.ection are applicable. The. nominal, maxý.mtm,

and thinimum values of the weighting factors used are given in Table V-VI. ,
Table V-VIii lists the evaluation scores foL each alternative and evaluationio" ' criterion, together with the weighting factor for each evaluation criterion,.l

l'•i! This i nitial analysis rpsulta in thie following preference listing of thc;

alternatives.

RANK ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RATING

1 COMMON FUNCTION MODULES 9.51
2 COMMON USE CIRCUITS AND

SUB-FUNCTIONAL MODULES 9.28
3 UNIQUE DESIGN OF DTS EMD ITEMS 5.60

Since the least accurate figures in the calculation are accurate to two
aignificant figures, the evaluation rating given here is accurate to two
significant figures,

7.2 SecondrRarking Techniql is. The procedures and discussions
presented in Section 111, paragraph 7.2 apply equally to this section except
that the basic data presented in this section are applicable. The resultant
evaluation scores and their ranks, based on nominal values, derived by each
of the four analytical techniques are shown in Table V-IX.

.V
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'II TABLE V-VI

WEIGHTING FACTORS

WE, G4T. RkiNGE
"14JIIR VlS4 A

'I. FACTOa FACTOR T1t; 7,411t,

.: ACQUISITION

SMAINTENANCE SKILLS

~~¶ TEST EQUIPMENT1
S ~b RZPAIR PARTS 

k- TRANSPORTATION
O.8. LGIC SUPPORT MGNT.

vIv pL4v8TC&L ,FA0 *IOO .2 .
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ii TA BLER V-mv JIn

EVALUATION SCORES

A B

2 ACQUISXTItON 
1F

3 CONSUMPTION 2.n 1'

4 .MAI NT ANC E SKIL -LS 
-4jZ t_______,. __ -_

TES v Fs' EIPKENT 
*~i~.

--• , zp--- r ,,NSORTAjTION .,
'LOGI.. C SGPPORT MGNT. . 05 1.0 10.0

%V PHYiTCAL .19n0 10.0 10.0io

EVALUpTIOIN RATING 5.60 9.51. 6

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. UNIQUE DESIGN OF DTS END ITEMS

B. COMMON FUNCTION MODULES

C. COMMON USE CIRCUITS S SUB-FUNCTIONAL MODU,,ES
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B. COMMON FUNCTION MODULES
C'. COMMON USE• CIRCUITS iSUB-FUNCTIONAL MODULES.
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7.3 Coruparison of Results - Nominal Values. From Table V-IX, the Common
Function Modules and the Comon Use Circuits & Sub-Functional Modules alter-
natives ranked first and second reepectively. The evaluation ratings realized

, . for each are relatively close, but the Common Function Modules alternative is
clearly indicated as preferred, by a small margin. The Unique Design of DTS
End Iteas alternative is the least preferred by a significant margin. Throughout
the analysis, the alternatives maintained constant rank order while emphasis on
high or low scores was performed thus supporting the initial results obtaiaed

C when the additive technique was used.

8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The procedures and discussions presented in Section III, paragraph 8.0
apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented In this section
are applicable.

8.1 Sensitivity Study Using the Additive Weighting Technique. First aS~sensitivity study waa completed using the additive weighting technique. The

evaluation ratings computed with nominal weighting factors and the additive
technique served as the base set of values. Then 10 additional sets of
evaluation ratings were calculated using maximum and minimum weighting factors
for each of the 5 major evaluation criteria. When the weighting factor for
one major evaluation criteria was changed to maximum or minimum, all other major
criterion weighting factors were adjusted proportionately.

The results of the additive weighting sensitivity study are plotted in
Figure 5-1. The weighted score or evaluation rating is plotted against the
mfJor criteria weighL combination used in the calculation. An examination of
e'igure 5-1 reveals that the three alternatives maintained their initial pre-
ference rank order throughout the sensitivity study. Thus supporting the results
obtained from the initiul analysis.
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8.2 General Sensitivity StuAy. Three additional sets of evaluation
ratings were calculated for three additional weighting techniques in the
same way that the additive sensitivity study was conducted. A total of
44 sensitivity runs were made for the an-lysis. These runs showed that the
alternative preference rank order remained constant for 42 of the 44 runs.
The exceptions occurred when the Schedule/Risk maximim weighting factors were
examined using the RMS and the Logarithmic Techniques. For each case, the
predominately first two preference ranked alternatives switch ranks. Since
the evaluation ratings obtained are close, the switch-over is considered
insignificant. The Unique Design of DTS End Items alternative consistantly
realized the least preferred rank position. These results are summarized in
Table V-X.

From Table V-X the preference rank order of the viable alternatives is ae
follows:

RANK ALTERNATIVE

1 COMMON FUNCTION MODULES
2 COMMON USE CIRCUITS & SUB-FUNCTIONS MODULES
3 UNIQUE DESIGN DTS END ITEM21S

I
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" ~TA~kLE V-X

C'•9.L&TIV• RA FREQUENCY -ALL MMn'ODS

A I mi "1W s L

A 3 3:000

- -I

P.C 1:9553 2 4. f

ALTER.NATIVE KEY

A. UNIQUE DESIGN OF DTS END ITEMS

B. COMMON FUNCTION MODULES

C. COMMON USE CIRCUITS & SUB-FUNCTIONAL MODULES
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i 9.0 CONCLUSION

A common functio xal modular design ranks significantly higher than
a unique design of each hardware element (repeaters, sensors, etc.). The
altern'ý.I.ve which incorporates common LSI chips as sub-functional units

1A{ along wich coon functional modules ranked a very close second. Although
the results of the sensitivity analysis did not change the relative rankin,
of alternatives, it was concluded by the team that the difference in ranking
of Alternatives A and B was not significant.

10.0 RECOMMENDATION

In view of the close ranking between alternatives A and B, the team
recommends that a cor•,,• functional modular design be utilized for the hardwar-.
elements of zhe DTS and, in addition, consider using subfunctional units which
may have been developed by the Government at the time of contracting for the
DTS hardware design. Typical sub-functional units which are b, ig funded -_n
development are the digital synthesizer, and reference oscillato. (TCVCXO).
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SECTICN VI

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 5-SENSOR CONTROL MODULE

1, 0 SUI"ARY

•L This analysis addresses the Sensor Control Module (SCM) and its utility
in REMBASS. The alternatives were evaluated against a specific set of
criteria; cost, perfornance, versatility, schedule and logistics. The'tanalysis was inconclusive in that one alternative was not rated higher: /

than the other. The Data Transmission Subsystem (DTS) Team recommended

further evaluation on this problem.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The REMBASS system is composed of several major subsystems. Several
different alternative subsystem designs may be found which provide the
system operational and functional requirements *.f REMBASS within certain
constraints. In order to determine which subsystem alternative provides
the best choice, alternatives are evaluated and analyzed against common
criteria and one or more possible alteraatives are selected as candidates
for final system components.

This engineering analysis is concerned with the relative avantages
and disadvantages of employing a SCM with low power (LP) minisensors
in the REMBASS system as opposed to using only high power (HP) sensors
which have the capability of communicating directly with the receiver or
with the repeaters.

3.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Ta-zget information must be detected by a sensor and communicated to
the readout terminal.. Extended ranges or masking terrain features will
impose line-ef-ulght restrictions on a sensor-to-readout terminal RF link.
To overcome the RK path restrictions one or more radio repeaters will be
required.

In certain tactical situations a higher concentration of sensors in
a localized geographical area (i.e.,less than 1/2 km radius) may be desired.
Coverage of this target area may be accomplished by deploying approximately
6 Zo 16 HP sensOLs which report over RF links to the UCR/T or through
repeaters to a UCR/T.

This engineering analysis will consider Lhe relative merits of building
a REMBASS using only HP sensors or REMBASS using both L.- &inisensors/SCM's
and HP sensors and evaluate these against common criteria.
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4.0 ALTERNATIVES

The two alternatives for satisfying the transmission of sensor data

are:

1) Through the use of HP sensors only. See Figure 6-1;and 2) throu3h

Lhe use of both HP senaors and SCM's with LP minisensors. See Figure

6-2.

FIGURE 6-1

HIGH POWER SENSOR ONLY ALTERNATIVE

REPEATER
May terminate

up to 128 HP

OR Sensors

0 - -p*------Ž~ 
RECEIVER j00 ,>UCR/T

FIGURE 
6-2

LP BOTH LP MINISENSORS WITH SCM

MINISENSORS AND HP SENSOR ALTERNATIVE

SCM 
RECEIVER
UCR/T

oOR -

Up to 16 per 
May terminate

SCM 
up to 128 HF
Sensors and
LP Minisensors

HP SENSOR
REPEATERS
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4.1 HP Sensors Only. All sensors would be built with 11F trans-
mitters capable of transmitting to the UCR/T or through repeaters to
the UCR/T. The HP sensors may be hand emplaced, ballistically emplaced
or air dropped. Certain RIP sensors may be commeandable (i.e., contain
L receiver) and may act as classifiers. HP sensors would be used for all
tactical deployments requiring sensors.

4.2 Both HP Sensors and SCM/LP Minisensors. Both HP sensors ard LP
min'isensors would be built. LP minisensors and SCM's would be deployed
where the tactical situation requires high concentrations of sensors to be
deployed. UP sensors would be deployed for other sensor requirements. The
HP sensors for this alternative would have the same capabilities as those
stated for the HP sensors only alternative. Minisensors have LP
transmitters capable of transmitting sensor data over short distances (less
than 500 meters) via ati RF or wire link solely to sensor control modules.

The minisensor modulation and transmission technique does not have to be
identical to other REMBASS components i.e., HP sensors, repeaters, and UCR/T).
By not requiring the same modulation and transmission technique, the mini-
sensors may be built as economically as possible and may even be the same
minisensors as those built for the Small Unit Package (e.g.,PEWS). Mini-
sensors and SCM's are hand emplaced items. Minisensors are not commandable
but the retransmission and processing done by the SCM may be controlled by
commands to the SCM. The SCM is capable of handling up to 16 minisensors.
The SCM retransmission RF link is compatable with repeaters and UCR/T.
NOTE: HP sensors never communicate with the SCM. Certain classification may
be accomplished through a combination of minisensor logic and SCM logic/
processing. Position location will not be accomplished by the minisensor/SCMi subsystem.
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5.0 CRITERIA

The criteria which will be used in the compar ive evaluation of the
alternativea assoniated with this engineering analysis are defined below. In
paragraph 6.0, each alternative is evaluated against these criteria. Chen the
alternatives are ranked against each other for each criterion and a
relative ranking is prenented for each major criterion. This data will be
used in paragraph 7.0, to make a comparative analysis of the alternatives
to determine which most nearly meets the REMBASS requirements.

5.1 Costs. Costs for each alternative are estimated to include all
costs from engineering development, iniLial purchase and supply of Army
elements with components, to the continued resupply of equipments, with
supporting costs, for the expected life cycle of the system.

5.1.1 R&D Costs. This is the cost required to develop and test the
device up to the point of initial production. This may encompass state-of
the-art advances in some instances.

5.1.2 Acquisition Costs. This is the cost required to procure ano
stock for the Army the equipment, spare parts, software, training, etc.
for an initial operational capability. Subsequent costs are covered under
life cycle support costs.

5.1.3 Life Cycle Support Costs. These are costs for replacement items,
crew and maintenance personnel, ILS (management), transportation, and depot
maintenance.

5.2 Performance. Both alternatives will be evaluated against specified
performance parameters.

5.2.1 Spectrum Utilized. This criteria relates to the effectiveness
with which a particular alternative uses the assigned frequency band.

5.2.2 Vulnerability. The degree of vulnerability to enemy counter-
measures associated with each alternative.

5.2.3 Classification Capability. The ability of each alternative to

perform classification.

5.3 Versatility.

5.3.1 Ease of Emplacement. The ease of transporting each subsystem
considering equipment size and weight and the ease of emplacement.

5.3.2 Ease of Performing Subsystem Checkout. The relative ease of
performing subsystem testing and checkout with each alternative.
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5.3.? SubBaLut Interoperability. The flexibility to utilize the
capabilitiea of the rEWS sensor for detecting and classifying.

5.4 Schedule and Risk. Consideration is given to development time
and the associated risk for each alternative. Development time is the time
in months required to perform the engiiueering development (ED) tc a point
ulehre productiot, may begin. Relative technical risk of each alternative is
cons dlered.

5.5 Logisdics. Each alternative is evaluated in terms of maintenance
skills, repair parts, and special test equipment required.

5.5.1 Maintenance Skills. The special technical skIlls required of
support personnel in the field.

S5.11.2 Rep-air Parts. The number of unique compon~ents necessary to
support each alternative subsystem in the field in the event of malfunction.

I: 5.5.j Test EBquipuent. Special test equipment needed to properly
support each alternat'.ve subayatem in the field.

6.0 TEgMdICAL EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

6.1. C0o5t_. C18C. information used in this engineering analysii, is
based on data extracted from the REMASS iLaseline Cost Estimate (BCE) which

was baned on FY 73 dollars, For the alternative of having no SCM and using
only iP) sensors, a larger quantity of HP sensors would be required to
balance the deletion of LP types. It is that change of quantity which is
costed out and compared with the cost of using an SCH. For the alteriative
using the SCM, costs of the SCM with LP sensors were combine- when making
comparisons. These RD costs exceeded the HP only alternative, but acquisi-
tion and life cycle costs were less. As a further consideration costai of
an SCM with PEWS type sensors were examined. For this comparison, the LP
acoustic sensor was included to retain the analog capability. However the
PEWS sensors are not electrically compatible with REMBASS and the possibility
of their use must be ruled out unless a significant PEWS modification program
were undertaken.

6.1.1 R&D Costs. The R&D cost includes development through the ED phase.
In-house and contractual costs are included as well as non-recurring in-
vestment costs. The RLD cost is less for the HP sensor alternative, as shown
i• Table Vt-I.

6.1.2 Acquisition Costs. This is the cost required to procure and
stock the Army elements with the equipment, spare parts, software, etc. ,
for an initial operational capability. Subsequent costs are covered under
life cycle costs. The acquisition cost of using all HP sensors is greater
than that when using an SCM. (Table VI-II).

6.1.3 Life Cycle Costs. These costs are required for replacement items,
support personnel, management, transportation and depot maintenance. Using
the SCM and LP minisensors results in a life cycle cost approximately 25%
less than the other alternative (Table VI-Ill).
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6.2 Performance (see Table VI-IV).

6.2.1 Spectrum Utilized. For a given message, HP sensors require
less RF emission bandwidth within the RF spectrum than minisensors with
an SCM. This is due to the more stable oscillators (+ 5 ppm instability)
which are expected to be used in HP sensors. In contrast, the oscil-
lator instability of minisensors may be as large as + 40 ppm. However,
the transmission ranLge of LP minisensors is very short, less than 1/2 km,
and therefore instabilities would not create a great problem. The same
allocated communication band would be used by SCM, LP minisensors, and

' HP sensors,

"6.2.2 Vulnerability. The problem of vulnerability to enemy counter-
measures is examined from two points of view: a) ease of intercept;and
b) ease of Jamming. The minisensors would be less susceptible to intercept
since their output power is only on the order of 250 W, as compared with
HP sensors which have an output power of 4 to 5 W. From the intercept
point of view, the minisensors would receive a somewhat higher relative rank-
ing. However, Jamming of the LP miinlsensor transmissions at the SCM receiver
is a prob!-m which is more or less like that of the UCR and repeater. LP
miaisensor t:anemltter output is low but transmission range is short - less
than 1/2 km. Like a repeater, the SCK would have a transmission range of
15 to 30 km. A signal arriving at the UCR would not be much different in
level whether it originated from an SCM or a HP sensor. If HP sensors were
used exclusively, some would undoubtedly be deployed at a somewhat closer
distance t(, the UCR, affording slight improvement in signal strength. Ccn-
sidering both intercept and Jamming, both alternatives would rank the same.

6.i.3 Classification Capability. The overall system problem of
classification has been considered in examining degree of cliasification at
the SCM. If PEWS type sensors were employed with an SCM, a two class classi-
fier, personnel or vehicles, is already a feature of the sensor. It should
be noted that the PEWS sensezs are of two varieties, each containing three
types of detection, providing information to logic circuits which perform the
classification. To accomplish classification when REMBASS LP sensors are

used, two choices exist:

a. Incorporai several modes of detection in one sensor with logic
circuitry, as in IEWS. This would add to the cost of an already expensive
sensor with no rdded capability over that of the existing PEWS type (classify-
ing LP sensors are approximately 50% more expensive than detecting types);

b,Employ a similar processing scheme in the SCM which would analyze data
from several sensors to make a determination. Once again, the rather expensive
LP sensors would be used, and in fact, must be used in multiple. Again, no
odv,,ntage is gained over PEWS. To extend the classification capability of
the si.mple two-class classifier or to add any additional classification features
to PEWS type sensors would increase size and weight beyond presently allowed
figures for that type sensor. If additional classification were to be placed
in the RF.ŽBASS LP sensor, cost and Pize would be added to an already expensive
large unit. Placing classification logic, such as that which might be used
in the sensors, in the SCM would not gain anything functionally or in performance.
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if additional processing were to be used in the SCM for gaining more
information than can be had simply from individual sensors, such an

p velocity, direction, and count, the processor could be built. However,
these parameters would of necessity require the SCM to contain still
more information such as position location data for each sensor associated
with it. Such quantities of information become out of proportion for a
unit the size of an SQ4 which is also situated near enemy activity. This
processing must be located at the SRU.

6.3 Varsati,_Ity (see Table VI-V).

6.3.1 Ease of Emplacement. To accomplish a given mission, a nimber
of sensors may be assumed (e.g.,five, and a comparison made between HP
sensors and LP sensors with SCM). While the LP minisensors are lighter and
smaller compared with HII sensors, their deployment requires the use of
an SCM as well. As a LP minisenvor measures approxinately 6x4x2 in. and
weighs about 2 Ibs, 5 units would occupy 240 cu. in., and weight 10 lbs.
Adding the weight and size of an SCM, about 7 lbs. and 210 cu. in., this
combines to a total weight and volume of 450 cu. in. and 1.7 lbs. By com-
parison, 5 typical hand emplaced }UP ,-nsors with simple classification
would probably exceed these figures by about 50% in weight and about 200%
in size. This is based on an estimate of 5 lbs. and 250 cti. "iA. for a aimple
HP sensor. The SCM with its sensors would therefore have a slight advantage
in terms of ease of emplacement.

6.3.2 Ease of Performing Stbay~temu Checkout. Some HP sensors will be
commandable, which feature can be used to provide self-check of a sensor.
However, the LP minisensors have no receiver and are therefore not capable
of receiving commands. These ceniors could not be self-checked by remote
means. A pre-programmed periodic aelf-check could be used, but ther( would
be somewhat added complexity, power dr'tin, size and cost. After emplace-
ment, either alternative would probably simply depend on reliability rather
than a checkout scheme. Checkout prior to emplacement; would be in favor of
the HP sensor iltnrnative because it does not have the SCM ac an additional
piece of equipmdnt to test.

6.3.3 Subsystem Interoperabili-. Although tvhe PEWS sunsor' are not
a part of REKBASS, it would be advantageous from logistics and ecortol"Lc!,
points of view to allow interoperation of PEWS sensors with REMBASS, (i.e.,
as minisensors). The application of PEWS sensors Io PNMBASS is not L' feas-
ible consideration. The present RF transtmission chi.racterijtics are nct
compatible: moduotion message format are P.wo significant difterer,::es.
For this reason, relative ranking of this criteric.n .s ratad S.

6.4 Schedule and Risk. Whether an SCM with LP sensors Ls employed
or not, HP sensors of several types must be used. The utilization of an,
SCM with LP sensors would require the development and production of additionali
elements for REMBASS. Although no r lgnificant risks wor'd be involved, the
aggregate of HP sensors, LP sensors, and SCM would rate a low'.. rf,, •'g for
schedule and risk that. for HP sensorR alone (see Table VI-VI).
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6. 5 1, sjý,ck._ Table VI-VTI depiecs the relative rating 
f or the

various tactors o, logistics-

6.54. ~ ~ ~ 6 Maneac kl s. imilar levels Of skill will 
be required

for . ma finthnner aklternative subsystem.

6,2 Repair Parts Required. The sal' alternative will 
allow a Some-

6hts.le3.o2 f ear at for HIP sensors% but the sCM and LP

wasman5f5~ wlle requi ofrepathe paddtio of more types of repair parts to

minventory. willrequiretheadditio

inveto5.3 Ts gipet eired. Use of the SCM with LP minisensors

~hout~not, equir adpioa .egt equipment beyond that which is 
necessary

* for HP sensors.

6.6 Table VI-VIII is a summary matrix of the evaluation data and

Table I- give&i a cost analysis.
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I TABLE VL-I

RELATIVE RANKING FOR ESTIMATED R&D COSTS

Alternative Esti~mated Ranking
-_. . ... .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ R&D Co 3' _ts__

H P Sensors 5.46 M 10

Both H P Sensors
& SCM/LP Minisonsors 8.97 M 7

TABLE VI -II

RELATIVE RANKING FOR ACQUISITION COSTS

klternative Acquisition Ranking
Costs

H P Sensors 15.7 M 7

"Both H P Sensors
& SCM/LP Minisensors 10 M 10

TABLE VI -III

RELATIVE RANKING FOR LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT COSTS

Alternative Life Cycle Support Ranking
Costs_____

H P Sencors 35.6 M 7

Both H P Sensos

& SCM/LP Minisensors 24.4 M 10
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7.0 RANKING OF ALTERNATIVES USING SEVERAL WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

The procedures and discussions presented in Section III, paragraph
7.0 apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented
in this section are applicable.

7.1 Basic Ranking Technique. The procedures and discussions presented
in Section III, paragraph 7.1 apply equally to this section except that
the basic data presented in this section are applicable. The nominal,
maximum, and minimum values of the weighting factors used are given in
Table VI-X. Table VI-XI lists the evaluation scores for each alternative
and evaluation criterion, together with the weighting factor for each
evaluation criterion. The evaluaition scores in this table are accurate
to two significant figures. The last column is the evaluation rating or
weighted score for each alternative.

7.2 Secondary Ranking Techniques. The procedures and discussions
presented in Section III, paragraph 7.2 apply equally to this section except
that the basic data presented in this section are applicable. The resultant
evaluation scores and their ranks, based on nominal values, derived by each
of the four analytical techniques are shown in Table VI-XIT.

7.3 Comparison of Results - Nominal Values. From Table VI-XII,
Alternatives A and B are ranked so closely (with the exception of the
Multiplicative Technique) that no clear difference exists between them.

* An examination of Tables VI-X and VI-XI indicates that for the three top
rated criteria (1,11,111), B outranked A in I and III but was second in
criterion II. However, in both remaining criteria, which have a combined I
rating higher than either, I, II, or Ill, A outranked B. Therefore, the
composite ER values are inconclusive with regard to the selection of a
top ranked alternative.

3'3
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TABLE VI-X.

'1 WEIGHTING FACTORS

NOMINAL WEIGHT

MAJC3R. $US MINe kAY*

FAC1UD PýJ..1UR i~U' m~Jm

COS :875 .3bps

2Acquisitiýýnj - *35Q0 ____

T3-Support~ 20

IT PERFORMANCE-. .1875 .36ps

- -- Spectrum Ui a on,'%.'llu
2 ECM, Vulnerability[

-- 3-ClssifiationCapabilt! 7j

fiT -,RA.T! L... I22 t 12 27
- i Ease of tnplo 1nen5

2 Ease of Performing Checkout.
-3S Subsystem Interchangability 27SO .1
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TABLE V1-XIA

EVALUATION SCORES

I. COST (.2500)

1. R&D (.2375) 1. .
2. Acquisition (.3500) 1
3. Support (.4125) 7.0 10.0~

i. PERFORMAN4CE (.2500)

1. Spectrum Utilization (.3000) 01 9O
2. ECM Vulnerability (.4125)0

3. Classification Capability (.2875) 1010_ 0

In._ VERSXTILITY (.2125)

2. Ease of Performing Checkout (.3125)

3. Subsysten Interchangabili.ty (.2750) 10 5.0

V. LOGISTICS (.1875)

A1. Maintenance Skills (.3458) 10.0 0
2. Repair Parts (.3333)U
3. Test Equipment (.3208)

EVALUATION RATING 8.671 8.761

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- HIGH POWERED SEN~SORS ONL.Y

B- BOTH 11P SENSORS & SCMIMI141SENSORS
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TABLE VI--XII

kVALUATION RATINGS AND RAN'KS USING NOMINAL WEIGHTS
AND DIFFERENTi WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

ACTEP'. A6DDTIVF QPms MULTTPLII'ATIVE LOGARYTHMIC..
--- .aTTrVE*P RA TINT,' PrlWW-i--FLT a-P.AW RATING rNK RTNG R!NK

£ i~~.67 Qan2 1 81 .5

ALTERNATIVE X.EY

A- HIGH POWERED S'-'SORS ONLY

B- BOTH HP SENSORS &SCM/MINISENSORS
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8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The procedures and discussions presented in Section III, paragraph 8.0

apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented in this
section are applicable.

8.1 Sensitivity Study Using The Additive Weighting Technique. First
a sensitivity study was completed using the additive weighting technique.
The evaluation ratings computed with nominal weighting factors and the
additive technique served as the base set of values. Then 10 additional
sets of evaluation ratings were calculated using maximum and minimum
weighting factors for eazh of the 5 major evaluation criteria. When the
weighting factor for one major evaluation criteth.ý was changed to maxiWmu
or minimum, all other major criterion weighting factors were adjusted pro-
portionately.

The results of the additive weighting sensitivity study are plotted in
Figure 6-3. The weighted score or evaluation rating is plotted against the
major criteria weight combination used in the calculation. An examination
of Figure 6-3 reveals that neither alternative clearly ranked Liiit.
Alternative A achieved five first place rankings to six for B. Although
B also attained a greater ER average than A, the ER rzargin was not large
enough to award B the first place ranking.

8.2 General SensitvityStudy. Three additional sets of evaluation
ratings were calculated for three additional weighting techniques in the same
way that the additive sensitivity study was conducted. A total of 44 sensi-
tivity runs were made for the analysis. These runs showed that employing
the RMS and Logarithmic Techniques, A outranked B in all but one run.
However, the ER margin was extremely small and, therefore, not sufficient
to declare A as being ranked first. Conversely, employing the multiplicative

Pt. t(;chnique, B significantly outranked A for all runs. The above data is con-
rained in Tables VI-XIII through VI-XVIII.

For computer computational purposes, those alternatives which received A

zero valued relative scores were arbitrarily assigned near zero values.
Hence, in Alternative A (1W sensors only), the overall scores shown in
the multiplicative column of Tables VI-XIII through VI-XVIIII are
in reality zeros.

The stmaary of all results, Table VI-XVIII for nominal and minimum/
maximum weighting factor variations processed via all four calculation
techniques, shows no decisive preference for either alternative.
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A-. HIGH OWERE SE-SOS ONN I.'S
B-ý BOTH iP SEN :RS & ýCM MIf ISENSO5ý Ill. ?ERSATILITY

FIGU`k 6-3

ALTf RNATI WEIG TING %.WE LHTING C.0M B I t~ tT10N WDI E GHTINrC
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TABLE VI-XIII

-0. 10Alt 8rtPES* T-r1cTl

AlITrRo ADDITIVE ýRt4s MULTIPLI VI'VE LtOGA IPI'NAC
14iTI VE-R AT PYG mANX -- w-Tlv G K r1G( ~ 44 WN

A a_ _ _2 __ _~

MY.01 COST e1syso p . io VERS - .23O~i SCHO :1061,

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- HIGH POWERED SENSORS ONLY
B- BOTH HP SENSORS S~SCH/MINISENSQRS
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I TABLE VI- XrV

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING PERFOWMANCE FACTOR

A AiT c ADD!T1VIFým MULTYPIL1rATIVE LCOGARITHMiC

I S 8*~g73 2t5 IQ2

MT PF~ CnS .208 PFP :ia; VEAS -. :230*P, SCHD :1083,1

AvrERNATIVE KEY

A- HIGH POWERED SENSORS ONLY
B- BOTrH HP SENSORS &SCM/MINISENSORS
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TABLE VI.XV

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING VERSATILITY FACTOR

ki'TER- ADDSTIVI Pms MULTIPLeýAT' VE LOGARITHMIC_

4/

t A

BT 8.7 ft *.A 2 9.66 1 q.23 W. 24NVES_ _

A .4a& A'49 5.,30 9.*45

MTN VF~l COST .26591 PV . :26599 VERS S-H :1063s

LvjG - .1#hQ6g

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A-'HIGH POWERE•D SENSORS ONLY
B- BOTH Hp SENSORS L SCM/MINISENSORS
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[ ~ 1: TABLE VI-Y.VI.

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING SCHEDULE FACTORS

.....
V I.

A iOTCARL ADDITIVE RMS CULTGPLSATIVDE LF GARITHMIC

MTN~ SCHT)

A 8.8 6.421 2 ,b 9.56 2

MIN~ a5C"); COST :2s691 PFR7 . 256qt VERS :?484it SCHf :0750,

P -44t~~-S qi -Cti5--w - 2911 -r-.,P-4---2i5T, YERS - i1~ ~',-:iLR?,
L"IG *.16931

ALTERNATYVE KEY

A- HIGH POWERED SENSORS ONLY

B- BOTH HP SENSORS & SCM/MINISENSORS
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TABLE VI-XVII

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING LOGISTIC FACTOR

Ai' Yq- AOOITXVE MULTlPCICA¶rVF LOGARIT•m7C

-T1 LOG ,"• '

, ,L ' --

8 8.7w, . .I I h

a 1 (k.P ATb a Ki I 12

A ~ 1 lk83 IJ b.¶ 'Sb.O Q5

9 a -" 26 G P2WERED SENRS O N 7
IN im M. PURR

'~,. V V/ I

G :2875, '

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A-'HIGH POWEHED SMNORS ONLY
B- BOTH HP SENSOM~ G SCi(MINISENSORS
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I TABLE VI-XVIU1

I'. kLL ME?wMD8

£1:.
JACT, MO~DE IýEAN IS! 2wI'

. 2 1.591 18 26

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- HIGH POWERED SENSORS ONLY" B- BOTH HP SENSORS & SCM/MINISENSORS
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS

The relative ranking of the two alternatives, based on the weighted
and sensitivity analyses, was not conclusive. This could be due to
several factors: a) the alternatives are equally capable of providing
the operational requirements; b) the weighting factors applied to the
criteria are quectionable; or c) the set of evaluation criteria is not
sufficient or complete.

10.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the inconclusive results of the evaluation, no recommendation
is made. If the possible use of a SCM with LP mini-sensors is still
considered a viable alternative1  additional evaluation with other
criteria should be considened.

I

II

Silj
II

I:I
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SECTION VII

ENGINEERIhG ANALYSIS 6
NUMBZR OF HRANNELS FOr. REPEATER

(.0 SUKMMARY

This atialysis addresa•i the number of channels required fnr each
rado rep'.ater that wlJ.l be used fn the REMBASS Data Tvinsmissicn Subsystem

J: (DTr). The alte.natives were evaluated against a specific set of criteria,!
cort, physical charact(risti,.s, technical risk, nerformance, logistics"

,,',and versatility. The anzlysis c'oncluded •r-nt single Phanne"I repeaters
II • onsistanrty raus•ed ficst. The team tecf.rnwended thac the siagle channel

repeaters be aevalopel, and that 6t-ai channel repeaters be developed
aoz special applications.

2.0 INTRODUCIION

.:A The REKBASS system is composed of 3kuveral major subaystiems. For
! each of these subsystems, several different alternative designs ar'z

ipossible which will provide the dystem operational and funictional ',,quire-

f ments of RMMSS within certain constraints. It is presumed that ona.
of these alternatives will provide an optimum REMbP.SS system. To make

., this choice all alternatives are described, (valuated, and analyzed c.aia•.ct
J' common criteria and one or more possible alternatives are relected as

candidates for final system evaluation.

This report is concerned with facts related to optim4l•tion of the
REMBASS repeater and in particular with providLig bacic information

" [ ' needed to establish the number of channels a repeater ahould have.

3.0 STATEMENT OF TRE PROBLEM

al Extended ranges or masking terrain features will impose line-of-sight

restrictions on a sensor-to-readout terminal RF linl-. To overcome the
( H R path restrictions, one or more radio rereaters will be required.

The tactical situation will frequently require the deploymena. of
S - two or more sensor fields, and technical con-sidcrat.ons will dictate

separate RE links (channels) for each field; terrain topology, huwever,
may provide only one location for repeater emnplacement. Figure 7-1 depicts
two single channel repeaters retransmitting sensor data from vwo seinsor

V fields. Figure 7-2 8hown an alternative solution using ona dual channel
repeater to retransmit sensor data from the same two .ensor Flelds.

This engineering analysis will consider the relative me'd.t i of tvsing
all single channel, all dual channel or both single and dual channelI
repeat:ers for REMBASS and e-aluate these against common criteria.
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4.0 ALTFRNkTIVES

Three alternatives for satisfying the REMBASS repeater requirements
are analyzed to deterziine what type of repeaters are to be built. The
three alternatives are:

a) Single Channel Rpeaters

b) Dual Clu anel Repeaters

c) Dual & Single Channel Repeaters Z

4.1 Single Cbannel Repeaters. A single channel repeater is capable
of retranamitting both commands and sensor data from sensors, sensor control
modules, other repeaters, or a command transmitter and contains only one
receiving and one transmitting frequency. Additional single channel re-
pesters would be required to retransmit command and sensor data to and 'M
from sensor striags In the event th&t an additional RF channel for the
sensor atring is desired to provide greater reliability against enemy
jaundng. Single channel repeatex , may be hand or air emplaced or operated

r' f;om an airborn platform and may be designed to retransmit either digital,
analog, or a mix of both types of data.

-.. 2 Dual Chamnol Repecters. A dual channel repeater i3 capable of
retransmitting commands and sensor data on two RY ehannelu simultaneously.
The dual channel repeater is essentially two single chaunel repeaters -A
packaged in one container. For a RI.)BASS consisting entirely of dual
channel repeaters, a dual channel repeater must be deployed evea though
only one RP channel is required. The dual chau&el repeater may be hand
or air emplaced, or operated from an airborne platform and may be d~si-ned
L o retransmit eiUher two digital RF channels, two analog RF channels, or
one analog and one digital RF channel.

4.3 Dual and Singiz Channel Repeaters. Both singl.e and dual channel
repeatems are built for REMBASS. The Lapabilities of the repeaters are
identical to those stated for the precediig ?.&ternatives. This alternative
benefits from the cpý4rational advantages of usIng the single or dual channel
repeater where beat suited, with the principal disadvantage of requiring
two types of repeaters to be developed and later maintained in tha field.

5. 0 CRITERIA

5.1 General. The criteria which will be used in the comparative
evaluation of the alternatives associated with this engineering analysis are
defined in this section. In paragraph 6.0 each alternutive -is evaluated. against
these criteria. Then each alternative is ranked against other alternatives for
each criterion and a relative ranking is presented for --ach major
criterion. This data will be used in paragraph 7.0 to Make a comparative
analysis of the elternatives to determine which most nearly meets the
REMBASS requirements.
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5.2 Costs. Cosos for each alternative are estimated to include all
coso" from e.i&igneerina development, initial purchase, and supply of each
Army etament with the required system components, to the continued reoupply
oi equiuments, with sipporting costs, for the expected life cycle of the
systeir.

5.t,l R&D Costs. This is th.te cost required to develop and test the
device to th, poiEt where initial production may begin. Extending the
state--of--the-art of a required capability may be rqquired in some cases.

5.2.2 Ac±quisiion Costs. This is the cost required to procure and
stock the required Army elments (Division, Battlion, etc.), with the
equipment, spare parts, software, etc., for an initial operational capa-
bility. Subsequent costs are covered under life cycle support costs.

5.2.3 Life Cycle Support Costs. These costs are required for re-
placement items, support personnel, management, transportation, and depot
maintenance.

5.3 Physical Characteristics. The physical dimensions of the repeater
are critical, not only for hand carrying ability but also because of the
requirement to drop repeaters from available aircraft dispensers Much as
the SUU-42.

5.3.1 Wetigt. The constraint on weight is a significant criterion
for hand emplaced sensors and is limited by the Material Need (MN), to
25 Ibs.

5.3.2 Volume. Along with size, the volume of the repeater may deter-
wine its ability to be used in certain aircraft dispensers.

5.4 Devc.,opi 4,nt Rink. Devalopmeunt risk is outimated to dtarmine
thti extLE.Vnt of devulopunt required •nd thu probability of ouccessfully
acqulritig a particular repeater aiteruative.

5.5 Performance.

, , ~5.5.1 Receiver Sensitivity. Trhe sentsitivity of a receiver for a

+ fixed error rate may be effected by the insertion loss due to the additional
filtering required to eliminate transmitter interference inherent in packaging
two repeaters in one enclosure. In addition, some receiver destnsitization
may occur when either transmitter in the package is retransmitting a message.

5.5.2 ECH Vulnerability. This is a measure of the vulnerability of
a particular type of repeater to a jamming or countermeasure environment.

5.5.3 Energy Requirements. Since the repeaters will generally be
required to operate from batteries, the amount of energy required is a
significant criterion for evaluating alternatives.

2
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5.5.4 Spectri Utilization. This criteria relates to the effective-
S.. ness with which a particular alternative uses the assigned frequency band.

5.6 Logistics. The logistics aspect of each alternative is evaluated
in terms of the maintenance skills, repair parts, and special test equip-
merit required.

,1 5.6.1 Test Equipment. The special equipment needed to properly
-l. - support a given repeater in the field.

" 5.6.2 Re!pair Parts. The number of unique components necessary to
support a repeater in the field in case of failure or malfunction.

5.6.3 Maintenance Skills. The special technical skills required"of support personnel in the field.

5.6.4 Equipment Adjustments. The special adjustments required
to operate and maintain the equipment.

5.7 Versatility,. The versatility criteria is subjective in nature
"and considers the deployment and operational flexibility of the alterna-
tives.

6.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

6.1 General. The MN specifies that both single and dual channel
repeaters shall be built. However, the requirements to retransmit one
or two RF channels could be satisfied by "tsing any of three alternatives
respectively:

Alternative One RF channEl Two RF channels
a) Single channel one single channel two single channel

repeater repeaters

b) Dual channel one dual channel one dual channel
repeater repeater

c) Both one single channel one dual channel
repeater repeater

This evaluation will consider the criteria which impact on what type
of repeaters are to be built.
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.6.2 Costs. Custs are based on the information provided in the
REMBASS "Baseline Cost Eot5.ate" (BCE) dated Feb 1973. The quantity
breakout for a 13 division force has been modified to eliminate ballis-
tically emplaced repeaters and apportion the quantity to other type
repeaters.

57 per div.
x13 divisions
741

Total Number of +20% for Training and Pipeline
Repeaters Requited 889

Rounded to 900 112 dual ohannel
788 single channel

Of the 900 total repeaters required to be procured, the REMBASS BCE
designated 112 as dual channel repeaters and 788 as single channel re-
peaters. These quantities of single and dual channel repeaters are the
basis of the cost estimates for the alternative including both repeaters.
A total of 1012 single channel repeaters are required for the all single
channel REMBASS alternative. The quantity was obtained by assuming that
each dual channel repeater required in the BCE would be replaced by two single
channel repeaters. This is found by the following:

(112 DC X 2) + 788SC - 1012 Single Channel Repeaters

A total of 703 dual channel repeaters are required for the all dual
channel REMBASS alternative. This quantity was obtained by assuming that
half of the single channel repeaters required in the BCE would be replaced
by dual channel repeaters on a basis of one dual channel repeater for
two single channel repeaters with both channels operational when deployed.
The remaining half of the single channel repeaters would be replaced by
dual channel repeaters on a one for one basis, on the assumption that a
need for retransmitting only one RF channel will exist even though only
dual channel repeaters will be built. This is found by the following:

(1/2 788 SO) (1/2) + 1/2 (788 SC) + 112 DC - 703 Dual Channel Repeaters

6.2.1 R&D Costs. R&D costs include the in-house and contractor de-

velopment costs up to first article production. As shown in Table VII-I,
R&D costs for the alternative consisting of both dual and single channel
repeaters is most expensive simply because both types of repeaters
must be developed.
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TA. XE VII -I
RELATIVE RANKING FOR EST~rIMrATE & COSTS

Estimated
Alternative R&D Costs* Ranking

Both Dual & Single Channel Dual 1,960.8 5
112 + 788 - 900 units Single 1,510.1

3,470.9

All Single Channel 1,510.1 10
1012 unitsAI

All Dual Channel 1,960.8 8
73units____ __

*otin 1,000 dollars

6.2.2 Acquisition Cost. As indicated in Annex B of BCE, the
acquisition costs represent hardware, spare and repair parts, training,
production engineering, and PMO costs. Table VII-II is a summary of
acquisition costs for the various alternatives. As shown, the alter-
native for all dual channel repeaters is estimated as most expensive

*primarily because the dual unit costs more than a single channel repeater
and the associated costs that comprise the acquisition costs are based
on per unit costs.

TABLE VII - II
RELATIVE RANKING FOR ESTIMATED ACQUISITION COSTS

Estimated
Alternative Acquisition Costs* Ranking

Both Dual & Single Channel Dual 239.8 10
112 + 788 - 900 units Single 896.1

1,135.9

* All Single Channel 1,150.8 10
1012 units

All Dual Channel 1,504.9 7.5
703 units ______________

*Cost in 1,000 dollars

6.2.3 Life Cycle Support Costs. Life cycle support costs consist
j of the following: crew and maintenance personnel, consumption/replacement,

Integrated Logistic Support (ILS), transportation, and depot maintenance.
table VII-III is a sumary of the life cycle support costs for a 10 year
life cycle for a 13 division force. An interesting result is that the life
cycle support costs for the three alternatives are similar.
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TABLE vir-iii
RELATIVE RAMKING FOR ESTIMATED LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT COSTS

Estimated Life *
Alternative Cycle Support Costs Ranking

Both Dual & SiAgle Channel Dual 1,137.1 10
112 + 788 - 900 units Single 5.133.9

6,271.0

All Single Channel 6,593.0 9.2
1012 units

All Dual Channel 7,137.1 8.8
703 units

*Cost in 1,000 dollars

6.3 Physical Characteristics. Section IV, paragraph 11.0, engineering
analysis 3 entitled "Repeater Configuration" lists the total electronic
and battery weight, and volume for different types of single channel re-peaters.
Table VI-tV indicates the estimated range of weights and volumes for the
alternative repeater types. Estimates are indicated for repeaters using
lithium and also alkaline batteries because of the great difference between
the characteristics of the two types of batteries. A dual channel repeater
may be built within the limitations on wQight and volume imposed by the
REMEASS MN if maximum use is made of LSI technology, and lithium batteries
are used. Ii alkaline batteries are used instead of lithium, a dual channel
repeater may weigh more than 32 lbs. However, use of either battery in a
dual channel repeater would not result in, a volume greater than the MN
requirements.

TABLE VII- IV
"RELATIVE RATING OF WEIGHT AND VOLUME

ESTIMATES FOR REPEATER ALTErMATIVES

Alternative Volume Weight Rating

Single Channel
Lithium 45-110 in 3  8-14 lbs 10
Alkaline 111-225 in 3  19-34 lbs 5

Dual Channel
Lithium 90-220 in 3  16-28 lbs 7
Alkaline 222-450 in 3  32-56 lbs 2

Both Worst Case is same as
Dual Channel

Lithium 7
Alkaline 2
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"6.4 Development Risk. While the choice of transmission technique will
be the overriding factor determining the amount of risk in building a REMBASS
repeater, a relative rating can be applied to dual and single channel re-
peaters. Table VII-V provides relative rating of immunity to risk for the
three alternatives. Ratings are based on extrapolating known technology
for the present Phase III single channel repeater into the REMBASS single
and dual channel repeaters.

TABLE VII-V

* RELATIVE RATING OF IMMUNITY TO DEVELOPMENT RISK

Relative Risk

Alternative Immunity Rating

Single Channel minimal 7 - 9

Dual Channel moderate 5 - 7

Both apply worst case 5 - 7
dual - moderate

6.5 Performance.

6.5.1 Receiver Sensitivity. Due to the added requirement of
increased filtering necessary to -educe mutual interference caused by
packaging two repeaters in one enclosure, it appears that a reduction of
1 to 3 dB in receiver sensitivity for a fixed error rate may be ex-
perienced by a dual channel repeater.

6.5.2 Electronic Countermeasure (ECH) Vulnerabilitx. It is assumed
that any enemy ECM targeted against REMBASS repeater would effect both single
aad dual channel repeaters equally. This is because both repeaters retrans-
mit on RF channels which are equivalent and the repeaters have similar perfor-
mance.

6.5.3 Energy Requirements. A dual channel repeater will require
more battery power than a single channel repeater because it consists of
almost two complete single channel repeaters. However, when two single
channel repeaters are deployed to replace a dual channel repeater the
total battery requirements for the two single units will be slightly greater
than that for one dual channel repeater.

6.5.4 Speectrum Utilization. Since the three alternatives compare
types of repeaters that may be built, there is no change or savings in
spectrum utilization when two single channel repeaters replace one dual
channel repeater or vice versa. Table VII-VI indicates the relative per-
formance rankings for sensitivity, vulnerability, energy, and spectrum
"utilization for the three alternatives. In addition a final relative
performance ranking for each alternative is listed.
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TABLE VII -VI

RELATIVE PERFORMANCE
RANKS FOR THE REPEATER ALTERNATIVES

ECM Energy Spectrum
Alternate Sensitivity Vulnerability Requirements Utilization

All Single 10 10 9.5 10
Channel

All Dual 9/5 10 10 10
Channel

Both
Repeaters 9/5 10 9.5 10

6.6 Logistics.

6.6.1. Test Equipment Required. Tt appears that the test equipment
requirements for the dual and single channel repeaters would not differ
significantly. The minor impact is due primarily to the fact that most
test equipment will be of the Go, No-Go type.

6.6.2 Repair Parts Required. Depending on the packaging configuration,
the dual channel repeater will require a slightly larger quantity of repair
parts, some of which may be unique to the dual channel repeater, such as
antenna combiners/preamplifiers.

6.6.3 Maintenance Skills Required. For each category of maintenance,
it appears only minor differences in maintenance skill levels will be re-
quired for the dual and single channel repeaters.

6.6.4 Equipment Adjustments Required. Negligible equipment adjustments
should be required for either the single or dual channel repeaters. Note:
A repeater must be designed so that it can satisfactorily operate when
colocated with other repeaters. Army experience indicates a mutual inter-
ference problem exists whenever communications repeaters are operated in
close proximity. This mutual interference problem is similar to the mutual
interference referred to earlier when describing the difficult-es in packa-
ging the dual channel repeaters. However, the isolation required to eliminate
mutual interference is generally easier to obtain by using two separate
single channel repeaters. Table VII-VII is a suimary of the relative log-

istics rankings and the relative final rank for each of thelthree alter-
natives.
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TABLE VII- VII

RELATIVE LOGISTICS
RANKING FOR THE THREE ALTERNATIVE REPEATERS

Repair Maintenance Equipment
Test Parts Skills Adjustmentsy

Alternative iEquipment Required Required Required

All Single
Channel 10 10 10 9.5

All Dual
Channel 10 9.5 10 9.0

Both
Repeaters 10 9.5 10 9.0

6.7 Versatility. The most versatile alternative is building both
single and dual channel repeaters. This alternative permits optimum
matching of the type of repeater to the number of RE channels required7
to be retransmitted at any given location. It is also the most econoni-
cal alternative when replacing repeaters that become inoperative or fail
to deploy and operate after being air dropped. The all single channel
repeater alternative is the next most versatile in that by deploying

single units any number of RE channels may be retransmitted. Also indi-
* I vidual repeaters may be replaced if they become defective. The only

disadvan~tage is a slight inconvenience when two RE channels are to be
retransmitted. This is because two single channel repeaters must be
deployed instead of one dual channel repeater. The all dual channel
repeater alternative is the least versatile in that the capability to

* retransmit two RE channels is always deployed even though one RF channel
may be required. Also, if one out of the two operating RE channels
becomes inoperable, a dual channel repeater must be deployed to replace
the single RE channel that became inoperable. Table VII-VIII is the
relative versatility ranking for the alternative repeaters.

TABLE VII- VIII

Relative Versatility Ranking of Alternative Repeaters

Relative

Alternative Versatility Ranking

Single Channel Slightly less 9.5
than both

Dual Channel Least 7.0

Both Most 10
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7.0 RANKING OF ALTERNATIVES USING SEVERAL WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

The procedures and discussions presented in Section Iii, paragraph
7.0 apply equally to this section except that thi basic data presented
in this section are applicable.

7.1 Basic Ranking Technique. The procedares and discussions pre-
"sented in Section III, paragraph 7.1 apply equally to this section except
that the basic data presented in this section are applicable. The nominal,
maximum, and minimum values of the weighting factors used are given in
Table VII-X.

Tables VII-XI and VII-XII list the evaluation scores for each alterna-
tive and evaluation criterion, together with the weighting factor for
each evaluation criterion. The evaluation scores in this table are
accurate to two significant figures. The last line is the evaluation
rating or weighted score for each alternative.

This initial analysis results in the following preference listing
of the alternatives:

(A) For the Lithium Batteries

RANK ALTERNATIVE ER

1 All Single Channel Repeaters (A) 9.50
• 2 Both Dual & Single Channel Repeaters(C) 8.37

3 All Dual Channel Repeaters (B) 7.91

(B) For the Alkaline Batteries

RANK ALTERNATIVE ER

1 All Single Channel Repeaters (A) 8.67
2 Both Dual & Single Channel Repeaters(C) 7.54
3 All Dual Channel Repeaters (B) 7.08
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Since the least accurate figures in the calculation are accurate to two
significant figures, the evaluation rating given here is accurate to two
significant figures.

7.2 Secondary RankinR Techniques. The procedures and discussions
presented in Section III, paragraph 7.2 apply equally to this section except
that the basic data presented in this section is applicable. The resultant
evaluation scores and their ranks, based on nominal values, derived by
each of the four analytical techniques are shown in Tables VII-XIII and
VII-XIV.

7.3 Cogparison of Results - Nominal Values. From Table VII-XIII
the ER values and alternative rankings showed good agreement between all
of the fouv calculation techniques. Alternative A clearly ranked highest,
with C and B second and third, respectively. In addition, a high degree
of stability existed for all of the results. From Table VII-XIV, the ER
values were directly proportional to those of Table VII-XIII, and the
alternative reakingo were the same as shown in Table VII-XIII. These
results were exae'tted since the data in Tables VII-XI and VII-1X1I are the
same except for Criterion I. In the case of Criterion I1, the Table VII-XI
data is larger than Table VII-XII data by the same increiutnt for each al-
ternative; therefore, it is obvious that all further analyses would indi-
cate the same results between the data seots. For this reason, all sub-

;1 sequent analyses will consider only the data set for Lithium Batteries.

I,/
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K: TABLE VII-X

WEIGHTING FACTORS

CRITERION NOMINAL WEIGHT
RANGE RANGE

F.RMINIMUM MAXIMUM

O. coST .2500 .2000 .4167

1. R&D .2333

2. ACQUISITION .4167

3. LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT .3500

S II. PHYSICAL CHARACTrERISTICS .1667 .1333 .3167

i• 1. VOLUME •.5000

2. WEIGHT .5000

1Ill . TECHNICAL RISK 1667 .1167 .2500

SIV. PERFORMANCE .2000 .1500 .3000

1. SENSITIVITY A1667

I 2. ECM VULNERABILITY .4000

':•'3. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS .3000

!4. SPECTRUM UTILIZATION .1333

¶ '. YSV. LOGISTICS .1167
1 . TEST EQUIPMENT .2833

• ,2. REPAIR PARTS .2667

S •3. MAINTENANCE . 2333

4.i.::• EQUIPMRENT ADJUSTMENT .2167.A
I1, •, I .'• VI. VERSATILITY .i000 .0667 .1833

'4M

..
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TABLE VII-XI

EVALUATION SCORES FOR REPEATERS USIC LITHIUM BATTERIES[J

CRITERION

"A B

SI. COST (.2500)

1. R&D (.2333) 10.0 8.0 5.0

2. ACQUISITION (.4167) 10.0 7.5 10.01

3. LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT (.3500) 9.2 8.8 10.0

LI. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS (.1667)

1. VOLUME (.5000) 10oo 7.0 7.0

2. WEIGHT (.5000) 10.0 7.0 7.0

111. TECHNICAL RISK (.1667) 8.0 6.) 6.0

IV. PERFORMANCE (.2000)

1. SENSITIVITY (.1667) 10.0 7.0 7.0

2. ECM VULNERABILITY (.4000) 10.0 10.0 10.0

3. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS (.3000) 9.5 10.0 9.5

4. SPECTRUM UTILIZATION (.1333) 10.0 10.0 10.0

V. LOGISTICS (.1167)

1. TEST EQUIPMENT (.2833) 10.0 10.0 10.0

2. REPAIR PARTS (.2667). 10.0 9.5 9.5

3. MAINTENANCE (,2333) 10.0 I0.0 I0.0

4. EQUIPMENT ADJUSTMENT (.2167) 9.5 9.0 9.0

VI. VERSATILITY (.1000) 9.5 7.0 10.0

EVALUATION RATING 9.50 7.91 8.37 ,,

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. ALL SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS 
'

B. ALL DUAL CHANNEL REPEATERS
C. DOTH DUAL AND SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS
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"* TABLE VII-XII

EVALUATION SCORES FOR REPEATERS USITC ALKALINE BATrEnIES

CRITERION

A B C

i. COST (.2500)

1. R&D (.2333) 10.0 8.0 5.0

2. ACQUISITION (.416?) 10.0 725 10.0

3. LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT (.3500) 9.2 8.8 10.0

II. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS j.'1667)

1. VOLUME (. 5000) 5.0 2.0 2.0

2. WEIGHT (.5000) 5.0 2.0 2.0

III. TECHNICAL RISK (.1667) 8.0 6.0 6.0

IV. PERFORMANCE (. 2003)

1. SENSITIVITY (.1667) 10.0 7.0 7o0

2. ECM VULNERABILTTY (.4000) 10.0 10.0 10.0

3. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS (.3000; T.5 10.0 9.5

4. SPECTRUM UTILIZATION (.1333) 10.0 10.0 10.0

V. LOGISTICS (.1167)

I. TEST EQUIP4ENT (.?833) 10.0 U0.0 10.0

2. REPAIR PARTS (.2667) 10.0 9.5 9.5

3. MAINTENANCE (.2333) IC.0 10.0 10.0

A. EQUIPMENT ADJUSTMKWT (.2167) 9.5 9.0 9.0

VI. VERSA'rlLiTY (.1000) 9.5 7.0 10.0

EVALUATION RATING 8.67 . -.08

ALTERNATIVE KEY

• ,.A. ALL SINGLE CHANNEl, REPEATERS

B. ALL DUAL CHANNEL REPEATERS
"C. BOT'i DUAL AND SINGLE CHAUNEL ?EPEATERS
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"-TABLE VII-XIII

EVALUATION RATINS AND RANKS USING NOMINAL WEIGH{TS AND DIFFERENT WEIGH1TIl"
TECHNIQUES FOR REPEATERS USIK? LITHIUM BAT!TERIES

I,,I

&l OIVE lMULTIlLT''ATIJVE LnGARtTHMTC

&~~~ It e.5 A loJ8 9

A' -•

'-A
alls 2¢

"ALTERNAIVE KEY

A. ALL SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS

B. ALL DUAL CHLANNEL REPEATERS
C. BOTH DUAL AND SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS
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TABLE VII-XIV

EVALUATION RAIINGS AND RANKS USING NOMINAL WEIGHTS AND DIFFERENT WEIGHTING
TECHNIQUES FOR REPEATERS USIW3 ALKALINE BATTERIES

Al MULTIP~ALTERNATIVElTKEY

A.R ALLSIGL CANLLREEAER
B.IG AL DUAL CHNE REPEtE 1ARS '?r Ae R ZN A

C. AOHL ULLN SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS
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8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The procedures and discussions presented in Section Ill, paragraph
8.0 apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented
in this section axre applicable.'

8.1 Senitvity Stud Usingthe Additive Weilghting Technique. First

a sensitivity study was completed using the additive weighting technique.I
The evaluation ratings computed with nominal weighting factors and the addi-
tive technique served as the base set of values. Then 12 additional sets
of evaluation ratings were calculated using maximum and minimum weighting
factors for each of the 6 major evaluation criteria. When the weighting
factor for one major evaluation criteria was changed to maximum or minimum,
all other major criterion weighting factors were adjusted proportionately.
The results of the additive weighting sensitivity study are plotted in
Figure 7-3. The weighted score or evaluation rating is plotted against
the major criteria weight combination used in the calculation. An examina-
tion of Figure 7-3 reveals that all three alternatives retain their rank

* . throughout and are very stable. The ER margin between the alternatives
*~ Irains approximately constant as the major criteria weights are varied.

8.2 General Sensitivity Study. Three additional sets of evaluation
ratings were calculated for three additional weighting techniques in the
same way that the additive sensitivity study was conducted. A total of
52 sensitivity runs were made for the analysis. These runs showed that
preference rankings for certain sensors remained constant while others
shifted within certain bands. Tables VII-XV through VII-XX show the re'-
sultant final scores and rank order of the alternatives as the indicated
major criteria factor weights were varied for the four analysis techniques.
The relationship among the evaluation scores for each alternative, the
nominal weighting factors for the subcriteria and for the major criteria is
as shown in Table VII-XI. Table VII-X additionally includes the maximum
and minimum values for the major criteria. When the results were compared
with the results obtained for RMS, Multiplicative and Logarithmic Weighting
Techniques Alternative A always ranks firs-t, C always ranks second, and B
always ranks third. A high degree of stability in ER value exists between
the alternatives for each of the criteria weighting factors and calculation
techniques. For the Logarithmic Technique, the ER margin between the alter-
natives is decreased, especially between C and A, but otherwide, the results

remain as previously reported. Therefore, the final ranking is:

RANK ALTERNATIVE

1 All Single Channel Repeaters (A)
2 All Dual Channel Repeaters (B)
3 Both Dual and Single Channel

Repeaters (C)
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II: LTERATIE KEY

V-.A. ALL SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS m * e t s
7 B. ALL DUAL CHANNEL REPEATERS R-

-C. BOTH DUAL AND SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS IV. PERFOR11NCE
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TABLE VII-XV

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHAHGING COSI r'ACTOR

$1I

AITFR. ADDITIVE MULTIPL'"A'T'IVE LOGAPITHMiC

$1 A T A-T4V----R N.4G I;.J4.NAJ2-- -Q A -T A -Ni A AI R-PA---

mTN CnST

mix cnsil

A 9-55 4 ~,b

B 7t95 3 ,5 3 7..il 3 3..s2

S~ WFyr; THS Q-U-N%•-• ••

MTN CPST, COST - .2o , PWY, - .1771, RPTS• - :177Ps PFPRF : 21331

LrG ,OQO08 VERS - .077Rt

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. ALL SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS
B. ALL DUAL CHANNEL REPEATERS
C. BOTH DUAL AND SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS
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STABLE V*XVI

OVE'RALL SCORE" AND RANKS USIn WEIGtflTS C4AICIP; PHYSICAL CHA1,ACTMrISTICS
FACTOR

.a .

Ai:TFR.- AODITIVQS MJLTPLIrAilVE LOGARITHMIC

.MTN PYS

* . . B 7,95 3 . 3 .7 68 , 3

A v 7 9.72
7.7S 7.A6 3 7.,6La 3R.1

c 2- -- A,, -. 173Q1x

MTN PHY•l COST - ,.Y0t :13331 RI.57( 3 273* PFR" 20801

.ly f ylu2IAL s.EA5..pqv 1~ 7i 1' ______ _____

L '0957p . -

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. ALL SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS
B. ALL DUAL CHANNEL REPEATERS

SC. BOTH DUAL AND SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS
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TABLE VII-XV11

0/:IALL KOBE-S AtiD !RANVS USII.C WEIGHTS CHA'GIIG DEVELOPMENT RISK FACTOR

AL TF~w ADD'ITVE tj MUL.TTPCEATIVE LnGAPITwmPTC.

A 60 1

oo, .. 3t 2

m -iv RisKe

7B 7 i,' ,.4 , 7'5Q I 8,.48 3.

mym R751I'COST - ý2 60ti • .:1767, PISW .. : 1 PERP :2'2o

mix gi" -s.-im I S-I .2-qA- -Q-'-~4-O
L-G - .10501 VEPS , .0900t. -t

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. ALL SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS
B. ALL DUAL CHANNEL REPEATERS
C. BOTH DUAL AND SINGLE CHANNEL RE:PEATERS
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TABLE VII-XVIII

•M O/I•lRALL 3CORIE2 AMD RA1!-S USINC WEI;HTS GHAItI',; LOGISPICS FACTOR

AITE.., ADXTIVE :MULT'IPLATIvE LOGARITHMIC

MTN LnG
-4~~~~- 9 *j- -1 ~ -- 1-----6-----q 

4
- 7.85 3 7.07 5 7a2 3 F,5u

MAY LnG

8 j a 7,0q. % ~ 7 T3

..- _ _ _-£ .r,_m_ _' 1 9 11.

; WTTW LoG ! CO5T ,, .Ž59'Lt.J•Y~ '. 1730! PTSK - j|•IPERIF - ;O6

S.. .. 1fY- L1 f CO5T - 9 ---. S " • ,T b r.4m_•L ,_j~jj_

LnG - .18331 VERB - .092e,

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. ALL SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERSS.'B. ALL DUAL CHANNEL REPEATERS
-C. BOTH DUAL AND SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS
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TABLE Vt-XKU

OVER~ALL SCONES AND RANKS USIW, WE~IGH1TS CHANGI C PE;RFORMANOR F'ACTOR

ALTFRw AI0OITIVF P MULTI'PLICAizvE LIOCAITHMIC
*A~~ -- RA SJi~ R( &iX tI.N- QAYNIl. RAlklif RAZINGf R~mk

MIN4 PE QF*F~ ~

#44V PERF 
L -

8 81 38.~5 - ,~9 38.81
c A 49 A. La -- Z- 2 ?

kMINP.PFt COST 2.2h5~t pwYI -`i. l 2776K .1~( 1711g PERU' * .SAfOi

Lnr,~ - 102tv VES O0A7ql

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. ALL SINGLE CHANNEL PXPEATER';
S. ALL DUAL CHANNEL REPEATERS
C. BOTH DUAL AND SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS
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TABLE VII-XE.

O'1',PAI,L ,'GORBEý AlD RAN'S USING WEICH1'S CH:G*,VER:;ArILITY IPACTOfl

Ai T~ ADDITIVE . QL45 MULTIPLIC~ATIVE LOGtRITH'41C
NATTE - A-A-ttiJ G -q A k A ALN---2L- - 2.A1bJ1D.. vi 2A a 12 Id K

MTNJ VF ,RS

A .. 9. * .---- a

a 76 94J 3 3 7,2 3 3,ý

M'AX VE1

8137.oS 3 7#471 3 a, 1.~ 3

C. 2-. ----- A--

MT4N VEI COST -2 519 24 Pwy a .1729l RISK .'172Qg PFRF :20741

I S13s R - 1 .5 0 9r

LIG -. 10591 VRS - 131

_____ _________ALTERNATIVE KEY

___________A. ALL SINGLE CHANNEL REPEATERS

B. ALL DUAL CILANNEL dEW.

____ ___ C. BOTH DUAL AND SING;LE CHANNEL, REPEAThRLS
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SCO.CLUSIONS
Of the three alternatives considered, single channel repeaters re-

ceived the highest ranking in all four weighting techniques used in the
analysis. The alternative of providing both single and dual channel re-
peaters for REMMASS use ranked second in all weighting techiiiques, with
the combined single/dual channel repeater design always last.

In reviewing the relative weights which were assigned to the various
criteria, it was the conclusion of the team members that some of the
weight assignments of the subcriteria were not realistic. For example, -he
suberiteria of cost which were improperly weighted were: a) acquisition costs; '9
and b) life cycle support couts. Since the senuitivity analysis only con-
sidered the results of a perturbation of the major criteria (e.g., cost),
these anomalies would not necessarily reverse the rankings of the alterna-
tives, however, it would not reduce the difference between the first and
second ranked alternatives. Whether the approximate 10% differential is
significant for choosing an alternative has not been determined.

10.0 RECOMENDATIoNS

It is recommended that single channel repeatera be developed for REMBASS.
In view of the factors discussed above, it is possible that dual channel
repeaters may be cost effective in some applications. Therefore, it in also
recommended tht development of dual channel repeaters as well as single
channel repeaters be considered.

* .
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SECT'rOW VIII

"INGINEERING AW\LYSIS 7 MODULATION TECHNIQUES

1 0 SUM"bARY

ThiE .inalyals &ddresses the modulation method to be used in the
REM3.UVLS Data Transmission Subsystem (DTS). The alternatives were evalu-
atd" agnitist a specific set of criteria; erro- performance, Rayleigh
fading, Electronic Countermeasures (ECM) and Radio Frequency interference
(RFI), spectruu utilization and development risk. The DTS team recom-
%ended that the Binary Frequency Shift Keying (BFSK) alternative should
he used in REMBASF. This recommendation we&; based on the analysio and
nperational considerations.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

This engineering analysis is a companion to engineering analysis 1.

In that analysis various alternatives were explored from which a

transmission technique (e.g., narrowband or wideband) may be selected.

In this engineering analysis several coon modulation methods will be
compared on the basis of common criteria, which will be compatible
with either transmission technique from engineering analysis 1.

3.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The objective of the REM)ASS DTS is to provide a data link between
sensors and readout terminals, either directly or via one or more
repeaters. It is desirable that the link will be able to provide the
rel~abilty, -.rror performance, interference immunity, etc., with the
leas. .:ost, minimum power requirements, etc., with state-of-the-art
technology. The method of modulation is a factor which influences
the performance of the data link and thurefore must ba judiciously
selected.

4.0 ALTERNATIVES

The alternatives to be evaluated as possible methods of modulation
may be used in conjunction with either transmission technique of engineer--in& analysis 1 and are therefore evaluated independent of a transmitesion •
technique.

a) O_1n-Of _ f-Keyng (OOK) is a modulation method in which the
carrier frequoncy is transmitted (tranism.tter op) for a fixed time ilutr-
val to represent one source symbol and the transmitter is off for a fixed
(similar) time interval to rapreNsent a complimcentnry or seco).id source
symbol.
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b) Binary Frequency Modulation (BFM) is a modulation method in

which the carrier is frequency modulated by a signal which is pro-
portional to the data rate. The modulation index is adjusted to provide
the bandwidth, error rate, etc., required at the receiver. The receiver
utilizes a limiter/discriminator detector followed by a low-pass filter. C

c) Binary Frequency Shift Keying (BFSK) is a modulation method
in which the frequency of the cirrier is shifted to one of two values.
One carrier frequency is usually defined as the 'MARK' frequency, and
the other carrier frequency is defined as the 'SPACE' frequency.

d) M-Ary FSK is a modulation method similar to BFSK except that
there are now tM' carrier frequencies, each of which has a one-to-
one currespondence with a source symbol or a coded source symbol.

a) Phase Shift Keyin2 (PSK) is similar to FSK except that the phase
of the carrier frequency is shifted in discrete armounts in response to
the modulating signals instead of the frequency. Binary PSK is a method
whereby one source symbol signal may be represented by 'zero' phase shJ,:t
of the carrier and a second &ymbol is repres,.ited by a phase shift of 180*.
An absolute phase reference is required to decode the modulated signal.

f) Differential PSK differs from PSK in that the modulating symbol.
shifts the carrier phase a specified amount relative to the phase pro-
duced by the previous modulating symbol.

g) Chirp is a modulation method in which the carrier frequency is
linearly increased or decreased in acrordance with the modulating symbol.
An increasing frequency is ausociated with one syzbol, and a decreasing
frequency is associated with a second symbol. The upper and lower limit-
ing fy:equencies ate usually the same for either symbol.

h) Linear FM is a modulation method in which the instantaneous
frequency of the carrier is directly proportional to some characteristic
of the modulating signal (e.g., the signal amplitude).

4.1 Definition of symbols used in this engineering analysis are
given in Figure 8-1.
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'.FIGURE 8-3.

DLYINITION OF SYMBOLS

BFM Binary FM

BFSK Binary Frequency Shift Keying

,B Tansmiesion Bandwidth

.B Data Rato Banewidth
Br R1lative Banrwidth - (Bandwidth/bit rate)

"[ • FM Modulatiou Index dmodulati-ng frequency

D Dispersion Factor - Chirp (Time-Bandwidch) Product

DPSK Differential Phase Shift Keying

AF Frequency Uncertainty

A( ) Represents Differential of ( )

A Spread Spectrum (Chirp) Bandwidth

E Energy (Watt-sec) per Symbol or Bit

LeCM Electronic Countermeasures

fc Carrier Frequency, Hertz

f Frequency Dcviation from the carrier

k Number of Information Bit Represented by a Coded Symbol M

L Number of Binary Digits in a Message

IOS Line-of-Sight

M Number of Symbols Trinsmitted 2 k

M-ary FSK Multi-ary Frequency Shift Keying

N Total Noise Power - no x (Noise Bandwidth)

no Gausian Noise Density (Watts/Hz)

OOK On-Off Keying
P Error Probability

Feb Bit Error Probability

P Symbol Error Probability
es

PSK Phase Shift Keying

RFI Radio frequency Interference

SWD Surface Wave Device (Acoustic Delay Line or Filter)

(S/N) Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Sm Duration in sec. of a Transmitted Symbcl, M

y Symbol Used for (S/N) :.

"y (S/N) Averaged over a Rayleigh Fading Cycle
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The ctiLteia which will bhe used in the comp.arativo evalua•!,on of
tho alternativam aseociittid with thims angit•epoig nialy.41,. aro definedba-

*low. In praragraph 6.0 ea,.h of the wt~fntativag will bu analyzd on the
basis of these -ýritmria and wl.ore pohitible, pera'toter, will be deter-
mined for each criterion,. In performing tne tinail. i.vaklut•tion, eac
crittirion will be weighted in proportot' to its import.tnce ae dotermined
from the REMBASS Material Need (W4), ar other sourceri,

5.1 Error Performanco. This is a probabilistic cr.isrion which
relates the probability of a data bit, or meauage error at the receiver
in terti of signa.--eo-n61se ratio (S/N) for tne particular modulation
""sthod.

5.2 R&teigh Fadin. Th'i io a condition which arises in communica- -s

tion in which the signal level at the receiver may drop neveral dB in a
very short period of time due to the signal being reflected from local
moving objects and arriving at the receiver out of phase with signal
arriving directly from the sotrce. Within reasonably small percentage
ba.dwidths, the fading is not frequency sensitive. To keep the averae
error rate within bounds requires significant additional (S/N) margins
vs. a non-fading environment.

5. 3 ECM & RFI. ECM & RFI are two causes of performance degrada-
tion in radio communication. Adequate signal levels at the receiver
must be pr-vided to overcome expected interference from these sources,
and the required signal level is related to the modulation method
among other things.

:5.4 Spectrum Utilization. The efficiency with which the assigned
radio frequency oand is utilized is a criterion of significant impor-
tance. Some modulation methods require more bandwidth than others for
a given data rate and therefore spectrum utilization may depend on the
method.

5.5 Development Risk. This criterion is defined as the probability
that a given alternative cAn be successfully developed to a production
posture.

6.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

6.1 Geneial. With two exceptions all modulation methods to be con-
sidered herein are assumed to be used for binary signaling only. The
terms M4ARK and SPACE are generally used to represent the modulated signal
(--arrier) state corresponding to the binary '1' and '0' data signal
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I
repretuntation, XM-ry FSK will be connidered as a special case of FSK
when M represents the number of modulation levela and in greater than
two. In thli a one-to-one correaltondunce between the binary data sym-
bols (1,U) and MARK and SPACE no longer exist due to the requirement
for a coder in the modulation system. Linear 10M will be considered
only for analog modulation and therefore the evaluation criterion of
error rate will not be applicable to this modulation method but the
systeami may rather be compared on a signal-to-noise (or signal-to-
quantization noise) basis. The evaluaticn criteria and alternatives
have already been defined in previous sections of this report.

6.2 Requirements and System Parameters. Only those system require-
ments and parameters are included which are necessary for a comparative
"evaluation of the alternative modulation methods, and it is not intended
that these parameters are necessarily those which will subsequently be
selected for the REMBASS. It is anticipated that a perturbation of these
parameters will not significantly influence the results of the evaluation.

6.3 Detection Processes. The characteristics of the data trans-
mission in REMBASS are such that coherent detection at the receivers is
not possible with most modulation methods and can only be approximated
with others. However, in the evaluation both coherenL and non-coherent
detection processes will be assumed valid when evaluating error perfor-
mance in both a Gaussian noise and Rayleigh fading environment. It
might be argued that consideration of fading is only academic in view
of the short range (10-15 kin), line-of-sight, links which will be used in
most cases, however, the REMBASS MN does indicate a requirement for ranges
"of 60-100 km, and whether or not these are line-of-sight may also be a moot
point. From a different viewpoint, it is still academic to consider the
impact of Rayleigh fading on the required (S/N) to maintain a given bit
error probability, since the increase over a non-fading (Gaussian noise
only) environment is of such drastic proportions that other means of
overcoming the problem (e.g., diversity techniques) would be considered
as an alternative. Nevertheless, as a comparative evaluation of modula-
tion methods the influence of Rayleigh fading will be included.

6.4 Alternatives. Each alternative modulation method will be

evaluated in terms of the selected criteria and the results tabulated
for final analysis comparison. In addition those alternatives which
appear to be the most likely candidates for the REMBASS DTS will be evalu-
ated against additional performance measures to provide a broader basefrom which a final modulation method may be selected. See paragraph 4.0
for a definition of the alternatives.

6.4.1 On-Off Keying (OOK). A binary OOK modulation is a form of
amplitude modulation, sometimes called Amplitude Shift Keying (A"K), in

. which the carrier is transmitted to represent a MARK and the carrier is
turned off to represent a SPACE. These pulses may be described by the
following signals:
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(1) ST(t) - AT(t) COS (Wct+T

AT (t) .-A,; MARK nT < t <(n+l) T
;'~~ ; SPACE-- -

T - Symbol duration
"•I

These signals are received and processed after being corrupted by
Gaussian noise, n(t), of constant one-sided wpectral density, To0.

Figure 8-2 is representative of a non-coherent processor and a corres-
ponding coherent processor,

. -B-P -(t)n(t:) DETECTOR/ THRESHOLD/ message
i i FILTER LP FILTER DECISION out

BW m2/T saztple

s(t) A(t) Cos Wct

r(t) " [AT(t)+X(t)] 2 + Y2 (t.)

Envelope of signal plus noise

n(t) - X(t) Cos Wct - Y(t) Sin Wct (narrowband noise)

(A) Non-Coherent processor

S (t)+N (t) BP LP V t THRESHOLD/
-- FILTER tILTER DECISION message out

Cos Wct

sample

V(t) = AT(t) + x(t)

Envelope of signal plus in-phase noise component

(b) Cohereit processor

FIGURE 8-2

P40CESSING OF ON-OFF KEYING MODULATED SIGNALS
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"6.4.1.1 Error Performance

6.4.1.1.1 Gaussian Noise Environment. Error probabilities are
determined on the assumption of equal probabilities of a MARK and
SPACE being transmitted (duLing a message transmission). Errors
will be made (bit error) where a SPACE is decoded as a MARK when the
noise envelop, exceeds the threshold setting, and also when a MARK
"is decoded as a SPACE due to negative noise envelope suppressing the
signal envelope below threshold. The total probability of errur is
the sum of the two and is given by:V/

a) Non-Coherent Detection:

(2) Pe 1/2 [1 - Q ( 2•, b)] + 1/2e - (b0 2/2)

Prob. of MARK Error Prob. of SPACE Error

•.Q (a,O) Ma•rcum Q-function

c- - (S/N) - pre-detection signal-to-noise ratio2Ni

"0 Marcshold level normalized to RMS noise voltage

in the bit-rate bandwidth

For increasing average (S/N), y, and fixed threshold setting, bo, the
value of Q41. Therefore, the minimum error probability is limited by
the SPACE error probability, 1/2e - (b0 2/2). For each Y and bit error
rate there is an optimum value of b0. This is one of the major dis-
advantages of OOK. A b0 is increased, the threshold value of Y(that
is, the value of y below which the error rate increases precipitously),
also is increased in an exponential manner at high Y's. In theory,
optimum performance could be obtained by adjusting the threshold level, I
bo, as a function of the (S/N). A more practical approach for slowly
varying y's is to use an AGC to reduce the noise power as the signal
(carrier) level increases, thereby keeping the limiting error rate
due to SPACE (noise) errors below the MARK error rate at a given y.
At large y's and optimum threshold level, the bit error rate may be
approximated by:

(3) Pe = i/2e - Y/4

This is still 3 dB worse than non-coherent FSK for the same Pe. Since
the energy transmission during a SPACE (for OOK) is zero the energy
during a MARK for OOK must be twice the energy for a MARK signal with
FSK for the same bit error rate, and therefore, for the same data rate
(bit period), twice the peak power per bit is requiret for OOK as
compared to FSK.

-' I/ Modern Communication Principles, McGraw-Hill Book Co., S. Stein and
J. Jones.
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b) Coherent Detection:

(4) Pe Ml/2 [ 1-/2 erfc +.~-~) +1/2 [/2 erfc()

erfc(X) - complimentary error function
bo and y have the same meaning as before

It is clear that a similar threshold problem exists for coherent de-
tection as for non-coherent detection. Since y must be >> 1 to realize
a reasonably low Pes an approximation to 4 may be made at an optimum
bo. This is given by:

1 -Y/4
(5) Pe e

bo (optimum threshold)

A comparison of 5 and . would indicate that, under optimum condi-
tions, coherent processing does not provide significantly better
performance than non-coherent. This is also true of other methods
if y is sufficiently large, as will be seen.

6.4.1.1.2 Rayleigh Fading Environment. The error probability
in a potential Rayleigh fading environment is given in terms of the
(S/N), yo, averaged over a fading and non-fading environment. Since
it is assumed that yo will be large, using 5:
(6) _ 2 2

S(6) pe 'Y 0-; >> 4

From 6 it is evident that the performance in a fading environment
is poor.

6.4.1.2 ECM & RFI. The OOK modulation being considered is
narrowband and therefore has relatively good immunity to broadband
noise-type ECM & RYI. The degree of susceptibility is proportional
ot the ratio of bandwidths of OOK signal and noise. Since the trans-
mitted bandwidth is only a function of the data rate (neglecting
carrier instability), this method of modulation involves no proces-
sing gain. The susceptibility to other types of countermeasures is
equivalent to all narrowband, low data ratio modulation methods.
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6.4.1.3 Spectrum Utilization. This performance criterion will
only be considered in terms of the bandwidth utilized for a given
data rate, since the number of channels available within a given
system bandwidth will be proportioned to the required information
bandwidth, The co-existence of other users within the came band will
be dependent upon the message duration (among other things) and
therefore is not necessarily related to modulation. Since the OOK

method is essentially a pi' se (.constant amplitude) modulated carrier,
the resultantfrequency is Si related where:

(7) X - (W-Wc) T/2

WC - Carrier Frequency

T Symbol duration

Symbol rate

Therefore, the minimum transmission bandwidth is approximately:

(8) BI (OOK) = 2/T

6.4.1.4 Development Risk. Since OOK is one of the simplest
and possibly oldest digital modulation methods the development risk
iz considered to be negligible. There are no required advanced
development areas to advance the state-of-the-art prior to implement-
ing this method.

6.4.2 Binary Frequency Modulation (BFM). After OOK this is
perhaps the simplest method for modulation of a carrier with binary
data. It differs from BFSK primarily in the manner or type of
demodulation and detection used. In general the bandwidth of t e
baseband data is also restricted to the frequency nearest the .unda-
"mental. Demodulation and detection is performed by a limiter/dis-
criminator followed by a low-pass filter. The signal is then sampled
to convert the output back to a binary waveform which corresponds
to the original binary sequence to within the required error rate.
If the original binary sequence is converted to an NRZ binary wave-
form for modulation the minimum bandwidth of the modulating signal
is DC up to the maximum sequence rate. If the bin cy sequence is

'- uonverted to a Manchester coded (bi-phase) wavecrum, the bandwidth
of the modulating waveform is restricted Lo Fs and 2 Fs where Fs is
the binary sequence rate. This is essentially the DSPG Phase III
sensor communication method. Since a limiter/discriminator may be
used in either case, similar statistical analyses may be applied.
The primary difference is that the error statistics will be somewhat
influenced by the binary sequence in the NRZ method, whereas this
"is not necessarily true for bi-phase coding. A blcck diagram of a
basic BFM receiver is shown in Figure 8-3.
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6.4.2.1 Error Performance. The performance of a limiter/dis-
Its'. . crci i nator processor, with a low-pass output filter, is well known
P; Iwhen the modulating signal is analog and linearly frequency modula-

ting the carrier. The validity of the analysis depends upon the
carrier-to-noise ratio at the input being above a "threshold value".
Predicting the performance of the BF4. processor when thc modula-

i- -tion is BFM or FSK has been somewhat less tractable due to the non-
linear nature of the demodulation process. Mazo,- and others have
analyzed the performance in terms of error probabilities. The result
of the analyses indicate that for narrowband dystems (a < 1) the bit
detection errors are a function of the Gaussian noise, or rather
Signal-to-Gaussian noise density. For wideband systems, so-called
"Click" errors predominate. The Mazo apalysis applies to multilevel
(>2) signals only. Schilling, et al,a'have performed a similar
analysis for binary signals. They also found that errors created

, by Gaussian type noise predominate at low a (0 < 1), whereas for 0 <
1 the errors are a result of spikes. Their results also indicated
that the error probabilities depend upon the binary sequence if the
modulating signal waveforms are NRZ. If Manchester coding of the
binary sequence is used, this dependence should not exist. The
error functions are given below for the indicated range of B.

a) .<.734

(9) Pe 112 erfc ., r $ (t + 1) (AN (GaussianV 14.96 fo (a) \2N/ noise region)

:, erfc[x] X (._X ; > 4

,A2

. fo(e) - .75; 6 .73

"b) .734 9 a < 4.24

(10) P (0,Y) Sin fr\Ie 2(Xp (Y T) Spike reg*on

Y A

D Approximate duration nf spike at filter output

D /2T 0.755 In ) ; < 4.24

"2/ 'Theory of Error Rates for Digitnl FM" BSTJ 1966; J.E. Mazo and

J. Salz.

3/ "Error Rates for Digital Signals Demodulated by an FM Discrimina-
tor" D.L. Schilling, E. Hoffman, E. Nelson, IEEE Trans. on CommTech 1967. ,
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As 0 increases, D/T decreases so that the maximum P due to spike
noise occurs at a a of about 3. Experimental rusults confirm the
validity of 9 and 10 except that the errors in the spike region
are somewhat less than predicted by 10 for reasonably large (S/N).

6.4.2.2 Rayleigh Fading. The performance of BFM with dis-

criminator detection in a Rayleigh fading environment has not been
determined. From 9 (low 8) it is noted that the error function is
"of the same F rm as coherent FSK or PSK and for a given (S/N) the
error rate , between the two. However, in the spike region
(.7<0<4.2; the error function is of the same form as non-coherent
FSK or coherent differential PSK. Therefore, the average error
performance with Rayleigh fading may be approximated by:

a) 8 < .734

where

y - (SIN) averaged over fading

C 2 8 (8+1)
14.96 fo(8)

* .82 ", .734

b) .734 < a < 4.24

K = ! inA

K u ;83.14

' (S/N) averaged over fading
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It should be emphasized that the error probabilities specified here
(as with all the modulation methods considered) assumes that the
pulse amplitude is statistically varying from pulse to pulse in a
Rayleigh manner. Therefore, the significance of these error proba-
bilities depends upon the data rate. For a data rate which is high
compared to the fading rate, a better error statistic may be
determined by averaging (weighting) the non-fading error rate over
the (SIN) with and without fading rather than the probability den-
sity function of (SIN) with fading. "

6.4.2.3 ECM & RFI. The performance of BFM in RFI would be
good, as is most narrowband systems. It should also be good against AA
broadband ECM but would be poor against other ECM.

6.4,2.4 Spectrum Utilization. Since the performance of BFM is
optimized for a near 1 the bandwidth requirements will be directly
proportional to data rate and carrier instabilities. That is,
using Carson's rule, the bandwidth per channel is:

(11) 2BR($+l) + 2/AF/

-
4BR + V2/ld B (-.1)

I;' BR m Data rate bandwidth

M F/- frequency it •tability in Hertz

6.4.2.5 Development Risk. There is no development risk in-
volved with this method since all techniques are proven. Only if
an improvement over the straightforward discriminator-filter detec-
tor is desired in the spike, (or Click) region would possible
development be required. Some improvement could be achieved but
the resultant complexity appears to exceed the factor of three im-
provements in bit error rate.

6.4.3 Binary FSK. This modulation method is similar to the
BFM at the transwitter but is significantly different at the receiver
processor. At the transmitter, it differs from BFM in that a shap-
ing of the binary modulating waveforms is usually attempted in
order to minimize the spreading of the modulated spectrum. In its
simplest form two frequencies are tiansmitted at constant amplitudes
(power). These may be represented by:
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SA Coa 2 (f C+f d) t I MRK iTtc(v-)
3(. W , uT<t< (wýI)T

A Cos 2 .(fc-td)t; SPACE

T - Period of each transmission

.f median (carrier) frequency

fd Deviation frequency

A2 12 Power (into unit load) of trensuitted aignal

The assumption is made that the rate at which the carrier is .

switchsd betwten MARK and SPACE is so related to the frequency de-
viation, fd' such that the resultant spectra of the two signal3-
do not overlap, except for possible overlap of the 'tails' of the ,
apt~ctra which are at a level considerably below that at the. ?V& or
SPACE frequency. This will permit dual filter reception in the
receiver auch th-at the characteristic spectra of l.he filters do not
overlap to any significant degree. The net result of these assump-
tions is no "crosstalk" and no noise correlation between filters.
A block diagram of a cohereut and non-c.oherent receiver processor
is shown in Figure 8-4.
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v".~ ,,s, (t)+ ni(t)

T1(t)-envelope of §1. Wt+-n I W

it~~ 2S~a (t NoS)m I e DecijsioDAA'U

a. Non-Coherent BF'SK Processor

S *.(t)+nl (t)

B? LIV, (t)uu(t)+Xl (t)

(S .gal + Noise) 
2

Cos 2if(fc+td)t Decision DATA OUT

er 4& Filteir

COS 21T(f c- fd) t

b. Coher~ent BFSK Processor

F13URE 8-4

BiNARY FREQUENCY SHIF~T KEYING~ (BFSI?' RECEIVER PROCESSORS
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6.4.3.1 Error Performance.

6.4.3.1.1 Gaussian Noise Environment. Error probabilities are
determined on the absumption of equal probabilities of transmission
of MARK and SPACE, assuming a one-to-one correspondence between the
binary data sequence and the binary waveform transmitted. Also the
previously stated assumptions regarding uncorrelated njise, etc., must
apply.

a) Non-Coherent Detection:

(12) Pe/NC - 1/2 exp - [v/2]

Y - pre-detection (S/N) of the BP filter output contain-
ing the signal.

b) Coherent Detection:

(13) Pe/c W 1/2 erfc[,2Y

For reasonably large (SIN) an asymptotic expansion of erfc gives an
error relation which may be easily compared to the non-coherent de-
tection error probability, that is:

(14) P /c t exp - Ey/2]

Comparring(1l• and CL, the difference between coherent and non-coherent
detection is given by:

(15) Pelc - Pe/NC exp - ly/2] - exp - [y12] a exp - [y/2] PJINC
* .-/2ff2 2

Therefore, for high y, the difference in error probabilities between
coherent and non-coherent detection of BFSK is approximately equal to
Pe/NC. In other words, the error probabilities are essentially equal
for small error probabilitiea. This is the basis of the statement
that non-coherent detection of BFSK L essentially optimum for larg3
(CIN), or small error probabilities. However, if the ratios of error

I probabilities are conuidered, equation 16 results, which:

(16) P/~
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This indicates that (for a laige y) the error probability, At a par-
ticvlar y, for non-coherent detection is sigrificantly h:.gber than for
coherent detection. For a y of i10 dB there is an order of magnitude ;
difference. The error probabilities g).ven above for non-coherent
detection arL based on the assumption that the bandwidth of the MArK
and SPACE filters are only wide enough to accommodate tiue ba-Aband
data without severe distortion, and alvc that the detector "is 'linear.
Due to instabilities of the carrier, the filter bandwidths will be
larger than the baseband data bandwidth a'Id the detector's are not--
linear at low (S/N). Therefore the performance will not equal that
given by L2 except at high (S/N).

6.4.3.2 Rayleigh Fading. The average error probe bilities for '
non-coherent and coherent processing are given in 17 ano IF below
under conditions of Rayleigh type signal fading. 1hese results
must be considered in light of the caveats mentioned previously about
bit rates:

(17) C/NC (NON-COHERENT)
NC 2 + Yo

i 1 .

(2.8) Pc/0  - . 1 1 (COHERENT)

S'I

where Yo - (S/N) a ed over fading

6.4.3.3 ECM & RFI. Against broadband aoisa, a narrowband FSK
system would have the advantages of any narrowband system. Similarly,
against RFI the performance depends on the bandwidth of. the RFI
compared to the sensor channel and whether they are collocated. BFSK
performance against other types of ECM may not be as good due to the
ease with which messabes may be intercepted.

6.4.3.4 Spectrum Utilization. The transmission bandwidth re-
quiremern for BFSK modulation may be approximated by Carsoi's rule as
follows:

(19) BI - 2 BR (a + 1) + 2 IA F1

Bp - data rate bandwidth

S= modulation Index = --

fd - carrier deviation

4AFI - frequency instability in Ilert.
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If the modulLion index (8) is large, FM is usually taken to be the bit
rate. Otherwise, the binary modulation waveform is shaped to keep the
energy within the minimum bit rate-bandwidth (BT) which is acceptable to
other requirements such as the near/far ratio of emitters from receivers.

"6.4.3.5 Development Risk. There is no risk associated with the
development of the BFSK system since it has been used perhaps more than
any other.

6.4.4 M-Ary FSK. In contrast to binary communication where two
symbols are used (e.g., 1ARK and SPACE), M-Ary signaling involves the trans-
mission of M unique symbols or signals. The method considered here incor-
porates M frequencies, one for each symbol and is therefore called M-Ary
FSK indicating a similarity of BFSK. At the transmission end of the
communication channel a coder accepts k information bits in time Tm and
converts these into 2L-M frequenicies via a modulator. Each frequency
or symbol Mi, is transmitted for Tm seconds. At the receiving end, a bank
of M filters is used to receive each of the M transmitted frequencief..
Since phase information, as well as exact frequency information, ia not
considered to be available, non-coherent reception is assumed.

6.4.4.1 Error Performance. For purposes of computing the error per-
fornance it will be assumed that the spacing of the M frequencies is such
that no crosstalk between channels occurs and the noise and signal svt are
uncorrelated. The signal will be envelope detected. Therefore, when a
signai is present, all channel outputs except one will contain noise only.
If all outputs are compared to determine the output with the largest envelope
during the sampling interval the probability of error is found to have
an upper bound which is a function of the (S/N) in the channel (symbol
frequency Mi) containing the signal, and the number of symbols, or detection
channels M. This upper bound is given by:

(20) P _ e - y/2 (symbol error probability)

2

where M = number of symbols, or frequencies

y - symbol signal-to-noise ratio

The exact expression for Pe in terms of M and k is rather unwieldy and it
is best to find its value from curves which have been prepared by computer
integration of the error function.
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In order to make a comparison between the performance of M-ary non-
coherent FSK and 3FSK (or other methods) it is customary to assume a
fixed information rate R, where:

R k/.rM - information rate in bits/sec

(21) k - )og2 M - information bits per symbol

Tm - symbol duratior, in seconds

The power required for a given rate (R) is then compared for various symbol
alphabets (M) versus binary symbol transmission. It can be shown that
the normalized (S/N) per bit (y - y/k) decreases with increasing M for
a given Pe (See Figure 8-5). This decrease in power requirement for a
given information rate (R) is achieved by an increase in bandwidth
requirement. At the same time, there is a (M/2) - fold increase in the
receiver processing, circuitry over a binary system since a separate
filter and detection channel is required fur each symbol (M) plus a
sizeable increase in decision circuitry required for determining the
greatest-of-M outputs. Finally, the equivalent average probability of
information bi.t is related to the symbol error probability by assuming
that when a symbol error Is made, any of the other (M-1) symbols are
equally likely to be selected instead of the correct one. This will
be the case with M-.ary FSK although it would not be true with isome other
mcdulation meth.ods. In tCis case:

(22) Peb -1/2

Peb - average information bit error probability

Pe M average symbol error probability

M - 2 k symbols or signals

Therefore:

S< Peb < Pe ; (M- 2, 4, 8,-...)

6.4.4.2 Rayleigh Fading. Using the upper bound on the error pro-
bability given by 20) the error probability of an M-ary FSK with Rayleigh
fading is similar to that for BFSK except for a factor (M-1) and the
interpretation of (S/N). That is:
That is:

(24) Pe/RF < M-1
2+ Yo

when yo - Symbo (S/N) averaged over fading.
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6.4.4.3 ECM & RFI. The performance of M-ary FSK in an ECQ or FYI
envirornment will be dependent. upon the value of M and therefore the number
of bits per message. With a L-bit message there are 2 L unique messag;es.
For large L it is Ub:ioLS that M will be quite large if a unique frequency
is associated with each mecqrsge. The M-ary modulation method takes on
the charaZter of a frequency hopp',', t-ancmisslon system and its SUSCepLibiiity
to EQ1 & RFI would be comparable. Since the probability of a given message
occurance must be assumed random the receiver cannot be syanchronized with
the transmitter in order to reduce receiver complexity. This precludes the
use of large values of M in a practical REBASS system. Large message length
must be broken up into k-bit segments such that a given message is trans-
mitted as a sequence of (L/k) symbols, or frequencies, which are sprt.ad
across a frequency band M/Tm, where Tm is the duration of a symbol. It is
therefore possible that the susceptibility to spot detection would b(! less
than if the messagi! was transmitted BFSK at the same information (bi,.) rate.
Against broadband noise or localized RFI, improved performance would be
possible, since the power required for a given bit error probability de-
creases with M. Therefore fo[ the same power output a margin is obtained
against Gaussian type noise with increasing M. For M=8, (k-3), a margin
of about 4 dB is poesible as compared to BFSK. The margin does not
increase directly with M.

6.4.4.4 Spectrum Utilization. The improved performance of M-ary
FSK over binary FSK modulation is obtained at the expense of additional
bandwidth requirements. The relative bandwidth increases as the number
of bits per symbol (where the information rate is constant) as:

(k + 1)(25) B- .2M - 2
r k k

k - information bits per symbol M

B - Relative bandwidth (Bandwidtb/bit ratsc)r

Figure 8-5 is a plot of the bandwidth and (S/N) per bit, at a Pe of 10
as a function of k (or M). It can Se seen that the bandwidth requirement
increases at a faster rate as k increases. The required Yb decreases as
k increases but the rate of decrease becomes less with increasing k. Con-
sequently the trade-off between bandwidth and Yh becomes less attractive
for a k value above 3 or 4. The optimum value of k is 2 since no
increase in bandwidth is required to transmit two bits per symbol
vs one bit per symbol and the power required is almost 50% less for the
same symbol error rate of 10 This reduced power requirement is accom-
plished at the expense of a coder and four-frequency modulator in the
transmitter as well as double the amount of filters and detectors in the re-
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cetvers. if bandwidth iq at a premium, rather than power, the same band-
width may be used to accommodate twice the information bit rate for M-2 (BFSK)
at the expense of the 2.4 dB increase in power, the bit error rate
remaining constant at 10-5.

6.4.4.5 Development Risk. There is no appreciable development risk
associated with M-ary FSK systems if the value of M is not large. M-ary
systems are not new and development activities would be directed toward
approaching the maximum performance predicted by analysis.
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6.4.5 Phase Shift Keying (PSK). Whereas BFSK and M-ary FSK are
digital forms of 7M, PSK may be considered the digital form of PM. Al-
though PSK can be sho,.in to be the optimum binary modulation method in

terms of minimum bit error probability for a given bit energy, it has
limited applications in practice due to the requirement for a coherent
detector in the receiver for recovering the digital data. Matched filters
are available for performing the modulation and demodulation processalthough the processing gain achievable at present is limited. Nevertheless,

in certain applications, PSK modulation, using surface wave devices (SWD's) as
matched filters, is a viable communication method. For the binary PSK
modulation method the optimum choice of signals to represent the binary
digits of 0 and 1 is that which makes:

So (t) - -Sl(t)

whe-u
So (t) - signal representing a binary '0'

S1 (t) - signal representing a binary '1'

Also the transmitted signals are arranged to contain the same energy, or
equal power, since their duration (T) is generally the same. A matched
filter (or correlator) at the receiver followed by sampling at intervals
of T will produce the maximum (S/N) for the given signal energy and
white noise at the filter input. Due to the difficulty of providing a
reference signal in the receiver with correct frequency and phase, the
correlator (coherent) processor is not a practical implemen-ation for
burst type data messages of the REMBASS type. However, acoustic delay
lines may be fabricated to provide a matched filter operation and this
technique is used with PSK modulation to provide good performance with
certain wideband transmission systems, such as pseudo-noise coded spread
.ipectrum. Typical signal waveforms which fulfill the above relation I
between S1 and S2 are:

S1 (t)- A Cos Wct

S2 (t) - A Cos (Wct +tr)

When W is either the carrier frequency or an intermediate frequency
depending on the structure of the modulator.

6.4.5.1 Error Performance. As indicated previously, a coherent
PSK digital modulation system provides the lowest bit error probability
of all. It is related to the bit energy in a white Gaussian noise environ-
ment by:
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(26) P 1 erfc

2 VF 2 io

where

erfc(x) - Complimentary error function of (x)
E - Average signal energy/bit ,•

no - One-sided noise spectral density

- Cross correlation coeff. of the binary modulation
waveforms over their equal time interval T.

For the optimum system, the binary signals are correlated an X- -1.

In this case the error rate is minimized and is given by:

(27) Pe " 1 erfc -V/17n 1/2 erfc -ý
2

6.4.5.2 Rayleigh Fading. The error performance of a coherent PSK
modulation system in a Rayleigh fading environment is given by:

(28) Te 1

where

Yo - mean (S/N) averaged over fading and non-fading as before.
Whereas in a non-fading environment, the error performance of coherent PSK

is significantly better than other modulatioc methods, the relative
difference is not great where reasonably low average error. rates are re-
quired in a slow, non-selective, Rayleigh fadliag environment. For large

(29) P = 1 ; (yo >> 1)

For a given (S/N) the error probability of ideal PSK may be two or more

orders of magnitude less than other methods. In a fading environment;
the difference is not too significant at high yo's.

6.4.5.3 EC?4 & RFI. In applications where cuherent PSK may be

used with matched filters (SWD's) (such as spread spectrum systems), a
small amount of processing gain, and therefore some interference margin,

may be obtained. To obtain significant margins requires special techniques
such ab transmiting a reference signal forthe receiver to use in esttblish-
ing and maintaining frequency and phase coherence by a special tracking loop (PLL). I
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This requires additional power which does not contribute to the (S/N) of
the transmitted data. Unfortunately, In order to maintain coherence a
high (S/N) is required in the tracking loop. Viterbii/has shown that
the optimum detector for "partially" coherent reception is a linear com-
bination of the non-coherent detector and the purely coherent detector,
where the relative weighting coefficients are 1 and 2 a respectively.
The parameter a is the effective (S/N) in the tracking loop. Whether
the added complexity of the receiver is worth the additional performan'ce
improvement during periods of large a (>10 dB) would obviously depend
upon the application. However, unless the signal waveforms are correlated
(or almost so) the dual processing required is of questionable value.
A typical coherent PSK receiver is shown in Figure 8-6.

Si~t) LP A co~s Signal goData out
Filter )-A cos FDetector

Cos(Wt + *) Sampling
Pulse

FIGURE 8-6

COHERENT PHASE SHIFT KEYING

6.4.5.4 Spectrum Utilization. The relative bandwidth, Br, (bandwidth
per data bit rate) for a coherent PSK system is given by:

(30) B a C = Cr log 2 k

M ' Symbol set (number of phases)

* 2k

k data bits per symbol

C constant < 2

4/ "Optimum Detection and Signal Selection for partially Coherent

Binary Communication" Viterbi, A. J., IEEE Trans on Info Theory,
April 1965
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For a binary PSK system k 1 1 and the relative bandwidth is about 1/2
the required bandwidth for a BFSK system which is not too significant
a. low data rates. Comparing 25 and 30, it is seen that (ideally)
the relative bandwidth increases exponentially with k for M-ary FSK,
whereas it decreases inversely with k for M-ary PSK. However, with
M-ary FSK the energy per bit decreases w.th increasing M but the converse
is true with M-ary PSK. Since availability of bandwidth is not considered
as much of a constraint as power, the bandwidth efficiency of PSK would
have limited utility for REMBASS as compared to other methods.

6.4.5.5 Development Risk. Although choerent phase modulated data
communication systems have been built in which coherence betwcen the
receiver and transmitter signals is maintained with a PLL in the receiver,
it cannot be said that there is no risk attached to the development of
this type system for REMBASS. When the burst characteristic of the data
signals are considered, as well as the fact that high (S/N) cannot bc
insured, it is doubtful that the predicted performance could be approadced
very closely in LiU.. manner. Phase shift modulation is a natural modula-
tion method for analog i..tched filters such as SWD's. In this case,
coherence is only a functian of mechanical and temperature characteristics
of the SWD's and can be controlled to within about 1 dB of theoreticr.l
performance. The major disadvantage with this technique is that there
is a state-of-the-art limit at present on the minimum tolerable data
rate of about 50 x 103 b/s. Therefore it is usually reserved for coded
spread spectrum transmission systems. A more recent development using
solid-state semi-conductor techniques has resulted in matched filter
for low data rate applications. These techniques, called charge-transfer
devices (CTD's), will provide a complimentary capability to the SWD'ti,
and permit use of PSK modulation for low data rate narrowband trans-
mission systems. Although these CTD's have not reached the state-of-the-
art category of SWD's, it is expected that they will be available fo-"
general use in the near future. Nevertheless, a reasonable development
risk should be associated with PSK.

6.4.6 Differential Phase Shift Keying (DPSK). This modulation tech-
nique is sometimes called a differential "coherent" phase shift keyed
system, although the implementation of the method does not have all -he
attributes of a coherent system. The transmitted waveforms are the :iame
as PSK in order to obtain a cross correlation of -.1. The differential
aspect of the method arises in that absolute phase is not essential.
Decoding is performed by comparing the phase of each bit with the previousbit to determine if a change in phase has occurred and therefore ideatifying

the code bit sent. In view of the fact that the "reference" signal Ls
a transmitted signal also, and therefore corrupted by noise, errors ire
no longer independent. In fact errors tend to occur in pairs in a DPSK
system. Whether or not this is important depends, upon the application.
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Where a set of symbols is transmitted as binary code groups, two con-
secutive errors would generally be no more significant than a single

e-ror. However, a single bit error correcting code would be of little
use when errors are likely to occur in pairal.f A typical DPSK receiver
is shown in Figure 8-7.

T-Bit durato FILTER DETECTOR + ou'ri

FIGURE 8-7

DIFFERENTIAL PPASE SHIFT KEYING RECEIVER

6.4.6.1 Error Performance. If the reference signal was not subject
to the same noise as the signal being compared the probability of error
for DPSK would be the same as coheeent PSK. Due to the noise perturbations
of the reference signal the DPSK error rate is given by:

(31) Pe = 1/2 exp (-y)

y - average (S/N) -(E/no)

This is the asymptotic value approached by coherent PSK for large (F/r C).
Although, for a given error rate, the difference in required (E/r, ) between
coherent PSK and DPSK approaches zero for small error rates, the difference
in error rates for a given (E/no) increases with reduced error rates. That
is, the ratio of error rates for DPSK and PSK diverges, just as does non-

coherent and coherent FSK.

Comparing DPSK and non-coherent FSK it is seen that an increase of
3 dB (S/N) is required for FSK over DPSK at the same error rate.

6.4.6.2 Ray1eigh Fading. In view of the similarity of error rateý
performance between FSK and DPSK it is not su.prising that a similarity
exists between their performance under non-selective, slow Rayleigh type

fading conditions. For DPSK this is given by:

.5/ "Comparison of Binary Data Transmission Systems"
John G. Lawton, Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory,lnc.
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(32) FV;RF -1
2+2• Y.

y (S/N) averaged over a fading cycl.

For largeYo (0>l) Lhe error rate for DPSK is only one half that for FSK
at the same Yo, and ir is twice that for PSK. Therefore, under conditions
of slow Rayleigh fading signals, selection of FSK, PSK or DPSK would be
made on the basis of something other than .3verage error performance. Of
course during the intervals of no fading the relative error performance
would be significantly different.

6.4.6.3 ECM & RFI. With comparable data rates, power, etc. the
performance of DPSK against broadband noise or RFT would be a little
better than FSK but not as good as PSK for reasons of bandwidth and error
performance already mentioned. Against other types of interference, other
factors might determine the relative performance of DPFK vs other methods.

6.4.6.4 Spectrum Utilization. Since the modulation procedure for
DPSK is a discrete shift in phase for the tra.,smission of data, similar
to PSK, the bandwidth requirements for a given data rate should be tl.e
same as PSK. As compared to other methods, it would be equally good or
better than mist, depending on the data rate.

6.4.6.5 Development Risk. There should be no particular risk
involved in implementing a DPSK system. Two methods are currently common,
either of which would work satisfactorily at the expected PEMBASS dal:a
rate requirements. Techniques utilizing integrate-and-dump(Ib&D) filters
have limitations above several kilobits per second but it is not expected
that REMASS requirements will exceed this unless digitized analog data
is transmitted.

6.4.7 Chirp. Pulse compression/decompression modulation techniques
were developed at the Bell Telephone iaboratories in the early 1950s for
applications in radar. The work was declassified and reported by Klauder,
et al in 19606t. It was at Bell that the name "Chirp" was coined co
describe the process of linear FM which Chirp uses. This principle i's
subsequently been applied to data modulation, but without the succes3 which
it provided in radar application. In its simplest form, a transmitter
generates a constant amplitude RF pulse of duration T, during which time
the frequency is Lhanged, by an amount A, from some initial value f, to a
final value f 2 at the end of time T. At the receiver the frequency modulated
pulse is passed through an appropriate network (dispersive filters) ind

the pulse is "collapsed" from a pulse of duration T to one of duration 1/A
approximately. Since energy is conserved, the power gain is proportional "
to TA. In radar this term is called the Dispersion Factor; in communications
it is usually given the name Processing Gain (against White Gaussian noise).

6/ "The theory and Design of Chirp Radars," The BSTJ, Vol. 39, 19E0

pp. 745-808, J. R. Klauder, A. C. Price, S. Durlington, and
W. J. Albersheim.
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In practice, two factorx vay limit the full utilizatio., of this
principle: 1) the design of retwork3 (active or pas.lve) to
provide the complementary frequeacy dispersior ctaracte•'is'ics
desired; and 2) sidelobes on the :ollapscd pulse. The first
problem has been alleviated b the recent -plication of SWD'a
as linear dispersive filters.i The second problem is of most
concern for low TA products (<50). Until recently the sidelobes
have been suppressed by applying weighting functions to the fre-
quency response function of the linear FM filter. This had the
deleterious effect of reducing the (S/N) and widening the output
pulse from the theoretical value. For a large TA product (>l00)
the loss in (S/N) may be only a few decibels. The primary problem
was the complexity of the frequency weighting operation. This
problem has been sinplified, again by the use of SWD's, in which
non-linear FM pulse compression filters hay,: been designed which
considerably rduces the amplitude of the sidelobes, even at lowTA products io

In data communication the larger the TA product (Processing
Gain) the better. However, the application of SWD's to Chirp
modulation/demodulation systems have similar limitations as with
coded spread spectrum applications. Since the pulse duration TA
is limited large TA's can only be achieved by increasing the
bandwidth of the Chirp signal. Bandwidths of up to 40% have been
reported utilizing special design techniques -K, Chirp, as a
modulation wethod for data communication is essentially a form of
spread spectrum and therefore, has similar a~tribute, and dis-
advantages as a pseudo-noise coded spread spectrum system. How-
ever, thereare applications in which the Chirp modulation tech-
nique are superior to PNSS 10,/'

6.4.7.1 Error Performance. The error performance of a Chirp
modulation DTS would be equally as good as other coherent systems.
assuming that a matched filter Chirp systew is approximated
using "tatiored" SID's. Chirp may be applied in an OOK mode but
would have the detection and processing limi-ations of OOK, with

7/ "Ranging and Data Transmission Using Digital Encoded FM-Chirp
Surface Acoustic Wave Filters." IEEE Trans. on Microwave Theory
and Techniques, Vol. MTT-21 No. 4, April 1973, J. Burnsweik
and J. Wooldridge.

8/ "Implementation of Non-Linear FM Pulse Compression Filters Using
Surface Wave Delay Lines," J.C. 1orley, Sperry Rand Research
Report, March 1971. .:

91 "Highly Dispersive Acoustic Filter Study," Hughes Aircraft In-
terim Report, Contract No. DAAB07-.71-C-0046.

10/ "Linear FM, Spread Spectrum Signal Formats for Beacon and Cow-
munication Systems," by C.E. Cook, MITRE WP-4212, 16 February i972.
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the exception of the resultant nrocessing gain and noise immunity
of Chirp. The more likely implamentation would be similar to
M-ary FSK. Within a given time or frequency space various TOA
products with both positive and negative slopes could be configured.
A single receiver could process all signals within a specified
maximum TA range. The particular T1 Aj assigned to a given sensor
(field) would be a function of the eistance from sensor to receiver,
and therefore, the post-detection (0/N) at the receiv;er would be
somewhat normalized for all senso)r fields. This has the obvious

disadvantage that the crosstalk between filters for complementary

invrslyproportional to the TA product and would therefore be
different for different fields. The simplest implementation is
a method whereby a positive Chirp (f vs. t) is used for one symbol
(e.g., binary 1) and an equal negattve Chirp is used for the second
(complimentary) symbol. In this way the peak amplitude responso
of the filter matched to the 'one' (zero) Chirp due to the linear
FM signal representing a 'zero' (oae) is given by:

where

161 ys- - 2S

S1 ~ ~ - - - 0  (by design)

Deto the 'smearing' of the energy over a longer time interval
bythe 'non-matched' filter, a consecutive sequence of like sysa-
bos(I's or O's) would cause a linear build-up of the noiee in
the nonmatced'filter output with a resultant degradation of

output (S/N). The signals described above to represent the binary
symbols 1 and 0 can be shown to be essentiallv orthogonal for
large TA.-Ž'. Therefore, the probability of error for a dual
matched f il~ter'"Chirp" FH system would be similar to a matched
filter FSi( system, iLe.,

11/ "Foise Imý.nunity of a Digital Data Transmission System Using
Linearly Fre quency-Mod,.Ilated Si.gnals ," Telecommunications,
Vol. 22, No 4, 1964; D.L. Zaytdev aad V.I. Zhuravlev.
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P > 1/2 erfc E ; (Matched lilter)
2ýo

- 1/2 erf :

6.4.7.2 ylet•_h Fading. The performance of Chirp modulated data
systems in a reflective-multipath fading environment is dependent upon the
path delay between the signxil paths in relation to the TA product of A

the Chirp signal. Since a Chirp matched filter processor can process
overlapping input signals as long as the time difference between
the compressed pulses is greater than J7 (ideally), 12/the path

difference for reflected signals must Le greater than T/D, where T is the
duration of the Chirp signal and D is the "dispersion factor" (6) of the
matched filter. This is in contrast to other modulation methods, and
particularly PN coded spread spectrum, in which any overlapping of input
signals may cause interference depending on the relative phase of the direct
and reflected signal at the receiver input. In this regard, Chirp would be
superior to most frequency modulation methods.

6.4.7.3 ECM & RFI. The Chirp modulation method of binary data communi-
cation is a method of bandwidth spreading. Assuming a matched filter processor
in the receiver, the processing gain is directly proportiortal to this band-
width expansion factor as with other coherent systems. Against a power-
limited noise jammer, the effective jammer noise power at the matched filter
output is inversely proportional to the processing gain. Consequently, the
Chirp performance is similar to other methods against this type of interference.
Against a continuous CW signal within the filter bandwidth, the only effect
of the matched filter is to delay the signal in proportion to the frequency
but the output power of the CW signal is essentially unchanged through the
filter. Therefore, the Chirp performance depends upon the relative power
levels at the input to the matched filter, the processing gain and the re-
quired error performance. This is in contrast to other modulation methods
where the CW frequency (or modulation) may co,-relate with the coherenL pro-
cessor to cause added interference at the proce3sor output. Against impulse-
type noise signals, the Chirp matched filter delays the frequency components
of the impulse causing a "smearing" of the pulse energy and, therefore,
produces an effective peak power reduction at the output. Since the sampling
time of the filter output for the data signals is inversely related to the
bandwidth expansion factor, the pulse energy-to-noise density is accentuated
during the sampling interval. and the impulse noise is suppressed. 13/

6.4.7.4 Spectrum Utilization. Overlapping Chirp signals can be resolved
without serious interference if the signals have a time difference equal to
or greater than (1/2A) where A is Lhe bandwidth of the linear Chirp signals,
assumed to be equal. This is in contrast to coded spread spectrum signals
where the probability of interference between overlapping signals may be
strongly influenced by the relative phase of the two signals.

13/ "Swept Frequency Modulation", E.K. Holland-Morit., J.C.Dute and
D.R. Brundage, University of Michigan, Institute of Science and
Technology.

12/ "Coming to Grips with Multipath Ghosts" Electronics, Nov. 27, 1967,
D. S. Deyton
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In this sense, Chirp has a potentially improved spectrum utilization.
Being able to resolve overlapping Chirp signals requires increased comn-
plexity in the receiver, depending on the number of message overlap ex-
pected. In a REMBASS communication system which may utilize several
repeaters in each link, the receiver should be as simple as possible.
Therefore, the maximum utilization of the spectrum, which results in a
complex receiver, may not be desirable. The system spectrum may be
divided into several channels in order to arcomodate more signals (sensors)
but a reduction in AJ margin accompanies the resultant decrease in time-
bandwidth product of the Chirp signal. All things considered, the spectrum
utilization of Chirp modulation for REMBASS is noL considered to be too
satisfactory.

6.4.7.5 Development Risk. If time-bandwidth products of about
500 or less are assumed, the development of a Chirp communication system
using acoustic delay lines is not considered to be a high risk. SWD's
have been built with time-bandwidth products of 1,000 or greater but these
are expensive and are not considered to be state-of-the-art.

6.4.8 Linear FM. Linear FM is a means of transmitting analog infor-
mation by frequency modulating the carrijr in proportion to the amplitude
of the analog signal. Therefore, it is not considered as a mea.is of trana-
mitting digital data. When a choice of modulation for REMBASS digital data
is selected an analysis will then be performed to determine the relative
merits of using linear FM for th3 analog data versus digitizing the analog
data and using the same modulation as for digital data.
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"TABLE VIII-I

SUMMARY OF ERROR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
!7/

PROBABILITY OF ERROR FUNCTIONS (RIT OR SYMBOL)
ALTERP1ATIVE

COHERENT NON-CO1FRENT WITH RAYLETrH FADING

1 2
p e exp (-/4) Pe 1/2 exp (-Y/ 4 ) 21e YO

>> 1; optimum\

( >> 1) thre(hod (y 0 > > 4)

Pe 2- 1/2 erf) 1-4-. ,f Pe Ph/ Sin exp(-y1 P z 1/2

y - (C/N)IF y (C/N) IF\ / .734, n- .82
BFM Gaussian region; Spike region; .e .77

P< <734 .734 < P < 4.74 1 +Y 0

(NOTE 1) (NOTE 1) P > .734

P~ 1/2 eri c v Pe 1/2!: exp (V2 Te',-

1 2 + Yo Yo

BFSK ep (Y/ 2 ) (non-coherent) '

('y>>I) V1 +I

(coherent)

•,•:P e < M - 1 M - 1- 2 exp (-Y/2) PT < -io !

M-Ary (Not Applicable) (symbol error)

FSK
Pes

Pe -1/2 P-s
1 [eFeb 12

(Bit error)

1e = /2 ericfP " ---
PSK I4 Y

p ( )(Not Applicable) 0
P~' (y yo >> 1)

(correlated signals,

NOTE: (1) The y used for Pe with BFM is the IF carrier/noise ratio.

For all others, y is the signal/noisc ratio at detector-input.
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TABLE VTII-I (cont'd)

SUMMARY OF ERROR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

PROBABILITY OF ERROR FUNCTIONS (BIT OR SYMBOL)
ALTERNATIVE

COHERENT NON--COHERENT WITH RAYLEIGH FADING

DPSK (Not Applicable) Pe e 1/2 exp k- Y) e 2 + 2 Yo

P 2>1/2 erfcr]/2

CHIRP ---

"( /2)

IInear (Not Applicable) (Not Applicable) (Not Applicable)

NOTE: See Index for definition cif symbols.
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TABLE VIII-i1

SUMMARY OF ERROR RATE DATA

NON-FADING ENVIRONMENT WITH RAYLEIGH FADING
*- ALTERNATIVE - _

lDeteztor Input (S/N) Rii (Y-l~dB) 14:Bl PeRTN (y - 40dB). P~e RTN

Coherent : 2.14xlO- 4  0.85
OOK Pe = 2xl0-

Non-coherent: 9.5x10-4

Gaussian Region: 1.55xi0 P l?10-5* ; - .73 10
(f3- .73) 3.9 el Gtx1

(YIF " 17.75 - 12.5 dB)

Spike Region: Pe - ?eS

YIF - ? (NOTE 1)

Coherent : 3x10- 7  3.7 -5 9.A

BFSK

Non-coherent: 1.9xlO 6  3.1 P1 01c 10 8.0

Coherent : Not
Applicable

_________--__ 2x1C- 4

M-Ary 6eb
FSK Non-coherent: 3.7xlO 6  2.8 7.8

(M=4) ; (Bit Error) (M - 4) (Bit Error)

Coherent : 7.6xlO1 3  10

PSK -P 0 2.5x 9.8C

Non-coherent: (N/A)

Coherent : (N/A)
DPSK __ _5xi0-5 9.1

Non-coherent: 6.7x10-10 6. 8

NOTE 1: (1) yIF cannot be computed at this y of 14 dB because receiver Is not

operating above threshold.
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TAlBLE VIl-if (cont' d) G

SUMMARY OF ERROR RAIE DATA

NON-FADING ENVIRONMENT WITH RAYLEIGH FADING

ALTERNAT IVE i
(y - 14dB) Pe RATING (y-o w 40dB) Pe RATING

Cohernnt 337i0" 7

CHIRP (Better than PSK) 10
Non-coherent: (N/A) 0

LINEAR Y.4 (N/A) (N/A)

A.
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TABLE VIII-III

SUMMARY OF SPECTRUM UTILIZATION (BANDWIDTIH)

BANDWIDTH

ALTERNATIVE
FUNCTION BANDWIDTH/BIT RATE RATING

OOK BI 2/T 2 10

B c - R (1 )4 ;1 .5
aw 4 BR1

BFM 
_

0BR ; P 4 0 : 4 0 3.8

R 10 0~

BFSK B - 2 BR (+ ) 2 (•+ 1)> : 2.5

(8> 3)

2  2MM
n k k - 4 (optimum) 1.25

M-Ary k

FSK k - information bits per symbol M

B --- i-- c
-K n2 (k -1I2Mi0

c 2

b C
DPSK n log2M k. 2 (k I) 10

c 4 2

1  T D 250 0

D Dispersion

.FM IB 2fm (jr,+ 1) 2(f(+i) > 4 7.5
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TABLE VIII-IV

SUMWRY OF ECM/RFI

KLTERNATIVE ECM/RFI SUSCEPTIBILITY RELATIVE

• I RATING

Good immunity against BB noise.
OOK Poor immunity to detectability, NB noise, and CW. 5

Approximately twice as good as OOK, on a power basis, for
•[ BFM the same types of interference or Jamming.

Similar to BFM except for somewhat wider bandwidth

BFSK requirements due to filter isolation; frequency
instability effects may cause lesser performance.

Similar to BFSK against noise interference. Intercept
M-Ary susceptibility may be slightly better than other NB 7

.FSK methods.

One of the best if coherent processors can be used. Has

PSK minimum BW for a given data rate and therefore best against 9

BB noise.

Similar to PSK but not quite as good due to idmitatJons of

DPSK coherent precessors. 8

Best method against all types of interference. '-oL

CHIRP optimized to any particular type. 10

LINEAR Due to the 'Threshold Effect' in processing line.r FM
originals, this method is susceptible to all types of

FM rf interference.
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7.0 RANKING OF ALTERNATIVES USING SEVERAL WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

The procedures an. discussions presented in Section II1, paragraph
7.0 apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented

in this section are applicable.
7.1 Basic Ranking Technique. The procedures and discussions pre-

sented in Section III, paragraph 7.1 apply equally to this section except
that the basic data presented in this section are applicable. The nominal,
max num, . minimum values of the weighting factors used are given in
Table VIII-VI.

This initial analysis results in the following preference liting ef

the alternatives.

RANK ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RATING

1 PHASE SHAFT KEYING (E) ).92
2 DIFFERENTLL PSK (F) 8.44
3 M-ARY FSK (D) 5.09
4 ON-OFF KEYING (A) 6.56
5 BINARY FM (B) 6.51
6 CHIRP (G) 5.94

7 BINARY FREQUENCY
SHIFT KEYING (C) 5.49

Since the least accurate figures in the calculation are accurate to two sig-
nificant figures the evaluation rating given here is accurate to two
significant figures.

7.2 Secondary Ranking Techniques. The procedures and discussions
presented in Section III, paragraph 7.2 apply equally to this sectior except
that the basic data presented in this section are applicable. The resultant
evaluation scores and their ranks, based on nominal values, derived by each
of the four analyticaJ techniques are shown in Table VIII-VIII.

7.3 Comparison of Results - Nominal Values. From Table VIII-VIII,
the PSK (E) and Differential PSK (F) alternatives ranked first and second,
respectively. In addition, E clearly ranked above F by a significant ER
value for each calculation technique. Alternatives E and F were also grouped
significantly above the remaining alternatives for all but the Logarithmic
Technique, which exhibited virtually no difference in ER value between the
second, third, and fourth rankings. However, a secondary grouping of titer-
natives based on the sum of all four techniques does appear, and con:;ists
of A, B, D, and G. Alternative D was the lowest ranked on a fairly consis-
tant basis. An analysis of the evaluation score data, Table VIII-VII shows
that each alternative, except E and F, contained at least one and sometimes
two very low scores. Also, E and F scored the highest on the criterion

which were most important; ECM/RFl and Spectrum Utilization.
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IVIII-VI

WZIU ITIN, FACTOPS
CRITERION NOMINAL WEIGHT RAN(;E

WEIGHT MINIMUM r.AXIMU.

ERROR PERFORMANCE .1716 .1000 .&00

RAYLEICH FADI NG .1316 .O0O0 .2500

ECM & YFI .29266 .1900 .4000

SP•TCRUM UtIrLIZATION .2521 .1500 .3600

DEVELOMP111r RISK .1 521 .0600 .2000
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TABLE VIII-VII
EVALUATION SCORES

CRITERIA AtTkRN-A•'

I. ERROR pE. ;::.MANCE (.1716) " 7, ... • " 3s

11. RA•YLEIGH FADING (.1316) .f • uu o~u I.8 ,4... *9 u7

11. ECM & RFI (.2926) .0. S. a.~ 7-7. u V0 a. ,lvu.

IV. SPECTRUM UTILIZATION (.2521) - 0e ,o , 1.25 i,6 l, o

V. DEVEOLPMENT RISK (.1521) a.rn u.' " o.u l.0

EVALUATION RATING 6.56 6.51 5.49 5.09 8.92 8.44 5.94

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. ON-OFF KEYING
B. BINARY FM
ý) BINARY FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING
D. M-ARY FSK
E. PHASE S;FIFT KEYING
G. DIFFERPXIIAL PSK
G. CHIRP
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TABLE VIII-VI~I

EVALUATION RATINGS AND RANKS USINGG NOMINAL WEIGHTS AND DIFFERTE~r WEIGHTING
.TFCHNIQUIFS

ALTER- ADflIYIVE MULTIPLICATIVE* LOGARITHUAIC
IAT Y jA!JJ E __IRA Ty Q qNK -- RkT I NG R*AN X__R*kTING ..RANX

61b56 3 7,0'7 3 3.89 6 8182 L

C. 5.iJ9 6 661 6. 4A2~ 4 7,72
0 1 (L9_ 1...,2 7 __~75... .7.

E 8.92 1 9,m,9 1 e'7'0 1 9.6 1

G 5,94I 5 7 ;)3 .78 7 8,83 3

ALTERNAfTIVE Y

A. ON-OFF KEYING
B. BINARY FM
C. BINARY FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING
D. M-ARY FSK
E. PHASE SHIFT KEYING
F. DIFFERENTIAL PSK
G. CHIRP
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8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The procedures and discussions presented in Section III, paragraph
8.0 apply equully to this section except that the basic data presented
in this section are applicable. v

8.1 Sensitivity Study Using the Additive Weighting Technique. First
a sensitivity study was completed using the additive weighting technique.
The evaluation ratings computed with nominal weighting factors and the

additive technique served as the base set of values. Then 10 additional sets
of evaluation ratings were calculated using maximum and minimum weighting
factors for each of the 5 major evaluation criteria. When the weighting
factor for one major evaluation criteria was changed to maximum or minimum,
all other major criterion weighting factors were adjusted proportionately.
The resultA of the additive weighting sensitivity study are plotted in
Figure 8-8. The weighted score or evaluation rating is plotted against the
major criteria weight coubination used ii, the calculation. From Figure 8-8
the top two alternatives retain their rank throughout the sensitivity study.
Their rank is very stable. The outcome for the remainder of the alternatives
is not as clear. However, the alternatives tend to cluster in groups, so
that Figure 8-8 serves as a basis for group ordering when the ranking of ,
individual alternatives is not clear. The resultant preference grouping
derived from Figure 8-8 is listed below:

Group 1 Phase Shift Keying (E)

Group •I Differential PSK (F)

Group III Binary FM (B), On-Off Keying (A), Chirp (G) 51

Group IV Binary Frequency 3hift Keying (C)

Group V M-ARY FSK (D)

8.2 General Sensitivity Study. Three addftional sets of evaluation
ratings were calculated for three additional weighting techniques in the
same way that the additive sensitivity study was conducted. A total of 44
sensitivity runs were made for the analysis. These runs showed that pre-
ferenc.e rankings for certain sensors remained conetant while others s;hifted
within certain bands. Tables VIII-IX through VIII-XIII show the resultant
final scores and rank order of the alternatives as the indicated major
criteria factor weight s were varied, for the four analysis tecl'niques.

q!
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The relationship among the evaluation 
scores for each alternative, the

nominal weighting factors for the subcriteria 
and for the major criteria

is as shown in Table VIII-VII. Table VIII-VI additionally includes the

maximum and mainimum values for the major criteria. When the five group-

ings were compared with the results obtained 
for RN4S, Multiplicative and

Logarithmic Weighting Techniques, Alternative E retained Its first place

ranking in all cases, usually by a significant ER margin. Alternative F

ranked second in thirty-six of the forty-four cases and third in the

remaining eight cases. Therefore, E and F clearly ranked first 
and second,

IT: respectively, by significant margins, and exhibits high stability. 
The

remainder of the alternatives agreed fairly well with 
the results shown

in Figure 8-8. The secondary group, comprised of A, 
B, and G, received

a majority of their rankings alternately in the third, 
fourth, and fifth

places, but ao ranking stability was clearly establis~hed. 
However, the

secondary group did stand above alternatives 
C & D), which also agreed with

Figure 8-8.
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9.5-

8. 2 E E E

ALTERNATIVE CODE IDENTITY AS PLOTTED

E E E E E E E E E E E
F F F F F F F F F F F

ALTERNATIVE KEY CRITERIA KEY

A. ON-OFF KEYING I. ERROR PERFORMANCE
B.BINARY FM

C. BINARY FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING 11. RALEIGH FADING
0. M-ARY FSK Ill. [~CM & RFI
E. PHASE SHIFT Y~EYINGIV SPCRMULZAN
F_ DIFFERENTIAL P3K I. SETU TLZTO
G. CHIRP V. DEVELOPMENT RISK

V MINIMUM WEIGHT

AMjAXIMUM WEIGHT

FIGURE 8-8 
'

ALTEPHATIVE WEIGHTING VS WEIGHTINGr COMOINATION -ADDITIVE WEIGHTING
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7J-. J

CI

4.51

ALTERNATIVE CODE IDENTITY AS PLOTTED

A A 8 A B A B B A A A
B B A B A B G G B B B
G G G G G C A A G G G
C C C C C G C C C C L .

D D D L) D D D D D D D

ALTERNATIVE KEi CRITERIA KEY

A. ON-OFF KEYING 1. ERROR PERFORMANCE
B. BINARY FM

C. BINARY FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING I1 AEGHFDN
D M-APY FSK Iit. ECM & R"H
E. PHASE SHIFT KEYING IV. SPECTRUM UTILIZATION
F. DIFFERENTIAL PSK

G. CHIRP V. DEVELOPMENT RISK

AMAXIMUM WEIGHT V MINIMUM WEIGHT

FIGURE 8-8 (Continued)
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TABLE VIlI-IX

OVORALL 5CORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING ERROR PRFORMANCE FACTORi

"*'ALTER- ADOITIVE MULTIPLICATIVE LOGAPITH4TC

"NATIVE RATING 4ANK RATT%:G RANK RATINC RkNK RATING DAý)K

S•MIN

S6.711 4 7.pe 5 6... 3 8.50 5
,c 5.70 _ 6 S.01- 5... . 7,.. 6

5D2\ 7 6.nl 7 116l 6,e6 7• o ..... ,L..._"____ S. 7....... .. a Bu L. " 9.Le .. I

F -8'Q 2 !~J .2 2p9

..MAX . ... .. ..

A b. 3 2.99.6.... ...70 ___a

a • ,30 3 5 5. F 0 8.27 5
C .9 ___ .2 6 4.65. a 7.60 .6

D 4..90 1 5.03 7 3.e9 -5 4,63 7
__ E 9, O•, __ _ _ 6 ... ..I .. .. . ,8O _ ....- .. .. ,52

F 8.1 2 8 .Q 8.23 2 e.76 a
5 7 .6 . -7 .. __8 7~ - 3-

S... •_ • W •_GTS .U__.E.D IJ .T.WESE._RUNJ -• S--- - -

m-,- ,317"Qt - ,
- ,16521

miX ff*. 2  1,0 0 l .12071 -. __,2_.b i. . .... . 2313 ...
.13951 __ - - __

ALTERNATIVE KEY

4A. ON-OFF KEYING-kB. BINARY F

j C. BINARY FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING
D. M-ARY FSK
E. PHASE SHIFT KEYING
F. DIFFERENTIAL PSK
G. CHIRP
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TABLE V111-X

OVERALL SCOPES AND RAN4KS USING WEIGHTS CHANGIr4C RPYLEIGII 1AD1140 FACTOR

ALTER- kDDITIVF. RISUL71PLICATIVE LtOGiRITHM4IC

N NATIYE_ ATING RANK. __.__A T._G PANK A- 1 NAN A, PJK

6,~i31 .14 4,78 5 S 5..3 Ie,19 5
..c A 7 .1-0. 6

' 4.P3 7 5 , f81 7 3.1b 5 .5 7

F B./An 2 P8.o8 2 5.33 1 8.1'4 3

B6.99 3 7,4~e c-64 P.74s a
c 5803 6 ... 7 77l

46 7 6. 12 7 U39 56*.45 7
E 9.0a I n _ ,5 I~ ~j~ -

F8.53 8 . ok 2 8.'47 8.89 3

W~EIGHTS USED IN TMESE RUNS

MINJ * *~~ .08000 . 31001 267.1 1

ALTERNATIVE KkEY

A. ON-OFF KEYING
B. BiNARY FM
C. BINARY FREQUE~NCY Sh:FT KEYING
D. M-ARY FSK

E.. PHASE SHIFT KEYING
F. DIFFERENTIAL PSK

(.CHIRP
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TABLE VIII-XI

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS !JSIr WEIGHTS CHANGING EOC & RFI FACTOR

ALTE Re AI)OITIVE RsMULTIPLICAIIVE LnGARITHmTC
NATIVE .... _RAT GING _ AT .' ..... .•._ .. . .AT•,G QA. K A...AATI G NK

Bb#4 • 7 of ) S1187 3 8.51 5
. ..-. , .... 6 T. ' 7,86..- 6

S,.481 .7 5.6E , 6,70 7 6.71 7E. , ._ .. . .8 L•L •J~ 6.e. • .5 2, _ _ . . . 1 .._
F 8.51 2 8.59 R 8,.3 2 ,.95 3
G _5.35 6 6. s .54L 7 -. A.

__ - -It - - -- .- 'A Ja S7f±.........~6r~__a_

6.59 3 7,O 5 6.15 3 8,2d1 5
C 5.57 6-664.9q u 75
*D 5.38 7 6 1 7 '.36 5 6.79 7E e , )9 3 1 Q)Lý7 .... . tt. . .... 7 .. 5. 1. 4,40' . 1-

F _ 8.93 __ ___e • . 1 •7
F 2 -:A.75

G 6:5 14 _ ,71 7__ . 5 .. .. _ .. 08 3 t_.

$4IGH7S USED IN. THESE _UN8

,: -. 1q65 1 ý 1571 .19C0i Z .887p
1- .1742t

MAX , - ,14J55 . .11160 .. poOuj .p.2.38 .
..... -. t 9o, __

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. ON-OFF KEYING
B. BINARY FM
C. BINARY FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING
D. M-ARY FSK
E. PHASE SHIFT KEYING
F. DIFFERENTIAL PSK
G. "HIRP
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TABLE VIII-XII

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEiG(;IfS CHANGIING SPECTRUM UPILIZATION FAC1OR

ALTER- ADOITIVE V'S MULTIP'.ICATIVE LOGARITHMIC._N.A.T I Y ..... R 4 .. • .. _.1W ..... • ATI'• _'k • _ R• ING ... 94 .'• _-W. . k ING- .RAN V• _i

MTN
_____ b 0 9 a0

s 5.6b 7 6.18 7 ... 4.70 5 6b 93 7

F 8,23 .. 2 . 2 e.17 2 . 83.bo 3
.. ___ _ _.• 7 a P____ __ _

S•~~~~__ _ . _.,_o ____,._., .__ -.......- 5 ._ •9 0 _ _. _

i A 6.12 l.,- 1 156.25 3 8.17 sSC ~ ~~~5 , 1 a, • 6 . . . .../i 3 9 ...... . ... . . , J . . .• . .
4.•1 53 7 .• ,0 7 3 139 6 6 ,.IS3 7

E 9.08 "1 •, . . 8,8 8 " a.5 ..... q .

G . 13 ,o2p 6, _ _ o ,.__ .. 4.. ._ _•, _ _ _

A.~~ ONO. KEYIN

.GHTS USED IN THE E RUNS....

MIN . 1950 1 .t g !- , 3 5 15 00 ,•

:_,':MAX I .. ' _._• .!L4 ... - .21- , .O j , 36001 .

I, -, 13 • !ALTERNATIVE KEY

E. ON-OP•A KEYING
B. B INARPY FM

C. BINARY FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING

D. M-ARY FSK
E. PHASE SHIFT KEYING

F. DIFFERENTIAL PSK
G. CHIRP

4.
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TABLE VIII-XIII

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING DEVELOPMENT RISK FACTOR

ALTER- ADDITIVE tS .ULTIP .ATIVE LOGARITHMIC
NATI!VE R611INGRANK PAT NG P 64K 9&IJG RANK PATI.NG P 4 K
MI

_,. 3. 3"' . _. _ . . . 6,1•9 ... .7.. . . . s,' . .. • - .. 3, s. ..1 _- ~ ... .. e . .. .,.. .

8 6.t3 4 .,.9 5 5,68 3 8,02 5

D ',77 7 5.o'3 7 3.72 5 6.51 7S__._,___t £ ....tL 1_z_.__'.. .. __ __. .. .... , _, _ __L ..

F 0.L49 2 8,57 2 81111 ?,2 .
G____ 5.83 S. 7,. 7 ....... .. , -9 2..

* MA .. aS .. .1_o...0 .... 8.QZ ... a ...

8 6.71 t 7.?0 5 6.18 3 .54 s•:, ....... _ ___. . . 5_, 7. 5 - •.. ...-~ .s .. . .. . _• p .... _ .... ..... 0, 1 ... 6. ....

0 5,25 7 S.qh 7 asi7 5 6.8b 7
E. 8,70 1 R_90 ! .,3 1 9,38 1
P 8.,42 2 , a• 2. 8.35 2 ple2 3b"•,o.O 5 '.,.1! • ... _____.8.7. •, 7L.7_ a.

WEIGHTS USEOD N T4HESE RUNS

MIN I ,190O8t .11 5 Q" .1IOýt - ,Z795t

MAX. .1u? .11i 27611g37
- .2000s

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. ON-OFF KEYING
B. BINARY FM
C. BINARY FREQUENCY S1HIFT KEYING
D. M-ARY FSK
E. PHASE SHIFT KEYING
F. DIFFERENTIAL PSK
G. CHIRP
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS

The analysis indicates that PSK is 10.a-- method of digital data
modulation of all methods considered. IiL :der for PSK to outperform
other methods, a coherent or matched filter receiver must be used. Under
certain conditions a coherent system may be approximated, given sufficient
time for phase and frequency synchronization at the receiver. Likewise,
a matched filter processor may be accomplished for brush type digital
signals using a SWD. Unfortunately, SWD's are only applicable to wideband
type signals. Since the analysis was made, independent of the type of
transmission techniques (wideband or narrowband), and since a narrowband
technique was recommeaded as a result of engineering analysis 1, the results
of the engineering analysis must be evaluated in light of the narrowband
transmission technique. Consequently, PSK tends to lose its ranking with
a narrowband system such as REKBASS will use. Similar conclusions are
applicable to other methods which require a coherent processor or matched
filter receiver. These are: a) differential PSK; and b) Chirp. On-off
Keying (OOK) le ranked rather high, if one is able to insure a specified
minimum (S/N)min at the receiver, determined by the required message bit
error rate. If this (S/N)min cannot be insured, the performance of the
system degrades drastically. Since the R14BASS DTS cannot be insured of
a given receiver (S/N), using OOK modulation is not considered to be ad-
visable. Adaptive threshold techniquea may be incorporated in the receiver
in some cases but thio would impact on message structure and message duration.
It is believed that sufficient weight was not given to error performance
in the analysis and too much weight was given to spectrum utilization.
Changing these weights would easily reverse the ranking of OOK vice BFM or
BFSK.

10.00 RECOMMENDATIONS

Binary FM and Binary FSK differ in the receiver more than in the
transmitter. In fact, a BFM receiver can receive a BFSK modulated signal.
A BFM receiver is used if both analog and digital data are transmitted. If
only digital data is transmitted a BFSK dual filter receiver will degrade
more gracefully with decreasing (S/N) than BFM, therefore, since it appears
that REKBASS will not transmit analog data, a BFSK modulation oi digital
data is recommended.
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"SECTION IX

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 8
MESSAGE TYPES

1.0 SUMMARY

This analysis addresses the problem of tranrmitting analog data
through the REMBASS Data Transmission Subsystem (DTS). The alternatives were

I' evaluated against a specific set of criteria; signal quality, power
requirements, spectrum utilization, equipment complexity and equipment
costs. The analysis concludes that analog data should not be digitized
prior to transmission.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

This engineering analysis will evaluate methods of transmitting
analog sensor data over the DTS. A comparison will be made between
digital techniques and straightforward analog transmission by linear
frequency modulation (FM). Both Delta Modulation (DM) and Pulse Code
Modulation (PCM) will be considered as digital techniques. These alter-
natives are defined in paragraph 4.0 and various criteria, by which the
techniques may be compared, are defined in paragraph 5.0. In paragraph 6.0
the technical evaluation will be made.

3.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The REM13ASS Material Need (MN) currently specifies that some acousti-
cal sensors will be a part of the inventory and that this acoustic (analog)

data will be provided to the SRU in addition to other digital data. Con-
sidering that much of the sensor data may be transmitted over repeater A'
links consisting of several repeaters in tandem, the problem of getting
good quality analog data to the SIU becomes quite a challenge for the DTS.

This engineering analysis will consider alternate means of accomplishing
this.

4.0 ALTERNATIVES

Digital messages will be used to transmit the digital sensor data to
the SRU either directly or via onae or more repeaters. The analog data may
be transmitted either by analog messages (linear FM) or it may be
digitized and transmitted as digital messages, in a manner con-
sistent with the digital data. Therefore, the alternatives are:
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a) Digital only messages in which the analog data is quantized and
transmitted in digital form; and b) Digital and analog messages in which
the digital data is transmitted by one method and the analog data is
transmitted by another.

Since by both alternatives, the digital data messages are assumed
'I to be transmit ted and relayed by identical means, the alternatives be-

come merely a comparison between the digitized analog message transmission
"in a digital system versus the analog message transmission of a dual
digital/analog system.

4.1 Digitized Analog Data Transmission. Two digital techniques
will be considered for transmitting digitized analog data: a) DM;
and; b) PCM. Modifications of these techniques may be considered in
a more detailed design analysis if a digitized system is selec~ted (e.g.,
Delta-Sigma Modulation (ALM) in lieu of DM and Delta-PCM for PCM),but
these refinements are not considered necessary for the present evaluation.
The term "Modulation" used with each of these techniques does not apply
to the method of modulation applied to the carrier for transmitting the
digital -data, which is applied to the modulator. Either technique may
use PSK, FSK, etc., as a modulation method. Instead of performing a com-
parative evaluation of these two digital techniques and using the selected
onte to compare with the analog alternative, they will be considered as in-
dependent alternatives for the evaluation. The reason for this decision
is that the criteria for comparison would be the same in each case, there-
fore, there is no need to evaluate the digital alternatives separately
before comparing with the analog alternative,

4.1.1 Pulse Code Modulation P(?!). A block diagram of a PCM trans-
mitter is shown in Figure 9-1. The analog input data is represented by
m(T) which is baad limited to fm (Hertz). The analug signal is quantized
by a sampler at a rate fs which must be a minimum of 2 fin, but is always
grcater to avoid aliasing problems. The quantized data is converted to
digital code groups of n bits/sample which then are used to modulate the
carrier by PSK, FSK or some selected method. The digital bit rate will
be a minimum of 2nfrn bits/sec. The PCM receiver is shown in Figure 9-2.
Tht modulated signal is received and conv.rted to IF. A matched filter may
be used to recover the digital data. The code groups are synchroniz-d
and converted back to an analog signal representing the original d.t1i
The PCM repeater is basically a combined receiver and transmitter with
the additional requirement for synchronization and storage for digital data
if a Store and Forward (S&F) repeater is used. This storage requirement
can become prohi.%itively large if long duration analog r.lguals are trans-
mitted. If real time repeaters are used, the storage is not required. A
P04 repeater is shown in Figure 9-3.
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4.2 Direct Analog Data Transmission. The method selected for
direct analog data transm!.ssion is linear FM cf the carrier by the base-

band analog data. The FM index (6 -Af ) is a parameter which may be
used in a trade-off between transrwission bandwidth and transmitter
(carrier) power. Figure 9-7 is a block diagram representation of the
modulation and traasmission function of a sensor, etc., which transmits
analog data directly by linear modulation (modulation directly propor-
tional to amplitude of analog signal) of the carrier. The simplicity
of this technique Is obvious. A similar block diagram is shown in
Figure 9-8 for the receiver. The output of the receiver IF limiter is
applied to a fm discriminator where the analog modulating signal is
recovered. It is passed through a low pass filter to limit the ncise to
the baseband bandwidth. The output signal is a noisy raproduction of
the input and the quality is dependent primarily on the carrier-to-noise
ratio (C/N) at the input to the receiver. A repeatt..r block diagram for
the analog modulated carrier is shown in Figure 9-9. It is assumed

that the baseband signal is not recovered in the repeater, tthrrefore, an
IF repeater is used. The repeater must operate in real time. Corsequently
the up-converter generates a modulated frequency f 2 which is sufficiently
separated frota f1 that no degrading interference results. It is to be
noted thatlhe up-converter changes the frequency but not the modulation
index, B1 .- Due to the added noise from. the receiver and conv.rter, '

the output (C/N) will be degraded. tn addition, instabilities in th,
local TXCO's may cause z reduction in permissible dyoaamic range oz the
original analog signal. These characteristics of repeaters tend'to
limit the quality of analog data which may be rz2layed over largo discances
there moIX than one repeater must be used.

"1/ "Signal Processing, Modulation and Noise", American Elsevier ?ublishiag
Co., Inc., N.Y., 1971, J. A.. Betts.
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4.1.2 Delta Modulation (1M). A block diagram of a transmitter for
digital transmission of analog data by DI! is shown in Figure 9-4.
The band-limited analog signal, m(t), is compared with a feedback
replica, m'(t), which is the integrated output of the DM. The error
agtnal, 44(t) is applied' to the DM and tbe.output from the DM
(+ 1 or -1) is determined by the sign of4 (t) at the sampling instant. A
single binary digit (bit) is transmitted at a rate consistent with the
quantizaticn noise requirement at the receiver output, and may be several
kilobits per second. A block diagram of a DM receiver is shown in Figure
9-5. A matched filter processor may be assumed and its output will be a
non-return-to-zero (NRZ) binary waveform representing the binary cequence
from the DtI. This is integrated and filtered to provide the analog output
representative of the original analog input signal. The relative quality
of this output signal will depend on the signal power at the receiver input,
the input and receiver noise, and the sampling frequency of the delta
modulator. A typical DM repeater block diagram is given in Figure 9-6.
Since this is to be a digital repeater, the acquired analog signal is not
reconstructed in the repeater; only the binary (NRZ) waveform is regenerated.
This digital data is stored during the receiving interval and retransmitted
at the end of the incoming message. The amount of storage required depends
upon the amount of analog data needed during a single transmission interval.
The storage required will be comparab~e for DM and PCM in any case, and it
may be the factor which determines the efficacy of the digital alternative
versus direct analog transmission.
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5.0 CRITERIA

The criteria which will be used in evaluating the relacive merits
of transmitting analog sensor data by linear FM cr by A/D conversion and
digital transmission are defined below. A data link which may include one
or more repeaters between the data source (sensors) and the readout station
(SRU) adds a dimension to this subject which may have overriding implications.
The degree to which repeaters may impact rhe decision against digitizid ana-
log data will depend upon the amount of analog data (message duration) which
is required at the SRU. If the data is to be used to perform a spectral
.nalysiH only, then inly small amounts would be needed during one trans-

.9.ssion request. However, if the analog data is to be evaluated by human
operators listening to identify sounds (targets) a much greater quantity
of data would be required, an4 this fact would seriously impact ehe de-

U• cision between alternatives, regardless of the results of other criteria
evaluation. Consequently, the final decision must be reserved until the
SRU operating procedures is established.

5.1 Relative Signal Quality ( LN) 2ut. Given a signal of a specified
quality at the source, this criterion will compare the alteraatives in
terms of the degradition in signal quality as it is communicated (trans-
mitted) by the methods previously defined. A measure of this quality will
be the ratio of signal output power to noise power, from whatever source the
noise may originate.

5.2 Relative Power Requirements. This is the radiated (transmitted)
power required by the alternative methods to provide a specified signal-
to-noise (S/N) ratio at the receiver output (i.e., analog signals out of
receivers). Range is assumad fixed, although system bandwidth may be
different due to different bandwidth requirements of the alternatives.

5.3 Spectrum Utilization. This criterion is related to the trans-
mission bandwidth required by the alternatives. The larger the bandwidth
required for a given haseband data bandwidth, the less efficient is the
alternative for spectrum utilizatlon.

5.4 Equipment Complexity. This criterion provides a means of comparing
the alternatives in terms of the degree of complexity of the transmitter
and rece!.qer circuitry necessary to get the analog data from source to
user. In addition, impact of a S&F digital mode of operation in the
repeater(s) will be investigated. In particular, the amount of
digital data storage will be determined for specified durations of analog
signals.

5.5 Relative Costs. The relative costs of equipments for the alter-
natives should be related to the increased equipment complexity of the
alternatives. This criterion will provide an additional measure of com-
parison in a semi-quantitative way.
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6.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES .

6.1 Gener. Each of the alternatives defined in paragraph 4.0 will
be analyzed separately in terms of the criteria of paragraph 5.0. In general,
the performance will be cousidered in terms of the ideal or theoretical
maximum for a given parameter, recognizing that in practice this ideal is
not likely to be achieved. For example, a communication channel which has
an assigned bandwidth (W) theoretically has a channel capacity ot 2W inde-
pendent pulses per second although, in practice' this capacity is never eveni approximated. I/ This assumption should not severely itifluence or Jeopa'rdize
the comparative evaluation of alternativeq, since all will be sImtn.rlv

•'.: treated.•

6.2 Parameter Valuee. In order to nake a quantitative comparison andi ~evaluation of the various alternatives, certain parametnz valueý. must be '

specified. For the digital alternatives it is assumed that the (S/N.•
at the UCR will be limited by qualtization noise, (i.e., the (S/N)
at each detection point is such that deteLtion errcrs dc not contrioute to
the final (S/N). For the analog alternative it Is assumed that the noise
degradation through a link of four repeaters is a maximum cf 6 dB. There-
fore, the input (SIN) for the analog systzm must be greater than "I
that for the digital alternatives. The following parameter values and opera-
tional requirements will be assumed:

a) (S/N)outW 26 dB (terminal recaiver output)
b) fm - 2 kl-z (baseband bandwidth)
c) Tm - 10 sec (analog message duration)
d) No encryption of data
e) No time multiplexing of signals
f) System is power limited
g) Data relayed thru up to 4 repeaters
h) ECM protection not require.d for analoa data

The assumed output (S/N) of 26 dB is based on the fact that a good quality
signal is required in order to distinguish between sounds which m=y be very
similar. This quality signal is not necessarily required for speech since
the listener is able to interpolate unintelligible parts. Tie 2 kHr
bandwidth is also based on the assumption that the analog data will be
something other than, or in addition to, speech s.tgnals.

2/ "The Philosophy of PCM, "Proc. IRE 1948, B. Oliver, J. Pierce, S. Shannon.
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6.3 Aýtetmatives.

6-3. 1 3JPj.M

6.3.1.1 Relative Signal ality (/IN•). The resultant output (SIN)
-P affected by detection error noise and quantization noise for a DM system.
That is:

(1) (S/N)R - SN+ N

Q E

where NQ - quantization noise
'1I

NE - detection error noise

IU the (C/N) in the receiver is high enough sucli that the detection
error probability is about 10-4 or less, only quantization noise effects
the output signal quality. Theretore, it ii necessary to choose a
o3mple rate at the AID converter, such that the required (S/N)Q
All be meL for the bandwidth of the so.rce data. The ruality of the
signal can be maintained through several repeaters without serious degrada-
tiý,n due to the regeneration action of the digital system.

6.3.1.2 Relative Power Requirements. The (C/N) required in the receiver
for "threshold" operation is a measure of the relative power requiremevts.
This (C/N) was defined 1r. the previous section as chat value which gives
an error probability of 10-4 or less. With DPSK modulation/detection, this
requires a (C/N)lp of about 9.3 dB as deturmined from the relation:

(2) Pe/DPSK 0 1/2 -(c/N

6.3.1.3 Spectrum Utilizatl.n. The bandwidth per unit bit rate for
DM with BDPSK modulation was givea as 2 in engineering analysis 7.
The required transmission bandwidths, neglecting frequency tolerances,
etc. are given by:

(3) BDI i2fa

"fe - sampling rate of the Delta modulator

bSince it is a nsmed that the (C/Ný at the receiver is above threshold, fs
may be determined from the required (S/N)q given in 6.2. The relation
maybetween (S/N)Q and fs is given as N

(4) (SIN) 3 (f) 3
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Sfs - sampling rate

K fm -highest frequency with peak amplitude of input signal

With speech it has been found experimentally 3/ that a DM system will not
. , overXoad Frovided an 800 Hz sine wave can ba trcnsmitted whose amplitude

is equal to the peak instantaneous amplitude of the signal to be transmitted.
This is not nececsarily truo with other types of analog signals, and there-
fore fm must be assumed to be the highest baseband frequency of the signal

"I to be tronsmitted. Assuming f. is 2000 Hz, f. is found to be:

m • vm
3

fim 2000 Hz

(S/N)Q - 26 dB - 400 ratio

fs - 40 Kb/sec

Therefore, from (3) the required bandwidth is:

(6) BriM , 2fs 80 kHz

6.3.1.4 Equipment Complexity. As compared to PCM, DM is a much
simpler system to implement, whereas, compared to linear IFM it is
somewhat more complex, especially if S&F repeaters are used. The
complexity of S&F repeaters is a direct result of the sampling rate

and the duration of analog signals which must be transmitted. The

quantity of digital data storage requiree may he estimated as

follows:

fs "40 Kb/sec

Tm 1 10 sec

Total Bits/msg fsTm

400,000 bits

Even with LSI of digital data storage the space required for this much
memory storage is not insignificant.

3/ "Signal Processing, Modulation and Noise," T.A. Betts, American
Elsevier Publishing Co., Inc.
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6.3.1.5 Relative Costs. In view of the lesser complexity of
equipment as compared to PCM, the DM system should be the least expensive
of the digital systems. It would be somewhat more expensive than linear
FM by virtue of the analog-to-digital conversion equipment required in
the sensor, as well as the digital storage required in repeaters. With a
required storage of 400,000 bits, the added cost would be considerable.
Even at a cost of a 0.2q, per bit, the added storage cost would increase
the cost of a DM repeater by $800. 4/

6.3.2 Digital; Pulse Code Modulation (PCM),.

6.3.2.1 Relative Signal Quality, (SIN). As with DM there are two
types of noise to be considered in PCM: a) detection error noise; and
b) quantization noise. Detection error noise will be more significant-
in PCM than in DM due to the different weights assigned to the bits UL a
PCM code word. A bit error will cause different amounts of noise depending
upon what position in the code word the error occurs. Only at the least
significant bit of the PCM code word will the error be equally effect:,.ve
in PCM and DM. For reasonably low error rates (P e10-2) the relation
between (S/N)E due to detection errors and detection error probabilities
is given by: 5/

(7) (SIN) - 1

Pe - probability of error or error rate

(S/N)E o signal-to-error noise power ratio

If the output •S/N) is to be primarily a function of the quantiz.tion
noise then the error rate due to noise must be of the order of 10-5.
This requires a (C/N) of about 10.2 dB. The (S/N)Q is related to the
number of bits per PCM code group, n, as:

(8) (S/N)Q = ( 3 / 2 )2(2n)

n 4

(S/N)Q " 384 ratio - 25.8 dB

A 4 bit code word will therefore provide very close to the desired
signal quality.

4/ Computer Memory Technology Forecast - •985, The MITRE Corporation,
MTR-6483, 31 Aug. 1973.

"5/ "Analog-FM vs. Dlgital-FSK Transmission," IEEE Trans. on Comm. Tech.
Vol 14, No. 3, 1966, James W. Whelan.
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6.3.2.2. Relative Power Requirements. The required receiver (C/N)
as determined in 6.3.2.1 above is about 10.2 dB. This is almost 1 dli
greater than that required for DM.

6.3.2.3 Spectrum Utilization. The minimum bandwidth required to
transmit P(M analog data is related to the highest frequency of the analog
data and the code bits per sample as follows:

"(9) > 2fn

Where fm -2000 Hz

n 4 bits/code

therefore

(10) BpCM --2x2xlO3 x4

16xI03 Hz

and PCM is seen to be superior to DM in utilizing the RP sectrum, for equal
output (S/N)Q

6.3.2.4 Equipment Complexity. The digital PCM requires quantization
of the analog signal and digital encoding prior to modulation and trans-
mission of th4. data. This plus the digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion at
the receiver makes the PCM somewhat more complex than the digital DM
technique and considerably more complex than linear FM. In the S&F
repeater, as with DM, considerable digital storage will be required

although not so much as with DM, since the data rate is 16 Kb/s the storage
required is:

.(11) Digital Storage - 16 Kb/s x 10 sec

" 160,000 bits

S6.3.2.5 Relative Costs. The sensors and receivers will be somewhat
more expensive than comparable DM units but this may be offset by the

lesser cost of digital storage in the repeater. It will depend on the
*.:, relative number of equipments used. At 0.2C/bit the added cost of digital
.� satorage in the epeater is approximately $320 as compared to $800 for DM.

I3
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6.3.3 Direct Analog (Linear FM) Transmission.

6.3.3.1 Relative Signal quality. The primary disadvantage of linear
FM for analog data transmisiion is the signal quality degradation that occurs
through repeaters. As the number of repeaters in a link increases, the
quality of the analog signals is degraded due to the added noise from each
repeater receiver. To counteract this difficulty, either the signal power
is increased at the source (sensor transmitter), the range is reduced, or
transmission bandwidth is expanded by increasing the modulation index,.
Since range requirements are fixed, we have a tradeoff between transmission
bandwidth and power to achieve the quality at the final receiving point after
being passed through the maximum number of repeaters in a relay link.

6.3.3.2 Relative Power Requirements. Allowing for a 6 dB loss through
the maximum number of repeaters expected in a relay link, a (S/N) 0 at the
first receiver of about 32 dB will be required to insure a 26 dB (S/N) at
the final receiver output. Since we have a possible tradeoff between power
and RF bandwidth, and since power sources are limited, we will choose a
to give the (S/N), of 32 dB with a (C/N) just above threshold, since this
will be the minimum power FM system. 6/ The relation between (C/N)IF and
the ratio of IF bandwidth to baseband-bandwidth is given by Downing 6/ as
(paragraph 6.3.3.2) as follows:

(12) (C/N)IF - 5 + 5 log10  (@ threshold)

where BiF - IF bandwidth

Bm w signal (baseband) bandwidth

If we assume Carson's Rule for determining the IF bandwidth, we have-.

(13) BIF - 2 B M +I) (neglecting carrier instability)

Therefore (12) becomes

(14) (C/N)IF: [5 + 5 log1 o 2 (0+l)] (dB)

- (numeric ratio)

Knowing 6 the required (C/N)IF at threshold cau be determined from (14).
However, o is determined by the required (S/N)o at the receiver output.
The relation between (S/N)o and (C/N) above threshold is given by the
FM improvement factor:

(1)(S/N). - 3#2 (BIF (C/N) (numeric ratio)

= 32 l+l) (C/N) (using Carson's rule)

- 3 ( 4*+l) /2(:)(from 14)

6/ "Modulation Systems and Noise" by J.J. Downing, Prentice-Hal, Inc.
Englewood Clifts, N. J.
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Since (S/N). is given as 32 dB, the required 4 may be determined from 15.
Since this is a non-linear relation between,* and (S/N)., values for A
may be assumed and the (S/N). computed from 15. For,$ - 3, (S/N). is
29.8 dB. Forie - 4, (SIN), is 33.8 dB. Therefore, a, eof 4 will be assumed
and from U14:

• . (16) (ClN)= 5 + 5 logl0(10)

10 dB (-4)

6.3.3.3 Spectrum Utilization. Again assuming that Carson's Rule
applies, and neglecting carrier instability which would be applicable
to modulation, we have:

(17) BIP 2 fm (0+1)

- 2x2000(4+1)

-20 kHz

6.3.3.4 Equipment Complexity. From the standpoint of hardware re-
quirements, linear FM provides the simplest and least complex Uystem.
However, it is able to do this at the expense of requiring a real time
repeater and separate input/output channels. The duplexer required in
the repeaters would probably require more space than the digital storage
required in DM and PCM. The electroni.c circuitry required in sensors
and receivers would be considerably less complex than for DM and PCM
and since the majority of equipment elements are sensors, the overall
impact on hardware would favor linear FM as a transmission method for
analog data.

6.3.3.5 Relative Costs. As compared to DM the added cost of
linear FM for sensors and receivers would be at least 30% less. For
repeaters the differential would not be so great due to the cost of the
duplexer required for the analog system to operate in real time or separate
input/output frequencies. The net difference in costs would depend upon
the relative quantities of repeaters, and sensors used but it is expected
that a 20% difference in favor of linear FM would result. As compared to
PCM, the differential in cost for sensors and receivers would range from
75 to 100% in favor of linear FM. Due to lesser digital storage required
for PCM vice DM the difference in cost for repeaters would be less for PCM
than for DM, however the net difference would be at 60 to 80% in favor of
linear FM.
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7.0 RANKING OF ALTERNATIVES USING SEVERAL WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

The procedures and discussions presented in Section III, paragraph 7.0
apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented in this

* section are applicable.

7.1 Basic Rankisng Technique. The procedures and discussions presented
in Section III, paragraph 7.1 apply equally to this section except that the
basic data presented in this section are applicable. The nominal, maximum,
and minimum values of the weighting factors used are given in Table 1)-IiI.

Table IX-IV lists the evaluation sccres for each alternative andl
evaluation criterion, together with the weighting factor for each eva.iuation
criterion. The evaluation scores in this table are accurate to two signi-
ficant figures. The last line is the evaluation rating or weighted sutore
for each alternative.

This initial analysis results in the following preference listing of the
alternatives.

RANK ALTERNATIVE. EVALUATION RATING

1 LINFAR FM (C) 8.89
2 DIGITAL; PCM (B) 7.78
3 DIGITAL; DM 6.84

Since the least accurate figures in the calculation are accurate to two
significant figures, the evaluation rating given here is accurate to two
significant figures.

* 7.2 Secondary Rankinrg Techniques. The procedures and discussions
presented in Section III, paragraph 7.2 apply equally to this section except
that the basic data presented in this section are applicable.

The resultant evaluation scores and their ranks, based on nominal values,

"derived by each of the four analytical techniques are shown in Table IX-V.

7.3 Comparison of Results - Nominal Values. From Table IX-V the
Linear FM (C), Digital PCM (B), and Digital DM (A) alternatives
clearly ranked first, second, and third, respectively, since their
rank order remained constant throughout while emphasis on high or inw scores
was performed.

The results are attributable directly to the fact that Alternative C
achieved high evaluation scores in all criteria categories while the other
alternatives achieved significantly low scores in some of the criteria
categories. For example, while all three alternatives achieved two scoreN
of 10, C did not receive any score below 7.5 while B received a 4 and 5
and A received a 2, 6 and 6.
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WEIGHTING FACTORS

[CRITERION NOMINAL MINIMUM MAXIMUM

SIGNAL QUALITY .2200 .1300 .2800

POWER REQUIREMENTS .2000 .1500 .2400

SPECTRUM UTILIZATION .2100 .1500 .2700

EQUIPMENT COMPLEXITY .1900 .1400 .2400

EQUIPMENT COSTS .1800 .1300 .2300
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TABLE IX- IV

EVALUATLON SCORES

ALTERNATIVES

DIGITAL; DELTA DIGITAL; LINEAR
MODULATION PCI .F_

CRITERION 
(A) (B) (C)

SIGNAL QUALITY (.2200) 10 10 7.5

POWER REQUIREMENTS (.2000) 10 9.1 9.3

SPECTRUM UTILIZATION (.2100) 2 i0

EQUIPMENT COMPLEXITY (.1900) £ 4 10

EQUIPMENT cosTS (. 1800) 6 5 10

EVALUATION RATING 6.84 7.78 8.89
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TABLE IX - V

EVALUATION RATINGS AND RANKS USING NOMINAL WEIGHTS AND DIFFERENT

WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

CWY.L LU RL _!
NATIVE P TINr RANK- QýJtLNt RANK \RATIXNG RA.NK RAX !NG; RANK

.4 27~.78. 7 a 13* ~

.1 .. ....

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- DIGITAL; DELTA MODULATION 
V

B- DIGITAL; PCM

C- LINEAR FM
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8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The procedures and discussions presented in Section I11, Paragr4ph 8.0
ki apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented in this

section are applicable.

8.1 Sensitivity Study Using the Additive Weighting Technique. First
a senaitivity study was completed using the additive weighting technique.
The evaluation ratings computed with nominal weighting factors and the
additive technique served as the base set of values. Then 14 additional
sets of evaluation ratings were calculated using maximum and minimum weight-
ing factors for each of the 7 major evaluation criteria. When the weight-
in& factor for one mýLjoz evaluation criteria was changed to maximum or
minimum, all other major criterion weighting factors were adjusted propor-

t ssd trthonsately.

The results of the additive weighting sensitivity study are plotted
in Figure 9-10. The weighted score or evaluation rating is plotted ag;ainst
the major criteria weight combination used in the calculation. An examina-
tion of Figure 9-10 reveals that the three alternatives retain their ranki'• ithroughout the sensitivity study and their rank is very stable.

8.2 Gemeral Sensitivity Study. Three additional sets of evaluation
ratings were calculated for three additional weighting techniques in the
same way that the additive sensitivity study was conducted. A total of 44
sensitivity runs were made for the analysis. These runs showed that pre-
ference rankings for the alternatives remained extremely stable. Tables IX-VI
through IX-X show the resultant final scores and rank order of the alternatives
as the indicated major criteria factor weights were varied, for the four
analysis techniques.

The alternatives are identified aa follows:

RELATIVE TABLE CODE ALTERNATIVE

A DIGITAL: DELTA MODULATION
B DIGITAL: PCM
C LINEAR FM

The relationship among the evaluation scores for each alternative,
the nominal weighting factors for the subcriteria and for the major
criteria is as shown in Table TX-IV. Table IX-Ill additionally includes
the maximum and minimum values for the major criteria.

When the five groupings were compared for all techniques, Alterna-
tive C received forty first place rankings to four first place rankings
for B. In addition, C generally maintained a significantly greater ER
value than B whereas in those cases where B outranked C, the ER sargin
was insignificant. Alterne ive A was consistantly last by a large ER
margin, although the Logarichmic Technique was the most favorable for A
and tended to decrease the ER margin with B.
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TABLE IX -VI

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING SIGNAL QUALITY FACTOR
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ALTERNATIVE KEY
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B.- DIGITAL; PCM

C- LINEAR FM
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ALTERNATIVE KEY
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OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING SPECTRUM UTILIZATION FACTOR
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ALTERNATIVE KEY
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C- LINEAR FM
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TABLE IX- IX
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TABLE IX - X

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING EQUIPMENT COST FACTOR
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9.0 CONCLUSION

The analysis indicates that, if both digital and analog data are
to be transmitted in REKBAi3S, analog datia should not be digi~tized before
transmission, but should be ueed directly as a modulating signal.

* ~10.0 RECO14RtKNDAIONI, it both analog and digital data is to be transmitted, analog data
should he used directly to modulate the carrier, whereas, the digita~l
data would use dual FM for the two binary' states of the dtgital data.
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SECTIVN X

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 9
FREQUENCY CHANGING METHODS

1.0 SUtMMRY

This analysis addresses the method of frequency changing that
should be utilized in the REMBASS Data Transmission Subsystem (DTS).
The alternatives were evaluated by a specific set of criteria; cost,
"performance, versatility, schedule, technical risk, physical character-
istics and human factors. The analysis concluded that three methods of
frequency selection should be employed in REMBASS:

1) Digital Frequency Synthesizer

2) Single Frequency Oscillator Module

3) Crystal Substitution

These methods are to be utilized selectively on certain DTS equipments.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The REMBASS system is composed of several major subsystems. Several
different alternative subsystem designs may be found which provide the
system operational and functional requirements of REMBASS within certain
constraints. In order to determine which subsystem alternative provides
the best choice, alternatives are evaluated and analyzed against common
criteria and one or more possible alternatives are selected as candidates
for final system components.

This analysis is concerned with the selection of a means for setting
or selecting the frequencies to be used in the REMBASS DTS equipment.

3.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The employment of large numbers of sensors and repeaters in a division
"or larger unit operation requires the assignment of many transmitter and
receiver frequencies.

( . Flexibility in. and ease of. selection of channels is essential to
effective utilization of Commandable and Non-ConAndable Sensors, Sensor
Control Modules (SCM), Repeaters, and Universal Control Receier/TransmittersI UCR/T. Five possible alternatives for channel selection are ýonsidered
"herein.
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4.0 ALTERNATIVES

Methods of changing RF operating channels in sensors, repeaters,

receivers, etc. will be evaluated against cammon criteria. These alter-
natives are defined and described below.

4.1 Digital Frequency Synthesizer (Alternative I). A device which
is designed to permit selection of any one of a discrete set of radio fre-
quencies, easily and arbitrarily, by a switch action or similar means.
These frequencies may be used as a local oscillator in a multi-channel
receiver or as a carrier source in a transmitter. When used in a trans-
mitter the synthesizer may contain the necessary modulation circuitry
in addition to the frequency generation and selection circuitry. In
the application envisioned here, the output frequency is assumed to be
the desired carrier frequency without a requirement for additional frequency
conversion circuitry. A block diagram of a typical synthesizer is shown
in Figure 10-1. As can be seen ftom the block diagram, this alternative
essentially includes some of the other alternatives as well as much of
the ingredients of a low power modular transmitter such as would be used
in sensors, repeaters, or command transmitters. This fact will have to be
considered when comparing the various alternatives against the criteria
used in the evaluation and ratings.

.OUTPUT 160-176 MHzN

15.36 Mz

Orystal
or + 2 _ + 213 2 t 3 Co

TCO Hz Hz tor

FIGU•IRE• 10-.1,

SIMPLE SYNTHESIZER
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4.2 Sinale Frequency Oscillator Module (Alternative 2). This alter-
I inative is a method of achieving higher frequency stability in a receiver,

in the RF output of a transmitter, or in the reference frequency for a
synthesizer over a wider range of operating temperatures through the incor-
poration of a temperature compensation network and a crystal. The network

: '" is tailored during manufacture to a desired precision of match of the
temperature/frequency characteristic of the crystal. A separate module
is required fr each receiver or transmitter channel. As noted earlier+ one Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillator (TCXO)/Temperature Compensated

ýy :Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator (TCVCXO) is * necessary part of aI high stability synthesizer. When such a module is used in a receiver fre-
'•:+' !•quency, it is referred to as a TCXO. When the module incorporates additional
I'>++ "+circuitry for modulating the RF output of the transmitter it is referred to

as a TCVCXO.

,• ,+ .. 4.3 Cr-ystal-Substitution (Alternative •3). This alternative is a
,I• means of selecting a DTS RF channel merely by crystal substitution in the

i+...reference local. oscillator of the transmitter or receiver equipment. After

the crystal substitution a "tweaking" adjustment may be required on the
*: ilocal oscillator to bring the frequency u.lthin the specified tolerance for

the selected channel. As with the modular oscillator alternative, a separate
item (crystal) is required for each channel used by a transmitter or receiver.

4.4 Combination of AXbove Alternatives (Alternative 4). Since there
are advantages and disadvantages to the above alternatives depending upon
the application, this alternative considers the merits of using more than
one of the above to provide the frequency selection capability.

4.5 End Item With Factory Set Frequency Using Option 4.3. In this
alternative, the frequency of an end item transmitter or receiver is set

* at the time of manufacture and is not subject to change in the field.
This alternative requires prediction of operating channels but eliminates
the stocking of additional components, as well as frequency adjustmei.t
required by alternative 3.

5.0 CRITERIA

Criteria used in the comparative evaluation of the alternatives of
this engineering analysis are defined below. In paragraph 6.0 each alter-
native is evaluated against these critarla. In performing the final evalua-
"tion each criterion is weighted in proportion to its Importance as deter-
mined from Material Need (MN) requirements or uther pertinent facts. In cases

where the relative weight of a criterion is not considered exact, a sensi-
tivity analysis will be performed to determine the effects of errors inli the weighting factor.
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5.1 Cost. This criterion includes all costs of: a) research and
engineering development; b) initial purchase and supply of each designatedc
army element with the required items; and c) the continuing resupply of
the frequency setting components of the alternatives, and the supporting
costs for the expected life cycle of the system.

5.1.1 R&D Costs. This is the cost required to develop and test the
alternative to the point where production can begin.

5.1.2 Acquisition Costs. This is the cost involved in procuring the

initial quantity of transmitter and receiver items employing the alternatives
to equip army units slated to carry REMBASS items on their Table of Equip-
ment allowances, and provide the frequency selection capability required.

5.1.3 Life Cycle Support Costs. These are the costs of replenishment
of items consumed, costs of crew or support personnel, costs of inventory
management, transportation, depot maintenance, and test equipment of the
frequency setting alteruatives.

5.2 Performance.

5.2.1 Stability. This criterion relates to the precision with which
an alternative can maintain frequency stability.

5.2.2 Power. This criterion relates to the power consumed by the
alternatives.

5.2.3 Reliability. This is the probability that the alernntive_ can
provide the frequency stability required, over the required operating
conditions, for the expected operating time of the end items.

5.3 Versatility. This criterion relates to the number of instances
or system applications an alternative can satisfy. It also considers the
degree to which alternatives caa affect DTS design to reduce end item or
overall system costs such as thru shared use of the frequency setting means
.y associated receivers and transmitters or the elimination of duplicate
end items, as in repeaters, where operation on either of two channels may
be required.

5.4 Development Schedule. This criterion relates to the time yet
required to complete research and development of acteruatives and prepare
for large scale production.

5.5 Development Risk. This r-'terion considers the magnitude of the
technical barriers that must be overcome in alternatives and the probability
^fi doing thiR within the development schedule.
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5.6 Physical Characteristics.

j 5.6.1 Size. The area of volume demands of an alternative.

5.6.2 Heiht. The wtight impact of alternatives.

5.7/ Human Factr.,rs. The ease and flexibility of using each alter-
native in differenL applications In the P.MEASS DTS.

6.0 FVALUATLON OF ALTERNATIVES

.I 6.1 General. The optimuw alternative for setting transmit and
receive channels may differ with application (i.e. in sensors, SCM repeaters
and in UCR/T) because of the difforent functions that must be performed

.Id in the application or because of power, space, or cost constraints.
Special features of each application that impact greatly on the channel
selection methods are discussed below.

6.1.1 Non-Comiandable Senso_ Applications. Because of the large
population of non-•owandable sensors, overall cost of providing the
channel selection capability is a major factor in selecting an alternative
for this application. The synthesizer, while the most expensive alter-
native, provides the full garnet of channel selection; whereas the other
alternatives require a separate substitution item for each channel.

6.1.2 Commandable Sensor and SCM Applications. Commandable s~asors
and S(fs require receivers to detect commands. The duty cycle of a
receiver normally approaches 100%. A 330 milliwatt synthesizer that
would be satisfactory for a sensor transmitter with a less than I% duty
cycle, may not be acceptable in the receiver of a commandable sensor, 4
particularly those deployed in areas whicb do not permit battery replace-
ment or where replacement poses a great risk to personnel. Even an 80
milliwatt TCXO of alternative 2 has about twice the power drain of the
SEAOPMS Phase III receiver, and may not be acceptable. It is possible that
considerable relief .in the power drain problem of a synthesizer or TCXO
controlled receiver can be obtained through a reduction of its duty cycle
"to about 10%, with a 1 second "ON" period and repetitive trausmission -)f
commands until a sensor response message is received. Commandable senso-s
also require a receiver and decoder and therefore are considerably higher
in cost Ithan non-conmmandable sensors however, their number will be consider-
able less. Reduction in cost of the receiver may be achieved through a

.. ttime shared use of a synthesizer of the associated transmttter. I
"6.1.3 Repeaters. Repeaters will be relatively few in number. They

must receive on one channel and way have to retransmit on either of two
selected channels. The recelver must be "ON` continuously except vhile.
the repeater is retransmittiug. Tbe possible need to switch between 2
selected transmit frequencies Guggests use of a syfnthesizer which can switch
from one channel to another in about 35 milliseconds.
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Because of the 100Z receiver duty cycle the size limitations on the
repeater package or mission time may have to be relaxed to permit ayn-
thesizer or TCXO operation.

6.1.4 UCR/T. The function of the UCR/T is to transmit commands to
sensors receiving on partJfcular channels and to ieveive response messages
from seneors sent on othei channels. A frequency synthesizer in this ap-
plication i1 a practical necessity because of the need to change channels
frequently. There are no constraints in power, space, or cost for this

aDplication so the synthesizer is the probable logical choice.

•, 6.2 Costs.

6.2.1 R&D Costs (see Table X-I. Further development and production
engineering effort for the TCXO/TCVCXO R&D effort for a lower power
synthesizer may be required to penrit its use in receiver applications,
par~icuiarly repeaters, unless constraints on battery size, weight, or
mission time are eased. Pursuing R&D for Higher Stability does not appear

promising.

Th.LE X-I

R&D COSTS OF ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATE REMtARKS i AT11i4G

""1 ighest R&D cost 4

Lesser cost than (1.) 6

3 None 10

4 Intermediate to alternatives 7

5 None 10
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6.2.2 Acquisition Cost. Evaluation of the alternatives based on the
cost of the frequency setting alternative alone is a misleading method of
comparison. Alt.ernative I provides a complete channel selection capability
but it is necessarily higher in cost than alternatives 2 and 3 which pro- ý
vide Just a single channel capability and require substitution of different

,,, parts for setting each disired channel. For this reason, it is considered

more meaningful to follow the definition of acquisition cost given in paragraph
5.1.2 and consider the cost of the alternatives in terms of providing a di
rqquired channel selection capability in receivers and transmitters.
Insight into the relative cost of these alternatives in providing the
frequency selection capability is obtained by considering the relative.
cost of end items and the required substitution parts. If RkEMBASS trans-
mitter is a conventional digital-analog transmitter of SEAOPSS Phase III
type, the crystal (alternative 3) will account for about 8% of the end
item cost (and a lesser percentage of receiver cost). If a TCVCXO were
used in a transmitter instead of the crystal it would account for an esti-
mated 40% of the coat of the transmitter. A synthesizer in addition to

. requiring a TCVCXO fcr the referenca frequency, would require about 30%
* more electronic components and the cost of these components would increase

the cost of the transmitter (apart from TCVCXO) by 30%. The cost
of a complete synthesizer transmitter with TCVCXO would be abuut 1.7 times

. - as much as a transmitter using alternative 3. However, since additional
S - crystals would be required for the latter to provide the required channels,

the cost differential of alternative 1 will be reduced as the number of
* channels increases. The cost of alternative 1 will be less for more than

9 channels. If the crystal does not provide adequate stability for the
REKBASS DTS, the 'CCVCXO (nlternative 2) must be the basis for cost compari-
son. The cost of the synthesizer alternative will be less if more than 2
channels is required. In view of indtcations that REMBASS will have more
thon 100 chanuels, the relative coat of providing this channel selection
capability is shown in Table X-II. If alternative 3 iB umAcceptable for
the REWKBSS DTS, the ratings reflected in 'Table X-II will hold for a system

I. of more than 2 channels. Alternative 3, being unacceptable, will be
,,,,•.,rated "0".•

I
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TABLE X-II
RELATIVE ACOUISITION COST OF ALTERNATIVES

TO PROVIDE MORE THAN 9 CIANEL SELECTION CAPABILITY

ALTERNATIVE RE NAAKS RATING

I Least Costly 10

2 High Cost 2

3 Lesser cost than 2 (if 5/0
adequate in stability)

4 Intermediate to I and 2 6/7
or 3

5 Most Costly (end item 1
replacement )

6.2.3 Life Cycle Support Costs.
6.2.3.1 Consumption (see Table X-III,)

TABLE X-1I

RELATIVE COST OF CONSUMED ITEM REPLENISHWT.

ALTERNATIVE REMARKS RATING

1 Unit cost being high, re- 3
placement cost is high

2 Unit cost higher than 3; but 5
one item Is required per
channel

3 Least unit cost; but requires 10
one item per channel

4 Ini~ermediate to 1 & 2 4/6
orl & 3

5 End item must be replaced - 1
[ highest cost
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6.2.3.2 Crew and Personnel. The training and skill level of personnel.
to service all alternatives does not differ siguifl.cartly.

6.2.3.3 Test Eguipment. Test equipment requiremenits do not differ
significantly for the alternativeu.

6.2.3.4 Integrated Loisatics Management (qeeble1M

TABLE X-IV

RELATIVE COSTS OF LOGISTICS MANfiGENiAT 01' ALTER1NATIVES

ALTERNATIVE REMlAKS RATING

1 Only one item to man-ge - i0,
least cost

2 One item per chainal to manage 3 J
3 One item per channel to manage 3

4 One more item to manage than 2
alternatives 2 or 3

5 One end item per channel to I
manage also ri-quiresx lan range
forecast of requirements

6.2.3.5 Transportation (eea Tible X.-V)

TABLE X-V

RELATIVE COST OF TRANSPORIATI.ON OF ALTERNATYVES

ALTERNATIVE RdEMARKS e RATING

End item must be sh1pped (I ib) 5

2 Least de~ands (I ounce item) 10

SLeast demands (l ounce item) 10

4 Intermediate 1 & 2 or 3 8

5 End itews must be shipped (1 Ib)
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6.3 Performance.

6.3J1 Stability (see Table X-VI). The stability of alternative 1
is sev by the stability of the TCXO of the synthesizer. If modulation is
applied to the VCO of the synthesizer rather than the TCXO, this alter-
native will provide the most stable transwitcer carrier frequency. The
stability of alternative 2 is not expected to be as good as alternative I
due to the application of modulation to the TCVCXO, assuming an FM syntem
is used in RUdBASS. Alternative 3 has the least stability due to the
inability to provide optimum compensation for each crystal. Alternative 4
should be equal to 1 if the synthesizer is used in all transmitters and
the TCXO module is used in receivers. Alternative 5 should have a stability
comparable to 2, since the compensation could be optimized at the factory
for each crystal in fixed tuned oscillators.

TABLE X-VI

COMPARISON OF STABILITY OF ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIVE RI!4ARKS RATING

I Best Stability 10

2 Not as good as 1 7

3 Probably unsatisfactory 0

. Same as 1 10

Same as 2 7

6.3.2 Power (see Table X-VIL. The Importance of the power criterion
differs greatly in transmitters and receivers because of their widely
different duty cycles. Evaluation of the alternatives on this criterion
is most meaningfu.l when done on an end item basis. A 330 milllwatt syn-
thesizer in a 4 watt RF output transmitter imposes a 2-3% increase in
primary power over the conventional crystal controlled transmitter. This
increase is not too significant for the low duty cycle (1%) of the trans-
mitter. A receiver with a 330 milliwatt syntheaizer, is about 8 timus
greater in power drain than the total power requirement of a SEAOPSS
Phase III receivet. Considering that the receiver has a much higher duty
cycle, use of a synthesizer as a channel setting meens in a receiver may
not be acceptable because of the limited energy in the battery pack. The
power requirements of other alternatives would be considerably less than
for the synthesizer.
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'1 TABLE X-VII

POWER RATINGS OF ALTERNATIVES IN END ITEM4S

ALTERNATIVE RLEMARKS END ITEM RATING
8 trans.

A? 11/4 watt is tolerable for~
transmitters - may be exceseive
for receivers receiver 4

2 tolerable in transmitters 9
higher than (3); m-ay be
unacceptable ia reccivers6

A3 Least power requirements 10

10

4 Alternative 1 for~ Tx 9

Alternative 2 for Rx7

5 ~ Least power 10
_____ ____j __ ___-10

*6, 3. 3 &ýgU y(e TbeXVI' In general,reliability
decreaaes with increasing numnber of parts. Hybrid modules however~tend
to improve reliability over discrete Lomponents.
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TABLE X-VIII

COMPARISON OF RELIABILITY OF ALTERNATIVES

-- 3
ALTERNATIVE RF14ARKS RATING

________________________________ _______________________N___

I. Most parts - lowest reliability 6

2 Fewer parts 8

3 Fewest parts, but adjustments 8

4 Intermediate to 1 & 2 8

5 Fewest parts, no adjustments 10

6.4 Versatility (see Table X-IX).

6.4.1 Alternative 1. A common, synthesizer design can be used in
all sensors except the mini-sensors used with an SCM. It may be used in
SCM, repeaters, and UCRIT. It may also be used in a UCR where adequate
commercial power is available and the flexibility of RF channel selection
is a Lnecessity. Since each coammandable sensor has both a receiver and
transmitter it may be possible to save the cost of a separate synthesizer
in the receiver through shared use of the transmirtt,-r synthe.,izer.

In repeaters which retransmit on either of 2 frequencies depending
on whether a message is coming from or going to i: sensor, the synthesizer
affords a facile logic controlled means to switzh on the proper transmit
channel and obviates need for a second transmitter.

6.4.2 Alternative_2. A TOXO can be used to set a c:hannel In all
conventional receivers, and a TCVCXO can be used in all trawksmitters to
set a channel. A diifferent TCVCXO is required for each channel. Thec
alternative is seriously limited in use, due- to Its being fix tuned to

a specific frequency. There is no such contstraint when used in synthesizers.

6.4.3 Alternative_.3. The same contnenta as for alternative 2. apply.

6.4.4 A:lternative 4. The same volmmenta as for alternatives 1 and 2
and 3 apply.

6.4.5 Alternative_5. Req.uires separate end item (i.e. tiransmif-ter,
r~eceivrer) fo~r each channel and~ l3i least versatile.
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TABLE X-IX

VERSATILITY RATING OF ALTERNATIVES

ALTERKATIVE REMARKS RATING

1 (Satisfies transmitter applications but 9
has limited use in receivers)
Has no TCXO or TCVCXO or crystal sub-
stitution problem.

2 Satisfies all applications but a module 4
is required for each operating channel.

3 May satisfy all applications, but a crystal 4
is required for each operating channel.

4 (Most versat-le since it has beat features 10
of 1 and 2

5 Requires different end item for each channel. 2

6.5 Development Schedule (from July 74 (see Table X-XX.

TABLE X-X

DEVELOP•MENT SCHEDULE OF ALTERNATIVES

ALTERWATIVE PREMARKS RATING

1 Depends on stability requirements 1-2 7
years

2 Depends on stability requirements - 1-2 7
years

3 No improvement seen as possible/25 ppm 0/10
available

4 1 - 2 years 7

5 Same as for 3 0/10
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6.6 Development Risk (see Table N-111. A breadboard synthesizer
with 250 milliwatt power requirement has been designed and tested in

ii!j COM/ADP Laboratory. It meets REMBASS temperature requirements and its
frequency stability is determined by its reference TCXO. A 50 milliwa~t
synthesizer suitable for receiver use has not yet been designed to
REMBASS temperature and shock requirements. It ie believed all synthe-
sizers can withstand the shock requirements of REMBASS equipment provided
the frequency stability equirement is not too high (±5 ppm limit). The
risk associated with alternatives 2 and 3 are heavily dependent on the
final frequency stability requirements. It is doubtful that a crystal
substitution technique can be developed to meet + 5ppm stability. It is
possible that this can be accomplished with a TCVCXO but as yet, the state
of the art is questionable.

TABLE X-XI

DEVELOPMENT RISK FOR ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIVE REMARKS RATING

1 .25 Watt Synthesizer - small risk 9
.050 Watt (or lower power) 5
Synthesizer (moderate risk)

2 Medium 8

3 Serious risk for high stability 3/10- I requirements

"4 Medium 8

5 Same as 2 8

6.7 Physical Characteristics (see Table X-XTI).

6.7.1 Size. It is deemed feasible to package a discrete synthesizer
section (suitable for transmitter use) in a 12 to 16 In2 PC board area.
If this size is excessive, hybridization is expected to reduce size
to about 8 in 2 , but at an uncertain impact on cost. A hybridized lowpower synthesizer may be required to satisfy all REMBASS applicationa.
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TABLE X-XII .

i~i'! 'RELATIVE SIZE OF ALTEI&NATIVES:•

ALE1AI S REMARKS R.ATING,

PC board area 12 - 16 in 2 (discrete) 76 - 9 in2 (hybrid)'8i

2 1-1/4 x 1-1/4 x 1/4" module 9

3 1/2 x 3/8 x 1/4" module 10

4 depends on choice of 1, 2, 3 9

depends on choice of 1, 2, 3 I 9

6.7.2 Weight. Alternatives for setting frequency have weights that
do not vary by more than a small fraction of a pound. Impact of end
item is insignificant.

6.8 Human Factors (see table X-XIII). Alternative 5 only requires
that whoever is assembling a DTSselect the correct channel numbered
end item receiver or transmitter and insert it in the proper socket or inter-
face. It presents the least possibility of error and requires m:inimal
skill. Alternative 2 poses an equivalent risk of error and level of skill
requirement. Alternative 3 requires additionally, the performance of
tuning adjustments by assembly personnel, and therefore poses greater basis
for error and requires somewhat greater skill. Alternative 1. requires a
working knowledge of decimal to binary code conversion techniquesswhich
may be simplified through use of step-by-step procedures and forms for
transcribing the binary code digits of channels from a code table and the
setting of binary mini-switches in accordance with the code recorded on
the form. This is not a difficult procedure to learn and use, but it poses
greater risk of error than other alternacives. This risk can be eliminated
by a "buddy" check system. Though somewhat more time consuming, it poses
no serious problem in terms of the expected loads or demands for sensor
assembly. Iii the relatively few UCR/T where space, power, ai.d cost pose
no problems, automatic code conversion can be provided whereby the operator
need only set switches to desired decimal digits. Logic components can
automatically output the correct voltage levels to set the synthesizer
to correct channels. These digi-switches permit rapid error free change
in transmit and receive channels as required in UCR/T operations. The use
of a synthesizer greatly simplifies logistics support paper work since

_ only one NSN end item is required rather than a number of NSN end items
equal to the channel capacity. This can be the source of error in transcribing
and transmission of ordering information. The synthesizer also eliminates
the need for long range forecasting, which may be the source of consAderable
prediction errors.
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UUMAN FACTORS RATING OF ALTERNATIVES
, TABLE X-XIII :I

; ALTERNATIVE RMARKS RATING

1 Has very favorable human 10
factor aspects

2 Less chance of error than 3; 8
considerable chance of logistic; errors

3 Tweeking operating poses source 6
•, of error;l considerable chance of
'i, i,•1logistic errors

Depends on alternatives 1 & 2 or 8/7
1 & 3; considerable chance of
logistic errors

5 Least chance of error in using;
conaiderable errors in logistics 8

3-51i
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TABLE X -XV

LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT COSTS RATING

K CRITER1A

H P4

ALT'ERNATVE 8

f 1 J.0 10! 1 5 2.3
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7.0 RANKING OF ALTEMATIVES UStNG SEVERAL WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

The procedures and discussions presented in Section III, paragraph .,

"7.0 apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented
in this section are applicable.

7.1 Basic Pnkina Toclinique. The procedures and discussions presen-
ted in Section II11 paragraph 7.1 apply equally to this section except
that the basic data presented in this section are applicable. The nominal,

imaximunm, ard minimum values of the weighting factors used are given in
"Table X-XVI.

Table X-XVII lists the evaluation scores for each alternative and
evaluation criterion, together with the weighting factor for each
evaluation criterion. The esaluation scores in this table are accurate
to two significant figures. The last line is the evaluation rating or
weighted score for each alternative.
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(I TABLE X--XVI

WEIGHTING FACTORS

F___ FAC TOP F A C IOR !IIUM I TM11M

I~ ~ ~ ~ : oW 0___ o____

3Life Cycile Support ~ .125
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3 Jliiabflfit-j[ 3950
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"TABLE X-XVII

A; I~~-1---c n,4r-:(..2000 A .4..

I RAD (.2000)
-Acquisition (.3875) 2.0 ,, b "
3 Liie CyclA Suppiort (.4125)

jStability (.2900)V
2~Powez G.3150) #6.0 7.5 0 to~

3 •eliability (.3950)-

V - G 7

1?It#tTVD' , (. MBNAT5) O ALTRNAIVE AB,&C

* h -. FXED F. UENCY/FATO-Y S-

V.1 PHYSCM (.0875) *q-t
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'VALUATION RATING 7 6p 6.40 6.03 9.09 6.04

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. DIGITAL. FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER
B. SINGLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR MOD0ULE
C. CRYSTAL SUBSTITUTIONa
D, COMBINATION OF ALTERNATrIVES A,BZC

E. F.IXPD FREQUENCY/FACTORY SET
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This initial analysis results in the following preference listing of

the alternatives.

RANK ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RATING

1 Combination of Alternatives A,BC,- (D) 8.09

2 Digital Frequency Synthesizer - (A) 7.68

3 Single Frequency Oscillator Module (B) 6.40

Fixed Frequency/Factory Set - (E) 6.04

5 Crystal Substitution - (C) 6.03

Since the least accurate figures in the calculation are accurate to two
significant figures, the evaluation rating given here is accurate to

two significant figures.

7.2 Secondary Ranking Techniques. The prodedures and discussions

presented in Section Ill, paragraph 7.2 apply equally to this sectionexcept that the basic data presented in this section are applicable.

7.3 Comparison of Results - Nominal Values. From Table X-XVIII
Alternatives D (a combination of Alternatives A,B,C) and A (Digital
Frequency Synthesizer) ranked first and second, respectively, with D
clearly above A. This was indicated by the fact that D outranked A
for all of the evaluation techniques. Examination of the evaluation
scores in Table X-XVI1 indicated that, based purely on score value along,
D outranked A by onDi a very small margin. However, when the weighting
factors of TableX-XVI were examined in conjunction with the evaluation
scores, it was seen that D tended to outscore A in the higher weighted
criteria; notably II and III. In opposition, A outranked D in only one
highly weighted criterion; I. The remainder of the alternatives were
significantly lowa£ in ER value than A and D, but were also rather
closely grouped with no stability between tne four calculaLion techniques.
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TABLE .X-XVIII

EVALUATION RATINGS AND RANKS USING NOMINAL. WEIGHTS ANT) DIFFERENT
WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

. .•,TI t- x.. .. I V E l,-'--'r ..L"-IW " ,--
P 4G RNK qGD 4 ATINrG RANK~ RATING RANJX

D. COMBINATION OF ALTERNATIVES A,B,&C '

E. FIXED PREQUENCY/FAC'PORY SET
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8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The procedures and discussions presented in Section III, paragraph 8.0
apply equally to this section except that. the basic data presented in this
section are applicable.

8.1 Sensitivity Study Using the Additive Weighting Technlque. First a
sensitivity study was completed uqing the additive weighting technique. The j
evaluation ratings computed with nominal weighting factors and the additive
technIque served as the base set of values. Then 14 additional sets of H
evaluation ratings were calculated using maximum and minimum weighting
factors for each of the 7 major evaluation criteria. When the weighting
factor for one major evaluation criteria was changed to maximum or minimum,
all other major criterion weighting factors %ere adjusted proportionately.

The results of the additive weighting sensitivity study are plotted In
Figure 10-2. The weighted score or evaluation rating is plotted against the
major criteria weight combirv~tion used in the calculation. An examinqttio-nof Figure 10-2 reveals that the top two alternatives D and A, retain their

rank throughout the sensitivity study. Their rank is very stable. The cut-
come for the remainder of the alternatives indicates that B generally ranks
third but that C and E are approximately equal in ranking. Alternatives B.
C, and E have ER values significantly below those of A and D and tend to form
a group by chemaelves. The results indicated in Figure 10-2 are in agree-
ment with the results of 7.3. The resultant preference grouping derived from S

Figure 10-2 is listed below:

Group I Combination of Alternatives A,B,C - (D)
Group II Digital Frequency Synthe4izer - (A)
Group III Single Frequency Oscillator Module - (B)

Crystal Substitution- (C) ,
Frequency/Fact.cy Set - (E) i'

8.2 General Sensitivity Study. Three additional sets of evaluation
ratings were calculated for three additional weighting techniqzes in the same
way that the additive sensitivity study was conducted. A total of 60 4,
sensitivity runs were made for the analysis. These runs showed that pve-
ference rankings for the two leading alternatives. D and A 'espectively, -,

remained constant while some shifting occured among the remaining alterna- #
Lives. Tables X-XIX through X-XXV show the resultant final scores avd rank
order of the alternatives as the indicated major criteria factor weighzs
were varied for the four analysis techniques. The relationship among the
evaluetion scores for each alternative, the nominal weighting factors for
the subcriteria and for the major criteria is as shown in Table X-XY'.I.
Table X-XVI additionally includes the maximuL and minimum values for the
major criteria. When the seven groupings were compared with the ieults
obtained for RMS, Multiplicative and Logarithmic Weighting Techniquell, see
Table X-XXVI, Alternative D ranked first in fifty-nine of the sixty runs and
B ranked second in fifty-eight of the sixty, thereby clearly confirming the
earlier results. For the third ranked alternative, a c-ange was iudlceted.
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Alternatives E and B received twenty-nine and twenty-eight third place

rankings, respectively. However, E also received twenty-four fourth placeI

rankings whereas B rec~eived only 7. Therefore, based on an average of all
sixty runs, E would rank third and B fourth. Alternative C, which had

previously ranked near the bottom, is now seen to clearly rank last.

1IN
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TABLE X -XTX

OVERALL !;CORES AND RANKS USING WFIGHTS CHANGING COST FACTOR

____ ___ __-_ __ ___ ___ _____' _ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ __r ___ ___ _______••'•]-

NATTVF RATrING RANK RATTNG RANK RATING RANK RATING RANK

A 7. ,o 2 7.55 s 2 .5" 2

A .7 t . " ia .,

E 6,.29, U 7..O 3 51 "

___ __ __ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ __ _2 7,L34 2 8,60 -1

c 6..05 A..? . T ,, rt ,

E5.53 6 r, -.0

WJIGHTS USE9) 1- TWEOE IWWA

RIK .09511 PHY~S '.09Q571 H F -. 0~6841,

~1h~ps~cns~r 350~,.PPQV .23L 1 VERB .S21;1 8C~~r :O81

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. DIGITAL FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER
B. SINGLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR MODUJLE
C. CRYSTXL SUB3'r•ITIVTOW
D. COMBIW•ATION OF A!.TERNATIVL:S A,B,&C '

E. FIXED FREQUENCY/FACTORY SET !
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TABLE X-XX

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGINC; PERFORMANCE FACTOR

1 ~~~~~ 
Ii • L- Av f... . M Zi , m -• rw=----n-G•- hr-rWrT~--

,NJATIVE RATING RAN4K PA.TYN4 RAtKw RATING RANK RATING ,AwK
'11

A •, O 3, • __ _ .~ 3 _ _ _ _ _ _ A 5

r. 6.01 4 6..5 348 3 58

E 5.77 5 '.48 3 0.5t t e •. 3 a

MAX yti~ RA 7..;,7 • _ __ __ ___E3 ,•

E 6.63 3 7. c 1 . 3 7  E ,11

WFIGHTS USED INJ THESF RPINS

,RT .'OqSOI PHYS - .095nO) N F - .06791
SAX, 0FRE COST oi6; PQFr .. L•iJ, VE.S *. :151Q1 !•r•Ht, :08lot

ALTERNATIVE 'E.Y

A. DIGITAL FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER
B. SINGLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR MODULE
C. CRYSTAL SUBSTITUTION
D. COMBINATION OF ALTERNAe'JVES A.B,&C

E. FIXED FrJEQUENCY/FACTORY SET
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TABLE X-XXI

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING VERSATILITY FACTOR

NiITVE RATING RANK RATTNr, DA' WK .RATTNG PANK RATING RA¼N

A ~7.15677777 Pp3

t. 1 h*,9 a 3. 6 0 PS

E 6.35 4 7.6 3 5.09 a i.5! 3

A 7.8 2 2 - 7.63 P A

C 61 .jS 4 ,6 7.99 4.

•*1.

5i.61 3 0jL u3

wvyr.N~i "USED INJ THLE Quhjf4____

' • 6 ; i . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. ....... . --------- -' ,.-,-----.--- --- b-

I, /,

.. .... ..

RISKa,.0941J2 S.HY$ w\00 4 F 0V3

m X V"R"1.COT 6178tlPrqF . ; ' .275"w s :0,Qaw

* , ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. DIGITAL xikLQUENCY SYNTHESIZER

B. SINGLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR MODULE
C. CRYSTA'r SUBSTITUTION

.D. COMBINATION OF ALTERNATIVES A,B,&C

E. FIXED FRrQUENCY/?AC'•JORY SET
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TABLE X-XXII

OVERALl SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING DEVELOPMENT
SCHEDULE FACTOR

_T , 4r I I ve .... ULT I PLir2A1ivE LLs A T1 IIV. L

N6TTVE RATING ;WJ PAT;NG patbk RATIYNG RANK RATING RANK

A 7.7- 2 7. -- 7.51 2.b-
e,7 , -r 0 5 _ 37ýP

C 6.09 6~l ___ .56 S ~ 2

E 6.10 4 7. nA 3 P,75 t F,, 7

S7t62 2 _,,._l 2 7% a 4 2 A , 9 2

c s 0Q : R o 3.72 5 A__ J03 A

5:95 a 6.78 3 L-17 8 f A1?9 3

WV.IGHTS. USED IN THE.IqE PUNA

RrSKC - .0921f PHYS - .0921V H F ,, _0_5_ _ _4

H* pDIcnsy 2523l gF. EP, VERS : 17'i•! $CHn. :17501

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. DIGITAL FREQUENCY SYNTHES.ZER

B. SINGLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR MODULE

C. CRYSTAL SUBSTITUTION

D. COMBINATION OF ALTERNATIVES A,B,&C

E. FIXED FREQUENCY/FACTORY SET
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TABLE X-XXIII

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGfNG DEVELOPMENT RISK FACTOR

Al.T . ,;----- Ao jvt*, - M5UL-ITIr.IC Iv L1IGARI f HMiC-
WNTTVE -RATING RiNW RATTNG RANK RATTNr. RANK RATING RANK

. 4

A 1.17. 7.5 f) .6t

C 6.01 3% b.73 L 3,53 5 909

E 5.95 s 6.A7 3 4,65 4 8.a2 3

"7 763 2~ 7:LIL . I
1Q3~~ 3 13~ If

C T• -. 0`7 53.78 P.07 4

-m-•-•--.e a.7 . 9-0--'-•Ot

E 6.19 LI m r1 3 LI.95 it A.38 3

A. DIGITAL REQUENCY SYNTTESEZER

B. SINGLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR MODULE

C. CRY STA•L SUBSTITUTIOND. COMBICATION OF ALTERNATIVES A,B,&C

E. FIXED FPREQUENCY'/FAC TRY SET
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TABLE X-XXIV

OVERALl SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
FACTOR

NATIVE RATING RANK QZT? PRAWý RATTN, RANWK RIT 7 G RA•K

A ., -,69Q 2 7 .•

c. 6 .sC '5•79 5 5.7 3"•• 7.90

.••• ........... •. • . f. 3
E58s 4 6.77 3 LBp6 3

A 7.67 2 * 7.25 7 - 8 8.54

4 -••~rTV .8.29 9•.

c 6.ZO A 59 3____78_

6.16 5 794.89 4 F .43

WFIGHTS USED IN TEERj~-

H• '23I, CoST - . VERS :17i•i, SCH-o

A'ITERNATIVk. ý.EY

A. DIGITAL FREQUENCY SYNTIIFI3ZER

B. SINGLE FREQUE14CY OS( \L.L.AilOR MODULE

C. CRYSTAL SUBSTITUTrIO-
4

D. COMBINATION OF ALTERNATIVES AB,&C

E. FIXED FREQUENCY/FACTORY SET
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TABLE X-XXV

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING 6UMAN FACTORS FACTOR

NATIVE RATINJG- RANK RATTNr. RAN~K VVATING4 RANKI PAT I G ~A ~if

A 7.61 p o 2 f a

C 6.03 a 13.57 ~t

5 Q 98 6.R 3 £1.6 .*£j7 7
3 .

8 o7ROD 2 7 60KeO

c6.03 A.s. 537?

E6.15 3 a.Q .3 £.0 413 3
4. .• • .o. ••.,. a•,
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4 - . '

RTSK , .09)011 P-Y - :09011 .H 1 N " .03SOg

MAY H F I COST - PrRF . :26011VERS - 7741 SChO -. 09aI

"ALTIFNATIVE KEY

A. DIGITAL FREQUENCy' SYNTHESIZER
B. SINGIE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR MODULE
C. CRYSTAI, SUBSTITUTION

0 - COMHINATION OF ALTERNATIVES AB,&C
E. FIXED FREQUENCY/FACTORY SET
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"'ABLE' X-XXVI
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9.0 CONCLUSION

The analysis indicated that three methods of frequency changing should

be used in th3 .REKHASS DTS equipment as applicable: a) digital frequency
synthesizert b) single frequency oscillator module; and c) crystal substitu-
tion. The former is the more expensive and would only be used in those
equipment.9 in which the versatility of frequency selection was an overriding
consideration. The second method would be used in equipments in which the
need for wide environmental capability (temperature) was required, but frequen.y
changing was seldom required, except at a depot level of maintenancl. Crystal
substitution only would be used if the accuracy and stability requirements
of the equipment was not severe. If + 5 ppm frequency stability was required1 ,
even at limited temperature ranges, it is not expected that this method
would be usable. j

10.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The methods indicated in the analysis and discussed above are recommended.

11
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SECTION X1

!'NGINEERING ANALYSIS 10 - MESSAGE CODING

i.0 SUMMARY

This analysis addresses the type of message coding that should be used
in the REMBASS Data Transmission Subsystem (DTS). The alternatives were
evaluated against a specific set of criteria, cost and performance. The
analysis coýncluded that a single parity check bit be incorporated in all
digital data for error detection.

* .~.Oz. iTYODUCTION

This engineering analysis considers possible requirements for coding
the digital sensor data for the purpose of detection and/or coirection of
me!-sage error occuring during .:ransmiss!on and reception of sensor messages.

/ In addition, there may be a requirement for securing the data from e.ther
reception by an enu•y or preventing meaningful informatior. tc be obtained
from the data if an unfriendly receiver should intercept the message. Gen-
erally, the informatiou contained in the senLor messages in not classified.
However, unless precautions are taken it is possible for an enemy to intercept
messages and use the data to 'spoof' the system in a countermeqsure operation.

3.0 STATLRENT OF THE PROBLF,

When digital information is transmitted over an RF channel and decoded
after detection by a receiver, there is always a possibility of error in one
or more of the received digits due ýo extraaeous factors. There is also the
poss•ibility that valid messages are nok recognized and therefore missed
because of these extraneou4 factors.

Errors in decoded messages may bt. uue to a variety of causes: a) coinci-
dent messages at the receiver from more than one sensor; b) effects of receiver
and atmospheric noise which alters the spectral enervy content of me:nsageg;
c) error in message synchronlzatioe (or the erroneocus idantification of the
first information digit in a message); and d) deliberate enemy electronic
activity calculated to thwait the tiansfer of sensor information or -o producL
misleading information (spoofing).

Errors in information digiLts which z,*,?. due to external electroric inter-
ference or internal receiver noise. may le datected and/or corrected through
the addition of check digits to the meýsa'•e. These check digits may be
generated in the sensor data encoder in zestdance with a rule which permits
detection and correction to be performed at the receiver. At the receiver,
the message digits and -,;heck digits are compared for adherence to the check
rule to reveal error in digiLs which, being identified are then corrected.
One of the problems to be addressed by this engineering analysis is whether
or not the REMBASS DTS should incorporate this type of coding.
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The problem of enemy countermeasure(s rela'es to his ability to detet.L

KEMBASS messages and using message characteristics to abort the DTS.
This engineering analysis also addresses this problem aspect by sugges't-
ing coding techniques which may provide some measure of protection
against Electronic Countermeasures (ECM).

F" 4.0 ALTERNATIVES

Each of the problems identified in paragraph 3.0 may be investigated,
independently and elternative solutions considered against criteria
which are applicable to the problem at hand.

4.1 Detection and/or Correction of Message Errors. The alternatives
to be compared for this problem area are: a) coding for erior detection
and correction; b) coding for error detection only; and c) no additional
coding for error detection/correction.

4..1.1 Alternative At; Coding for Error Detection and Correction.

In this alternative, redundancy is included 4.n the to-n of check digits
to allow for detection and subsequent correction of random errors. The
check digits are set by operating on the data digits in accordance with some

•mathematical procedure or algoritluu. The maximnum number of random errors
which can be corrected is dependent upon the Lyie of algorithm used.

4.1.2 Alternative Bl; Error Detection Onl. In this alternative, a
single Parity checK bit is provideud to detect an odd number of bit errors
in the message. No correction is provided.

4.1.3 Alternative Cl; No Codin&. In this alternative, no redundancy
is provided in the form of extra check bits in the message to detect or
correct possible errors in the DTS message. The reliability of the received
data is dependent upon the probability of decoding the data correctly,.

4.2 Electronic Counter-Countermeasures (ECCII) Codinp,. The alte~rnatives to
be considered for this problem area are: a) secure coding of messagos, or per-
tinent parts of messages, and b) coding to minimize message detection by the
enemy.

4.2.1 Alternative A2, Secure Coding.. This alternative .would provide a
massage code strucLure that prevents the enemy from either determining the
message data content, or from using the iatercepted messages to spoo,' the
REMBASS system operation.

4.2.2 Alternative B, Camouflage Coding. In this alternative '-he
message is coded in such a manner that minimizes its detection proba*ility
by the enemy. An example of this type of coding would be making the message
appear to be Gaussian noise.
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I
5.0 CRITERIA

The criteria which will be used in the comparative evaluation of the
alternatives are defined below. In paragraph 6.0 each of thL alternatives
will be analyzed on the basis of these criteria and a relative ranking
of the alternatives will be made.

5.1 Costs.

5.1.1 R&D Cost. The alternatives will be compared on the basis of the
expected R&D effort required to attain a production posture. This includes
necessary modeling, testing, and tooling required for pre-production engineer-
ing.

5.1.2 Acquisition Cost. This is the cost required to procure
sufficient devices, equipment, etc. for an initial operating capability
of the user. The alternatives may be compared on the basis of unit cost
if the same number of units are required.

5.1.3 Life Cycle Cost. For these alternatives, the major difference
in life cycle support cost is expected to be in the maintenance area. Other 'i

life cycle support cost items are not considered of any consequence for these
alternatives.

5.2 Performance.'

5..2.1 Message Error Rate. Each alternative will be evaluated and
ranked according to its expected improvement or impact on the received
message error rate. The "no coding" alternative will be the basis for
comparing alteruatives.

5.2.2 Message Energy .Reuirements. For remotely located sen.lor:i and r.
repeaters, the available battery energy is a critical item in the life ofi

the devices. Therefore, the influence of the alternative on the energy
required for each message transmitted is a significant measure of comparison.

5.2.3 Message Self-Interference. Since one or more repeaters will
be required on most repeater links, it is imperative that each link handle
as many sencors as possible. To minimize the message loss due to inter-
ferenze between independent real time sensor transmissions, the message
length should be kept as short as possible. Therefore, the influence on message
)Z each alternative will be evaluated and compared.

5.2.4 ECM/EMI. This criterion measures the relative likelihood of the
message either interfering with other collocuted data systems, or of being
intercepted by an enemy and being used foi countermeasure purposes.
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5.3 ECCM Coding. The criteria for evaluating the alternatives of
this problem area are not synonymous with the previous problem area. The
following criteria are considered relevant for the evaluation of vhz
alternatives listed in paragraph 4.2.

5.3.1 Transmission Technlque. The ,arious alternatives are not
necessarily applicable to any tranpmission techniques selected for the DTS.
For example, an alternative may be dependent upon bandwidth for its
efficiency. With regard to the ECCM requirement, it is assumed that the
data content of all messages is not classified; therefore, ECCM coding is
not for the purpose of depriving the enemy of classified information but
rather to prevent his utilizing the messages for countermeasure purposes
or to provide information for Jamming of the data link.

6.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

6.1 General. The DTS of REMBASS must provide for the asychronous
transmission of data messages from sensors, either direct to a readout unit
or via repeaters. The message duty cycle will be very low for a given
sensor, although it may bn somewhat higher for some repeaters in a given
repeater link. The relative duty cycle for a sensor transmission is very
t horF as is indicated in Figure 11-1.

message-it II
"-"4j 4 .KtsSec.

Y _ _ sec" .

FIGURE ii-1 REMBASS MESSAGE DUTY CYCLE

In view of this .low duty cycle of the message, it is reasonable to
assume that the nciie characteristics are approximately Gaussian during the
short transmission interval. While burst type noise will no doubt be ex-
perienced at times, the probability of this type noise occurring during the

K short transmission period is assumed to be low enough that a simultaneous
occurrence of a noise burst and a given sensor transmission will not
seriously affect sy.•tem performance.

6.2 Exror DOtection/Correction. Under the above assumptions for the
characteristics of REMBASS inessages, a block code is very appropriate. A
blocl- code provides a ntmber of "check" digits for a group of data digits.
The addition of check digits to the data digits either increases message
duration (if bit -ate is maintained), or requires an increase in bit rate
if message duration is to be maintained.
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The latter decreases the energy in the digit signal and requires an increase
in b•ndwidth, both of which reduce signal--o-noise ratio (SIN). If a non-

coherent comunication system is assumed, then:

JBER)n hits (BER)k/n
nisk

where k is the number of data digits and n is the number of digits in the
message (message digits plus check digits). The BER rises exponentially,
e.g. for n - 2k a BER of 10-4 before coding becowes 10-2 after coding, an
increase of 100 times when the bit rate is increased to maintain messagel
duration1. Therefore, bit rate should be maintained and the added messagc
duration accepted in the absence of other constraints. There are many
typcs oi block codes. They do no allow an arbitrary selection of n or k.
Table XY-1 lists the characteristics of several common error correction
block codes. These are a general class of ccdes called BCH (Bore-Chaudhuri-
Hocquengham) codes which cor.tain other codes as sub-sets. General BCH codes
are difficult to decode and therefore simpler codes would be considered for
REMBASS. In particular, a Hamming code would be a probable choice if only
a single ertor correction capability is desired.
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k Ic (ata di~sita) errors
corrected

7 4 1

5 11 1

7 2

31 26 1 HaMing

21 2

16 3

11 S

63 57 1 Umina

.31 2

45 3

39 4

36 5

23 12 3 Golay

Note: in selecting a code, it is Important to use an efficient code, i.e.,

one that provides ,igh (k/n), for a ape~ified number of corrected error

Odd resultaut encoding/d-!coding complexity.
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6.3 Error Detection Only. A parity check allows rejection of all messages
with an odd numbe.. of errors, but presekcs as correct messages those with an
even number of errors as well as those messages without error.

6.4 Evaluation of Alternatives.

6.4.1 Performance.

6.4.1.1 Message Error Rate.

a) Alternative Al -- Error Detection and Correction. The assumption
of a probable Gaussian noise environment in REMBASS permits the calculation,
using the Bernoulli Trials Formula, of the message error rate improvement
achievable through error correction. In Figure 11-2 Curve WO/32 shows the
message error rate of a 32 digit message as a function of bit error rate (BER).
Curves WI/32, W2/32, and W3/32 show the message error rate when one, two,
and three errors in the 32 digit message are corrected. Reference to these
curves does not reflect the whole story. Each message must have an alerting
preamble for message recognition and synchronization (identification of the
first data digit). Curves F8 and F 5 in Figure 11-2 show the failure of. an
eight digit and a five digit preamble under conditions of same BER, wLth
no error correction. Note tuat with these preambles, the failure rate of

the preamble causes message loss and therefore limits the attainment
of the full improvement that comes from the correction of Just one error in
the message. With this kind of preamble error rate, there is no point in
correcting more than one error in the remainder of the message. It behooves
us to use a preamble which is less susceptible to errors. One method would
be the use of a "Barker Code" for a preumble. Curves Wl/8 and W2/8 of Figure
11-2 indicate the preamble failure rate when one and two errors are permitted.
In Figtre 11-3 the possible wessage error rate improvement from using a 7 bit
Barker sequence followed by 3 blocks of a (15, 11) code (15 digits in each
block, of which 11 are data digits) is shown. This 52 bit message efficiently
accomodates 32 data digits. It can correct one error per block. The improve- .

ment in message error rate relative to a 32 bit uncorrected message is shown.
The preamble error rate is also shown, which allows one bit error in the 7
bit Barker Code for the given preamble error rate.
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b) Alternative Bi - Error Detection Only. A simple parity check
enables the differentiation of received messages into two categories:
1) those that have an odd number of errors which usually are screened
out (not displayed); and 2) those that have either an even number of
errors or no error and which are presented. The parity check system also
rejects correct data messages in which the parity check bit is in error.
Two questions are of interest in evaluating the relative performance of the
simple parity check: *A) What percentage of received correct data messages
are not displayed (missed) in each alternative; and B) What percentage of
the displayed messages are in error, The answers to these questions varies
with BER. From the cumulative data digit errors (i.e.,more than zero errors,
more than one error, more than two error2 , etc.) or correctly synched messages
obtained from the Bernouilli Trials Formula for a 32 digit data message the
"relative standing of the alternatives are shown in Table XI-II.

TABLE XI-II

ALTERNATIVE RELATIVE STANDING

BER of 10-2 (a relatively high BER) % messages % of displayed
displayed messages in error

32 data digit message !00 27.5

32 data digits + parity 76 5.2

One error corrected 99 6.5
(3 blocks - 15, 11)

BER of 10-3

32 data digit message 1OC 3.15

32 dat3 digits + parity 97 .05

.Oae error corrected 99.99 16-4

Parity check reduces the percentage of displayed messages with errors.
In a relatively high BER situation many correc.t messages will not be
displayed (and therefore nlssed), using a parity check. Figure 11-4 shown
the relati- . improvement in message error rate between error detection
(parity check) and single error correci.ion under 2 conditions, maintiir.ing

message energy (increased bit rate) and maintaining bit rate. Errors
include messages r%'ceived aith errors and therefore nor displayed, and
displayed messages whirh may be in error.
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ID

C) Z _ , _,

BIT ERROR RATE -

Error Detection: ni, k =33. 32; Preamble =7 Total digits 40
I Lrror Corrected: 3 blocks (15. 11) Preamble 7 Total digits 52

FIGURE 11-4 COMPflARISON OF CONSTANT BANDWIDTHI AND CONSTANT BIT ENERGY

CODE PERFORMANCE
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c) Alternative Cj. - No Detection/Correction. As shown in
Table XI-I this alternative is inferior to any other alternative in
terms of error prrformance.

6.4.1.2 SMessage Energy Requirements.

a) Alternative Al - Error Detection/Correction. Message energy
requirements increase directly with increased bits, assuming constant band-
width is maintained. In order to keep message energy independent of added

code bits, a higher bit error feasability must be accepted. For purposes
of comparing the alternatives, a longer message is assumed and therefore,
this alternative requires a greater message energy to obtain improved perfor-
mance.

b) Alternative BI - Error Detection Only. This alternative only
requires adding a single bit to a message; therefore, for reasonably long
messages of the REMBASS type, no appreciable increase in message energy is
required.

c) Alternative Cl - No Detection/Correction. No increase in
energy for messages by virtue of the dtfinition ot thn alternative.

6.4.1.3 Message Self-Interference.

a) Alternative Al - Error Detection/Correction. Increased self-
interference is directly proportional to the increased message duration;
therefore, this alternative is expected to result in increased message
interference.

b) Alternative BI - Error Detection Only. Due to the insignificant

A
increase in message length due to an added parity bit, no appreciable self-
interferer should result.

c) Alternative Cl - No Detection/Correction. No additional aelf-
interference by definition.

6.4.1.4 ECM/EMI

a) Alternative Al - Error Detection/Correction. This criterion
relates to the probability of enemy detection uf a message, or interference
with other colocated data systems. The longer the message duration, the
higher the probability of either; therefore, relative to other alternatives,

this alternaiive would be ranked lowest.O

b) Alternative Bl - Error Detection Only. This alternative would
rank close to Alternative Cl due to the minor difference ip message lengths
of the two alternatives.
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6.4.2 Cost.

6.4.2.1 R&D Costs.

a) Alternative Al - Error Detection/Correction. Although the
technology and .iicuit design is straightforward for developing this alter-
native, there would still be apprec'.able cost associated with fabricating
LSI masks, etc., for pioducing the required circuits; therefore, the R&D

costs associateU' with this alternative would necessarily be greater than
the other alternatives.

b) Alternative Al - Error Detection Only. This alternative
requires only a single binary flip-flop plus gating; therefore, no
appreciable R&D cost would be required to implement it.

c) AMternative C1 - No error Deteicn/Correction. No additional
" R&D costs required.

6.4.2.2 Acquisition Costs.

a) Alternative Al - Error Detection/Correction. Acquisition
couts are dependent to some extent upon whether error correct 4ion will be
performed in the repeaters. For a single arror correction system it would
probably be desirable to correct the message before retransmitting it.
This would increase the cost of this alternative. In any case, since each
sensor must include the message encoding capability, the acquisition :os;t

of this alternative would be significantly greater than either of the others.

b) Alternative B! - Error Detection Only. No appreciable increase

in acquisition cost should result over no error detection.

6.4.2.3 Life Cycle Support Costs. The only impact on life cycle

support costs for any of the alternatives would be in the maintenance time,
skills, arLd equipment requirements. For this criterion, Alternative U1 and
C1 would rank equally, with Alternative Al ranking somewhat lower due to
the added circuit cotaplexity which would reflect in a possible higher

mean- Lime-to-repair.

6.5 Electronic Counter Countermeasures (ECGM) Coding. The type if

Y ECM whicb are cor.monly used against an RF communication system are:
a) broadband noise-life RF radiation; b) simultaneous transmission
of burst type interference signals by an enemy when he detects a

suspected transmission, without regaru for what the transmission
consists of; and c) "spoofing", where transmissions are recorded
"by the enemy and used for future transmissiojI to simulate a real message.
ECCM coding may provide a certain measure of security against either of the

above types of ECM, depending upon the type of transmission technique
used for the communication sys.em.

,3I
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For exuple, if wideband transmission is used, coding of the transmitted
data may be used to simulate noise provided adequate processing gain is
available in the receiver using matched filter or correlation detection.
In this way the ability of the enemy to detect the transmission may be
practically eliminated. If narrowband data transmission is used, the
ability of the enemy to detect transmissions is good, therefore, ECCM
coding would not provide security against the type: 1); and 2) EC24 above.
Against "spoofing", or imitative signal transmission, certain coding
techniques can provide a 3ood measure of security. Since the results of
the DTS engineering analysis 1 seem to indicatý! that a narrowband coumnunica-
tion system is the dominant alternative, and S3ince a narrowband system is
easily spoofed, some type of secure coding .•hould be considered for part
of the digý.tal message. The subject of *:,'.ure coding has been discussed
with NSA peiaoý,nel. if REMBASS deairc.• to use a crypto code for data
messages, NSA %ili have to be provided with an operational description
(qoncept) for RELMESS, from which to decide whether they will agree to
provide us with a classified microcircuit "Chip" (similar to that for
the Air Force SEEK BUS and the iirmy/Marine's PLRS), which could be designed
into all encoders.
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TABLE Xl-" III

RELATIVE RATING OF ALTERNATIVES vs. CRITERIA

CRITERIA

COSTS PERFORMANCE

H[

I

z

'-4 >4z

:D w

ALTERNATIVE _ ___

A. Single Error
Correction 8 7/8 8

B. Error DetectionOnly 10 10 10 2/7 9 9 9

C. No Error Coding 10 10 10 0 10 10 10
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7.0 RANKING OF ALTERNATIVES USING SEVERAL WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

The procedures and discussions presented in Section III, paragraph

7.0 apply equally to this section except that the basic data presenteed
., this section are applicable.

7.1 Basic Ranking Technique. The procedures &nd discussions pre-
sented in Section III, paragraph 7.1 apply equally to this sectiot except
that the basic data presented in this section are applicable. The nominal
maximum, and minimum values of the weighting factors used are given in
Table XI-IV.

Table XI-V lists the evaluation scores for each alternative and evaluation
criterion, together with the weighting factor for each evaluation criterion.
The evaluation scores in this table are accurate to two significant figures.
The last line is the Evaluation Rating (ER) or weighted score for each
alternative.

7.2 Secondary Ranking Techniques. The procedures and discussions
presented in Section III, paragraph 7.2 apply equally to this section
except that the basic data preoented in this section are applicable.
The resultant evaluation scores and their ranks, based on nominal values,
derived by each of the four analytical techniques are shown in Table XI-VI. V

7.3 Comparison of Results-Nom•,•al Values. From Table XI-VI
the ranking of the alternatives showed little stability throughout the
performance of the four analytical techniques. Alternative B realized
the first and second rank positions an equal number of times. Alternative
C was first ranked twice and once each for the second and third rank
positions. Alternative A realized the second rank position once and the
third, three times.
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TABLE XI-IV

WEIGHTINc, FACTORS

NOMINAL WEIGHT

WEIGHT RANGE

MAIOR, SUB- MINIMUM MAXIMUM

FACTOR FACIrOR

I. COST .4807 .3800 .5800

•. R&D 
.2339

,* ACQUISTION 
.3887

2. LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT .3774

11. PERFORMANCE 
.5193 .4200 .6200

,-i. MESSAGE ERROR RATE .3500

2. MSG. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS .1000

3. MSG. SELF INTERFERENCE .3500

4. ECM/EMI 
.2000

4
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TABLE XI-V

LrEVALUATION SCORES

CRITERIA ALTERNATIVES

1. COST (.4807) A B C

1. R&D '(.2339) 8.0 10.0 10.0

2. ACQUISITION (.3887) 7.5 10.0 10.0

3. L.C. SUPPORT (.3774) 8.0 10.0 10.0

I1. PERFORMANCE (.5193)

1. MESSAGE ERROR RATE (.3500) 10.0 4.5 0

2. MSG. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS (.1000) 7.0 9.0 10.0

3. MSG. SELF INTERFERENCE (.3500) 7.0 :9.0 10.0

4. ECM/EMI (.2000) 7.0 9.0 10.0

EVALUATION RATING 7.93 8.66 8.18

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. SINGLE ERROR CORRECTION
B. ERROR DETECTION ONLY
C. NO E1,ROR CODING
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TABLE XI-.VI

EVALUATION RATINGS AND RANKS USING NOMINAL WEIGHTS AND DIFFERENT
WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

AL TER- AD I.. .. . b T IVE ... ... .. 4$. ..... ULTIPLICATIVE_ LOGARITHtCNATIVE RATIN!G RANK PATING RANK RATING RANK RATING RANK

S_ __ - 7, 3 .... 3. . .. , 0 .... .•_..7e87..- e . . .. . 4 -O._ 3..
B e.,8 I , 2 8.35 1 Q*39 2
C . 2 . ...... 87. 3.. . . 71. l _ 1

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. SINGLE ERROR CORRECTION
B. ERROR DETECTION ONLY
C. NO ERROR CODING
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8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

lii..The proceitures and discussions presented in Section III, paragraph

8.0 apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented
in this section are applicable.

8.1 Sensitivity Study Using the Additive- Weihting Techni--c.

First a sensitivity study was completed using the additive weighting
technique. The evaluation ratings computed with nominal weighting
factors and the add: tive technicque served as the base set of values. Then
three additional sets of evaluation ratings were calculated using maximum
and minimum weighting factors for each of the three iaaJo-: evaluation
criteria. When the weighting factor for one major evaluation criteria
was changed to maximum ir minimum, all other major criterion weighting •_
factors were adjusted proportionately. The results of the additiv-

weighting sensitivity study are plotted in Figure 11-5. The weighted
score or evaluat~ion toting is plotted against the major criteria weight
combination 4sod ia th,.a calculation. An examination of Figurp 11-5

show tht Ateratie Breained first ranked co,,sistamtly. Alternative
maintained the second rank position three times and the third, twice
throughout the additive we' ghting technique analysis. AlcerTative A
realized the third rank position three times- and the sec-.nd, twice.
Additionally, Alternative A showed little change in eval.uation rating

•i,, ~value throughout the analyelz;. •

• ' .... -•8.2 General Sensitivity S tudy. Three additional sets of evaluation :
S' ~ratings were calculated for -the three additional weighting techniques in ti
:• ~the same way that the additive sensitivity study was conducted. A total Ii
=:. of 16 sensitivity runs were made for the analysis. Tables XI-VII and
•,XI-VIII show the resultant evaluation ratings and the rank prefere~nce order
i for each of the alternativeýs as the indicated major criterion faL~toX

weights varied. From Tables XI-VII and XI-VIiI, none of the alte-niatives
maintained stability in rank preference order. ýklternative B realized
the first and second rank positions an equal number" of times, directly
correlating to the results obtained from the additive techniqae. Similarly,
the results obtained for the C and A alternatives corresponded to those
realized from the additive technique in that Alternative C ranked first
eight times, second, twice and third, six times and Alternative A realized
rank position 2, six times and 3, ten times. Table XI-IX shows the
alternatives cumulative rank frequency, for the 20 runs obtained from the
four analysis techniques. From Table XI-IX, the trends discussed in
the preceding paragraphs are evident. Alternatives B and C realized the
first and second rank positions respectively, when ordered on the bares
of evaluation rating mean values. While both attained the first rank
position the same number of times, Alternative B attained the second rank
positi8. Sentimes than did Alternative C. Alternative A outranked
Alternatiq e C in the second rank position buwit nomi never attained the
first rank position, it is clearly third in rank order.
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The most probable rank order of t.ht viable a~ternativ(b is as follows-

RANK ALTERNATIVE

.1 ERROR DETECTION ONLY (B)

2 NO ERROR CODING (C)

3 SINGLE ERROR CORRECTION (A)

i,1
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TABLE XI-VII
'I OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING COST FACTOR

A.AL.TER - ADDI-TIV.E RMSMULFLICArIVE---- LOGARITH.MI C.-

NATIVE RATING RANK RAT7NG RANK RATING Rk RATING RANK

A 7,96 2 8.04 3 7.88 2 A*49 3

C 7,83. 3 8'A;5 1.36 3 9,65 1

_ _C O ST - "

A 7,91 3 7.97 3 7,56 2 R,31 3
_. B ,1,, . ..... 9,53,._.2_

C 8.53 2 9.?. 1 2.58 3 9.77 1

WEIGHTS USED IN THESE RUNS

.2!N- COST:CO1 Z 121 4 JE~ . _________ ____

MAX COSTI COSTL,...5800.1 PERF ,..42D00, .__

"ALTERNATIVE KEY

A.SINGLE ERROR CORRECTION
B. ERROR DETECTION ONLY
C. NO ERROR CODING
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TABLE XI-VIII

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING PERFORMANCE FACTOR

ALTER-__-_ -ADDIT IVE __.R3.-... ULTIPLICATIVE __LGARII.H4IC.-
NATIVE RATING RANK RATTNG RANK RATING RANK RATING RANW

M I N-. PE E_.'•

A 7.91 3 7.q7 3 7-6 2 8.31 3..a 8O.&...__1______ . _-__ .. 8_,______5{- .. 2_
c 8.53 0 , 2.58 9.77 4

..... X_.....R.. . .......... . ..

A7096 8.0 3 7,88 2 s* I.fi 3
8.40 .... 1.. a 6.A__ a-.{,)......,,L ....... 9.23-_-;. 2 ,.¾C ,7.83 3 Ft ,kS5 1 .36 3 14.65 1

-WE-IGHTS USED IN THESE RUNS ''i

SMA(_PER•FLj CQSI__--_.3_8-.0j PERF • Q .. .

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. SINGLE ERROR CORRECTION
B,:'ERROR DETECTION ONLY
C. NO ERROR CODING
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TABLE XI-IX

CUMULATIVE RANK FREQUENCY TABLE- ALL METHODS

- AL-T-mio E-1 EAN-L4 8 T- 2.110-3 PO-
*A 3 2,6SO o 13* 

o!

1 1,850 10 7

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A. SINGLE ERROR CORRECTION
B. ERROR DETECTION ONLY
"C. NO ERROR. CODING
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS

The analysis indicates that a single bit parity che. -:r' detection
coding for RFM SS digital data messages is preferred over ingle error
correction coding or no coding. It is emphacized that this assumes that
the DTS data messages contain no classified information. That is,
reliability of data communication is the primary concern.

The DTS team does not agree with the relative weights applied to
the cost subcriteria; however, this would not change the results since
the rating of the two top alternatives are equal for these subcriteria,

10.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that a single parity check bit be incorporated

with atll digital data for error detection only.
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SECTION XII

I!I
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 11 -REPEATER OPERATIONAL TESTING

1.0 SUMMARY

This analysis addresses the method of repeater testing that should
be employed in the REMBASS Data Transmission Subsystem (DTS). The alter-
natives were evaluated against a specific set of criteria; cost, performance,
physical characteristics, human factors and versatility. The analysis con-
cluded that the capability for operational testing through the command link
should be included in REMBASS.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The REMBASS system is composed of several major subsystems. Several
different alternative subsystem designs may be found which provide the
system operational and functional requirements of REMBASS within certain
constraints. In order to determine which subsystem alternative provides
the best choice, alternatives are evaluated and anaiyzed against counon
criteria and one or more possible alternatives are selected as candidates
for final system components.

This report is concerned with the feasibility of having and the
selection of a means for Post-Emplacement testing the operability of
repeaters in REMBASS.

3.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

After the operational deployment of a remote sensor system to provide
information on enemy activity at various locations, there will be extended
periods in which there will be no enemy activity reported at most if not
all sensor locations because of the absence of enemy activity. Should com-
ponents in the DTS particularly the repeaters fail, it would not be known
if there were enemy activity in an area and a possible false sense of security
would be generated. It appears that REMBASS should include means for DTS
test if confidence in the system is to be maintained.

Technical means can be provided to test the DTS but it will add to
system cost. It may not be necessary since enemy activity is not the
only stimulus that generates sensor transmissions. Other stimuli that
may provide messages on a random basis include: a) environmental events
(rain, wind, thunderclaps); b) roaming anamals and; c) electronic noises.
Receipt of such messages will indicate that portions, or all of the DTS are
operational. Since these messages may be misinterpreted as true target
messagesitheir minimization is a sensor design goal. Minimization of fali'e
messages however increases the period between messages, and therefore the
interval during which the status of the DTS is unknown.
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Whether means to generate a periodic DTS test message from a sensor
is required to provide a repeater verificatioii of operation depends on
the expected sensor false alarm rate. Possible technical alternatives,
for testing repeaters in the DTS require analysis against pertinent
criteria.

4.0 ALTERNATIVES

4.1 Automatic Self Test. In this alternative each repeater periodi-
cally tests its ability to receive messages and transmits a response

message indicative of its operational status. The test does not depend
on outside stimuli. One embodiment would utilize the continuously running
CMOS clock of the message encoder to time an interval following which a
microwatt level RF modulated signal (internally generated) would be
applied momentaiily to the receiver input. The receiver output level
would be used to code an appropriate response message and indicate repeater
operation status.

4.2 Command Test. The REMBASS Material Need (MN) includes a need for
commandable sensors. In this alternative each repeater includes logic

i" to recognize a "Test" command addressed to itself. The repeater transmits
an appropriate response message. The "Test" command is generated at the
Sensor Readout Unit (SRU) whenever the status of a repeater is in doubt.

4.3 Operational Test. This alternatilre provides an indication of
repeater status from its functioning In response to sensor generated messages
stimulated by enemy activity, a periodic sensor test, or non-enemy induced

sensor stimulation. Failure to receive such messages at the SRU over aperiod of time is interpreted as the presence of a -ion-functioning repeater

in the link.

5. 0 CRITERIA

Criteria used in the comparatimv evaluation of alternatives of this
engineering analysis are defined below. In paragraph 6.0 each alter~iative
is evaluated against these criteria and given a comparative rating relative
to the other alternatives. In arriving at a final evaluation (see paragraphs
7.0 and 8.0) each criterion is weighted in proportion to its importance
as determined from MK requirements or other pertinent facts. In casas
where the relative weight or relative ratings of a criterion is not con-
sidered exact, a sensitivity analysis will be performed to determine the
effects of error in the weighting factor or ratings.

5.1 This criterion includes all costs of:a) research and engineering
development of the test capability; b) differential end item cost involved
in initial purchase and supply of each designated Army element due to the
inclusion of the test capability; and c) the different costs involved
to continue resupply of end items with components to provide the required
test capability.
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5.2 Performance.

5.2.1 Dependability. The degree to which an alternative can be relied
upon to indicate repeater operability.

5.2.2 Timeliness. The relative time within which an alternative can
indicate repeater inoperability after malfunction.

5.2.3 Failure Isolation. The ability of an alternative to isolate in
a repeater chain or in the DTS where a failure exists.

5.2.4 Power. The additional power demands of an alternative to provide

the test capability.

9.3 Size. The size or volume impact on the end item due to alternative
incorporation in an end item.

5.4 Human Factors. The ease by which an alternative provides a IE4BASS
operator with knowledge of a repeater or DTS malfunction and its loca':ion.

5.5 Versatility. The number of applications or types of repeaters an
alternative can satisfy.

6.0 EVALUATION OF THE ALTERNATIVES (see Table XII-I).

6.1 General. The function of a repeater is to receive messages from
sensors ox repeaters, and retransmit the message at increased power level
without modification or errors. A meaningful test routine of a repeater
must therefore furnish information indicating: a) the repeaters ability
to receive messages; and b) its ability to forward messages. Co, No-GC'
type of tests would be performed on repeater functions. The status of the

repeater would be coded into its response message. Test of the repeater's
battery condition may be a desirable subsidiary test, as it permits an
estimate of the probable remaining operating time of the repeater. Alter-
native 2 requires decoding of command message addresses to each repeater and
execution of a test routine. Each repeater in a system is sequentially
addressed, starting with the one closest to the :owmand transmitLer station.
Failure of the closest repeater to respond with a status raessage indicates
it is inoperative. This will usually "black out" responses from all repeaters
further down the transmission path. This alternative may also permit deter-
mination of whether a commandable sensor is operable. A test or other
command is addressed to a particular sensor. If no response message is
received to this command, and a response message is received from its "servicing"
repeater following a repeater test command addressed to this repeatei, it
may be concluded that the addressed sensor is inoperative. Non-comm ndable
sensors would depend on proper target activations or false alarms for testing.
One embodiment of alternative 3 applicable to non-commandabIe sensorE*,
causes each sensor to send a periodic message indicating its operaticnal
status. If a test message is received from a non-commandable sensor ser-
viced by the "last" repeater in a link at test intervals, the entire system
is operational.
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Failure to receive a "test" message from one or all sensors or repeaters
in the time interval in alternatives 1 and 3 can initiate an audible or
visual alarm in the SRU.

6.2 Costs.

6.2.1 R&D Costs. R&D Costs of all alternatives are similar and mini-
mal since the designs would be straight forward using available components
and circuitry.

6.2.2 Acquisition Costs.

6.2.2.1 Alternative 1 (Self Test). TbM3 alternative requires addition
of costly components to repeaters.

6.2.2.2 Alternative 2 (Co-mmand Test). This alternative can be built
into the logic of repeaters of the DTS at negligible cost, assuming that
REMBASS utilizes commandable sensors. Since the REMBASS MN specifies the
use of commandable sensors, the assumption seems valid.

6.2.2.3 Alternative 3 (External Stimulation). If a periodic test
message is not necessary, this alternative does not add to system cost. If
a periodic test message from sensors is required, the necessary test
message encoding logic can be incorporated in the design of the encoder
and provided at little added cost to each sensor.

6.2.3 Life Cycle Support Costs (see Table XII-II for sum/ar).

6.2.3.2 Consumption. Alternative 1 has high unit cost component*s but
these are only required in repeaters, so consumption cost is moderate.
Alternative 2 can be incorporated in repeater decoder and encoder chips
at negligible cost, rj consumption cost is expected to be lowest of
alternatives. If a periodic sensor test message is not required, no
consumption costs are involved in alternative 3. However, if a periodic
sensor test message is required, provision for this must be incorporated
in a.ll sensors. In view of the large sensor populaticn consumption c:ost
would be highest:.

6.2.3.3 Integrated Logistics Support. Since additional parts would
have to be provided for alternative 1 its integrated logistics support
cost is greatest.

6.2.3.4 Transportation. This criterion is of little consequence in
all alternatives.
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6.2.3.5 DPýot Maintenance. Since alternative 1 has the greater
number of parts, its depot repair cost is higher than alternative 2. If
no periodic sensor stimulation is required, its cost will be lowest. If
alternative 3 requires means for periodic sensor stimulation, items sub-
ject to repair will be high and the alternative can have the highest\repair
cost.

6.3 Performance.

6.3.1 Dependability. Alternative 2 is more dependable since the
*test can be repeated as often as desired. Alternatives 1 and 3 are of

equal dependability but less dependable than alternative 2.

6.3.2 'rimelineas. Alternative 2 can provide the more timely alert4
of malfunction since a test coamiand can be sent whenever desired. Alter-
natives 1 and 3 are likely to be equally less responsive to a repeater
failure than alternative 2.

6.3.3 Failure Isolation. Alternatives 1 and 2 permit the identifi-
cation of the portion of a repeater link that is functional. Failure to
receive a test or cotmmand response message from repeaters beyond a parti-
cular repeater indicates one or more of the further removed repeaters (from
the SRU), is not operating. Which of these further removed repeaters is
not functioning, cannot be determined. In al~ternative 3 if sensors are
clustered around only the most distant repeater, the failure of any repeater

will cause loss of all sensor messages, and the faulty repeater cannot be
isolated. However, if sensors are clustered around each repeater the
limit of DTS operability can be determined to the same extent as in ailter-
natives 1 and 2.

for . Poe Th added power requirements to provide repeater test
fralalternatives is inconsequential. Among the alternatives, 3 requires
powr oly o rlaymessages. Alternative 2 requires slightly more power,

while alternative 1 requires the most power in relation to the other alter-
natives.

6.4 Size. The size impact of alternatives 2 and 3 is insignificant
alternative 1 may require a separate module.

6.5 Human Factors. All alternatives can provide the SRU operator with
an automatic alert if a message from a repeater is not received in a parti-
cular interval. Since alternative 2 requires overt operator action, it is
slightly more prone to operator error.

6.6 Versatili;.-. Alternatives 1 and 3 are inflexible in that the

testing is dependent on predetermined routines or external factors. Alter-
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1 7 0 RANKING OF ALTERNATIVES USING SEVERAL WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

The procedures and discussions presented in Section MII, paragraph
7.0 apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented
in this section are applicable.

I 7.1 Basic Ranking Technique. The procedures and discussions presented
in Section III, paragraph 7.1 apply equally to this section except that
the basic data presented ii. this section are applicable. The nominal,
maximum, and minimum values of the weighting factors used are given in
Table XII-Ill.
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TABLF XII-IEI

WEIGHTING FACTORS

NJO?" INAL W'EfCHT

CRITERION . - - . R t

OR SUB. A. 'Ay-

COST 26b67 .. 2167 . 36h. 7

-ACQUISTION --875 
----

.__4_SUPPORT 20 3o

IT PERFORMANCE -?b -----------
_ ,.•DEPENDABILITY -- " •"'

2 TIMELINESS

_ 3-FAILURE ISOLATIO0N-----`--
4 POWER .1iU0

~ ~ -j; 4-33 . JOQO

IV laUDANI FACTORS 166b7 1.3.•

'" I
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Table XII-V list3 the evaluation scores for each alternative and evaluation
criterion, together with the weighting factor for each evaluation criterion.
The alternative scores entered for the S'upport, a Cost Subcriteria, are
derived from five Support Subcriteria data which were provided and are
tabulated below.

TABLE XII-IV

SCORES FOR SUPPORT COST SUB-CRITERIA

INTEGRATED
LOGOSTICS

PERSONNEL CONSUMPTION SUPPORT TRANSPORT MAINTENANCE SCORE

WEIGHTING .25 .2333 .25 .0833 .1833 I
ALTERNATIVL

A 10 7 7 10 6 7.8

B 10 10 10 10 10 10.0

C 10 10/5 10 10 0/10 8.5

The Final Score values were derived by summing the products of the relative
score and the subcriteria weight for each alternative. For illustrative
purposes, for Alternative A, the calculations are as follows:

7.8 - 10 (.25) + 7(.2333) + 7(.25) + 10(.0833) + 6(.1833)
The evaluation scores in this table are accurate to two significant figures.

The last line iL the evaltiation rating or weighted score for each alter-
native.
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TABLE XII--V

EVALUATION SCORES

ALTERNATIVE
CRITERION

COST('2667) 1o

4-R & D (.2500)
2 ACQUISTION."(.2875) 6 0 A & 0 .3.0
4--SUPPORT (.4625) 7 a 0 o' 6

IT PýRFORMANCF (.2667)

--. DEPENDABILITY (. 2833) 8.0 lOo, e ,0

2 TIMELINESS (.2833) -...A 4 - %, A0

-3-FAILURE ISOLATION (.2833) 10.0 10a ol •.f
4 POWER (.1500) A f -4 A 0 Q-•A

1 14- H- -- Y- -, 6 (.1333) ...

IV JUMAW' FACIORS (.1667)

Io'•ErST1lrv (.1667) A _..1 A_.A'

EVALUATION RATING 8.31 9.83 8.45

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- AUTOMATIC SELF TEST

B- COMMAND TEST
C- OPERATIONAL TEST
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This initial analysis results in the following preference listing of the
alternatives.

RANK ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RATING

1 COMMAND TEST (B) 9.83
2 OPERATIONAL TEST (C) 8.45
3 AUTOMATIC SELF TEST (A) 8.31

bince the least accurate figures in the calculation are accurate to two
significant figures, the evaluation rating given here is accurate to two
significant figures.

7.2 Secondary Ranking Thchniques. The procedures and discussions
presented in Section III, paragraph 7.2 apply equally to this section
except that the basic data presented in this section are applicable.
The resultant evaluation scores and their ranks, based on nominal values,
derived by each of the four analyLical techniques are shown in Table XII-VI..

7.3 Comparison of Results - Nominal Values. From Table XII-VI,
Alternative B was clearly ranked first by a substantial ER margin. in
addition, the ER value for B was consistently large and unusually stable.
Alternative C ranked second by a small margin for the Additive and FRMS
Technique and second by a substantial margin for the Logarithmic Technique.
Alternative A ranked third for three of the four analysis techniques.
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. TABLE XII-VI

EVALUATION RATINGS AND IANKS USING NOMINAL WEIGHTS AND DIFFERENT
WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES

ALTER- ADDITIVE R".S MULTIPLICATIVE LGARIJTHMIC
_ N ZVE-_ AN..LRkI NG _ARANK. RAT I NQ_.RANKt... A .I.NG__R ANK

SA 8,3 3 . 0 3 8,21 2 S.88 3

K C 8,45 2 $15. 3 9,08 2
I ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- AUTOMATIC SELF TEST
1 B- COMMAND TEST

SC- OPERATIONAL TEST
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8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The procedures and discussions presented in Section III, paragraph
8.0 apply equally to this section except that the basic data presented
in this section are applicable.

8.1 Sensitivity Study Using the Additive Weighting Technique. First
a sensitivity study was completed using the additive weighting technique.
The evaluation ratings computed with nominal weighting factors and the addi-
tive technique served as the base set of values. Then 10 additional sets
of evaluation ratings were calculated using maximum and minimum weighting
factors for each of the 5 major evaluation criteria. When the weighting
factor for one major evaluation criteria was changed to maximum or minimum, I
all other major criterion weighting factors were adjusted propurLionaLely.

The results of the additive we'.ghting sensitivity study are plotted in
Figure 12-1. The weighted score or evaluation rating is plotted against the
major criteria weight combination used in the calculation. The weight-
combination key for Figure 12-1 is given in Figure 12-1. An examination of
Figure 12-1 reveals that all three alternatives retain their rank throughout
the sensitivity study, and their rank is very stable. This agrees with the
results of paragraph 7.3.

8.2 General Sensitivity Study. Three additional sets of evaluation
ratin,.,; were calculated for three additional weighting techniques in the same
way that the additive sensitivity study was conducted. A total of 44 sen-
sitivity runs were made for the analysis. These runs showed that preference
rankings for certain sensors remained constant while others shifted within
certain bands. Tables XII-VII tinough XII-XI show the resultant final scores
and rank order of the alternatives as the indicated major criteria factor
weights were varied for the four analysis techniques.

The relationship among the evaluation scores for each alternative, the
nominal weighting factors for the subcriteria and for the major criteria is as
shown in Table XII-IV. Table XII-III additionally includes the maximum and
minimum values for the major criteria.

When the results were compared with the results obtained for RMS,
Multiplicative, and Logarithmic Weighting Techniques, the results agreed
with those previously reported in this document. The ER values for all

criteria were generally consistent for both minimum and maximum variation
in criteria weights. No change in ranking was recorded for any of the runs.
Therefore, the final ranking is as follows:

RANK ALTERNATIVE

1 COMMAND TEST (B)
2 OPERATIONAL TEST (C)
3 AUTOMATIC SELF TEST (A)
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6r-~-~ALTERNATIVE KEY CIEI E

FA- AUTOMATIC SELF TEST ýRO
B- COMM4AND TEST 111. [HYSICAL CHAR)CTERIS ICS
C-OFERATIONAL TESTI.FUoNFLOR

FIG11RE 121 1
M RIrivE -in pV.YIH G ODNTN ADTV WIH IN
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TABLE XII"VII

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING COST FACTOR

ALTER- ADDITIVE RMS mULTIPLIC,&TIVE L11GARITHMIC
.NATIVE RATING RANKK- .ATT.NG RANK .K.RAIJG --RANK-...- RATING _RANK

~4IN CnST
I i- ) - -3.... . . ..

B 9,82 1 1,•3 . 9'82 1 9,87 1

mAX COST
__ .. ___,53_____ .3.8_.i.'_. . 8.0_.. _3_

a 9,86 1 9,A I q.85 1 9169 1
WrjG . . .. .. . . _ _ _QL

MIN CnSTI COST - .21671 PFRF - .28190 PHYS .. 0?41 4 F - *17811
vE *, .-.. L8 I[ . ... __ __ _

MAX. COST:~ COST ,.1671fF 1 3~HS P II- J
VERS - 1.L4LO1 iL

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A-AUTOMATIC SELF TEST

B-COMMAND TEST
C- OPERATIONAL TEST
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TABLE 7KII-VIII

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING PERFORMANCE FACTOR

i 'I

ALTER-. ADDITIVE RmS MULTIPLICATIVE LflGARITHMICI 1".ING.._RA _ G__RA N K R .Ar I __R A NRATI NG _RANK

MIN PERF

;.9 _ 3 8 2A
P 9.82 1 9.¶ý3 1 9,A1 1 9068 1

MtX PERF

B 9.85'1 9,Rb 1 9.85 1 9o89- 1

WE I G.HT S_ US EI)__[I__l__PUN__

MTN PEFt COST 29,101 PEPF - .2oo00 PHYS , H F - °1819t
.V ER S._,- .. 181 9i_____________________________

VERS 1 4IL.781

ALTERNiATiVEKEY_

A- AUTOMATIC SELF TEST
B- COMMAND TEST
C- OPERATIONAL TEST
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TABLE X,1 IK.

OVERALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
FACTOR

ALTER- ADDITIVE RMs MULTIPLICATIVE LOGARITHMIC
NATIVE RATING ___RA.NK__. RkTyNG RANK RATING. -RANK. RATING RANK

MIN PHYS
_,, 3... .. .-8 .26 . 2 .

a 9.83 . 9 ,,k3 9.82 1. 9,87 "
.. ..ca 9 8,,.O9.. 3. 90. _.. -3

MAX PHYSh: _______ L . ... aB 31 .4 .9.:.. ... 8,73 .... 3 ...
B ,9.85 ! 9..6 1 9.8j 9.89 '
S-_8.. 3.1- .- 9. 20. . 2.__

W.I G T._..U E .iHE E RQN.S .. _, E 5 E

MIN PHY82 COST - 7691 PER ,.?7691 PHY -. .0001 H F -. 731I
y 17. 3ii --__L_ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

M YVR - ,ASO , .a :8 t

ALTERNATIVE KEY

A- AUTOMATIC SELF 'TEST

D -" COMMAND TEST
"p . C- OPERATIONAL TEST
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TABLE XII-X

OVRALL SCORES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING HUMAN FACTORS FACTOR

ALTER'. ADDITIVE RsMULTIPLICATIVE LOGARITHMIC

_NAT R ILN GRA.N K__RAT7jN q AK---.A IIG RIAK.-~R.fl-NG_, RANK

d MHINHMF

s 987 19. f%7 1 9 .86 1 9.90 1
____ 8 .3 Zogý&_ •L 2 8-f 9 __

MAY H F

9,67 1 q 6 8 1 .66-I917'4 1
_,C _ 8. 6 2A_ 32. - P

MINJ H F' I COST -. 277*41 PFRF' .27741J PHYS .1*3861 H F .13331

VERS - 13341

ALTERN~ATIVE KEY

A- AUTOMATIC 8ELF TEST
B- COMMAND.TEST
C-. OPERATIOIIAL TEST
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TABLE XII-XI

OVERALL SCO.'ES AND RANKS USING WEIGHTS CHANGING VEPRSATILITY FACTOR

T AODDITVE RmS MUL71PLICATIVE LOGARITHMIC
i AllI v ET IN G- -- ,kY -- R-A 7NG. R'A N K RATING-R4 NK..--- ATING. ..RANK

AIN VERS

8 9182 1 9,P2 1 9.81 1 9.86

H AX Vý~
___ 8.76 3

89,855 9,A6 19.85 1 '~9189 1

'I!N VERS: COST *2.93414 PERF 2~93t4s PHYS .14661 H F .1~83~41

VERS 267

ALTERNATIVE K(EY

A-AUTOMATrIC SELF TEST
B-COMMAND TEST
C -OPERATIONAL TEST
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9.0 CONCLUSION

Command testing of operational repeaters ranked first ia all foitr
weighting techniques used in the analysis. The 6valuation was predicated
upon a conDd link being required for some sensors and therefore, did not
consider a command link being included for the sole purpose of testing re-
peater-i. If a command link is not available, the reaults of the analysis
would have to be reviewed for the possibility of a different conclusion.

10.0 RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that repeaters include the capability for some
degree of operational testing via the sensor command link.
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